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PREFACE 

I first became interested in asbestos in  while preparing a paper for the

Michigan Women Studies Symposium about American needlework history

between  and , an enterprise that has so far inspired the writing of two

books, fourteen articles, and a dissertation. Among the many patterns I saw for

knitted and crocheted household articles were decorative covers for the round

asbestos mats that used to be available in every dime store—when there were

dime stores—and used as hot mats and burner pads in American kitchens and

dining rooms until the s. Most of this early material was published in a

lengthy paper, which, as far as I am aware, was the first scholarly article on

potholders in the English language, appearing in the Journal of Popular Culture in

the summer of .

Meanwhile, I wrote a doctoral dissertation at Carnegie-Mellon University

between  and , under the direction of urban and environmental histo-

rian Joel Tarr, on the mobilization of the American textile and apparel indus-

tries for the two World Wars, Korea, and Vietnam. Here again I encountered

asbestos, reading accounts of its history as a stockpiled strategic and critical

material at just the period in history at which its use had become controversial.

The wave of asbestos-disease litigation, at that time soon to become a veritable

tsunami, was becoming a visible public policy issue; and like any well-trained

historian of technology, I noted with interest the change in public perceptions

of the material.

I had other research and writing fish to fry, however, in my chosen area of

interest in technology and the body, the results of which were published by

Johns Hopkins University Press in  as The Technology of Orgasm: “Hysteria,”

the Vibrator, and Women’s Sexual Satisfaction. In , I was contacted by Kathleen

McDermott, then of Winthrop Group in Boston, regarding my earlier work on

asbestos in potholders and as a critical material in World War II. In discussions

with her and her colleagues in litigation support off and on during the next

three years, I became more familiar with the medical and legal tangle that was

snarling the asbestos issue and discovered to my surprise that although there

were already large bodies of medical and legal literature on asbestos-related dis-

eases and a smaller but significant body of secondary works on the history of



these diseases, there was virtually no responsible scholarly history of how and

why asbestos came to be used so widely. Nearly all the secondary sources I read

were narrowly focused on blaming and demonizing a tiny group of individuals

and businesses for a technological decision that clearly—to me, at least—had

been made by the market on the advice of a large and influential group of engi-

neering and public safety professionals. With my training in the history of tech-

nology, especially in textiles, and my interest in technology and the body, this

was a topic with irresistible appeal: a textile technological trade-off issue with

a health component and an almost entirely one-sided secondary literature. I

continued to take notes and maintain a bibliography on asbestos through the

completion of my first book in .

In the past five years, my research on asbestos and fire has benefited from

the advice and assistance of many persons and institutions. Joel Tarr and Kath-

leen McDermott stand first among those who have encouraged me to pursue

this topic, making sure that I asked the kinds of questions about it that had not

been asked before. Had I not met Kathleen in  through Joel, it is unlikely

that this book would ever have been written. Deborah Warner and Daryl Hafter,

both of the Women and Technological History subgroup of the Society for the

History of Technology (SHOT), have supported my efforts in textile history for

more than two decades; and Deborah was kind enough to pass along to me

important material from her own work at the Smithsonian Institution. This

book has also benefited significantly from critiques of two versions of the man-

uscript by Sara Wermiel, author of The Fireproof Building (Johns Hopkins, ).

Both arguments and presentation of data have been improved by her thought-

ful and detailed suggestions. 

I wish to thank the participants in the SHOT  session on “Risky

Entertainment/Pleasure Technologies,” particularly the chair, Joseph Corn, and

commentator David Nye. The suggestions of the audience at that meeting were

useful and constructive, as were those proposed by attendees of my Hagley

Research Seminar in December , especially Philip Scranton, David Sicilia,

Roger Horowitz, Gabriella Petrick, Francesca Guerra, and James Glynn III, among

others. Although I have never met him, the lyrical and thought-provoking work

of Stephen Pyne on fire has been an inspiration.

In the s, much of the grunt work of assembling and organizing source

material for this book fell to research assistants. Thomas Hunter spent many a

weary hour in libraries chasing obscure citations and Denise Spencer many

equally weary hours keying these citations and my annotations into my biblio-

graphic data base. I was assisted in some of the early work of collecting sources

by Susan Weiler, Bonnie Docherty, Grant Dixton, and Sean Perrone, all of

Winthrop Group.

I learned a great deal from conversations with Scott Knowles about fire

safety, and about fire meteorology from Keith Brophy Eisenman. Kraig Adler of
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Cornell University was generous with information about salamanders. Catherine

Gatto de Oliver played me her DVD of the Italian film Cinema Paradiso, with its

evocative scene of a cellulose-nitrate film fire.

Like all historians, I owe a great debt to libraries and archives, the greatest

of which, in my case, is to the Cornell University Library system and its dedi-

cated staff. The patience of the interlibrary services staff and those of the

Annex, Rare and Manuscript Collections, Engineering, Hotel, Law, and Cather-

wood (Industrial and Labor Relations) Libraries is especially appreciated.

Through Cornell’s participation in the BorrowDirect program, I have also made

extensive use of the collections of Columbia, Penn, Brown, Princeton, and Yale

university libraries. In , I consulted the excellent resources of the British

Library in London. The State Library of Virginia has very useful and compre-

hensive sources on the Richmond theater fire of , and I warmly recommend

the architectural library of Virginia Tech (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

State University) to anyone working in the area of theater construction. David

Giordano of the National Archives made valiant efforts to locate impossibly eso-

teric photographs for me.

The Hagley Library and Museum in Wilmington, Delaware, made a wonder-

ful array of materials available to me, as they do for every scholar who consults

their astonishingly rich collections. The Philadelphia Free Library Periodicals

Room staff pulled open many a drawer of microfilm to retrieve fifty-year-old

runs of the NPFA Quarterly. For information on fires in their communities,

I wish to thank Kathee Stahl of the Kershaw County Historical Society in South

Carolina and Margaret Franklin of the Limerick County Public Library in Ire-

land. Deborah Warner of the Smithsonian Institution provided me with impor-

tant materials from an exhibit on asbestos that she curated and guided me to

the Smithsonian Institution Library’s collection of more than , trade

catalogs, including nearly ten linear feet of materials from asbestos-products

manufacturers from the mid-nineteenth century through the third quarter of

the twentieth.

I have been a member of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)

for only two years, and I have already benefited more from this organization and

its members and staff than any annual dues payment could begin to repay. All

of us owe much more than we usually recognize to firefighters and fire engi-

neers, who have given most of us the luxury of not having to think about fire

very often and for saving the lives of many of us, in some cases long before we

were born. In the course of this research, I browsed through more than a hun-

dred years of publications by the NFPA and its British counterpart, the British

Fire Prevention Committee, and was impressed over and over again by the strik-

ing combination of pure physical courage in the face of fire, compassionate

emotional engagement with its victims, and stubborn intellectual dedication to

understanding and preventing it that these professionals exhibit in their
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writings. On this sometimes melancholy but always inspiring journey I received

valuable assistance from the able staff of the NFPA’s Charles S. Morgan Techni-

cal Library, particularly Stephanie A. Naoum. I thank Dennis Berry of the Legal

Department for his permission to reproduce images from the NFPA Handbooks.

This list would not be complete without a deep curtsey of respect to my

editor at Rutgers University Press, Audra Wolfe, who has the dangerous quality

of making authors feel appreciated.

As I am writing on a topic about which I have already observed that people

have strong opinions, stronger in some cases than those evoked by my book

about women’s sexuality, and moreover one about which argumenta ad

homines are at least as common as rational discussions of the substantive

issues, it seems appropriate to state in advance that I have at least two biases

that the alert reader is sure to note. First, I am a former business owner and

employer. It has been remarked that the only experience more overrated than

natural childbirth is the joy of owning your own business. The challenge of try-

ing to meet a payroll on which the economic survival of others depends has an

inevitable transforming effect. No one who has experienced this challenge can

be made to believe that businesses as a class are evil or malevolent, that they

seek always to maximize profit at the expense of their workers, or that business

owners and managers have any real control over the market forces that push

them into painful decisions. Most of all, no one who has been a business owner

or closely associated with one can be made to believe that any business, regard-

less of size, age, creed, or country of origin, has unlimited resources and scope

for altering the conditions in which it operates.

Second, I am a committed opponent of simple, unicausal explanatory

theories of historical events. I find conspiracy theories particularly uncongenial

because the historical record is literally paved with the corpses of failed con-

spiracies. For reasons that are obvious from the Prisoners’ Dilemma, conspira-

cies are a notoriously ineffective long-term strategy. Even in the short term, as

anyone knows who has ever tried to form a conspiracy to throw a surprise birth-

day party, somebody is sure to give the game away.

Finally, and separately from my other acknowledgments of intellectual

debt, I would like to thank the family members of victims of asbestos-related

disease who have listened to my story of asbestos and fire with respect, under-

standing that the work of their loved ones has saved the lives of thousands of

others unknown to them.
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The American perception of risk in the opening years of the twenty-first

century has been significantly altered and reshaped by the events of September

, , and by the less deadly but still frightening episodes of Oklahoma City

in  and the World Trade Center in . We look up at our tall buildings

with a new unease; we contemplate the relative dangers of vaccination versus

those of smallpox, a disease driven from the natural environment in ; and

we regard with suspicion packages hand-addressed in block capitals, unidenti-

fied white powders, and rented trucks parked close to public buildings. Our

responses to the built environment have been irrevocably altered by the fram-

ing effect of newly perceived individual and collective risks.

Between the middle of the nineteenth century and the third quarter of the

twentieth, we lived with a different kind of terror: broader-based, more imper-

sonal, and on a day-to-day level much more immediate and threatening to both

individuals and communities than anything within the power of Al Qaeda or

other human enemies: the danger of fire. Fire is, of course, among the oldest

threats to human life; but the vast forests of North America provided what must

have seemed limitless supplies of cheap building material, so abundant that

even roads could be built of wood. Everyone knew how readily it burned; one

needed to look no farther than one’s own hearth to see the danger. Buildings

burned regularly in cities, villages, and rural areas, with or without loss of life,

and were rebuilt using the same combustible materials.

When populations began to be concentrated on an increasingly large scale,

it became evident that something more than volunteer fire companies were

needed to address the risk. First Boston and then other American cities began

to regulate what could be built in urban centers, as some of their British and

European counterparts had been doing since the Middle Ages.

1
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And not a minute too soon. New York, Richmond, Boston, and other Ameri-

can cities had all experienced major loss-of-life fires before the second half of

the nineteenth century; but the epidemic of fires that swept the country after

 frightened citizens, business owners, builders, landlords, municipalities,

and insurance companies into making common cause against a common

enemy. The National Fire Protection Association was formed in  and pub-

lished its first handbook of fire protection the same year. The organization was

part of a major international movement to establish a system of fire safety that

included urban planning with the aid of building codes, telecommunication of

alarms, professionalization of fire services, and fire-resistive construction with

proven and tested materials, including asbestos. Nowhere was the need for such

a system more obvious than in the United States, which had at the time, as it still

does today, one of the highest per capita fire rates in the industrialized world.

Fire in the Built Environment

On October , , a fire driven by a massive cyclonic storm that stretched from

California to Pennsylvania destroyed , buildings and the lives of 

people in Chicago. On the same day, the town of Peshtigo, Wisconsin, north of

Green Bay, lost , lives of a total population of ,; and in the nearby vil-

lage of Williamsonville, sixty people of the seventy-seven living in the commu-

nity died in an open field as wildfire consumed forest, settlement, and

everything else in its path over , square miles. The Peshtigo fire killed

more people than any other fire in American history, before or since. In

Peshtigo and Williamsonville, which were both lumber communities, every-

thing was made of wood—houses, streets, sidewalks, and outbuildings—and in

both places sawmills added fuel; there were no structures that could provide

any kind of shelter for the population. Explosions in the woodenware mill in

Peshtigo hurled flaming pails, brooms, and other objects onto the heads of

those who sought refuge in the river. Clearly, Americans of the nineteenth

century were right to fear fire.

In , the lumber and sawmill communities of Hinckley, Pine City, and

smaller villages in a five-county area of Minnesota were almost entirely

destroyed by a forest fire that killed at least  persons. Trains carrying fugi-

tives from the fire raced away over burning ties and bridge trestles, in one case

with the train’s wooden cars themselves on fire. A few decades later, in , a

forest fire started by sparks from a locomotive devastated Cloquet and Moose

Lake, Minnesota, and nearby areas of Wisconsin, with between  and ,

deaths.

A little more than a year after Peshtigo, a major fire in Boston devastated the

city’s center, destroying eight hundred buildings. In December , a theater

fire in Brooklyn killed  people when a hanging border caught fire, an event
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that was to inspire building-code clauses requiring fire-resistive stage curtains.

Another theater, the “fireproof” Iroquois in Chicago, burned on December ,

: within half an hour,  people died when the “asbestos” theater curtain

protecting the audience failed to close after the scenery ignited. The Iroquois

was the deadliest single-building fire in American history. In , the Rhoads

Opera House fire in Boyertown, Pennsylvania, killed  persons. Thanks to the

diligent efforts of fire engineers and municipal authorities, these two disasters

were to be the last of America’s major theater fires.

Other venues were not so fortunate. On June , , the excursion

steamer General Slocum, filled to the gunwales with children and their parents

on a church outing, burned in New York Harbor with a loss of , lives. In the

same year, Baltimore experienced a major fire, but, miraculously, only one per-

son died. In San Francisco, about , people died in the earthquake and fire

of . In March , the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire, in the “fireproof”

Asch Building in lower Manhattan, killed more than  workers, most of them

young women, when highly combustible cotton scraps in a large waste bin

caught fire in a ten-story structure with inadequate means of egress. America’s

worst industrial fire, it prompted significant fire- and safety-code revisions and

was the last such fire in the United States to claim lives in the triple digits.

Many costly and painful lessons remained to be learned, however. On

Easter Monday, ,  inmates of the Ohio State Penitentiary died, locked in

their cells, when a roof fire, possibly the result of arson, ignited construction

scaffolding on the hundred-year-old building. Most asphyxiated in the heavy

smoke. Five hundred sixteen persons were killed in Texas City, Texas, in April

 when two ships carrying ammonium nitrate, the explosive used by

Timothy McVey in Oklahoma City, caught fire and exploded in port, setting the

entire city on fire.

Recreation and travel had their own risks. In September , the cruise ship

Morro Castle burned off Asbury Park, New Jersey, with the loss of  lives, calling

attention to the combustibility of interior finishes and bulkheads on passenger

ships. A significant portion of the mid-twentieth-century spike in American fire

deaths was attributable to entertainment and transient (hotel) occupancies:

highly combustible decorations and inadequate exits were inculpated in both the

Rhythm Club fire in Natchez, Mississippi, in April , and the Cocoanut Grove

fire in Boston in December . In that era of segregation and inequality, the

Natchez disaster that killed  African Americans did not make national head-

lines, but the  mostly white partygoers who died at Cocoanut Grove did,

including many U.S. service members who were home on leave.

The latter event inspired another iteration of the cycle of building-code

revision and the inclusion of new requirements for fire-resistive decor and

interior finishes of restaurants, bars, nightclubs, and other places newly recog-

nized as dangerous fire environments. Two more fires in the s in such
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venues contributed to a sense of urgency about making structures with high

population densities more fire-resistive and easier to evacuate: the Ringling

Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus fire in Hartford in  in which  died,

nearly all of them children, and the Winecoff Hotel fire in Atlanta in December

, with  fatalities.

Until the s, American schools were a chronic threat to the lives of their

students and faculty. The worst school fire in the United States occurred in

March  in Collinwood, Ohio, when an uninsulated heating appliance

ignited wooden floorboards. One hundred seventy-four schoolchildren and two

teachers perished. In the aftermath, many cities upgraded their code require-

ments for schools and specified that heating devices and pipes near com-

bustible materials be insulated with asbestos lagging (wrapped insulation).

Unfortunately, most cities, including Chicago, did not enforce these codes in

existing schools.

At : .. on the afternoon of Monday, December , , an alarm was

called in to the Chicago Fire Department. Two minutes later, four fire engines,

two trucks, and as many personnel as could be spared from other calls were sent

to  North Avers Avenue, where children between the ages of eight and four-

teen were already jumping from the upper windows of a two-story Catholic

school building called Our Lady of the Angels. The fire had begun in an oil con-

tainer in a basement stairwell at one corner of the building and swept up the

stairways and between walls to the second floor, where children and teachers

were trapped in classrooms by the dense smoke and the blazing wooden floors

and wainscoting. Ninety persons, most of them children, died between : ..

and  .. while fire fighters and police, struggling to hold back crowds of

screaming and terrified parents who had flocked to the burning school, worked

at desperate speed to pull children from the windows before they were over-

come by smoke inhalation or caught by the flames. Five more victims died later

in hospitals, bringing the death toll to ninety-five.

After the fire, with funerals featuring child-sized coffins scheduled every

day for weeks, fire-prevention professionals and school officials examined all

the evidence from the fire and concluded that the pre-code building, con-

structed in , was unsafe in part because its floors, walls, wainscoting, and

partitions were combustible. The acoustic ceiling tiles, from which a flashover

fire killed twenty-eight in one classroom alone, were made of wheat straw.

Municipalities again revised their codes, in some cases enforcing them in exist-

ing pre-code schools, and requiring even more extensive use of fire-resistive

insulating and building materials, including ceiling tiles. These fire protec-

tion efforts ultimately proved successful: it would have been cold comfort to the

grieving parents of , but Our Lady of the Angels was to be the last major

multiple-fatality school fire in the United States.
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Fire as a Weapon of Mass Destruction

At the midpoint of the twentieth century, the results of incendiary bombing in

World War II had at least as great an influence on perceptions of fire risk as did

disasters on our own soil. The American fire protection community had

watched with horrified fascination the newsreels of German bombing of British

cities and the Allied response and had read reports by Sir Aylmer Firebrace, fire

chief of the ,-member British National Fire Service in , among

others, on expedients such as recommending that civilians keep the water in

their tubs after bathing, into which they could plunge the incendiary bombs

that penetrated their roofs. They had read accounts, too, by these same civil-

ians of what it was like to live under the bombing, in constant fear of flame

from the sky. During the war, American fire engineers, meteorologists, insur-

ance underwriters, architects, and other fire experts turned their professional

expertise inside out by helping to plan the destruction of German and Japanese

cities, drawing fire susceptibility maps that were mirror images of the maps

property underwriters used to assess fire risk in American cities. The attack

planners were especially careful to target industrial areas with combustible

roofs—the “soft targets” of incendiary bombing.

Professionals such as Horatio Bond and James McElroy of the engineering

staff of the National Fire Protection Association were to find after the war, how-

ever, that nothing had prepared them for the sights, the survivors, and the sta-

tistics of the Allied air war. The effects of fire on Hamburg, Dresden, Tokyo, and

other Japanese and German cities entirely overwhelmed all previous urban fire

experience. Hamburg, a city of . million persons, was bombed in July  by

Britain’s Royal Air Force. Nearly  percent of the built environment was

entirely destroyed, most of it in a single night’s firestorm, with between ,

and , people killed and three-quarters of a million people rendered

homeless. In Dresden, where another firestorm occurred after bombing in

March , some estimates placed civilian mortality at ,, almost half

the prewar population. It was impossible to determine how many had perished,

since population records were consumed along with the population. Ameri-

can visitors to Dresden, Cologne, Hamburg, and other German cities after the

war were appalled by the extent of the destruction.

The wooden roofs and wood-and-paper walls of Japanese residences and

the incompletely fire-resistive character of even “hardened” industrial targets,

combined with entirely inadequate fire-fighting capabilities, made the creation

of urban conflagrations in Japanese cities a heartbreakingly easy task. In the

carefully planned Tokyo firestorm of March –, , the fire sometimes trav-

eled faster than a person could run. Those who took refuge in wells, basements,

or other shelters were asphyxiated when the fire consumed all the oxygen as it

passed over them. Fatalities were estimated at between , and ,—
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and this was only in Tokyo. By the time the first atom bomb was dropped, U.S.

bombers had destroyed almost half the built environment in sixty-nine cities in

which  million people had lived. Major Forrest J. Sanborn of the U.S. Strate-

gic Bombing Survey said after the war, “If one needs to be reminded that civil-

ians were the real sufferers, he need only to recall that the number of Japanese

civilian casualties in the Japanese Homeland, inflicted entirely by our air force

during a -month period, was nearly twice the Japanese military casualties

inflicted by our combined Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines during a -

month period.” Sanborn did not miss the opportunity to remind his fire-

professional readers that if the United States and its allies were going to dish

out this kind of destruction, we would have to be prepared, in his words, to

“take it.” The nation with the highest accidental-fire death rate in the indus-

trialized world would have to improve the fire resistance of its communities.

Asbestos in the Fire-Safety Community

In the decision environment of highly conspicuous fire risk, a building and

insulating material that was incombustible, did not spread flame, had low

ASBESTOS AND FIRE6

FIGURE 1.1 Scenes like this one of Hamburg after the fire storm of July 1943
impressed on American and other Allied fire-safety professionals the importance of
fire-safe structures to national security after World War II.

German photo collected by the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey.
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thermal conductivity, and could be retrofitted to existing structures with well-

understood technology seemed ideally suited to the goals and requirements of

the evolving system of twentieth-century fire protection. Asbestos, a silica-

based mineral, had been known since antiquity as a fireproof material; it is so

mentioned in Pliny the Elder (.. –), Pausanias (after ..  ), Plutarch

(ca. .. –), and Strabo (ca.  ..–after ..  ). Pliny notes in Natural

Histories XIX.iv, where he asserts that “amiantus” is a plant, that the material

can be woven (with difficulty, due to the shortness of its fibers) into incom-

bustible napkins and funeral shrouds for cremation; at XXXVII.liv, where he

calls it a mineral, that it is iron-colored and mined in the mountains of Arcadia;

and at XXXVI.xxxi that it is impervious to fire and useful as a talisman against

witchcraft. It is a commonplace in the asbestos legal literature that Pliny men-

tions the health hazards of asbestos, but in fact there is no such passage in any

of the writings of either the elder or the younger Pliny or of any other ancient

author. In his Geography at :, Strabo notes its use in lamp wicks; Pausanias

does the same in Description of Greece at I: and ; and in De Oraculorum

Defectu , Plutarch mentions an incombustible fabric made from a stone for-

merly (that is, before his time) mined in Euboea. Dioscorides Pedanius of

THE TECHNOLOGY DECISION ENVIRONMENT 7

FIGURE 1.2 Except for a spike during World War II, the overall trend in twentieth-
century American building fires was a steady reduction in loss of life.

Reprinted with permission from the National Fire Protection Handbook, 17th ed., Copyright ©
1991, National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA.
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Anazarbos (first century ..) mentions the incombustibility of asbestos tex-

tiles. In .. , Persian writer Ibn Al Faqih noted that asbestos was sold by

fraudulent talisman merchants as fragments of the True Cross. Archeological

sources place asbestos mining in China in the fifth century .. and Iran in the

eighth century ..

Later sources, such as Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman (–), com-

mented on the mineral’s useful properties or noted the material as a curiosity

from which very expensive napkins could be made, much esteemed by the

ostentatious, who enjoyed amazing their friends by throwing their napery into

the fire and plucking it out again, clean and unconsumed. Not until the H. W.

Johns Company began experimenting with asbestos in the mid-nineteenth

century did the commercial possibilities of the material begin to be recognized

and exploited. Johns, later Johns-Manville, first entered the market through

stove and boiler insulation and roofing, but the earliest references to asbestos

in building codes are to theater curtains, movie-projection-booth enclosures,

and barrier board for heating appliances burning solid fuel.

Underwriters’ Laboratories established in  that asbestos, like pure gyp-

sum plaster, slate, and fired ceramic, would not spread flame under any cir-

cumstances. This knowledge was later incorporated into the American Society

for Testing Materials’ standard for flame spread, ASTM E, in  and later

established as National Fire Protection Association’s NFPA . Asbestos-

cement is still the internationally recognized zero point for fire resistance of

materials and is the standard material against which all others are judged in the

Steiner tunnel test of flame spread. Code compliance in most communities

required a flame-spread ratio of less than twenty-five; mineral wool did not and

does not meet this standard; and fiberglass, while a better insulator than min-

eral wool, nevertheless has a nonzero ratio.

Unlike gypsum plaster and fired ceramic, which have comparable flame-

spread ratios, asbestos could be woven and packed in fiber form around pipes

and heating appliances and made into shingles and siding that were light

enough to attach with nails to an existing building not designed for the weight

of ceramic-tile roofing. No other material, then or now, has these properties.

The National Fire Protection Association still lists asbestos as an “excellent fire-

proofing agent” in its Fire Protection Handbook.

Early in the twentieth century, insurance underwriters, safety engineers,

building-code officials, and government agencies endorsed and in many cases

required the use of asbestos as part of a professionally designed system of fire

safety in the construction of public buildings such as theaters, hotels, and

schools and in other fire-vulnerable structures such as ships. In the case of

buildings, this interest in fire-resistive construction continued a trend begun in

the nineteenth century, when the use of brick, plaster, metal, and stone were
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thought to be adequate safeguards against building fires. The experience of

Boston’s  fire, in which granite exposed to high temperatures deteriorated

and “melted,” and later fires, in which sprinklers proved unsatisfactory, steel

supports weakened and collapsed, brick softened, and concrete cracked and

spalled, reinforced the growing conviction that buildings and their occupants

could not be reliably protected from fire without asbestos. After , because

of municipal building codes, it was increasingly difficult to build any structure

inside the fire limits of any American municipality—the highly built-up or

downtown area—without using at least some asbestos.

Outside those limits, because of insurance underwriters’ codes like that of

Factory Mutual, it was difficult to insure and therefore to finance any structure

that did not have asbestos in the applications for which it was recommended or

required by the code. Banks would not (and will not) mortgage an uninsured

building. Of the eight types of built-up roof coverings approved by the Under-

writers’ Laboratories (UL) in , for example, seven included asbestos. The

UL standards, as set forth in various model building codes, including those of

the National Board of Fire Underwriters, were in many cities simply adopted

wholesale into municipal building codes. Some communities even held prop-

erty owners liable if burning brands from their wooden roof coverings ignited

nearby structures, a strong incentive to use fire-resistive roof coverings. A

large area of Salem, Massachusetts, had been destroyed in  after a single

wooden-shingle roof fire spread burning brands for blocks in every direction,

creating a scene of devastation used for decades in advertising booklets by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters (see fig. .).

Fire was an immediate and visible risk; asbestos was not. Partly due to lim-

itations of epidemiological knowledge and testing instrumentation, the long-

term effects of low doses of asbestos were not perceived until several decades
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TABLE 1.1

Flame-Spread Ratios of
Fire-Resistive Materials

Material Flame-Spread Ratio

Asbestos 0

Ceramic/brick 0

Fiberglass 10–20

Mineral wool 30–40
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after the beginning of widespread asbestos use. The fire safety community was

not, in any case, focused on long-term risk or on hazardous materials other

than those that either contributed to fires and explosions, such as gasoline and

grain dusts, and those which emitted toxic fumes when heated, such as nitro-

cellulose film. Their jobs were and are to prevent fire and to prevent loss of life

and property when fires occur.

Bodies at Risk: The Asbestos Controversy

In the decades since the passage of the Occupational Safety and Health Act

(OSHA) of , asbestos has become a highly visible and controversial legal,

scientific, and public health issue, with hundreds of thousands of exposure

cases creating a virtual subindustry of torts. Thousands of hours of court time

and millions of work hours, not to mention billions of dollars in settlements

and judgments, are expended annually in resolving issues related to asbestos.

The Rand Institute for Civil Justice reports that asbestos litigation has so far cost

businesses about $ billion, and another $ billion in costs are possible.

The $ billion costs of asbestos removal—and torts resulting from it—also add

to the total, as does the $ trillion in depreciation of asbestos-containing build-

ings. The burden on the courts is astonishing: by , asbestos cases were .

percent of all civil cases, and  percent of all product liability cases in the fed-

eral courts. Because the United States is the only industrial democracy in the

world without national health insurance, the minority of asbestos plaintiffs

who are actually sick have no recourse but litigation to defray the cost of care,

thus making us also the only industrial nation that has permitted asbestos dis-

ease to become an apparently uncontrollable drain on our own economy as well

as that of other nations.

Despite the public attention the controversy has received, there has been

surprisingly little discussion of how and why asbestos was introduced into the

built environment in the first place or of the risk perceptions and cost-benefit

analyses that resulted in Americans’ use of an average of five to ten pounds of

asbestos per person per year by the s. None of the major works on

asbestos risk cites any of the professional literature of fire protection; indeed,

reading these works, one would not guess that such a literature exists or sup-

pose that the opinion of any community of experts other than health profes-

sionals might be relevant to the debate. In an article included in Barry I.

Castleman and Stephen L. Berger’s Asbestos: Medical and Legal Aspects, Berger, for

example, argues that alternatives to asbestos insulation have existed since

, citing as evidence a list of patents for products of which fewer than  per-

cent were ever manufactured or tested. He declines even to mention the obvi-

ous necessity of testing materials for their code compliance or to suggest how

any of the supposed substitutes might have fared on these tests.
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Like nearly all new technologies, asbestos was evaluated between  and

– against a background of the problems it solved, not of those we were

later to learn that it created. The negotiation of standards of safety in the

United States has historically involved complex interactions among a variety of

constituencies, including consumers, government, industry, and the commu-

nity of experts, which typically include scientists, engineers, and physicians.

The latter groups are by nature conservative, assimilating new knowledge

slowly over a period of years or even generations. The contagion debate of the

nineteenth century was just such a controversy.

Perceived risks have been the impetus for the development of many kinds

of technology, and it is not unusual for technologies to be developed that suc-

cessfully reduce the originally perceived risk but that are ultimately found to be

flawed with risks of their own. Infant seats in automobiles are a recent case in

point: they save adult lives but endanger small children. In the case of asbestos,

the perceived risk was fire, an obvious and unmistakable public health hazard.

The United States, like all industrial democracies, attempts to base most poli-

cies on the principle first articulated by Jeremy Bentham, that of the greatest

good for the greatest number. In , of the approximately , Americans

who died from fire every year, almost  percent were children—about ten

deaths per day of children of elementary school age or younger. In , the

latest year for which the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) have published sta-

tistics, , persons died of mesothelioma and  of asbestosis, none of whom

were under the age of fifteen. More children died every year from fire, before we

built the fire safety system that includes asbestos, than adults are now dying

from asbestos-related disease.

Asbestosis is a respiratory disease caused by inhaling asbestos fibers,

resulting in scarring of lung tissue, which gradually loses its elasticity. Length

and intensity of exposure usually determine the severity of the disease. This is

not always the case with mesothelioma, however, a type of cancer that produces

tumors on the pleura (lining of the lungs) or the peritoneum (lining of the

abdomen); neither length of exposure nor the intensity—the concentration of

fibers in the inhaled air—are well correlated with the incidence of the disease,

which has even been known to occur in individuals with no history of asbestos

exposure. Miners in minerals found in association with asbestos, such as talc,

can develop both diseases. Latency periods are long, up to thirty years, a char-

acteristic of asbestos disease that has greatly complicated traditional systems of

workers’ compensation and other insurance. These programs were designed to

cope with immediately obvious injuries and toxic effects, not those that do not

manifest for two or three decades. In some states, workers must file claims

within a period shorter than the latency period of mesothelioma, resulting in a

flood of claims from the so-far unimpaired. The number of claims exceeds the

annual number of deaths from both diseases by two orders of magnitude.
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Asbestos building materials and the system of fire safety of which they were

an important component successfully reduced the annual rate of fire deaths in

the United States from . per , in  to . in , during which

period asbestos became one of the dominant technologies in structural fire pre-

vention. Only after decades of widespread asbestos use did a new generation

of epidemiologists begin to shift the attention of the public and of policymakers

from the problems solved by the technology to those it apparently caused.

According to William W. Lowrance in Of Acceptable Risk, we could not have

known the effects of asbestos before a period of long exposure to it.

The framing, or context, of asbestos risk perception was altered by the

apparent removal of the background of fire danger. A. Tversky and D. Kahneman

have shown that the framing of risk-benefit analysis can completely reverse

preferences, even when the mathematically calculated utility of each outcome

is identical. Asbestos was evaluated between  and  against a back-

drop of scenes such as that of the military and civilian bodies found in the ruins

of the Cocoanut Grove nightclub in  and the rows of children’s bodies in the

Chicago morgue after the Lady of the Angels school fire in . Due in part to

the widespread use of asbestos in construction between  and , large

loss-of-life fires are now very rare, and the technology of asbestos is evaluated

today against the backdrop of cases of mesothelioma and asbestosis in adults.

Our answer to the policy question “Do we want to use asbestos?” has

changed because a new scientific paradigm for asbestos has emerged since

, within a frame in which fire risk has become a relatively minor concern

compared with . We did not have the information in  or even in 

to weigh the value of young lives potentially lost to fire against possible cases of

cancer and mesothelioma in adults a half century later, and it is possible that

our decision would have been no different if we had. Given the possibility of

such a choice, we would obviously prefer to have neither fire deaths nor cancer,

but history seldom permits the luxury of straightforward comparisons. Deci-

sions to use asbestos and decisions to restrict it were separated by many

decades. It is highly improbable that any alternative fire-prevention technology

we might have developed would have been risk-free; in fact, fiberglass and

mineral wool, both proposed alternatives to asbestos, are suspected health

hazards.

Two different kinds of risk are at stake here, which are separated tempo-

rally, conceptually, and usually spatially as well. The first is the acute, obvious,

and short-term risk of fire, which kills in minutes or even seconds and may end

the lives of many persons at once, even whole communities of thousands of

individuals. No scientific expertise is required to judge the danger of fire; even

animals understand it, and its potentially fatal effects are nearly always imme-

diate and perceptible, not long-term and latent. In the face of an actual fire, it

is not possible to lose what Ulrich Beck calls one’s “cognitive sovereignty” over
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the perceived risk of fire. Moreover, individual susceptibilities are of little sig-

nificance once ignition occurs, although the individual may greatly increase the

likelihood of ignition of his or her immediate environment by engaging in risky

behaviors such as installing a solid-fuel stove on a wooden floor or smoking in

bed. The increased risk to smokers is in fact one of only two elements that fire

and asbestos-related disease have in common.

The second is one that asbestos-related disease and fire share with nearly

all risks: until it is obvious that the worst has occurred, potential victims are

inclined to think that disasters of the kind in question only happen to someone

else. Thus, the owners of the Station nightclub in West Warwick, Rhode Island,

assumed in February  that because fireworks had been used on their stage

many times before without incident, no incident would ever occur; and

asbestos workers with decades of experience discounted or ignored advice to

wear dust masks. All of us perform these acts of denial every time we drive our

automobiles, an activity that poses far and away the greatest risk to life and

limb that most of us experience on a day-to-day basis. Everyone knows that

obesity greatly increases the risk of disease and death, but more than a third of

Americans are overweight. Most of them will lose weight only when it is appar-

ent that fat is killing them, if then.

The risk of asbestos-related disease is, of course, very different in almost

every other respect from that of fire. We do not reflexively fear dust floating in

the air, even if it is visible, which it often is not, as we do the proximity of fire.

The effects of inhaling asbestos fibers are long-term and chronic, not short-

term and acute, and they occur to individuals differently and separately. While

groups of individuals may be breathing the same air and inhaling the same

dusts at the same time, only a portion of the group will contract either asbesto-

sis or mesothelioma or both, and members of these subgroups will not all show

the same symptoms. If active disease occurs after exposure, which it does in

only a minority of those exposed, it does so after unpredictable lapses of time:

sooner in some individuals, later in others. All of us in the United States have

been exposed to asbestos fibers, and those of us who live in urban areas (even

small towns) inhale at least a few of them every day of our lives, but we do not

all have asbestosis or mesothelioma. Thus, the conceptual link between what

one is doing at the moment and the risk of dying from it seems much more

remote than in the case of the stove owner whose wooden floor catches fire.

Moreover, because there is no known threshold limit value (TLV)—that is,

no known safe level of exposure to asbestos inhalation—science can offer no

plausible probabilities for an individual who is environmentally exposed to

asbestos. Even for those who are occupationally exposed, disease more often

follows years of high-level exposure than hours or weeks of low-level exposure;

but there are so many counterexamples that some scientists, unable to deter-

mine a safe limit, assert that the safe limit is an impossible zero exposure. In
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, the National Academy of Sciences was still expecting to discover a safe

lower limit, but to date none has been convincingly demonstrated.

Finally, it is impossible to know what dangers one has escaped. Those who

die in middle life or later of asbestosis or mesothelioma have no way of know-

ing whether or not they are among those who might have died in fires had not

the buildings in which they lived, worked, and were educated had systems of

fire safety that included asbestos. At the individual level, the two kinds of risk

are incommensurable.

At the level of policy, as well, the two risks are difficult to compare in the

United States, but other nations seem to be having more success in this regard.

In most industrial democracies, asbestos-related disease is regarded as one of

many possible dangers to which citizens may be occupationally or environ-

mentally exposed; and treatment and support are available regardless of how,

when, or by what agency the individual was exposed. The costs of injury from

asbestos, like those of fire, traffic accidents, lead poisoning, and all other

human afflictions, are distributed over the whole taxpaying population. It is

clear that the entire population benefits from fire prevention, and asbestos-

related disease is regarded as one of the expected costs of developing fire-

prevention technologies, even as asbestos-based methods of making structures

fire resistive are phased out. In a national system with universal health care,

however administered, both occupational and environmental diseases are

treated as “normal risks” in the sense that Charles Perrow writes of “normal

accidents.”

In the United States, we accept collective responsibility for the political,

technological, and market forces that adversely affect the health and well-being

of individuals only in very specialized cases, such as that of the military and,

after much political agitation, of coal miners. In the case of manufactured

products, we have often substituted litigation for social support, addressing the

responsibilities of technological choice, in Niklas Luhmann’s words, by trying to

“discover scapegoats, and to consecrate the victims of unheralded calamities.”

Asbestos-related disease has been treated in law as a “deviant risk,” some-

thing imposed on the unsuspecting (and apparently incurious) by a cabal who

allegedly arrogated the results of science to itself rather than as the result of

ordinary technological change in an industrial democracy. This policy has

become a disaster unto itself, consuming billions of dollars, not in health care

but in litigation and lost jobs. We have, in the case of asbestos, abdicated our

responsibility for support of those injured in the necessarily experimental

process of learning to protect ourselves from fire to the lawyers and the courts.

As noted, asbestos litigation and asbestos bankruptcy are lucrative subindus-

tries within the colossal mega-enterprise of the American legal profession.

Isabel Allende points out that three-quarters of all the lawyers on earth practice

in the United States. Among the lot of them, in the absence of any responsible
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national health policy, they have created a legal conflagration of epic propor-

tions around the risk and health issues of asbestos technology.

Most components of our fire-safety system, such as sprinklers, are uncon-

troversial. As a species that lives and works voluntarily with fire, we have of

necessity developed a variety of technologies for containing it. Around ,

the old danger from fire was newly recognized from relatively recent sources:

electricity and combustion engines and their fuels, especially automobiles,

ships, and airplanes. Because asbestos protected effectively from the highly

visible and acute risk of fire, the use of asbestos expanded greatly during the

first seven decades of this century. Asbestos use in the United States rose

from less than half a million pounds in – to about . billion pounds per

year in the s and reached . billion pounds in , more than five pounds

a year for every man, woman, and child then living in the United States. Most

of this asbestos is still in place, protecting us from fire but exposing us, we are

told, to long-term cancer risks.

Response to fire risk was the motivation behind the U.S. Navy and British

Construction Rules’ specification that ships be built with asbestos insulation.

Ship fires, both accidental and as a result of enemy action, were a significant

cause of death and serious injury not only on navy ships but on merchant and

passenger vessels. In addition, the use of asbestos lagging and insulation in

ships and other defense applications involving steam pipes during World War

II and the Korean War greatly improved the efficiency of a strategic commodity,

fuel. Asbestos insulation provided a fire-safe means to reduce fuel consump-

tion by more efficient energy production, thus not only conserving wartime

energy stocks but also reducing pollution and dependence on imported petro-

leum. Of the conservation of fuel, the Asbestos Worker had written in  that

insulation on one hundred square feet of pipe saved  pounds of coal every

ten hours. If pipes were not insulated, “At the rate of three hundred working

days per year, this means an annual waste of forty-five thousand pounds of coal,

or twenty-two and a half tons for each one-hundred square feet of unprotected

pipe,” not including boilers and valves. A shipbuilder wrote in  that “[o]ne

linear foot, uninsulated, of an -inch line carrying steam at  pounds and 

degrees superheat, will waste at least ,, British thermal units in a

,-hour operating year; and a standard weight -inch flange, if bare, .

times as much.”

The considerations that motivated defense planners to add asbestos to the

textile materials on the Strategic and Critical Materials (SCM) list in  and

to keep it there until stockpile objectives were met in the early s were fuel

conservation, the dangers posed by fire to U.S. service members, and the

national security risk of running out of asbestos for vital defense needs such as

insulation, brake linings, clutch facings, gas mask filters, and other defense

applications. During World War II, and to a lesser extent in the Korean conflict,
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the government purchased large supplies of asbestos for the SCM stockpile and

released them to manufacturers working on defense orders according to a

system of priorities and allocations. During this period, not even the asbestos

workers’ union or the U.S. Department of Labor called attention to any unusual

risks associated with the manufacturing or handling of asbestos products.

Defense concerns continued to dominate federal policy for asbestos until

the s, at which time the government was still selling off its defense stock-

pile of asbestos. The Bureau of Mines was especially reluctant to accept the

new paradigm of asbestos risk, since it had been for more than half a century a

strong supporter of the U.S. asbestos industry. The U.S. Navy also clung to the

advantages of asbestos as a ship fireproofing material and remained the largest

American user of asbestos as late as .

The effect of eliminating asbestos from ship construction has not, in fact,

been entirely salutary. W. Keith C. Morgan and J. Bernard L. Gee assert that

the number of casualties caused by burns in the Royal Navy warships

during the Falklands War, and on the USS Stark when the latter was hit

by an Exocet missile in the Persian Gulf, was appreciably greater than

expected because of the exclusion of asbestos insulation from these

ships. One third of all Royal Navy casualties in the Falklands War had

burns, and in the overall campaign, burns accounted for % of all

injuries. The comparable figure in the  to  war was .%. Thus,

burn casualties were almost  times as common in the recent conflict

in which relatively inflammable materials, such as aluminum, were used

in the construction of the ships, and in which asbestos had not been

used for fire control. Nor should it be forgotten that the Challenger dis-

aster was a consequence of substituting a nonasbestos-containing putty

used to seal the O rings of the craft.

Fire-safety considerations prompted school and other construction plan-

ners to include asbestos building materials in the wave of building that accom-

panied the birth of the baby boomers after World War II. Parents, teachers, and

administrators were justifiably appalled by the school fire rate in the early

s: seven to ten per day, on average, in . In a fire-prone decision envi-

ronment, what few risks were then perceived from asbestos seemed negligible

compared with the appalling losses of life and property from fire.

The fifties were characterized by a chronic shortage of asbestos building

materials to meet these new demands for fire-resistive construction. When

asbestos was discussed in a safety context in the professional management lit-

erature of the s, it was nearly always in the context of preventing fire and

fire casualties. Asbestos employment went from , in  to , by

. The short-term results were immediately visible and encouraged further

use of the material: per capita fire deaths in America peaked during World War I
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and then began falling steeply through the twentieth century, except for a spike

during World War II. The rate continued to decline, both in absolute terms

and in rates per , people, until , after twenty years of asbestos

“abatement,” when it rose an ominous  percent in two years, from . per

, in  to .. Between  and , a few more than ,

Americans per year have perished by “accidental exposure to smoke, fire, and

flames.” Obviously, figures for fire deaths in  compiled by organizations

such as the National Fire Protection Association are much higher because they

include the victims of the / terrorist attacks; but since these were not acci-

dental, they are not so classified by the CDC.

Fire death statistics are compiled in a number of ways for different pur-

poses. At this writing, the most complete register of fire deaths in the United

States is that of the National Fire Protection Association, which compiles its

data from state and local governmental records. The CDC figures are much

more conservative than those of the NFPA because they include immediate but

not proximate causes. Death by leaping from the window of a burning hotel, for

example, would be classified by CDC as a fall, whereas NFPA would list such a

death as having been caused by fire. There are other differences as well: to the

NFPA, a “civilian” is someone who is not a firefighter; to the CDC, a “civilian” is

someone who is not in the armed forces. The  deaths in the terrorist attack

were variously classified by the CDC according to the ways in which the states

involved issued death certificates, but most were listed as homicides; NFPA

included all the fatalities as having been caused by fire and explosion.

Hundreds of thousands of people are now alive at least in part because the

buildings or other structures in which they lived, went to school, or worked

were rendered fire resistive by asbestos. The difference between the current fire

death rate and that of  amounts to a fifty-three-year average of about ,

lives annually, or about , lives. The  rate actually represents an

improvement; as the  edition of the NFPA Handbook of Fire Protection notes:

“Fire deaths have fallen by roughly  percent in the  years since their peak

levels around World War I. Fire death rates have fallen by three-fourths.”

Not until the mid-s did asbestos enter the last step of risk assessment:

the discovery of new danger in a technology developed to cope with an older

danger. As the per capita rate of fire mortality fell, the visibility of fire as a risk

factor was greatly reduced. By the end of the sixties, asbestos exposure was the

more visible of the two risks. While history cannot record what did not occur

(fire and explosion deaths on American ships and in schools, homes, theaters,

nightclubs, and restaurants prevented by the system of fire safety that included

asbestos materials), it does record injuries caused by asbestos exposure. It is

only in hindsight, however, that we have been able to assess this long-term risk

and only in the last three decades that we have resumed the iterative, and

almost certainly futile, search for a risk-free fire-protection technology.
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TABLE 1.2

U.S. Fire Deaths, Asbestos Use, and Population, 1932–80

U.S. Fire deaths Fire deaths Asbestos use

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, NFPA, and U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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The Health Risk Debate

The regulatory climate of the s and s reflected the overall context of

risk perception. State laws and local ordinances mandated inspections for obvi-

ous hazards such as fire, explosions, unprotected machinery, and overloading

of floors or other supports. Inspectors in most states and municipalities looked

for “acute” risks such as anthrax in woolen mills and brucellosis in dairy

plants. As Barry I. Castleman and Grace E. Ziem observe, “There was no federal

regulation of general industry workplace hazards until ; and state and local

agencies were thinly staffed and minimally funded.” The concept of long-term

or chronic risk was very poorly understood except in connection with heavy

metals such as arsenic, mercury, and lead and with mineral extraction and

other “dusty trades.” Limitations of the instruments available for testing also

impeded the progress of knowledge of industrial hygiene. When Pittsburgh

elected to clean up its fatally polluted air at the end of the s, for example,

the only instrument available for testing air quality was the Ringelmann chart,

usually represented by a strip of celluloid marked with dark shadings from gray

to black, to be held up in the general direction of the sky for comparison: dark,

darker, and too dark. Similarly primitive instrumentation prevailed in other

areas of environmental testing. Dust hazards such as asbestos could only be

identified if the dust were actually visible by existing means, and air content

could not be readily analyzed until electron microscopes became commercially

available in .

David Ozonoff seems to be arguing in his  article “Failed Warnings”

that we should have known better than to use asbestos. The principal diffi-

culty with Ozonoff’s hypothesis is that it is ahistorical in the contexts of both

regulatory history and the history of science and medicine. As we have seen,

regulation rarely occurs in advance of public recognition of risk and public

acceptance of the restrictions of private liberties that such regulation

requires. In the case of lead, for example, the scientific community recognized

risk in the first decades of this century; but lead was not banned from paint and

gasoline until the s, and lead arsenate continued to be used as a pesticide

on fruit for decades after scientists first suggested that the substance posed a

threat to the health of consumers. Usually, although not invariably, it takes

a fatal or near-fatal disaster on the scale of a cholera epidemic, the Iroquois

Theatre fire, the Gauley Bridge Tunnel, Love Canal, Three Mile Island, or

Chernobyl to focus public attention on the danger. In the case of asbestos, it

was the publicity associated with the October  meeting of the New York

Academy of Sciences, which for the first time brought the hazards of asbestos

to a public larger than the community of occupational health professionals.

In the case of asbestos, the medical literature has reflected the traditional

conservatism and rhetorical restraint appropriate to the publication of scien-
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tific findings. In addition, like nearly all scientific literatures of long-term dis-

covery, it contains misinterpretations of results, experimental false negatives

(and probably false positives as well), observer effects, mistaken causes, and

results that were misleading due to limitations of instrumentation. Appropri-

ately, within the protocols of the scientific method, it contained a number of

calls to additional research, particularly to expensive longitudinal studies, to

replicate and confirm observations of samples as small as one member.

Occupational-disease researchers such as W. C. Hueper, who called for imme-

diate action on asbestos before –, were subjected to professional ridicule

as unscientific alarmists, going off half-cocked before all the scientific data were

sorted out and confirmed. The publication of the New York Academy of

Sciences conference papers in marked the end of this exploratory phase of

scientific perceptions of asbestos risk.

The literature of the period between the first British observation of patho-

logical symptoms in asbestos workers in  and the  New York Academy

of Sciences report can be loosely categorized into four types: definite warnings

of risk within the constraints of legitimate scientific skepticism, inconclusive

studies that include calls for research into possible hazards, findings of no risk,

and what I have called red herrings—scientific reports that mistook the cause of

the observed symptoms or suggested solutions to the problem that ultimately

proved ineffective. All of these types, as I have indicated, are characteristic of

how science explores a new problem space. There is, of course, considerable

overlap among them; for instance, some of the definite warnings include red

herrings. What follows are examples from this literature rather than an exhaus-

tive survey.

Factory inspectors in England noticed in  and  that workers in

dusty trades, including asbestos workers, experienced respiratory problems

related to their work. The first recognized death from asbestos exposure, a

patient under the care of Montague Murray at Charing Cross Hospital, occurred

in . In July , W. E. Cooke published a very brief research note in the

British Medical Journal about a woman who had died after working in one of the

dustiest area of an asbestos textile mill, the card room, for thirteen years. In the

 follow-up to this article, he named her disease asbestosis and provided fur-

ther details on her demise. The dust in the textile mill had been so thick that

workers in the card room “could not see each other.” Cooke, who can be

regarded as the originator of asbestosis as a disease paradigm, thought that

improved ventilation would have prevented her illness. In , asbestosis

became a compensable illness in Great Britain, and in the United States, refer-

ences to articles on asbestosis began to appear regularly by name in the Indus-

trial Arts Index. W. B. Wood and S. R. Gloyne expressed an opinion similar to

Cooke’s in a Lancet article in  and suggested that there would be no new

cases of asbestosis in properly ventilated factories.
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In the United States and Britain in the s, studies of asbestos workers

tended to focus on two red herrings: tuberculosis and silicosis. Asbestosis was

thought by many to be a predisposing cause of tuberculosis. Writing in the

Journal of Industrial Hygiene in , Philip Ellman comments that

Merewether, in , found only  active cases of tuberculosis in an

examination of  asbestos workers actually at work, and formed the

impression that there was not outstanding susceptibility to tuberculosis

among these workers. On the other hand, Wood and Gloyne in  were

able to trace  cases of tuberculosis,  of which were active, in a series

of  cases of asbestos; and among  deaths from asbestosis referred to

in the [British] Report of the Chief Inspector of Factories for , tuber-

culosis was a complicating or terminal factor in  cases. Among seven-

teen of my own definite cases of asbestosis, the majority of whom were

not at work, six have tuberculosis, of which four were active.

Note that Ellman, in responsible scientific style, calls attention to results

that differ from his own (Merewether’s) and emphasizes the tentative and

exploratory character of research results in his subject area. When Ellman

wrote, the attention of occupational medicine had been for three decades

focused on tuberculosis as the most common and most often deadly disease of

industrial workers.

Philip E. Enterline ably documented the process of changing scientific

opinion in a  article in the American Journal of Industrial Medicine. He sum-

marized his results as follows:

Literature published in the years – was reviewed to determine

attitudes and opinions of scientists as to whether asbestos is a cause of

cancer. In Germany, the issue was decided in  when the government

decreed that lung cancer, when associated with asbestosis (of any

degree), was an occupational disease. In the United States, however,

there was no consensus on the issue until . Opinions of scientists

over a  year period are shown and the contributions of various cul-

tural, social, economic and political factors to these opinions are dis-

cussed. A lack of experimental and epidemiological evidence played a

major role in delaying a consensus. Other important factors included a

rejection of science conducted outside of the U.S. during this period, par-

ticularly a rejection of German scientific thought during and after WWII,

and a rejection of clinical evidence in favor of epidemiological investiga-

tions. Individual writers rarely changed their minds on the subject of

asbestos as a cause of cancer.

While U.S. medical experts of the s were reluctant to rely on German

sources on the health dangers of asbestos, another significant class of trained
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American professionals, as we have seen, was learning important lessons from

Germany and Japan. These were the engineers, insurance underwriters, archi-

tects, firefighters, and meteorologists whose risk perceptions were indelibly

imprinted with the nightmare images of fire as a weapon of mass destruction.

Of this experience, the editor of the New Yorker wrote in December  after

the bombing of Berlin:

Once again, in their collective reaction to the destruction of Berlin, New

Yorkers have demonstrated that they don’t know what fear is, any more

than they know what a number of other fundamental passions are. In the

past week or so, many people have expressed opinions with which we

have agreed. We agree with our barber that it serves the bastards right;

we agree with Major Eliot, that it was a necessary action, efficiently and

economically carried out, of vast military and political significance; we

agree with Walter Lippmann that each individual should shoulder his

share of the moral responsibility for it, and do what he can to make sure

that his children’s consciences will not have to be burdened as his is.

One implication, however, is still, as far as we know, fluttering around

untrapped. Nobody has pointed out that the destruction of Berlin estab-

lished the fact that it is now possible to destroy a city and that every city,

but for the hairline distinction between the potential and the actual, is

afire, its landmarks gone and its population homeless. From where we

sit, the flames are clearly visible.

From where the fire safety professionals sat, the flames were very clear indeed.
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Asbestos is an old material, first used by humans in the Neolithic Age as a

temper for ceramics. Prehistoric shards and ware containing asbestos have

been found in Finland, central Russia, and Norway, and at Lapp sites in Sweden;

and the material was still being used for this purpose in the s in Uganda

and Kenya. Native American sites have yielded asbestos fragments among other

Indian artifacts such as bone tubes and scraping tools shaped from antler. It

has been known since antiquity in both the western world and Asia as a natural

wonder and a source of fiber for very expensive, and therefore rare, textile

objects such as shrouds, napkins, tablecloths, and special-purpose clothing. In

the west it is first mentioned in Greek sources—thus its name, α′σβεστος, “un-

quenchable.” Where the word appears in the Homeric corpus and the New

Testament, it is always used as an adjective referring to this quality, not to the

mineral, as in unquenchable laughter or fame.

Between antiquity and the middle of the nineteenth century, asbestos made

a slow and irregular transition from a rare and miraculous substance: a fiber

from stone from which a fabric could be produced that would not burn, through

various misunderstandings of its nature and properties, to a systematic integra-

tion of the material into modern chemistry and mineralogy. Because its fire and

acid resistance seemed almost literally too good to be true, descriptions of it in

the Middle Ages and even well into the early modern period have a mythical

quality that would do justice to Ripley’s “Believe It or Not,” as we shall see. By the

end of the eighteenth century, however, scientists had discovered the mineral’s

usefulness in filters and for fire resistance, and experiments had begun that put

asbestos on the road to becoming an industrial material by .

The first known western reference to the mineral asbestos may be

Theophrastus’ De Lapidibus [On Stones], written about  .. by Aristotle’s

student and successor at the Lyceum in Athens. Marcus Terentius Varro

Asbestos before 1880

From Natural Wonder to Industrial Material
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(– ..), in his De Lingua Latina [On the Latin Language] lists fabrics that are

asbestinon (fireproof) as among those that post luxuria attulit, “which extrava-

gance brought at later times,” and notes that the word is from the Greek.

The only naturally occurring mineral that can be spun and woven, asbestos

is actually not a single mineral but a group of asbestiform (fibrous) meta-

morphic rocks usually found in veins with other minerals. A chain silicate, its

fibers can be separated along the crystallographic planes of its molecular struc-

ture. Chrysotile, or white asbestos, is a serpentine (hydrous silicate of magne-

sium) found historically in India, Siberia, and the Mediterranean area and in

modern times in Canada, Russia, southern Africa, China, and parts of the

United States.

The amphibole group consists of tremolite, amosite, crocidolite (blue

asbestos), actinolite, cummingtonite, grunerite, riebeckite, and anthophyllite.

Tremolite and actinolite are chemically the same mineral (in pure form,

Ca

[Mg,FE]


Si

O


[OH]

). Chrysotile ([Mg,Fe]


Si

O

[OH]


) has longer and more

flexible fibers than do amosite types, resists abrasion, and is the material from

which most asbestos fabrics are woven. All types of asbestos are chemically

inert, have low thermal conductivity, and resist fire and acids, the last three of

which qualities were noted by ancient Greek and Roman writers. Some antho-

phyllites, tremolites, and amosites are unaffected by temperatures up to ,

degrees Fahrenheit; chrysotile is embrittled by exposure to very high heat; and

crocidolite, as mineralogist Oliver Bowles points out, “is easily fused into a

black magnetic mass” due to its high iron content.

Asbestos in Antiquity

In chapter II. of Theophrastus’ On Stones, the Athenian scientist (/–ca. 

..) tells us, “A stone which was found in the mines of Scaptehyle was similar

in appearance to rotten wood, and would burn if olive oil was poured on it.

When the oil had burnt away, the stone itself also would stop burning just as

though it were unaffected by fire.” Translator D. E. Eichholz, following Robert

H. S. Robertson, glosses this rather puzzling passage as a reference to the

asbestiform mineral palygorskite (hydrated magnesium aluminum silicate

hydroxide or mountain leather). The older interpretation, however, that of

Nathaniel Fish Moore, is that Theophrastus refers here to asbestos at Thrace in

the northern Aegean, probably in the modern region of Eski Kavala.

In addition to the western sources, Chinese, Sinhalese, and Indian sources

attest the use of asbestos in antiquity. The first definite identification of asbestos

fabric in the Asian sources occurs in the work of Lih-tsze, writing at the end of

the fifth century .. about fireproof cloth that was cleaned by exposure to fire.

Alexander Wylie cites a number of other Chinese references to asbestos, dating

from about , .. through the Ming dynasty, always as a material brought



into China from foreign countries, usually India. We also have a Mahawanzo

Sinhalese reference to the famous Buddhist King Asoka (– ..), who sent

an asbestos towel from India as a gift to the king of Ceylon (modern Sri Lanka).

The fourteenth-century .. Chinese historical novel by Luo Guanzhong called

the San Kuo Chih Yen I [The Three Kingdoms] mentions asbestos as having been

known and used in China in the third century. Ko Hung (Pao-p’u tzu) tells us

in ..  that asbestos, along with gold and cinnabar, are among the most

highly esteemed traditional Chinese medicines for “an eternal life.” Since the

mineral seemed to have miraculous properties with respect to fire, it attracted

similar beliefs regarding other apparent miracles.

Although the earliest western references to asbestos come from Greek

sources and the name of the mineral is also Greek, Greek authors call the mate-

rial lithos amiantos or lithos Karystos, after the names of the two most famous

ancient asbestos quarries, on Cyprus and Euboea respectively. As noted in

chapter , Pausanias (after ca. .. ) and Strabo (before ca.  ..–after ca.

.. ) mention incombustible lamp wicks, and there are references in Plutarch

and Dioscorides as well. Dioscorides was the first of a number of compilers of

materia medica and herbals to include asbestos in his compendium of natural

wonders.

Because Pliny and the other ancient western commentators on asbestos

play a significant role in the modern asbestos legal debate, it is worth setting

forth in detail what these writings actually have to say about the mineral. Barry

I. Castleman and others have incorrectly asserted that Pliny warned of the dan-

gers of asbestos and that the slaves who worked the material wore dust masks.

The elder Pliny was the first to call the mineral itself asbestos, as opposed to the

asbestinon (fireproof) fabrics made from it mentioned by Varro the century

before. There are a total of four references to asbestos, also called amianthus, or

“live linen,” in Pliny, and we shall examine each in turn. The first, in book I, is

in his index to the Historia Naturalium [Natural Histories], in which he identifies

the book and chapter in which his main discussion is to be found. True to form,

the enthusiastic but unreliable Roman encyclopedist notes only one of his three

later references, and not even the main discussion at that. The next reference

is in book XIX.iv, in which he discusses textiles and tells us that asbestos is a

plant. I quote from Harris Rackham’s translation in the Loeb edition:

Chapter IV. Also a linen has now been invented that is incombustible.

It is called “live” linen, and I have seen napkins made of it glowing on the

hearth at banquets and burnt more brilliantly clean by the fire than they

could be by being washed in water. This linen is used for making shrouds

for royalty which keep the ashes of the corpse separate from the rest of

the pyre. The plant grows in the deserts and sun-scorched regions of India

where no rain falls, the haunts of deadly snakes, and it is habituated to

living in burning heat; it is rarely found, and is difficult to weave into
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cloth because of its shortness; its colour is normally red but turns white

by the action of fire. When any of it is found, it rivals the prices of excep-

tionally fine pearls. The Greek name for it is asbestinon, derived from its

peculiar property. Anaxilaus states that if this linen is wrapped round a

tree it can be felled without the blows being heard. Consequently this

kind of linen holds the highest rank in the whole of the world.

In book XXXVI.xxxi, Pliny says, “Amiantus, which looks like alum, is quite in-

destructible by fire. It affords protection against all spells, especially those of

the Magi.” Our last encounter with the mineral in Pliny is in book XXXVII.liv,

where he says, “‘Asbestos,’ which is found in the mountains of Arcadia, has the

colour of iron.”

These passages, in which there is not so much as a hint of any risks to

health (other than, perhaps, those of Persian witchcraft), are all Pliny has to say

of asbestos. They were summarized in the second half of the third century ..

by Gaius Julius Solinus in his Collectanea Rerum Memorabilium and cited by

dozens of later sources. There is no mention in any of them of slaves, nor is

there any reason to suppose, on the basis of ancient texts, that asbestos in west-

ern classical antiquity was ever mined or woven by enslaved laborers. The

bladder face masks worn by artisans over their faces in Roman times were used

for the working of cinnabar, an ore of mercury, not asbestos, according to

Pliny’s book XXXIII.xli. Pliny does not say these artisans were slaves.

Before the eighteenth century, some historians and classicists were skepti-

cal of Pliny’s claim that asbestos could be woven into cloth, while others argued

for its plausibility, noting the reappearance of the material in later texts such

as that of Marco Polo. Adrien Turnèbe (–), a classicist who commented

on Varro, among other ancient authors, was inclined to think the Romans knew

the material. Among those who doubted the feasibility of weaving the fiber at

all was Johann Schild (–), who asserted flatly in  that the thing

simply could not be done. A less radical doubter was Marcus Zuerius Boxhorn

(–), who thought anything might have been possible in the tropical wilds

of India, but he and noted classicist Isaac Casaubon (–) were certain

that the Romans never had any such fabric as asbestos. It was not until, first,

ancient Roman asbestos textile artifacts were found in Italy in  and  and

then experiments with the material were performed between  and 

with published results that this dispute was finally settled in Pliny’s favor. Eye-

witness accounts by Johann Georg Keyssler (–) and James Edward Smith

(–) of the asbestos shroud found outside the Porta Major in Rome in

 and thought to date no later than the time of Constantine lent additional

credibility to Pliny’s account.

Archaeological evidence, earlier and later European writings, and Asian

texts generally support and add details to Pliny’s somewhat vague and erratic

accounts of asbestos in western antiquity. Isidore of Charax, for example,
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writing in the first century .., describes trade that included asbestos cloth

moving both east and west from India through the area that was later traversed

by the Silk Road. There is some archaeological evidence suggesting that

asbestos may have been used in India/Parthia in the third century .. to make

molds for casting shellac Buddha plaques. If indeed asbestos fabric was

brought to Rome from her archenemy Parthia, it would certainly have been

expensive.

If, as the ancient authors imply, the mineral was mined, spun, and woven

in Roman times only on the Greek island of Euboea, Amiantos on the northern

side of the island of Cyprus, and in Parthian India, then it probably was not

spun or woven by Roman slaves. Euboea and Cyprus became part of the Roman

Empire in  and  .. respectively, but by this time asbestos was no longer

mined in Euboea. Plutarch (born before .. , died after ) tells us in De

Oraculorum Defectu that the asbestos resources of Karystos were played out

before his time. If we are to believe the Sung-shu, written by Yueh Shen about

..  and discussing the century that had just passed, asbestos was woven in

the Roman province of Syria, called Ta-ts’in in Chinese; the Chinese were not

aware of any sources farther west at that time.

Asbestos in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance

Asbestos appears early in Christian patristic writings after the classical period,

where it retains the mythical quality we have seen in the Asian sources,

although it is occasionally mentioned in practical terms. Pope Damasus I

(–), for example, tells us in In Silvestri Papa that in the Emperor Constan-

tine’s time Saint Silvester, the first pope, ordered all the lamps in his baptistry

to be fitted with asbestos wicks. There is a similar reference to amiantum in the

De Elia et Jejunio of Saint Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, who died in . Asbestos

was, as we have seen, already a popular material for the eternal lights of pros-

perous temples throughout the ancient world.

Another tradition, however, among Christian writers, appears first in Saint

Augustine (–), the African Bishop of Hippo, who mentions asbestos three

times in The City of God; but he seems confused about what it is, no doubt as a

result of reading Pliny. He takes its Greek name literally and says in book XXI,

chapter , “There is a stone found in Arcadia, and called asbestos, because once

lit, it cannot be put out.” To him, the phenomenon of asbestos, however he

misconstrued it, was evidence that the miracles of God’s creation were beyond

our understanding and beyond the power of skeptics to deny. The fifth-

century African compiler of Augustine’s writing, Saint Eugyppius, seems to be

laboring under the same misconception in his Thesaurus, as was Saint Bede

(–) in the Excerptiones attributed to him. The same error from literal

translation appears in Rabanus Maurus, Archbishop of Mainz (?–), in his
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De Universo and Excerptio de Arte Grammatica Prisciani, and in Prudentius, Bishop

of Troy (ca. –), in his De Praedestinatione. Even Saint Isidore of Seville

(d. ), well known as an early mineralogist, says of asbestos that it is a stone

“qui semel accensus nunquam extinguitur” [that cannot be extinguished once

ignited]. Marbode of Rennes (–), clearly relying on Isidore’s account in

the Etymologiae at .., says of asbestos in his verse treatise De Lapidibus [Of

Stones], that it comes from Arcadia, is a wonder of nature, and cannot be extin-

guished once set on fire. Pliny is obviously the source for the Arcadian loca-

tion. Albertus Magnus’s (?–) Book of Minerals relies heavily on Isidore

and Marbode, and the author is just as confused about asbestos, or “abeston”

as he styles it.

There are similar passages in the patristic writings, such as the Epitaphium

of Saint Eugenius, Archbishop of Toledo (d. ), the De Divisione Naturae of

Johannes Scotus Erigena (ca. –ca. ), and the De Divina Omnipotentia of

Saint Peter Damian (?–). Saint Gaudentius, who died in , was clearly

a Pliny reader and cites his source on asbestos in a letter to Marcellus in which

he compares the contemporary reverence for the mortal remains of martyrs

with the separation of the sacred bones of royalty in their asbestos shrouds.

Stephanus of Byzantium also refers to this practice in his Ethnicorum, written in

the sixth century. Quoting from Hierocles, whose works are now lost, Stephanus

says that the Brahmins of India wrap their important dead in asbestos so their

ashes will remain separate from those of the other corpses on a funeral pyre.

These two sources at least correctly describe the use and one of the properties

of the mineral. None of the western early medieval sources, however, write

about asbestos with the confidence of personal familiarity. A reader has the

unverifiable impression that none of them, from Damasus to Marbode, had

ever actually seen either the mineral or the cloth they knew to have been made

of it. Even in the sixteenth century, although most scientific authors gave rea-

sonably accurate accounts of asbestos, Simeone Maiolo, Bishop of Volturara

(–) and Claude Saumais (–) were still propagating the error of

Augustine and Isidore regarding the inextinguishable quality of the mineral.

In the Islamic world, however, the material seems to have been known and

understood; Clare Browne notes that Abu Ubaid Al-Bekri (–), a Moorish

Spaniard, mentions the use of asbestos in North Africa for cordage and animal

halters.

The medieval evidence from the fourth century on seems, in fact, to sug-

gest that, although there were asbestos artifacts and specimens in Europe at the

time, the authors of lapidaries (books on minerals) did not connect these

objects with the ancient accounts of asbestos because of the confusion about

the supposedly inextinguishable flammability of the stone. This impression is

reinforced by the dearth of passages in the patristic works in which asbestos is

identified with amiantos/amiantus. Isidore and Bede write of both without
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connecting them, as Faustinus Arevalus noted in the late eighteenth century;

Saint Jerome (died  or ) mentions amiantus but not asbestos, as does the

fifth-century author Blossius Aemilius Dracontius. When Rabanus Maurus and

Anastasius the Librarian (ca. –ca. ) use the root amiant they mean “never

extinguished” in the context of sanctuary lamps, a usage that still seems to have

been current in the time of Godefridus Ghiselbert (after ). There is no indi-

cation that any of these authors except Arevalus, who is, of course, a relatively

modern commentator, recognize that amiantos and asbestos are the same min-

eral described in Pliny, Pausanias, and Strabo. It may be this phenomenon to

which asbestos industry chronicler W. E. Sinclair refers when he erroneously

stated in  that “records of asbestos in Europe were completely lost sight of

for nearly eight hundred years.”

The general ignorance of asbestos during the Middle Ages apparently per-

mitted a thriving trade in fraudulent relics and magical textiles such as the

apocryphal tablecloth of Charlemagne (?–), thrown into the fire after din-

ner to amaze guests and win bets that it would not burn. Considering the

table manners of the period, it would no doubt have been a very practical

household item, saving considerable labor in the royal laundry. We learn from

Ahmad ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Faq ih al-Hamadh an i, called Ibn al-Fatiq, that

in the tenth century Christian pilgrims to Jerusalem were sold small pieces of

reddish-brown (ligniform) asbestos as pieces of the True Cross, its incom-

bustibility supposedly proving its divine and magical properties. The same

“proof” of divine authenticity was used on a “Buddha garment” more than

twenty feet long, presented to the Chinese Hou Wei dynasty king Kao Tsun

(–), also called Wen C’en, by a king of Kashgar. Berthold Laufer tells us

that this is only one of a number of incidents in Chinese history of testing

asbestos by fire. In this case, it was the Indian, rather than Middle Eastern,

provenance that added plausibility to the object’s claims for messianic associa-

tions. The tendency to add divine associations to asbestos’s already marvelous

qualities is clearly visible in both Asian and western traditions before the

modern era.

The best-documented western case of asbestos relic fraud, however, is that

of the cloth described by Leo Marsicanus, called Ostiensis, in his Chronicon Casi-

nense, L.ii.c., written in the eleventh century. Some monks from Monte

Cassino had gone on pilgrimage to Jerusalem and brought back a cloth sold to

them as the original towel with which Jesus of Nazareth had washed the feet of

his disciples. Again, the test of authenticity was the “relic’s” incombustibility

and capability of being cleansed by the action of fire. James Yates argues, on

good evidence, that this artifact is the cloth seen in Codex Casinense  f., in

which Monk John and Abbot Desiderius present Saint Benedict with the Codex

while a novice kneels to wash the saint’s left foot (see fig. .).
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FIGURE 2.1 In this image from the Abbey of Monte Cassino in Italy, Leo kneels at the
feet of Saint Benedict, washing his left foot. Textile historian James Yates argues that
this cloth is the asbestos “relic” brought back from Jerusalem as the original cloth
used by Jesus of Nazareth to wash the feet of his disciples.

From Codex Casiensis, reprinted in Herbert Bloch, Monte Cassino in the Middle Ages
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986), 3:1169.
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Western knowledge of asbestos made a quantum leap in the mid-thirteenth

century, when Marco Polo returned from Asia with a fairly detailed account of

asbestos mining and fiber preparation in Chen-Chen. Significantly, his inform-

ant, Curficar, who had supervised the mining for the preceding three years, was

from the Middle East—in William Marsden’s translation, “a Turkoman”—

confirming the earlier observation that the Chinese regarded asbestos as a for-

eign material associated with India and Syria. Englishman John Speed’s map

of Tartary, published in , included Polo’s information about the location of

asbestos in the east. When Lodovicus Caelius Rhodiginus (–) wrote

of asbestos a little more than two centuries after Polo, he also placed the source

of the mineral in India. Archibald Rose visited the Lolos, on the Chinese side of

the border with India, about four hundred years later, in the first decade of the

twentieth century, and found “an old chief in a long shapeless garment which

was woven from asbestos strands,” who “resisted all allurements of exchange.”

Sinologist Berthold Laufer recounts a number of Chinese and other tales

about asbestos, including Asian speculations on its origin, of which perhaps the

most colorful is that its source is a very large rat that lives on volcanoes, with sil-

very white hair ten feet long. Laufer associates this mythical beast with western

notions of asbestos as the hair of the salamander, to which the equally mythical

Prester John refers in the famous letter about his eastern kingdom, thought to

have appeared in Europe in the late twelfth century. Here again, the traditions

conflate the unusual and, at the time, inexplicable fire resistance of asbestos

cloth with far less credible tall stories about how such a wonder came to exist.

Fire-resistive amphibian legends are the source of the logo image of the Inter-

national Association of Heat and Frost Insulators and Asbestos Workers: a sala-

mander over flames.

However fanciful, the efforts of early scientists to classify asbestos as either

a plant, as Pliny does, or as the hair of an animal are rational in origin: all other

textile materials before the twentieth century were in fact the products of either

animals or plants. As Stephen Pyne reminds us when he tells us that “fuels were

alive,” any organic product is by definition combustible; and it was thus com-

pletely counterintuitive, to the inquiring premodern mind, that there should be

a stone from which it was possible to make fabric and that there should be fab-

ric that would not burn. Charles Bonnet even proposed in the eighteenth cen-

tury that asbestos is the missing link between the mineral and vegetable

kingdoms in God’s great and supposedly immutable chain of being. Asbestos

continued to be a source of wonder and curiosity to scientists well into the nine-

teenth century, as we shall see.

Asbestos in the Early Modern Period

In the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries the investigation of asbestos

and its properties began to take on some of the formal trappings of modern
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science as received classical knowledge, empirical traditions, and what Aaron J.

Ihde calls the “alchemical and the technological heritages” began to converge

into the discipline now known to us as chemistry. Accounts of the mineral are

generally less colorful and more mundane, and there is greater reliance on eye-

witness data. The chemists and mineralogists of this period were particularly

interested in making distinctions between various minerals of similar appear-

ance by using sensory data other than sight as well as chemical testing. Travel-

ers also published reports of asbestos in use in Europe and the east.

German metallurgist Georgius Agricola (–) was one of these prac-

tical and empirical authors, who, like his contemporary Pietro Andrea Mattioli

(–), was interested in the question of how to distinguish asbestos from

alum, which, as Pliny remarked, the mineral resembles. Much of Mattioli’s dis-

cussion of lapis amiantus is devoted to this issue and to a recapitulation of

Pliny’s account. In his De Natura Fossilium of , Agricola summarized exist-

ing knowledge of asbestos, adding that Zoroaster called the material bostrychites

(braided.) Agricola, who had clearly seen it with his own eyes, explains that

skeins of asbestos were usually sold braided. He notes that the first-century ..

author Quintus Claudius Quadrigarius mentioned the use of asbestos for fire-

proofing but confused it with alum because, the German says, “it has a fracture

similar to alum.” The confusion was particularly understandable given that

both materials have traditionally been used for fireproofing. Agricola, Mattioli,

and later authors Ole Worm (–) and Athanasius Kircher (–) rec-

ommend tasting asbestos for its characteristic “slightly astringent” quality,

which serves, in a period of chemical inquiry with little in the way of precision

instruments, to distinguish it from its look-alike, so-called feather alum, or

alum scissile, which has a much more acrid taste.

The learned disquisitions of chemical authors on asbestos were elaborately

spoofed during Agricola’s and Mattioli’s lifetimes by François Rabelais (ca.

–?), who devotes an entire chapter of Gargantua and Pantagruel to an

absurd description of “pantagruelion,” a fireproof mineral. “Don’t talk to me

about feather alum,” he exhorts in chapter , adding a distinction to asbestos’s

literary pedigree not to be equaled until Victor Hugo in the s included the

mineral in a Gothic novel set in Iceland. In the twentieth century, the movie

version of L. Frank Baum’s The Wizard of Oz gave the Wicked Witch of the West

an asbestos broom, extending its artistic cachet—and mythical qualities—to the

silver screen.

Worm and Kircher both owned specimens of asbestos and both, like some

of the Chinese authors, were interested in its chemical, medicinal, and magical

properties. Worm thought it was useful in childbirth, for sores, and for diaper

rash. Kircher, who is probably best known for his theory that the earth was hol-

low and had another inhabited surface inside it, used asbestos to make paper

and thought the stone valuable for use against enchantments, whether Persian

in origin or not. Scientific writers as late as the eighteenth century still
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regarded the material as virtually miraculous. Sir James Edward Smith, for

example, saw the famous asbestos shroud at Rome and reported the episode in

awestruck terms: “We were shewn, by express desire, the winding-sheet of

Asbestos. It is coarsely spun, as soft and pliant as silk. Our guide set fire to one

corner of it, and the very same part burnt repeatedly, with great rapidity and

brightness, without being at all injured. I have no conception what the flame

could feed on. Its brightness seemed to indicate nitre.”

The longest scientific treatise on asbestos from this period is that of

Matthias Tiling (–), a German physician who, like his contemporaries,

quotes extensively from earlier authors, including information about the use-

fulness of the material as a talisman against witchcraft, but also recounts his

own experiments with “amianthus stone.” Among these are medications much

like those of Worm, for which Tiling provides formulas: an ointment for diaper

rash and sores of the extremities and a remedy for “album fluxum” (leucorrhea)

in women. Giovanni Giustino Ciampini (–), Nicholas Mahudel

(–), and Franz Ernst Bruckmann (–) also wrote scientific essays

on asbestos, the last a mineralogist who reportedly experimented with printing

on asbestos paper, as did Edward Lloyd in .

Travelers’ accounts of asbestos in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

make it quite clear that William E. Sinclair is in error regarding the material’s

having fallen into entire desuetude in Europe after . Browne reports the use

of asbestos in armor and festive dress in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century

France and Wales. Juan Luis Vives (–) saw both asbestos lamp wicks

and napkins in Paris, and Pietro della Valle (–) was given some

asbestos cloth at Larnaca on Cyprus in the following century, although he was

also told it was no longer made there and remarked, “At this day none knows

how to make the Cloth, or to spin the matter; although a whitish matter like

Cotton is clearly seen to issue out of the stone, not uncapable of being spun.”

Joseph Pitton de Tournefort (–) saw asbestos being softened with olive

oil and spun with flax; but according to Charles Sigisbert Sonnini (–),

the mines in northern Cyprus were not reopened until the market for asbestos

improved in the late eighteenth century.

Asbestos and the Scientists in Britain and America, 1700–1850

By Pitton de Tournefort’s time, asbestos was well enough known in Europe to

have attracted the attention of the Royal Society in Britain. The author of

“Inquiries for Turky” asked in the Philosophical Transactions in , “What store

of Amianthus there is in Cyprus; and how they work it?” A few years later the

Transactions published an account of asbestos paper, fabric, and candlewick

from a Venetian source. A fragment of Chinese “linen” cloth was reportedly

shown to the society in , and a series of articles and letters about the
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mineral appeared in the Philosophical Transactions between  and .

Robert Plot, for example, published an article summarizing previous knowledge

of asbestos in , called “A Discourse Concerning the Incombustible Cloth,”

following up a series of experiments performed at a society meeting. In ,

Patrick Blair wrote to Dr. Hans Sloane, who later bought Benjamin Franklin’s

asbestos purse, about a house he had seen in the Scottish highlands in which

asbestos had been used as the building stone. Systematic scientific investiga-

tion was soon under way in Britain and Europe and, a little later, in the Ameri-

can colonies. The mineral was included in results of experiments with a

burning mirror in , a list of minerals found in Sweden in , and an

account of the natural history of Greenland by Hans Egede (–) in .

By the end of the eighteenth century, asbestos was well integrated into con-

temporary investigations of chemistry and mineralogy. When Swedish scientist

Torbern Bergman wrote about asbestos in , he had performed a number of

experiments on the material, using specimens from different parts of Sweden

and the Tyrol to determine its properties and composition, which he declared

to be “siliceous, magnesian, calcareous, and argillaceous earth, with some

admixture of ferruginous matter.” He reports the results of “dephlogisticating”

the material (driving off any combustible components) and discusses the diffi-

culty of finding any practical use outside the sciences for asbestos: “as yet it has

never been otherwise considered than as a curious phenomenon of physics.”

He goes on to report his experiments with incombustible wicks, which, he tells

us, require frequent cleaning to prevent clogging and ultimate extinguishing of

the flame. As to its utility for other purposes, Bergman is skeptical:

The asbesti have been hitherto applied to little or no use. Formerly,

indeed, cloths made of the softest kinds were employed to wrap the bod-

ies of the dead, that, by its qualities of resisting fire, their ashes might be

preserved. But on the abolition of funeral piles [sic], the utility of the

asbestos ceased. And as to its being calculated for garments for the liv-

ing, the continual and intolerable irritation of its harsh and short fibres

would render it certainly not very desirable.

He goes on to comment on the impracticality of manufacturing asbestos

writing paper, which he describes as “both brittle and absorbent,” neither qual-

ity being advantageous in a surface to which to apply ink.

Other uses, however, nearly all of them scientific, were extending

asbestos’s visibility beyond the cabinet of curiosities. Scientific demand

accounts for the change in the international market for Cypriote asbestos noted

by Sonnini in the s. Between  and , twenty-four articles in the

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society mention the mineral; of these, only

four were mineralogical in character and one archaeological. The remainder,

authored by scientific luminaries such as Joseph Banks, Humphry Davy, Andrew
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Ure, and Michael Faraday, refer to uses of asbestos in experiments and obser-

vations in chemistry, physics, astronomy, metallurgy, and biology, usually as a

filtration material.When Benjamin Franklin sold a purse of the material to Sir

Hans Sloane of the Royal Society in , it was worth enough to enable him to

continue his education in London. Franklin remained interested in the mineral

and had pieces of it in his collection a quarter of a century later; Alexander

Hamilton collected notes on it in his artillery paybook. Swedish scientist Pehr

(Peter) Kalm (–) reports that, according to Franklin, the “stone . . . on

account of its indestructibility in fire is used in New England for making smelt-

ing furnaces and forges” as well as fireplaces of other kinds. Mineralogists

were hard at work as well, trying to establish “species” of rocks and minerals

analogous to the classification of living organisms by Linnaeus and others.

These efforts had limited success, but much was learned about the chemical

and geological aspects of asbestos through the researches of eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century mineralogists and geologists such as Giacinto Gimma

(–), Emanuel Mendes da Costa (–), Axel Fredrik Cronstedt

(–), Johann Reinhold Forster (–), Samuel Robinson (–),

and Parker Cleaveland (–).

Some traditional uses of asbestos continued through the nineteenth

century and into the twentieth, including incombustible wicks for oil, alcohol,

spirit, kerosene, and vapor lamps; lime (calcium) lighting; and, later, wick pads

for burning petroleum under boilers. Nathan Rosenberg, citing Charles Cole-

man, reports that the Welsbach asbestos mantle for gas jets, which produced six

times as much candle power as an unmantled jet for the same flow of gas, added

fifty years to the commercial life of gas lighting after the invention of electric

light. Reportedly, asbestos also remained in use for purposes of religious fraud

in some parts of the world: Eusebe Salverte reported in  that plasters of

asbestos were applied to the feet of those who “commanded public veneration

by walking over burning coals.” Because it was known to be a relatively

rare and economically valuable mineral, asbestos was routinely included in

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century surveys of mineral resources in the United

States and elsewhere.

In the mid-nineteenth-century United States, asbestos appeared regularly

in the pages of Scientific American, Science, and other technical journals after

 as a standard chemical supply item for scientific uses. The material

remained too expensive for any but technical and highly specialized applica-

tions of small quantities until the second half of the nineteenth century,

although it was in limited use as an insulator for safes in  and in boiler

packing by .

Four qualities of asbestos made it interesting to the scientific and techno-

logically inquiring minds of American inventors of the mid-nineteenth century:

the material resisted acid, it had a very low thermal conductivity, it made a fine
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and very reliable filter, and it was impervious to fire. Experiments continued in

the new century; and new applications of the material were attempted, includ-

ing a type of dental packing developed in  and a filling in  that

exploited the thermal nonconductivity of asbestos to protect sensitive dental

nerve endings. Through the s and s, asbestos was advertised mainly

in scientific periodicals, including Scientific American, which regularly accepted

advertising from a Dr. Lewis Feuchtwanger, of Maiden Lane in New York City,

mail-order and retail purveyor of “Rare chemicals, metals, soluble glass, oxyds

[sic], uranium, cobalt . . . asbestos, French chalk, insect powder,” and other

chemical products. Editorial matter in the magazine commented frequently

on the growth of uses for asbestos in the second half of the nineteenth century,

and patents for new products containing asbestos were regularly posted in the

“New Inventions” and “List of Patent Claims” columns. Manufacturer and Builder

also reported on developments in the field of asbestos use. Dozens of articles

appeared reporting the results of experiments in which asbestos played an

important role as a filter, including those of J. Terreil and Louis Pasteur in the

s and s disconfirming the theory of spontaneous generation. Fungi

and other organisms grew in cultures in contact with unfiltered air; but when

the air was filtered through asbestos or any other very fine filter, no organisms

appeared in the medium. Thus, it could not be the case that these organisms

were spontaneously generated from the air. Rather, they must have grown from

microscopic but filterable particles in the air.

Other reports of scientific and engineering experiments using asbestos fil-

ters included testing the air in a wallpapered room for arsenic, making a com-

pound used in carburetion called porous carbon, filtering alkaline solutions,

and making “permanganic acid in aqueous solution.” In some of these applica-

tions, the acid resistance of asbestos made it one of a limited number of pos-

sible choices. Scientists were interested in other uses for the material as well:

Camille Faure invented a type of battery, reported in Science in , in which

“each plate is surrounded by a sheet of prepared asbestos”; and experiments

were made in the s with asbestos hot-air balloons that would not burn as

did their silk counterparts. Asbestos was incorporated into a number of types

of scientific gear after , finding applications as a lightweight hut-building

material in the Antarctic in –, in the construction of chemical laboratory

and herbarium walls and tables, as washers in oxygen breathing apparatus for

the Mount Everest expedition in , as a fire and heatproof box lining for

photographic negatives on the Hamilton Rice expedition to the Amazon in

–, and as oil pump and tank insulation on the aircraft used by Admiral

Richard Byrd in his Antarctic exploration in the late s. Sheet asbestos and

asbestos packings were available by the late s from H. W. Johns and a few

other manufacturers and were employed for insulation of scientific equipment

as well as in building and thermal insulation of boilers and other heating
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devices. Vulcanized asbestos gaskets were also being manufactured during this

period.

Paper, which as we have seen was an experimental use for asbestos as early

as the sixteenth century, continued to receive attention from nineteenth-

century scientists and inventors in Europe and the United States, who would

usually blend the mineral with a vegetable fiber such as cotton or jute for appli-

cations such as “incombustible account books.” George Smillie of New York City

attempted to create a green ink based on asbestos in , apparently hoping to

cash in (as it were) on what proved to be a short-lived commercial interest in

fire-resistive currency and bank notes. In , Edward Lindner patented a

gun breech containing asbestos for “the purpose of cleaning the rubbing

surface of the breech in its motion upwards”; and other inventors devised

asbestos-containing lubricating compounds for journal boxes in the s and

s.

Although the material was known mainly to scientists and inventors before

, a protoindustry began to form in midcentury around asbestos’s resistance

to fire and its low thermal conductivity. The first mass-produced asbestos-

containing product used in the United States appears to have been gas fire-

places introduced by the British firm Bachoffer & DeFries in the early s. This

development inspired derision in devotées of high culture, who considered the

“artificial” fire vulgar and absurd. One such writer even questioned whether a

cat would deign to sleep before such an affront to the secular religion of the

hearth. In both Europe and the United States, asbestos was in use by  in the

fireboxes of gas cookstoves and, by the mid-s, as burner padding under

chemical and culinary glassware to slow down the process of heating, a proce-

dure useful in fractional distillation and for cooking ingredients that had a ten-

dency to stick and burn. Mats of this type were available in the United States

until the mid-s.

In Italy, Count Aldini had begun making protective clothing—what is now

called a proximity suit—of asbestos on wire gauze in the s for firefighters in

Geneva and Florence. In Austria, asbestos proximity suits of the Italian type

were available to firefighters by , when a reader of Scientific American

expressed surprise that a product so obviously practical was not available in the

United States. By  firefighters in Paris and London were wearing asbestos

clothing and using asbestos salvage blankets and bags. Some brands of metal

safes in the s had asbestos insulation. The mineral’s fire-resistive qualities

began in the s to figure in popular fiction, such as Edward Everett Hale’s

science fiction story “Life in the Brick Moon,” in which asbestos is proposed as

the insulating material for a kind of nineteenth-century spacecraft, and in

chapter  of R. D. Blackmore’s serialized novel Alice Lorraine, where it appears

as a protective covering for a cache of gems.
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It was in the s and s, in fact, that the modern uses we associate

with asbestos began to emerge. Asbestos boiler packing, for example, was

reportedly patented in the United States by  but was still too expensive to

gain much ground in either the land-based steam or maritime markets until

later in the century. In , Manufacturer and Builder reported that asbestos cost

twice as much as mineral wool and that the material’s sticker-shock aspect was

the principal obstacle to its wider use as insulation. Efforts were made to reduce

the cost of using asbestos by mixing it with less expensive packing materials.

For specialized insulating purposes, such as “the joints of apparatuses exposed

to hot acid vapors,” asbestos was already the recommended material, mixed

with silicate of soda, then called “water glass.” The price was just beginning

to fall in the s when both Scribner’s Monthly and the Galaxy praised its

qualities as an innovative and relatively affordable insulating material. Even

in , however, price resistance remained a significant limitation on the

marketing of asbestos and its products. John F. Springer, writing in  about

asbestos’s transition from an expensive curiosity to an article of commerce,

noted that the price of Canadian asbestos, mined by the old methods in ,

had been a prohibitive $ per ton and that by , mainly because of more

modern mining methods and improved transportation to markets, the price

had fallen to a still fairly expensive $ per ton.

Asbestos roofing, felting, and other insulating products were prominently

featured at American industrial exhibitions in the late nineteenth century. The

Cincinnati Exposition of , for example, which Manufacturer and Builder

called “the best exposition of the industrial arts ever held in this country,” won

praise for its state-of-the-art steam-power system, “the pipes being covered

with an asbestos preparation known as the Chalmer-Spence Patent Non-

conductor.” Henry W. Johns, who invented new methods of working the

mineral at an acceptable cost, attracted significant commercial attention at the

American Institute Fair of  and then won first prize at the Centennial Exhi-

bition the following year for his line of asbestos products, including boiler

packing, roofing, cement, paint, millboard, cloth, thread, and paper.

The enthusiasm for the cost-effectiveness of asbestos boiler insulation

expressed in scientific and engineering publications had become positively

effusive by this time; of the  exhibition, Manufacturer and Builder said that

the Johns products formed “a magnificent display . . . which cannot be recom-

mended too highly.” Johns had been an advertiser in Manufacturer and Builder

since  and in Scientific American since  (the year in which he patented

roofing fabric), which no doubt explained some of the ardor of the editors’ sup-

port; but in fact the market for asbestos products was growing mainly because

they performed as advertised. The material did not deteriorate in use, did not

catch fire, was not thermally conductive, was lightweight relative to metal and
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ceramic materials, did not stink when hot or harbor vermin the way hair felt

did, and insulated so effectively as to permit impressive cost savings in fuel.

Scientific American, writing retrospectively of the beginnings of asbestos use in

, said:

Early in the development of steam engineering, it was recognized that

radiation, convection, and conduction from boilers and hot lines were

robbing steam engines of much of their efficiency. Insulating materials

of various types were experimented with, most of them of an organic

base—vegetable or animal matter—and most of them were subject to

decomposition at around  degrees Fahrenheit. Later, plaster of Paris

mixed with sponge was tried—the small entrapped dead air cells of the

porous sponge being a fairly good insulating substance—but the plaster

rusted the pipes and boilers. Other insulating materials were also used

and found unsatisfactory in that they shrank, charred, would not resist

vibration, or otherwise deteriorated in use.

A hospital for the insane in Middletown, New York, reported in  saving two

hundred tons of coal a year “by the use of asbestos pipe coverings.” In August

, Manufacturer and Builder noted, “Not many years ago asbestos was a rare

product, found only in mineralogical cabinets.” Within a few months, the edi-

tors wrote breathlessly that

asbestos steam packing, which has been recently improved and per-

fected, and having been thoroughly tested, is claimed as being the best,

cheapest, and by far the most durable packing in use for piston-rods,

valve-stems, throttle-valves, pumps, and stuffing boxes of high and low

pressure engines, etc. The long and severe tests to which this packing

has been subjected, and the surprising results attained—in one instance

having been used, without removal, on an ocean steamer which sailed

over , miles, and in another on a locomotive which ran over

, miles—and as it is indestructible by acids, long exposure to

dampness or any degree of heat, and also possesses the peculiar property

of being a natural lubricator which does not heat or waste perceptibly,

the fact of its absolute economy over any other article for similar

purposes, aside from the great saving by avoiding stoppages, is self-

evident.

The Federal Bureau of Steam Engineering tested  percent magnesia steam

pipe insulation in , a product consisting, not surprisingly, of  percent

magnesia plus  percent asbestos, with the remainder consisting of impurities

of various kinds, usually organic fibers. The product was found “superior to hair

felt” as well as to mineral wool and “infusorial [diatomaceous] earth” as an insu-

lation material. By , the Asbestos and Magnesia Manufacturing Company of
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Philadelphia could plausibly assert that “since that day it has covered perhaps

ninety per cent. of the steam surfaces, on land and sea, owned by the United

States Government, and approximately seventy-five per cent. of all the high

pressure steam-carrying surfaces in the United States.” So general was the

acceptance of asbestos insulation among the technical elite of the late nine-

teenth century that when Robert E. Peary set out for Greenland in , the alco-

hol stoves he took with him had asbestos-jacketed boilers.

Asbestos gained ground at the end of the nineteenth century as an

electrical insulator, an application in which it was to have a long career in the

twentieth century. “Vulcabeston,” an asbestos-rubber compound later called

“ebonized asbestos,” was available by  and was well regarded by electrical

engineers, who used it for “dynamos, motors, arc lamps, converters, street-car

controllers, switches, rheostats, thermostats, and many other forms of electri-

cal apparatus” as well as in “electrothermic apparatus" such as car heaters and

heating pads. Asbestos-rubber switchboards were in common use in the

early twentieth century.

In the same period, successful experiments were performed with other

uses for asbestos, including some that resulted in patents. William Peters

patented an asbestos-containing fire brick in , and A. Pelletier included the

material in a kind of purportedly fire-resistive stucco, patented in . Arza

Lyon of Cincinnati, a city rarely behindhand in nineteenth-century American

industrialization efforts, patented a “Composition for Building” consisting of “a

mixture of asbestos, hydraulic cement, coal ashes, air-slacked lime, and plaster

of Paris, mixed with water, molded, applied, and then saturated with water-

glass.”

It was as a roofing material, however, that asbestos had not only a sub-

stantial advantage from the perspective of fire protection but from that of cost

as well. The competitive products—slate, ceramic tile, and tin—were all more

expensive than asbestos, and the first two could not be applied to existing

structures that had not been designed to carry their weight. Tin roofs were fire

resistive but costly and were, of course, thermally and electrically conductive as

well as subject to oxidation and corrosion. After the Chicago and Boston fires of

 and , the combustibility of roof coverings and insulation received

greater attention from architects and builders, with some incorporating

asbestos into both roofing materials and heat insulation for the iron and steel

beams that had shown such a distressing tendency to buckle when exposed to

the high temperatures of urban conflagrations. Built-up roofing containing

asbestos felt was introduced in ; it was, however, initially expensive and

labor-intensive to install.

Keasbey & Mattison had a reportedly durable “asbestos-metallic roofing” by

 for which the company claimed that “notwithstanding its naturally

enhanced price, is the cheapest material to use for permanent buildings.”
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Johns-Manville, aware of the price resistance of the market, called its product

“the cheapest per year” roofing. A patent for asbestos-cement, which consists

of Portland cement mixed with asbestos fibers, was issued to L. Hatschek in

, and uses were quickly found for the material, including as a roofing mate-

rial. Asbestos-cement shingle roofs, available by , cost more than asphalt

shingles (about twenty dollars more per roof in ) but less than slate or

ceramic-tile roofs, with comparable fire-resistive qualities. They required care

in installation because, like ceramic and slate, they were breakable; but they

did not split at the corners like wood and required very little maintenance once

installed. Unlike ceramic tile, the material could be easily cut with a saw. The

Asbestos Shingle, Slate & Sheathing Company of Ambler, Pennsylvania, pointed

out as well that the product did “not crack or exfoliate when exposed to fire, as

natural slates do.”

The indefatigable Henry W. Johns had developed by  an asbestos paint

that within a few years acquired a reputation for slowing down the rate of com-

bustion of wood and preventing oxidation of metals such as iron. Johns took out

a full-page advertisement for his paints and roofing in the American Missionary

in , citing the cost savings as a sales incentive. Although the paint actually

cost more than competitive products of the period, Johns’s sales technique

must have been effective because by  the U.S. Capitol and other federal

buildings in Washington, D.C., were entirely coated with Johns’s asbestos

paint. The famous fire-safety engineer and firefighter Eyre Massey Shaw per-

formed tests in London on this paint and found that it significantly retarded the

development of flame in wooden structures. The results of such experiments

are depicted in a series of drawings in the  Asbest und Feuerschutz (see fig.

.), which probably exaggerates the fire-resistive effect.

By , asbestos was recommended by some experts in other building

applications as well. James Jackson Jarves, for example, writing in Scribner’s

Monthly in , warmly endorsed asbestos millboard as a wall covering for art

museums, arguing,

This substance possesses special advantages as a background for pic-

tures and other works of art. Even if soaked with kerosene it will not

burn, and it is virtually indestructible in any common flame. Being an

atmospheric non-conductor it serves to keep a room warmer in winter

and cooler in summer, thus helping equalize the temperature, an impor-

tant object in a museum. As it is a purely mineral substance, it does not

harbor insects or generate noxious odors. Its natural color is a soft, neu-

tral tint, very favorable itself for art-objects; but it can be colored with

warm tints if required. An absorbent and not a reflector of light, as are

most wall-papers, it does not fatigue the eye or dazzle it by contrast with

the object placed against it.
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FIGURE 2.2 German illustration of a British test of asbestos paint, 1886.
The exposed surface of the “United Asbestos” side of the shed is visibly
charred in the third frame but did not ignite, according to Venerand.

Wolfgang Venerand, Asbest und Feuerschutz (Vienna: Hartleben, 1886), 108.
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Scientific experiments by safety professionals involving the controlled

burning of fire-resistive structures using asbestos building materials had begun

by , and the mineral had begun to attract the attention of fire insurance

underwriters. In the last third of the nineteenth century, asbestos was a min-

eral with an exotic past and a modern, cutting-edge reputation among scien-

tists and engineers, the industrial era’s analogue of a space-age material. It was

a material still waiting in the economic wings of the increasingly dense built

environment; but fire, one of nature’s most powerful forces, was about to drive

asbestos literally onto the stage of history.
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Between  and , more than , persons worldwide are known to

have perished in theater fires, nearly all of which started on the stage and then

engulfed the audience in smoke and toxic gases. This figure does not include

small theaters in out-of-the-way places, most of which had no reliable records

of such episodes, and no authorities to which to report them, nor does it

include any public-assembly occupancies other than theaters, such as hotels,

churches, and cabarets.

The appalling loss of life in nineteenth-century theaters created a demand

both for life-safety technologies to prevent disasters such as the Richmond,

Virginia, fire of  and the Vienna Ring Theater fire of  and for building

codes to enforce their mandatory use. The period between the first quarter of

the nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth was characterized

by commercial and official experimentation with methods to prevent stage fires

from spreading to the auditorium, beginning with the installation of iron

proscenium curtains and rooftop smoke vents in some European and British

theaters. By the time Edwin O. Sachs was investigating the merits of solid iron,

iron wire, and asbestos curtains for making the stage and auditorium into sepa-

rate fire areas in , asbestos was already becoming the preferred medium for

such curtains and was by  explicitly recommended or required in the build-

ing codes of most large cities in the United States.

At the same period, other types of fires, particularly those in public-

assembly occupancies in which multiple fatalities were common, gradually

convinced civic authorities, fire-safety professionals, engineers, architects, and

insurance underwriters that the increasingly urbanized environment in

Europe, Britain, and the United States needed stricter regulation if fire mortality

and economic loss were to be reduced to acceptable levels. This community of

experts, like other technical occupations, became professionalized in western
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industrial nations in the early twentieth century, with its own international

organizations, meetings, and methods of arriving at consensus regarding stan-

dards of safety.

Tickets to the Tomb: Theater Fires in the Nineteenth Century

Fire narratives, a few of which I shall summarize later in this chapter, make very

depressing reading. Century after century, they are gruesome tales of com-

bustible materials exposed to sources of ignition in structures containing too

many persons, from which safe exits free of smoke and flames are missing, in-

adequate, inoperable, locked, or invisible under fire conditions. It is and has

always been the responsibility of fire-safety professionals to read and study

these narratives for the lessons they can teach; a fire-safety engineer recently

remarked that the Life Safety Code should be treated as a sacred text, since every

paragraph in it required the sacrifice of one or more human lives. As we shall

see, the lessons of fire safety were all learned the hard way; and it is part of their

heartbreaking character that so many of them are grimly repetitive, requiring

that we learn them again and again at the cost of additional human lives.

William Paul Gerhard, for example, might have been writing of the Station

nightclub fire of February  in West Warwick, Rhode Island, when he said in

, “The use of fireworks in spectacular plays calculated to attract the public;

the use of red fires, torches, Roman candles, the firing of rockets,—are danger-

ous sources of fire, because a spark often lodges amidst the scenery.” Or, he

might have added, in the non-code combustible ceiling tiles. Of the , the-

ater fires worldwide between  and  documented by Sachs in , thirty-

one were started by fireworks on the stage.

As fire-safety professionals have come to understand it, fire safety is a com-

plex system, requiring many layers of awareness and implementation of risk

reduction. Sara Wermiel has shown that the elements of fire safety in building

construction began to be studied systematically in the nineteenth century and

to be embodied in building laws, first of cities and then of larger governmental

units: states and provinces and ultimately, in places such as Britain and Canada,

the national government. Most of the building codes currently incorporated

into municipal and state law in the United States are based on one or more of

the model codes developed by various communities of experts after , such

as the National Board of Fire Underwriters, the National Fire Protection Associ-

ation, and the International Conference of Building Officials.

The purpose both of the model and of the enacted codes, in the case of fire

safety, was to increase the odds against a fire’s ignition in the first place and

then to increase the odds against its spreading, destroying property, and, most

important, ending lives. The system of safety that is codified in, for example,

the Fire Protection Handbook and its companion volumes the Life Safety Code and
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Life Safety Code Handbook, is designed to stack the complex deck of the built

environment in favor of human survival without injury in the event that pre-

ventive measures fail. Numerous redundancies and fail-safes in codes and

their enforcement improve the chances that even if some components of the

system do not function as planned, others will. For example, in the Station fire

of , if fire-resistive ceiling panels had been used, the fireworks could not

have ignited them. If there had been compliance with safety regulations regard-

ing pyrotechnics with a proximate audience, there probably (but not certainly)

would have been no fire to ignite the ceiling. If the stage had been protected by

a safety curtain as a large theater’s stage would have been (nightclubs without

proscenium stages do not have such curtains), the smoke and flames could not

have reached the audience. If exits had been more visible or more numerous,

more of the audience would have left the building alive. One can proliferate

these counterfactual conditionals almost indefinitely, but the responsibility of

the fire-safety professional is to provide architects and building owners with

proven methods of safeguarding the built environment against as many pre-

ventable dangers as are known so that even if several factors go wrong at once,

the humans in the burning built environment still have a fighting chance for

life.

Considering these factors mathematically, let us suppose that we are con-

sidering ten safety factors in a given environment, a relatively small number in

the kinds of complex urban environments we will soon be examining. Even

without taking Murphy’s Law into account, some of these elements will fail in

unforeseeable ways by chance, malevolent design, or human error: for example,

the sprinkler system will have been turned off to fix a leak, a fire door will have

been “temporarily” propped open or “temporarily” locked, a terrorist will fly an

airplane into the building. If the success of safety factors were the heads sides

of coins, the chances of their all failing at once (landing tails up) are , to .

If even one of these factors fails, our chances of system failure rise to  to ;

if two of them do, they are  to . By the time more than half of our safety

components have failed or are found to be missing, our chance of disaster has

reached  in . Building codes and those who enforce them try to ensure that

as many of these metaphorical safety coins as possible land heads up.

Asbestos, first in theater curtains and motion-picture projection booths,

then in insulation and roofing, began to appear in municipal building codes in

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as part of this professionally

designed system of fire safety, a safety component built into the structures and

spaces people lived, worked, and played in, because the experience of urban life

without this system of protection had convinced us we could not continue to

rely on the enlightened self-interest of property owners and managers.

Nowhere was this more obvious at the end of the nineteenth century than in

theaters.
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Drury Lane in London is justly famous for its long history of theaters,

including those designated Theatres Royal, of which there have been a noble

succession since Christopher Wren’s edifice was built after the Great Fire of

. Most have been destroyed by fire; Wren’s more fortunate building was

simply condemned and razed in . Henry Holland’s new Theatre Royal of

 was a gigantic brick structure that held , people in five wooden tiers

of seats above the orchestra. Theater historian Donald C. Mullin clearly does

not regard Holland’s supposedly fire-resistive design as a success:

To prevent the building from flaring up at the first overturned candle, a

great cast iron fire curtain was installed, and large tanks filled with water

were placed in the attics for emergency use. Naturally, the house burned

down, for by  the iron curtain had rusted into uselessness and had

been removed, and the water tanks had long since sprung leaks and run

dry. It was later commented that if the house had not burned, it would

have tumbled down because of the shoddy construction.

Holland had good reason for concern, however. Theater ownership in his cen-

tury and the century afterward was a classic example of the triumph of hope

over experience. The famous Théâtre de l’Opéra in Paris was built in ,

burned in , reopened in , and burned again in . French architect

Adrien Louis Lusson remarked matter-of-factly in  that theaters should be

built in large open spaces lest the inevitable theater fire consume the entire

neighborhood. German underwriter August Fölsch reported  theaters

destroyed by fire before , including the Bowery theater in the United States,

which burned down five times, and one Spanish theater that burned seven

times in the same period. Once a theater fire went out of control, destruction

was generally total within an hour. The iron curtain Holland installed was

a French invention, used by Jacques Germain Soufflot (–) in a Lyons

theater constructed in , of which F.W.J. Hemmings tells us:

It consisted of a large sheet of iron, cranked down from the roof and

blocking the opening of the stage. It was intended for use only in emer-

gencies; at the start it was kept well oiled so that it moved easily, but the

manoeuvre proved cumbersome and was discontinued, and Soufflot’s

invention found no imitators in Paris until it was decided to incorporate

a similar sheet metal safety curtain in the new Odéon, rebuilt in .

Since fires were more like to start on the other side of the footlights [that

is, the stage side] this novelty would, it was hoped, reassure the specta-

tors; but being enormously heavy, it could not be lowered with any

speed. Later managers replaced it with a metal grid, which was lighter

but of doubtful efficacy, and the Théâtre-Français reverted to a solid

metal hanger as part of the additional precautions against fire intro-
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duced in . . . . Only with the growing use of asbestos in the twentieth

century did a lighter curtain, and one moreover that unlike metal was

not a conductor of heat, become a practical possibility.

Frederick Carlisle, writing in  about the burning of Holland’s Theatre

Royal as well as other theaters in London and elsewhere, remarked, “Owing to

the miserable accidents which so lately occurred by the burning of the theatres

of Covent Garden and Drury Lane, the opportunity is now afforded of noticing

the many imperfections in the original building of our theatres, and of afford-

ing some security to him who goes to the play that in so doing he shall not walk

into his tomb.”

The United States, while too young as a nation to have experienced the

waves of bubonic plague that swept through Europe and Britain between the

fourteenth and eighteenth centuries, wasted no time after achieving independ-

ence in contributing to the international plague of theater fires. Other kinds of

building fires and conflagrations had already motivated some American com-

munities to pass building laws of the kind that had been in place in parts of

Europe since the twelfth century. The use of thatching for roofs and of hollow

logs as chimneys, “insulated” on their inner surfaces with dried mud, for

example, was prohibited in Boston in , which nonetheless had a major fire

in . New York (then New Amsterdam), apparently taking a somewhat

belated lesson from its sister city to the north, banned thatch and wooden

chimneys in , even going so far as to order them removed from existing

structures.

Theater buildings, however, were not yet regulated in American cities in

. In that year Richmond, Virginia, lost sixty-eight of her citizens, including

the governor of the state and a former member of Congress, when a chandelier

on the stage was raised into the flies with one candle still burning. The destruc-

tion of this theater and  percent of its audience in what eyewitnesses report

was less than twenty minutes is a paradigmatic example of a nineteenth-

century theater fire, and several of its fatal elements were to persist in theater

design until public outrage demanded the enforcement of strict building codes

for theaters in the early twentieth century.

In the flies or rigging loft of a typical theater (the area immediately above

the stage), a wooden or metal rack at the top of the stage house, called a grid or

gridiron, supports rigging that raises and lowers the scenery drops (painted

canvas scenes stretched on wooden battens), lighting devices, and any other

equipment that is “flown,” or suspended above the stage. The scene drops and

flown lighting remain in the flies, behind the central portion of the proscenium

arch and invisible from the auditorium side, until they are needed. When the

scene in which they are used is complete, the stagehands “fly them out”—that

is, raise them out of sight and fly in those needed for the next scene. Theaters
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have been known to store hundreds of painted scenes in their flies in crowded

rows very close together, plus the “flats” or “set-pieces” (stationary wood-and-

fabric scenes), which are usually stored in the wings against the backstage wall.

Historically, stage scenery has been painted with the traditional mineral

pigments known to artists, mixed with water, glue, or linseed oil. Of these pig-

ments, several are significantly toxic and an inhalation hazard in a fire, among

them realgar (red arsenic sulphide, As

S

), orpiment (yellow arsenic sulphide,

As

S

), Naples yellow (lead [II]-antimonate, Pb[SbO


]


or Pb[SbO

]

), emerald

green (copper [II]-acetoarsenite, Cu[CH

COO]


·  CU[AsO


]

), and red lead (lead

[II, IV] oxide, Pb

O

). Most theater fires begin on the stage; and when scene

drops and flats ignite, these pigments form part of the combustion gases.

On the night of December , , a Richmond, Virginia, stagehand,

responding to an order from his superior after the first act of a pantomime, flew

out the still-burning “lustre,” or chandelier, that had lit the scene of a peasant

cottage. The stage carpenter, belatedly realizing that he had ordered an open

flame into the flies, seized the rigging and attempted to lower the lustre but

mishandled it in such a way as to tilt the chandelier from the plane of the hor-

izontal. The candle flame promptly ignited one of the nearby scene drops, of

which thirty-five, including some made of paper, hung side by side in the flies.

All of them proceeded to catch fire one from the other until the flames reached

the proscenium wall and the border curtain. At about this point the audience

was apprised of its danger, first by the descent of burning material from the

flies, and then by one of the actors, who announced the house afire. The stage

carpenter and his helpers climbed into the loft and cut the burning scenery

down, which had the effect of setting fire to the wooden boards of the stage,

forcing those in the dressing rooms below to flee through the windows as there

was then no means of reaching the backstage door.

No plans of the structure have survived, but close analysis of eyewitness

accounts of the fire suggest that the Richmond Theater had at least three exits:

the main entrance where white theatergoers presented their tickets, a “colored”

entrance with its own fully enclosed stairway so that white patrons need not rub

elbows with African Americans, and one or more backstage doors through which

the players and the stagecrew entered and exited the premises. Set apart on its

own hill above the town, the theater had no source of water for firefighting.

Although the walls of the building were brick, the roof and the rafters sup-

porting it were of unseasoned pitch pine, as were all of the interior finishes.

This wealth of fuel had been traditionally accounted a virtue in theaters

because wooden walls were thought to improve sound quality in the audito-

rium. To prevent pine resin from dripping onto the fine clothes of the play-

goers, old canvas fabric had been attached to the wood as a kind of makeshift

drop ceiling. This fabric, of course, caught fire as soon as the flames spread past

the proscenium arch, aided by the opening of the backstage door to permit the
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escape of the players and crew from the stage; and the rafters and the roof

ignited from it almost at once, filling the auditorium and lobbies with heavy,

choking, black smoke. Most of the fatalities from asphyxiation occurred at

about this point in the fire’s development. Typically in such narratives, eye-

witnesses differ in many of their details, but there is consensus among them

that “in less than five minutes the edifice, from the roof to the pit floor, stage

&c., all was one entire sheet of fire.”

Because patrons descending from the boxes had to pass through the pit

doorway, cross the floor of the pit, and go up the flight of stairs ominously

known as the box staircase—in this case, appropriately enough, a pine box—to

reach the box lobby, their way was almost entirely blocked by the audience

escaping from the pit. Bodies were found piled in the box staircase after the fire

had burned itself out. Unusually for a theater fire, many of the rich thus per-

ished in the fire, while few of the middle and poorer classes did so, creating sub-

ject matter for sermons for decades thereafter on theater fires as divine

vengeance on frivolous wealth. The African Americans, with their own exit, had

so few casualties that abolitionist preachers soon seized on the fire as an

example of God’s judgment on slavery and slaveowners. In the ninety-two

years between the Richmond fire and the Iroquois Theatre’s, newspaper edito-

rials and public sentiment moved gradually away from regarding theater disas-

ters as acts of God toward finding in them human agency or, more often, human

negligence; and toward the end of the nineteenth century, fire-safety profes-

sionals, such as Captain Eyre Massey Shaw and Edwin O. Sachs in Britain and

John Ripley Freeman in the United States were called in to investigate major

fires. Richard Allen Willis, noting that theater fires in the nineteenth century

were rarely put out but “simply burned themselves out,” adds that “[u]nder

these circumstances, it is not surprising that audiences tended to panic. What

is surprising is that audiences could be persuaded to enter the theatre at all.”

These accounts make it very clear why Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes asserted

in  that American freedom of speech does not extend to “falsely shouting

‘Fire!’ in a theater.”

Grim reports like that of the Richmond fire crossed the oceans in every

direction for the rest of the century. On May , , , Chinese playgoers

died in Guangzhou (Canton) in the most deadly theater fire in recorded history.

Nearly a year later a fire in the Royal Theatre in Quebec killed about two hun-

dred persons. The Teatro degli Acquidotti in Livorno burned on June , ,

killing at least forty-three people. About nine hundred more died in Shanghai

in June  in a theater built of bamboo and matting, and an estimated six hun-

dred people died in Tientsin in May . Mrs. Conway’s Theater in Brooklyn

went up in flames at about  .. one night in late , with a loss of  lives.

In a pattern already familiar to fire-safety professionals, a border curtain caught

fire from a light batten, and there was no water available to extinguish it. When
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the actors and the crew opened the scene dock doors to make their escape, the

fire exploded through the closed act drop into the audience, which had not

been certain until that moment that the theater was on fire. In Ahmednuggur,

India, forty people perished in a local theater in May , while to the east, five

theaters burned in Osaka, Japan, during an eighteen-month period in  and

. As we have seen, theater owners and architects had shown a sporadic

interest in the safety of their audiences and players in the preceding century.

Although cities that had suffered major-mortality theater fires, such as New

York City, enacted stricter building laws in the s, the global wave of the-

atrical destruction and carnage did not attract systematic international atten-

tion until two European theaters burned, with heavy loss of life, within seven

months of each other in .

The first of these disasters was the Municipal Theatre in the French city of

Nice, set afire by defective gas fittings on the night of March , , killing

between  and  persons. The second was the true marker event in the reg-

ulatory history of public-assembly occupancies in Europe: the Ring Theatre fire

in Vienna on December , . Like the theater in Nice, this building caught

fire from gas fixtures, which were mishandled during the lighting process on

stage at the beginning of the performance. The stage crew apparently panicked

and made two fatal errors that doomed hundreds of members of the audience:

they turned off the gas and therefore all the lights in the building, making the

exits invisible, and they failed use the theater’s principal defense against fire,

an iron curtain similar to the one employed by Soufflot in Lyons more than a

century before.

These curtains were extremely heavy, weighing seven to eight tons, dan-

gerous to persons under them, and thus could not be made to descend safely

without some human control, which in the case of the Ring Theatre’s curtain

could only be implemented from the rigging loft, where the fire was raging

within seconds of the ignition of the hanging scenery. The exact death toll in

the Ring Theatre fire is not known; estimates range from  to nearly ,,

with a large proportion of the victims under the age of thirty. All accounts agree

it was a catastrophe of sufficient proportions to at last impress on governments,

the theatrical community, architects, and the playgoing public that theaters

were scandalously fireprone and that something should be done about it.

Some elements of what should be done were already known to theater

architects by the seventh decade of the nineteenth century: theater owners and

managers should not be permitted to pack more persons into the available

space than could be evacuated quickly in the event of fire. Distance of travel

to exits should be minimized. Exit routes should not intersect in such a way as

to cause evacuees to interfere with each other’s progress. Exit passageways and

stairs should be constructed of incombustible materials that do not produce

smoke or toxic gases; doors should open outward. Adequate firefighting and
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fire-reporting apparatus should be available throughout the theater building,

and staff trained should be trained to use it. Roof ventilation should be pro-

vided above the stage so that smoke and gases travel upward and out of the

building rather than across the footlights into the auditorium. Stage and house

lighting should be separated so that a fire in the stage lighting does not require

throwing the auditorium, vestibules, and exits into total darkness. And perhaps

most important, it must be possible, quickly and reliably under adverse condi-

tions, to make the stage and the auditorium into two entirely separate fire

areas: first, so when a fire that breaks out where most theater fires start, on the

stage, it does not spread to the auditorium as the Richmond fire did; and sec-

ond, so that the evacuation of the actors and crew through exits behind the

stage does not produce a draft that engulfs the audience in smoke, flames, and

toxic gases. This second factor, essential to the proper functioning of all the

other components of the safety system, was a lesson that had to be learned sev-

eral more times, at a cost of hundreds of more lives, before adequate means

were developed that completely and effectively closed the proscenium opening

long enough for the audience to escape from a burning theater.

While engineers and architects struggled for nearly three more decades to

learn from the failure modes of existing technologies for protecting theaters

from fire, theatergoers, players, and stage crew continued to die. Roof vents,

intended to be used in combination with iron safety curtains, were installed

over stages in many theaters to vent the smoke and gases from stage fires

upward to the outside rather than out into the auditorium. In the aftermath

of the Ring Theatre fire, experiments were performed on one-tenth-size models

of the structure, reproducing various effects of the fire, including what they

might have been had the iron curtain descended and there had been opera-

tional vents in the stage roof. Sachs reports some of the results of these tests:

The first series of experiments disclosed how the gases on the stage

expanded, blowing the proscenium curtain [the act drop] into the audi-

torium within seventeen seconds. It was next shown that, even before

the auditorium was filled with smoke, the gaslights were extinguished by

pressure of air from the stage; and further, that the highest pressure

occurred within twenty seconds of the stage being well alight. The petro-

leum “emergency” lights were extinguished within twenty-nine seconds,

whilst some “emergency” lights in which oil and candles were used were

extinguished in thirty-one seconds. The air from the stage entered the

gas-pipes, driving the gas back to such an extent that lights outside the

auditorium were extinguished. . . . In another series of experiments,

where two stage ventilators were provided, the results were very differ-

ent, for, whilst the first ventilator was opened twelve seconds and the

second ventilator twenty seconds after the outbreak, the reverse draft
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created caused the iron curtain to be drawn back on the stage, where it

collapsed. . . . Every experiment was repeated three times.

Clearly, the iron curtain invented by Soufflot and manufactured in Paris

more than a century later was not as effective a fire barrier as safety experts had

hoped. Holland and others, as we have seen, had already discovered the mater-

ial’s tendency to rust; others had noted their seven-to-eight-ton weight, their

necessarily slow speed of descent, and the danger of their descending on persons

underneath. Gerhard summarized the problems of corrugated iron fire cur-

tains in  and went on to endorse the use of a new technology: curtains of

woven asbestos mounted on or interwoven with a steel or brass wire framework

and fitted with an asbestos-covered roll at the bottom to form a smoke seal.

Charles John Hexamer also endorsed this type of curtain in . The technol-

ogy for safety curtains was still, as Sachs expressed it, “in its infancy” in the late

nineteenth century; and inventors, as usual, patented a number of devices of

which few were workable or marketable. Like Sachs, Gerhard condemned the

wire-mesh curtains permitted by some European municipalities on the ground

that they did not protect the audience from smoke, and contributed to panic

because the fire could be clearly seen behind them. Iron curtains, he said,

should be accurately guided at both ends and should travel easily in

proper vertical metal grooves placed on both sides of the proscenium-

opening, and well fastened to the brick wall, otherwise they are liable to

stick fast at the moment when wanted. Such iron sliding-curtains have

not, in practice, proved themselves always reliable. It is important that

the apparatus for raising and lowering the fire curtain should be on the

stage, and not in the rigging-loft, as was the case in the Vienna Ring

Theatre, because this point may be beyond reach soon after the outbreak

of fire on the stage. Unless built very strong, iron curtains are liable to

buckle and warp, and do not resist a strong pressure due to the expansion

of the air by the heat in case of fire. They should fit tightly, to prevent the

escape of smoke, and should be strong enough to sustain a pressure for

at least ten minutes, to give the audience time to escape. If they are not

protected from above by automatic sprinkling apparatus, or a series of

perforated pipes connected with the supply-pipes or roof-tanks, so as to

allow a sheet of water to run down along the curtain, they may become

red-hot during a fierce fire and thus endanger the spectators.

A few pages later in his Theatre Fires and Panics, Gerhard reminds his read-

ers that the time it takes for an iron curtain to descend can be very costly:

“Incredible as it may sound, it is nevertheless true, that, on the average, only

five minutes elapse between the appearance of fire in front of the proscenium-

opening and the total extinction of human life by smoke and fire gases.” Note

that the sprinkler system he mentions here, called a “water curtain,” is only
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above the stage; an ordinary ceiling-installed sprinkler system of the type used

at the time in mill construction would in a theater, as J. G. Buckley pointed out

in , be so high above the stage and audience as to be of very little service

in a fire.

At least one of the problems with iron curtains pointed out by Sachs and

Gerhard had been amply demonstrated in May , when the Opéra Comique

in Paris burned with a loss of life estimated at . Here again, the details are

tragically familiar: a light batten ignited the scenery, and the resulting smoke

and gases swept out into the auditorium. Although the Opéra was equipped with

an iron curtain, the mechanism did not work, and the curtain could not be low-

ered. In September of the same year, a fire at the Exeter Theatre in England

killed  persons. Again, the fire began on the stage, quickly involved the hang-

ing scene drops, and just as quickly asphyxiated and panicked the audience,

there being no safety curtain of any kind or smoke vents above the stage. In

March , a theater in Oporto, Portugal, went up in flames, killing another 

people. The next month, the western theater community received word that the

Korean National Theater in Kyoeng had burned with the loss of  lives. A fire

at the opera house in Seattle, Washington, in June  caused thirty deaths. A

theater in Kamli in China set a new world record for fire mortality in April ,

with an estimated , deaths. In the United States, a theater in Baltimore

burned two days after Christmas , with a death toll of twenty-two. A tempo-

rary theater in Paris, where a cinematograph was being operated in conjunction

with a charity bazaar, had a terrible fire in  in which an estimated  per-

ished, the majority of them women, whose light summer clothing caught fire

from falling fragments of the canvas used to the cover the ceilings of the newly

built wooden structure. This disaster has the dubious distinction of being one of

the first loss-of-life fires in a motion-picture theater, a venue that, as we shall

see, was soon to acquire an evil reputation for such fires.

Asbestos Takes the Stage

In the wake of these hideously repetitive tragedies, large cities in Britain,

Europe, and the United States began to require safety measures in new theaters

by the last decade of the nineteenth century; but it took one more major

multiple-fatality theater fire before many building codes required the retrofit of

existing theaters and began to mandate that unsafe theaters in the United

States and Europe, regardless of their date of construction, be closed until code-

compliant. The exception was Rome: after the Ring Theatre fire, the Roman

minister of public security ordered all major theaters in his city to be fitted with

asbestos curtains without delay. By the late s, most large U.S. cities were

requiring new theaters to have stage ventilators, fire alarms connected to the

fire station by telegraph, and asbestos or metal fire curtains; the Metropolitan
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Opera House in New York City, for example, had all of these features by .

At the end of the first decade of the new century, metropolitan theaters in

Britain and the United States could be shut down for failing to have any one of

them, including a safety curtain with demonstrably effective performance in

fire conditions that was at least equal to a heavy-duty, wire-reinforced asbestos

curtain running in metal tracks on an incombustible proscenium wall, like

those depicted in figs. . and .. The fire that brought about this change took
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FIGURE 3.1 The sheave, or straight-drop, type of asbestos curtain was one of the
approved types in American building codes after 1904. Unlike the roller type shown
in fig. 3.2, this curtain was mounted on a rigid frame that required a proscenium wall
somewhat higher than the curtain was long to be raised out of sight. This drawing
was included in Pennsylvania's 1952 theater-safety code.

Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, Regulations for Protection from Fire and
Panic (Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, 1952), plate 2.
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place in the Iroquois Theatre in Chicago, on December , . This was the

most deadly single-structure building fire in American history:  theater-

goers died, twice as many as had perished in the Great Chicago Fire three

decades earlier and more than all of the American fatalities in the Spanish-

American War. Forty percent of the total were children.

The Iroquois was a new theater, built, according to its architect, to the

strictest standards of safety, including emergency exits that opened with com-

plicated procedures in which the theater’s staff had no training. Chicago

already had a building code requiring an in-building fire telegraph, roof vents,

fire-suppression apparatus, sprinklers over the stage, and an asbestos curtain.

But in the rough-and-ready political climate of Gilded Age Chicago, the build-

ing managed to receive a certificate of occupancy and was opened before it was

entirely completed. Some “minor” elements were missing in late December

: lighted signs indicating the exits, electrical separation of house and stage

lighting, firefighting equipment and training, and operational roof vents. These

last had been completed but were still nailed shut from the outside. The thea-

ter’s owner later claimed to have complied with the regulation regarding the
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FIGURE 3.2 This steel-framed asbestos curtain by J. R. Clancy, Inc., of Syracuse, New
York, was installed in the Purdue University Music Hall sometime before 1949. When
raised, the sections rolled up onto a drum behind the proscenium wall.

Photo by J. R. Clancy, Inc. Reprinted by permission.
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asbestos curtain; but in the absence of specifications in the code as to the qual-

ity and type of curtain, he had economized and bought what Sachs later called

an “unsuitable loose cloth drop-curtain, or so-called reefed act-drop type, tem-

porarily mounted on wooden sheaves and worked by ordinary ropes. There is

no record of its regular use or trial.” Later, the remains of this curtain were

found to consist mostly of vegetable fiber. There were no satisfactory expla-

nations for the lack of a fire-alarm telegraph box or the fact that the roof vents

were still closed six weeks after the theater’s first performance. The only venti-

lation for smoke and gases was in the back of the auditorium, directly over the

heads of the audience in the gallery. The response to a later inquiry about

sprinklers, which were required by the code, was that no Chicago theater of the

time had sprinklers. It was later discovered that only one city theater had a true

asbestos curtain, the others having faked compliance using materials as obvi-

ously combustible as canvas and burlap.

The fire started at about : .., during a matinee performance of Mr.

Bluebeard, when one of the arc lamps ignited a border curtain, which, as in all

the previous cases I have described, set fire to the , square yards of canvas

scene drops stretched on , board feet of white pine in the rigging loft, in

which hung eleven miles of manila rope. The stage fireman climbed up to the

border in the early stages of the fire and used the only firefighting equipment

on hand: two tubes of powder fire extinguisher, which had no discernible effect.

One of the flymen was asked to lower the border so that the fire could be

stamped out on the stage, but instead he dropped the “asbestos” curtain, which

then snagged up on one side, like a Roman window shade improperly let down,

on a reflector that had temporarily been extended past the proscenium arch in

the previous scene. One of the players, Eddie Foy, went out under the partially

closed curtain and urged the audience not to panic. While he was reassuring

them, pieces of flaming scenery began to fall around him, and prudent souls

made for the exits. This was not easy because the theater’s emergency exits had

been draped with fabric for aesthetic reasons and there were no exit signs. The

stairs from the gallery were partially closed off with an accordion gate to pre-

vent impecunious playgoers from shifting to the more expensive seats below.

Most of the doors opened inward.

Those who managed to find the artistically camouflaged exit doors discov-

ered that their European-style bascule locks opened by some mysterious prin-

ciple not obvious to persons fleeing for their lives with small children in their

arms. Many bodies were later found piled around these doors. Another artistic

embellishment, a set of mirrored false doors, also proved to be a deathtrap,

although the worst of the Iroquois’s architectural deceptions was a hallway that

apparently led to an exit but in fact dead-ended at a blank wall. A large pile of

bodies was later found in this corridor. Some of the exit doors, including two at

the main entrance, were locked. Stairs from the gallery and the first balcony
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converged at a right angle so that the streams of persons fleeing each level

collided at the intersection.

Meanwhile, in the auditorium, those who had remained in their seats were

about to take their last breath. As the actors and the crew escaped from the

building, the rush of air from the scene dock doors backstage sent a rolling wall

of flame out under the half-lowered “asbestos” curtain, blowing the fabric

straight into the auditorium, where it shattered, while flames and gases

streamed directly toward the vents in the back of the gallery. Seventy percent of

the mortality in this fire occurred in the gallery, where the recovered bodies

were apparently immolated or suffocated without having left their seats, in

many cases with one arm held up before their faces. When the burning scene

drops and rigging crashed to the floor of the stage, they struck the electrical

switchboard, casting the entire building into darkness, increasing the difficulty

for survivors still trying to get out of the building.

The alarm box for the fire was a full block away, so the fire burned for more

than thirteen minutes before firefighters were summoned. Once called, they

arrived by : .., just as the fire was burning itself out. What remained of the

blaze was quickly extinguished, but  lives had ended in a quarter of an hour.

The remainder of the butcher’s bill was accounted for by later deaths from

injuries and burns. The Chicago coroner’s office did not attempt to determine

cause of death for most of the fire victims or even to keep track of all the bodies,

some of which were claimed on the sidewalk outside the theater. The building

had been advertised as “Absolutely Fireproof,” and so it was: damage to the

building was so minimal that it was able to reopen less than nine months later.

But in Chicago there was no celebration of New Year , which arrived a day

and half after the disaster.

Like all such catastrophes, the Iroquois fire galvanized the international

fire-safety community. Chicago’s mayor closed all the city’s theaters pending

safety inspections; in New York City officials went from theater to theater with

cans of gasoline and matches to test the safety curtains, closing theaters that

were noncompliant. The incidence of heart failure among stage managers

whose curtains were tested in this way is not known. A few years later, the New

York City Fire Department built a scale model of a state-of-the-art fire-safe

theater, complete with operational asbestos fire curtain, for display at the

Panama-Pacific exhibition. One of Chicago’s theaters installed two-ton safety

curtains of a new type: steel backed with asbestos millboard, the folding shutter

curtain having been invented late in the previous century, primarily as a secu-

rity measure for stores with plate-glass windows, an application for which it is

still the dominant technology. By , thirty-three Chicago theaters were said

to have steel and asbestos fire curtains.

Staunton, Virginia, closed its opera house pending a bond issue to renovate

the second-floor facility. Good asbestos safety curtains for theaters were
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expensive, costing $ to $ each, plus installation, in , depending on

the size of the theater and its proscenium opening. Keasbey & Mattison Com-

pany, one manufacturer of these curtains, wrote in :

There is no application of Asbestos Cloth where the requirements are

more rigid than in the manufacture of Asbestos Theater Curtains, which

must be fire-resisting in the highest degree. The cloth must be of close

weave, it must have strength, and it must have weight.

The use of plain Asbestos cloth is no longer regarded as good practice.

A metallic cloth weighing five pounds to the square yard most effectively

meets the requirements. In some States a three-pound cloth is accept-

able and others permit the use of two and one-half pound cloth.

As this advertisement suggests, after the Iroquois fire, American munici-

palities began to be far more specific in their building codes about the required

quality, method of installation, and materials of theater safety curtains. Section

 of the building code of Dayton, Ohio, enacted in , described the required

“Proscenium Curtain” in considerable detail:

a. Curtain—The proscenium opening in theaters containing movable

scenery shall be provided with a fireproof rigid curtain, or a curtain of

asbestos or other fireproof material, approved by the Chief Inspector. If

the proscenium curtain is of asbestos, the same shall be of pure asbestos

fiber, shall weigh not less than three () pounds per square yard and

shall be reinforced with wire or wire spun in the asbestos. At the top and

bottom of the curtain shall be placed a wrought iron or steel pipe not

less than two () inches in diameter, securely fastened to the curtain and

covered over with like material as the curtain itself. No oil paint shall be

used on any asbestos curtain. Curtain shall overlap the brick or concrete

proscenium wall at each side not less than twelve () inches and at the

top not less than two () feet.

b. Channels and Supports—The curtain shall slide vertically at each

side within iron grooves or channels to a depth of not less than twelve

() inches, said grooves or channels to be made of iron or steel not less

than one-quarter (¼) inch in thickness, be securely bolted to the brick

or concrete wall, and extend to a height of not less than one () foot

above the top of the curtain when raised to its full limit. The curtain

shall be suspended or hung by steel cables passing over the ball bearing

iron or steel sheaves supported by wrought iron brackets of sufficient

strength and well braced, and brackets shall be securely attached to

proscenium wall by through bolts with nuts and washers on the other

side of the wall.

c. Checks—The excess weight of the curtain shall be overcome by

check ropes of cotton or hemp, extending to the floor on both sides of
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the stage so that the cutting or burning of which will release the curtain

and the same will then descend at its normal rate of speed.

In Dayton and some other municipalities, the older type of metal fire cur-

tains were still permitted, and indeed this older technology has persisted in

archaeomorphic theatrical argot: “iron going out” still means that the safety

curtain is being drawn or raised. The burden of showing that these alterna-

tives were equal to the protection of asbestos was, however, on the property

owner until the U.S. Bureau of Standards tested both asbestos and steel fire cur-

tains in  and  and gave a clean bill of fire-safety health to both materi-

als, but not to iron. Steel curtains were considerably more expensive than

asbestos and slower to raise and lower. Because of their great weight, they

required power-assisted lifting apparatus and counterweighting. Large theaters

installed safety curtains of both materials, a steel curtain facing the audience

with a thick, framed backing of asbestos millboard to prevent the steel from

heating up and failing in a stage fire. Sanborn fire-insurance maps of American

communities noted on theater building icons whether or not the structure

included an asbestos curtain. That audiences appreciated the importance of

these measures after the Iroquois fire is evident from a cartoon published in

, depicting the Russo-Japanese War as a stage play watched by other

nations from what they clearly hope is a safe distance; Uncle Sam is shown ask-

ing whether or not the asbestos curtain is in working order (see fig. .).

Most theaters, however, including small local and institutional theaters,

such as those in schools, opted for one of several types of asbestos curtain, clas-

sified by weight and “action”—that is, how they were opened and closed. Once

the safety curtain became standard in theaters, it became a tradition to make

it aesthetically pleasing and sometimes also to use it as a kind of advertising

billboard for local businesses. Most of the pre- curtains were prominently

labeled “asbestos” both to reassure audiences of their security and because

some jurisdictions required this measure to prevent panics, which experience

had shown could be almost as deadly as fires. Some of these curtains survive

in place in theaters, and a few others are in museum collections. “The

asbestos,” like its predecessor, the iron curtain, also became a metonym for

safety curtains generally; and the archaeomorphic technical term is still used

today by stage folk in the era of fiberglass curtains. Safety curtains had an

impact on the artistic trajectory of theater, as Simon Tidworth notes: “the sep-

aration of stage and auditorium by a fire-proof safety curtain . . . had the effect

of preserving the proscenium arch long after many architects and directors

wished to discard it.”

Most important, the slaughter of audiences in the live theater ended in the

United States with the Iroquois. Stage fires continued to occur, including the

newer type of fire caused by electrical faults, but they no longer killed large

numbers of playgoers. In the hundred years before the rise of the asbestos
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curtain, about a hundred persons worldwide, on average, died every year in the-

aters. In the century since then, despite the fourfold increase in world popula-

tion, the average global theater death rate has dropped to about twenty-five

persons per year, with no triple-digit theater fatalities in the United States,

Britain, or any western European nation since . Asbestos curtains were

required in many twentieth-century U.S. municipal codes and in some state

codes, such as Pennsylvania’s. The asbestos safety curtain was a highly suc-

cessful component of the system of theater safety devised by late nineteenth-

and early twentieth-century fire-safety professionals.

Predictably, one of the responses to the Iroquois Theatre fire was a wave of

inventions of supposed improvements to safety-curtain technology, some of

which, such as hydraulic lifting mechanisms, actually worked as described and

became part of later theater-safety technology. Others, like the mica fire shield

invented in , sank into historical oblivion with scarcely a trace. Despite

the competition from steel, asbestos emerged in the early twentieth century as

the dominant material for theater safety curtains and was to play a similar role
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FIGURE 3.3 This cartoon of the Russo-Japanese War by F. I. Leipziger of the Detroit
Evening News recalls the then-recent disaster at the Iroquois Theatre in Chicago. The
original caption reads, “All—‘Is the asbestos curtain in working order and are the
exits in perfect condition?’”

“Russo-Japanese War Cartoons (1904–05),”
http://faculty.Kirkwood.edu/ryost/russonjapanese.htm.
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when theaters began to recognize the dangers of a new entertainment technol-

ogy: the motion-picture film.

The last major theater fire in the United States was the Rhoads Opera

House in Boyertown, Pennsylvania, where a lantern-slide projector was being

used to project scenes of The Scottish Reformation in January . One hundred

seventy persons in an audience of a little more than three hundred lost their

lives after one of the fuel tanks for the calcium light in the projector exploded.

Somehow in the next few minutes the kerosene tanks for the stage footlights

also ignited, engulfing the second-floor auditorium in flames. The stage exits

and stairs allowed the cast to evacuate, but the row of burning footlights pre-

vented the audience from using this escape route. A few remembered the win-

dows and the fire escapes under them, but most headed for the main door,

which opened inward, with predictable results.

The danger of operating projectors in the same fire area with an audience

was clearly shown in this catastrophe; but with the introduction of nitro-

cellulose motion-picture film, a new and more deadly element was added. In his

 study of Canadian provincial regulations for motion-picture film, Richard

Ruedy summed up the hazards of working with it:

The dangerous features in the combustion of nitro-cellulose are first, the

energy set free when the material is heated and decomposes and the

rapid rate of combustion, which is about ten times as fast as wood or

paper; second, the high oxygen content which allows nitro-cellulose to

burn without flame in the absence of atmospheric oxygen; and third, the

poisonous gases and the explosive gases given off when the combustion

is incomplete.

Running this material in short jerks past a high-intensity arc lamp was, of

course, a very risky business; and if the film broke, a fire could break out that

would quickly engulf the entire building if it were not contained within a fire-

resistive projection booth. Breathing the fumes of the burning film was often

fatal, and large quantities of rolled film can explode violently enough to cause

third-degree burns at a distance of half a mile. Invented in , nitrocellulose

film was the subject of safety and licensing legislation in Britain within twenty

years, after a film warehouse in Pittsburgh burned in a spectacular blaze that

killed ten people and injured another twenty. The Cinematograph Act of 

included a provision that all public motion-picture projector booths in the

United Kingdom be fire resistive. Section  of the act specified, “The enclosure

shall be built of brick, tile or plaster blocks, plastered on both sides, or of con-

crete, or of a rigid metal frame, properly braced, and sheathed and roofed with

sheet iron of not less than No.  U.S. gauge metal, or with ¼-inch hard

asbestos board, securely riveted or bolted to the frame, or  inches of solid

metal lath and cement or gypsum plaster.”
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By , the National Board of Fire Underwriters had developed the initial

procedures and standards for handling nitrocellulose film that were later to

become NFPA , and the National Fire Protection Association had begun a

forty-year campaign to have all films distributed on safety stock. The state of

Michigan had a moving-picture safety and licensing ordinance in place by ,

which required asbestos and metal projection booths. Theaters that could not

meet the safety standards were closed by the state inspectors. In his 

Theatres and Motion Picture Houses, architect Arthur Meloy describes the options

available for projection booths (brick, concrete, terra-cotta, and so on) and

points out that asbestos booths could be ordered prefabricated in sections, sug-

gesting that there was a significant market for them. He tells his readers, “The

floor of the projection room must also be fireproof. If the booth rests on

a wooden platform, it must be covered with asbestos lumber ⅜ in. thick.”

Projection booths of this code-compliant type are depicted in figs. . and .;

the latter will be familiar to moviegoers as the probable model for the post-fire

projection booth in the Italian film Cinema Paradiso. Reports of fires after these
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FIGURE 3.4 This 1952 drawing by Pennsylvania's Department of Labor and Industry
shows the proper layout of a fire-resistive motion-picture projection booth. To com-
ply with the state code for motion-picture theaters, all interior surfaces of these
booths had to be asbestos or metal.

Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, Regulations for Protection from Fire and
Panic (Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, 1952), plate 1.
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code reforms in the NFPA Quarterly showed asbestos to be an effective material

for preventing and containing projection-room fires; and it was recommended

in several applications, including as electrical insulation, in F. H. Richardson’s

Motion Picture Handbook of .

If anyone still had any doubts of the danger to audiences from projecting

nitrocellulose film within the auditorium fire area, two multiple-fatality fires in

the s brought the lesson home. The first was a hideous episode in the Irish

village of Dromcollogher, County Limerick, on September , , in a “theater”

consisting of the second floor of a grain store with stone walls and wooden

floors and roof, from which the only exit was a wooden ladder on an outside

wall. One hundred and fifty persons were crowded into the theater, with the

projector between the audience and the exit door. When the film caught fire in

the projector, flaming pieces ignited other films lying on a nearby table, and

within seconds, the entire building was alight. Forty-eight bodies were pulled

from the ruins.

The second was the  Glen Cinema fire in Paisley, Scotland, in which

seventy children lost their lives. In the same year, , pounds of smoldering
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FIGURE 3.5 The light-colored walls in this projection booth, circa 1910, are almost
certainly made of asbestos. Portable projection booths were built almost exclusively
of asbestos board on metal frames at this period.

F. H. Richardson, Motion Picture Handbook, 3d ed. (New York: Moving Picture World, 1916).
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nitrocellulose X rays stored at the Cleveland Clinic sent toxic smoke into the

hospital ventilation system, killing  patients and staff members. All three

episodes set off new international cycles of both model and enacted building

code revisions. As Ruedy documents, by  some Canadian provincial gov-

ernments required or recommended asbestos lining of projection booths, with

two providing detailed instructions for building the booth to code, and most

large U.S. cities had building codes requiring projection-booth enclosures of

either metal or asbestos or both. Model codes nearly always specified asbestos

for projection booths. Some states, including Pennsylvania, also passed laws

requiring fire-resistive projection booths as early as  in order to regulate

theaters and auditoriums outside municipal fire limits.

In , reinforcing the lessons of the preceding decade, the United

States–Fox Film Storage facility in Little Ferry, New Jersey, burned to the ground.

So combustible was nitrocellulose film that it became a metaphor for some-

thing that would burn in an instant, as in the popular expression, attributed to

Billy Sunday, “to have as little chance . . . as a celluloid cat chasing an asbestos

dog in hell.” In the same year, the Uniform Building Code of the Pacific Coast

Building Officials Association devoted eight pages of small type to specifications

for asbestos curtains and other fire-safety measures in theaters. By the time

cellulose acetate safety film became standard in theaters, the danger of motion-

picture fires had been greatly reduced by these containment measures.

Fire-Resistive Materials in Building Codes, 1899–1941

The international movement to make theaters safe converged with ongoing

work on other aspects of fire risk in the built environment at the end of the

nineteenth century, including those of schools, ships, and other public-

assembly occupancies such as hotels and workplaces as well as that of urban

conflagrations, which had already been a major focus of municipal regulation

for at least seven centuries. Issues associated with combustible roofing were

prominent in European codes, with most banning thatch and wooden shingles

entirely from built-up areas. France and some other European nations had

municipal codes that made homeowners responsible for the value of neighbor-

ing structures if burning brands from their wooden-shingle roofs ignited them,

up to the value of an entire city block. As a motivation for property owners to

roof their buildings with fire-resistive slate or tile, and later asbestos, these laws

were highly successful and were in fact adopted in the early twentieth century

by some American municipalities.

Wooden roofs were a major issue in the United States and Canada. Both

nations, being heavily forested as Europe and Britain no longer were, had (and

indeed still have) strong timber lobbies and active public-relations organiza-

tions that have historically opposed any restrictions, local, state, or federal, on
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the use of wood in construction. The National Fire Protection Association

reported in  that wooden roofing shingles were a contributing factor in

fifty-five of one hundred American urban conflagrations between  and 

and that in one city and one year—Minneapolis in —sparks or brands on

wooden roofs caused  fires.

The wave of U.S. urban conflagrations between  and , described in

chapter , was a strong impetus to systematization and codification of existing

knowledge about preventing and suppressing structural fires. North America’s

wooden cities burned at an alarming rate at the turn of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, not only because urbanization had made these cities larger

and more congested but because new materials and processes, such as elec-

tricity and combustion engines, added threats to the fire-risk environment that

were still unfamiliar to fire-safety professionals. Even in Britain, which had a

much lower rate of urban fires than did North America, the British Fire Preven-

tion Committee embarked on a systematic program of testing construction and

other materials for fire resistance, completing tests of asbestos floors under fire

conditions in , ceilings in , partitions and walls in , fire doors in

 and –, cloth extinguishers in , and roofing in .

Some aspects of fire risk in urban environments were fairly well under-

stood, particularly those involving the use of wood for heating, cooking, and

building: wooden roof coverings, chimneys, and stoves that burned solid fuel.

Asbestos appeared early in the twentieth century in municipal and other codes

in the United States, Canada, and Britain that regulated these uses of com-

bustible materials in the fire districts of cities and towns, usually specified in

combination with metal. Metal alone in, for example, a fire-resistive plate

between a woodstove and a wooden floor, could heat to a temperature that

would ignite the wood beneath, so the code construction specification was typ-

ically for a sheet of asbestos in some form, usually millboard, under the sheet

metal and in contact with the floor, to reduce thermal conductivity. Pipe insu-

lation, including wrapped asbestos lagging, became a common requirement in

building codes, especially after the floor of the Lakeview Elementary School in

Collinwood, Ohio, now a suburb of Cleveland, caught fire from a furnace or one

of its pipes and burned, killing  children in . Fire-safety professionals

warned builders to use only real asbestos, not cheaper combustible look-

alikes. As Textile World expressed it in :

The marked increase in disastrous fires is directing more attention every

day to the need of fireproof building materials that can be relied upon.

The failure of so many so-called fireproof materials when subjected to

the intense heat of conflagrations suggests the need of more careful judg-

ment in the choice of these materials as well as a more stringent inter-

pretation of fireproof building regulations.
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The demand for building materials that would not be affected by fire

has encouraged manufacturers to experiment with all kinds of materials,

but the only one that has thus far successfully withstood all tests is

asbestos.

Electricity, while generally considered safer than gas, oil, or candle lighting

because it did not require an open flame, began to be recognized as a signifi-

cant ignition hazard within a few years of its introduction into urban environ-

ments. As insurance underwriters had little or no experience of how the use

of electricity altered the conditions of actuarial risk or what materials and con-

structions would reduce this risk, the Underwriters’ Laboratories (UL) was

created in  to test and certify materials, assemblies, and constructions

according to published standards of safety. Harry Chase Brearly, the metallur-

gist who invented stainless steel, wrote in :

No sooner have we seized upon some new facility than we are likely to

learn that nature may exact a serious price for its use. One evidence of

this is found in fire losses which, in the United States, increased more than

one thousand per cent. between  and , while the population

increased but two hundred per cent. A study of fire causes shows that a

large part of that loss can be traced to comparatively new devices and

processes. [emphasis in the original]

Asbestos products of various kinds were rigorously tested; and during the

half-century after UL’s founding, a large number were approved for thermal and

electrical insulation, building construction, and other applications. These UL-

approved assemblies, such as one for brick chimneys with asbestos firestop-

ping, were recommended and sometimes illustrated in model safety codes,

such as those of the NFPA, whose members included fire-safety officials at many

levels of government in the United States and Canada, and the Pacific Coast

Building Officials Conference, an organization for commercial and industrial

property owners and managers.

The NFPA also tested and approved individual products, as in the case of

asbestos building lumber in ; and contributors to its publications made

recommendations later incorporated into codes, such as Edward Keith’s rec-

ommendation in  for lining drying rooms with asbestos millboard. Orga-

nizations such as the U.S. Bureau of Standards, whose work I have already

mentioned in connection with theater curtains, and the American Society for

Testing Materials (ASTM), assisted in this process with testing programs of

their own and by establishing standards and test procedures that supple-

mented and complemented those of fire-safety and engineering organizations

(see appendix B).
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Safety standards and model codes were written by committees within pro-

fessional organizations such as the National Conference of Building Officials

and the NFPA and were subject to intense peer review and criticism during the

process of arriving at consensus. The proceedings of, for example, the NFPA

annual meetings testify to the vigor, and sometimes the acrimony, of debate

over the establishment of safety standards. Only when consensus was reached

would a provision become part of the model code or be accepted as a named

and numbered standard. Consensus is still the method by which these codes

and standards are updated and revised.

Most municipalities adapted one or more of the model codes to local con-

ditions and enacted building laws that contained the provisions and recom-

mendations that had passed through this, as it were, trial by organizational fire.

As asbestos gained the confidence of the existing professional communities of

fire-safety concern, it was recommended more and more widely in model codes

and required in building construction by some insurance codes, such as Factory

Mutual’s, as a prerequisite to insuring the building.

After , it became increasingly difficult to obtain a building permit in

the United States for any building within the fire limits of a municipality with-

out including at least some asbestos in the construction, wiring, or interior

finish. Even outside municipal fire limits, state building codes drawn from the

same sources applied to many structures. Codes used by insurance companies

such the National Board of Fire Underwriters made it difficult to insure, and

therefore to finance and build, commercial, residential, or industrial buildings

unless provisions were made for proper insulation of fire hazards. Banks would

not and will not make a construction, mortgage, or improvement loan on an

uninsured structure.

In some applications, as in theater curtains and under stoves that burn

solid fuel, asbestos was explicitly required by some codes; there was no accept-

able equivalent. In others, such as roofing, ceiling tiles, pipe and boiler insula-

tion, marine bulkheads, and some kinds of electrical insulation, it was one of

several approved options. Tile roofs, for example, were thought to be as good as

asbestos for fire resistance but could not be laid on buildings not designed to

carry their weight, which was much greater than that of wood, asphalt, or

asbestos. Asbestos had been an approved roofing material for mill construction

in the late nineteenth century and, after testing in both the United States and

Britain, was incorporated into building codes as an underwriter-approved type

in the twentieth century. By , H. C. Jones, Jr., could write that, in mill vil-

lages, “[t]he hazard from the wooden shingle is being gradually eliminated in

most villages by replacements with asphalt composition or asbestos shingles

when reshingling is done.” According to tests by Underwriters’ Laboratories

and the National Bureau of Standards in the first half of the twentieth century,
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asbestos was the only cost-effective insulating material with a flame-spread

ratio of zero. It remains the standard for zero flame spread defined in ASTM E,

the groundwork for which was laid in the invention of the Steiner tunnel test at

Underwriters’ Laboratories in  (see fig. .).

Other dangers were under investigation by the international fire-safety

community in the same period. New sources of ignition such as automobiles,

aircraft, steamships, locomotives with their spark-spitting stacks, and fireprone

industrial processes such as arc welding were receiving attention in profes-

sional journals. A disastrous fire in the Paris metro in , in which eighty-

four persons lost their lives, was traced to the sparking of ferrous-metal brake

linings in the tunnel and station areas, prompting both the adoption of

asbestos brake linings for urban underground transit and automobiles as well

as the elimination of combustible materials, including wood, from the exteriors

of subway cars in most cities. Truss plates, third-rail covers, and car flooring in

light-rail transportation were also made of asbestos.
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FIGURE 3.6 Drawing of a Steiner tunnel. Flame spread is measured by how quickly
flames reach the ends of the tunnel, compared with the zero point of the asbestos-
cement panel against which the tunnel was calibrated.

William J. Parker, An Investigation of the Fire Environment in the ASTM E84 Tunnel Test
(Washington, D.C.: National Bureau of Standards, Center for Building Technology, 1977).
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While children did not fall into hearth fires as often as they had in the nine-

teenth century, twentieth-century urchins had greatly expanded access to

matches and later to cigarette lighters, introduced wholesale into the environ-

ment by that walking fire hazard, the smoker of tobacco. Cigarette smoking

was regarded by fire-safety professionals as particularly pernicious because,

unlike pipes or cigars, cigarettes will burn unattended and thus will more read-

ily set fire to furnishings, dry vegetation, and other combustibles. The dead-

liness of smoking cigarettes while handling nitrocellulose film was observed on

more than one occasion.

In cases of this kind, it was not only the sources of ignition that concerned

fire safety professionals; the fuels, too, were new, some of them more com-

bustible than wood and poorly understood as to their volatility and effects

under oxidizing conditions. Fires in some of the new fuels, such as gasoline and

motion-picture film, could not be readily extinguished with water. For all of

these new ills as well as for the old, the best cure was, predictably, prevention.

Building codes and manufacturing standards were devised to prevent fires from

both new and old sources, and in many applications asbestos was endorsed by

professionals as the best-available material for achieving this result.

The  city of Cincinnati building code, which was in most respects typ-

ical of interwar-period U.S. municipal building codes, had the usual theater

safety curtain requirement for “a rigid curtain of asbestos or other approved fire

resistive material” [emphasis in the original], in which the “curtains shall be

constructed of pure asbestos fiber interwoven and reinforced with wire strands,

and shall weigh not less than  pounds per square yard,” plus electrical insula-

tion made of asbestos in motion-picture projection equipment. The mineral

was one of three roofing materials approved for the fire district and was

required in heating-appliance insulation as well: “Where protection is required,

the same shall be by asbestos board at least ¼ inch thick, plaster board ⅜ inch

thick, or bright sheet tin covered with  thicknesses of  lb. asbestos sheet or

an approved equal” [emphasis in the original]. As always, the burden of proof of

equivalence was on the property owner. Wooden construction around chim-

neys “shall be insulated from the masonry by asbestos paper, at least ⅛ inch

thick, and metal wall plugs or approved incombustible material to form a

firestop” (emphasis in the original). In laundries and other establishments that

used heat for drying, “No dry room constructed of incombustible material shall

be placed within  inches of any combustible material unless such com-

bustible material is shielded by at least ¼ inch asbestos building lumber or

hard asbestos board.” When acids or acid solutions were carried from buildings

in pipes, “All joints in acid proof composition metal pipe and fittings shall be

made with asbestos packing and poured lead not less than  inch deep or stan-

dard screwed joints. All joints in acid proof chemical stoneware or glass pipe

and fittings shall be made with asbestos packing and poured bituminous
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compound.” Many municipalities had similar provisions, which were of course

drawn mainly from model codes. Drawings like those in fig. . were included

in many municipal and model codes to ensure that instructions for construc-

tions and materials were clear and unambiguous.
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FIGURE 3.7 The National Fire Protection Association and the National Board
of Fire Underwriters published many diagrams of standard constructions that
included asbestos, as this one does in the chimney firestop at upper right.
This drawing was reproduced often in municipal and state code manuals.

Reprinted with permission from the National Fire Protection Handbook, 10th ed.,
Copyright © 1948, National Fire Protection Association, Quincy, MA.
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As more knowledge was gained about fire prevention and suppression in

the twentieth century, the body of knowledge represented by building codes

and fire safety handbooks became visibly larger, as did the volumes in which

they were published. Not only were more subjects added, but existing sections

were expanded as more was learned about the prevention and suppression of

fire. By the time the eighth edition of the NFPA Handbook of Fire Protection was

published in , consensus standards had created an impressively complex

and effective system of fire safety that included fire-resistive materials for con-

struction and interior finishes, adequate exits, management and operation of

trained professional firefighting units, telecommunication of alarms, and vari-

ous methods of active fire suppression within structures. As with all such

best-laid plans, the chief difficulty was and is to implement and enforce them

on a day-to-day basis.

Sprinkler systems, first used in the nineteenth century to protect property

in factory and mill fires and later to help safeguard life in venues such as nurs-

ing homes, were part of this system; as a technology they developed contem-

poraneously with that of asbestos materials. Fire-resistive materials are

intended to deny fuel to a prospective fire; sprinklers are intended to suppress

a fire that has already found material to consume. Their principal drawback

has always been their vulnerability to human error. From  through the

s, the NFPA Quarterly routinely ran a column called “Unsatisfactory Sprin-

kler Fires”—that is, fires in which the sprinkler system failed to suppress the

fire. By their nature sensitive to factors such as the heat that activates them,

sprinkler heads could be and were rendered inoperable for all sorts of reasons:

freezing of pipes in the winter, wasps’ nests, sabotage, inappropriate location

in the building with respect to possible sources of ignition, incompetent

installation, and even water shutoff due to nonpayment of the water bill. In

, Underwriters’ Laboratories was maintaining a museum of sprinkler

heads that had failed to open under fire conditions, which already covered

most of a wall. The passive components of the fire-safety system, such as the

use of fire-resistive materials in construction, are not as readily derailed as

active fire suppression by the historically intransigent human tendency to dis-

count the possibility of imminent disaster. Sprinkler systems were and are nec-

essary for fire safety, but they are by no means sufficient. As fire scientist

Kimberly D. Rohr recently observed:

Even a well-maintained, complete, appropriate sprinkler system is not a

magic wand. It requires the support of a well-considered integrated

design for all the other elements of the building’s fire protection. Unsat-

isfactory sprinkler performance can result from an inadequate water

supply or faulty building construction. More broadly, unsatisfactory fire

protection performance can occur if the building’s design does not

address all five elements of an integrated system—slowing the growth of
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fire, automatic detection, automatic suppression, confining the fire, and

occupant evacuation.

Passive protection of structures and their occupants, including the use of

asbestos in appropriate applications, became a much more elaborate science as

the twentieth century progressed. Construction methods and details were spec-

ified in increasingly precise detail, and in dozens of fire safety applications

these specifications included asbestos.

Fire-Resistive Materials in Ships

Like building fires, ship fires in the nineteenth century were an old problem for

which both new dangers and new possible prevention, suppression, and con-

tainment strategies were emerging. The new dangers were brutally obvious: in

the United States alone, more than two hundred steam vessels blew up between

 and , prompting some of the earliest federal regulation of industry.

Despite the efforts of Congress, multiple-fatality steam explosions on ships con-

tinued through the Civil War and Reconstruction periods. While explosions

gradually became less common as external combustion technology was mas-

tered by its community of practice, ship and other maritime fires continued to

cause significant loss of life well into the twentieth century.

Not only were ship power plants and the sparks from their stacks new

sources of ignition in the nineteenth century, their fuel—coal—was itself a

spontaneous ignition hazard, as were many other ships’ cargoes. Shipboard

cooking had, of course, always been a fire hazard; by  the Marine Commit-

tee of the NFPA was recommending the same asbestos board and metal protec-

tion for shipboard woodwork under cookstoves as for those in urban fire

districts. Cigarettes represented the same threat on a ship as on land, with

the additional risk that had formerly been associated principally with carrying

a pipe or a lantern into the hold: the ignition of vapors from cargo, fuel, or bilge.

Ships of war, of course, carried ammunition that could “cook off” and explode

in a fire. When electricity began to be used on ships, partly to reduce the risks

of lighting with open flames, it was soon discovered that the two hundred miles

or so of electrical wiring running through a passenger liner not only created a

continuous stem-to-stern source of ignition, but the conduits through which

the wiring ran proved ideal for the passage of smoke and flames.

While more ships were made with metal hulls, bulkheads, and decks in the

twentieth century, the vast majority retained their combustible interior fin-

ishes and furnishings until well after World War II. Passenger liners were espe-

cially well provided with fuels of this type, including curtains, bedding,

passenger clothing, and supplies of liquor. Passengers could not easily be disci-

plined, as sailors could, not to smoke in bed or set hot devices such as irons on

wooden surfaces.
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Just as the pandemic of theater fire mortality at the end of the nineteenth

century directed public and professional attention to the dangers of public-

assembly occupancy fires, a series of multiple-fatality marine fires between

 and  brought investigation and action on ship fire-safety issues.

Ship fires, like theater fires, have their own literature of characteristic hor-

rors. Ships are notoriously difficult to evacuate, especially in bad weather; car-

goes can be combustible or even explosive. Combustion gases can build up in

the hold or other enclosed areas and either explode lethally or asphyxiate per-

sons who enter them. On ships with large open deck areas, such as ferries, pas-

senger liners, and aircraft carriers, fire containment is difficult or impossible. If

the ship’s fuel tanks ignite, or if she carries highly combustible or explosive

cargo, the entire vessel can explode and sink. If this should occur in port, other

ships and onshore structures can be set afire and destroyed by burning brands

or even by the explosion, as Halifax was in  and Texas City in . About

, died in Halifax and  in Texas City. To make the terror of ship fires

complete, the water used to fight a fire cannot drain away as it does from a

building on land and thus may sink or capsize the ship. Clearly, the best way to

deal with ship fires, as with all others, is to prevent them from starting.

Not only the ships themselves were vulnerable to fire: in , a fire at the

Hoboken, New Jersey, pier of a German passenger line claimed  lives, most

of them on burning ships, prompting investigation of how not only the ships

but their loading and drydocking facilities could be made safer. After two more

fires at this same pier, the NFPA’s Committee on Piers and Wharves developed

a model code in  that included a provision that “side and end walls shall

consists of non-combustible construction such as corrugated iron, corrugated

molded asbestos, or other equivalent material.” Some port cities had already

begun to incorporate such clauses into their codes; Seattle, for example, listed

asbestos as a code-compliant waterfront roofing material in .

In June , the General Slocum, an excursion steamboat operating in the

East River and Long Island Sound, caught fire and burned with a full comple-

ment of families from St. Mark’s Lutheran Church, a Lower East Side German

immigrant congregation bound for a picnic on Long Island. Spread by a stiff

breeze from its source of ignition in the ship’s lamp room, the fire seized on the

ship’s superstructure and spread quickly up and down the forward stairways

and through the large open areas of the decks, all of which were made of wood.

The ship had no fire divisions; and when the captain turned the ship into the

wind to try to make shore, the flames fanned back toward the stern, engulfing

passengers who had fled there for safety. As passengers leapt from the ship,

frantically attempting to save themselves and their children, they found that

many of the cork life vests they had pulled from their storage nets had crumbled

to dust in their canvas covers and were useless. The death toll was ,, the

largest single-incident mortality in New York City until September , .
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After the sinking of the Titanic in , a group of industrial nations held a

series of an international conferences in the following years concerned with

developing standards for ship safety—the International Convention for the

Safety of Life at Sea, usually abbreviated as SOLAS. Lessons learned during World

War I and the early s were incorporated into the second convention, SOLAS

, which specified standards and recommendations for the fire resistance of

ships, including the use of asbestos in some applications. Ships were required

to have fire-resistive bulkheads that could withstand a temperature of 

degrees Celsius for an hour; asbestos was almost the only material light enough

for a bulkhead that could pass this test.

The importance of such standards, and of scrupulously revising, updating,

and enforcing them in light of new developments, became increasingly appar-

ent as ship fires in the s relentlessly claimed lives on merchant and pas-

senger vessels. Two French ships that had been built to the  standards, the

Georges Philippar and L’Atlantique burned with the loss of crew members in May

 (fifty deaths) and January  (about twenty deaths) respectively, prompt-

ing the French government to forbid all use of wood in ship gangways, passages,

decks, and living quarters unless firestopped by asbestos board. L’Atlantique

was almost certainly an electrical fire, although arson, as always, was consid-

ered; the findings of investigators after this disaster prompted a movement to

upgrade wire insulation on ships and to install electrical cable of the proper

low-iron grade of asbestos in marine applications.

Both the British and the American navies had been using asbestos as boiler

insulation since the late nineteenth century and were not slow to adopt it for

interior finishes as well. By  the international experts in marine construc-

tion were recommending asbestos as protection for woodwork near motor-

exhaust piping and manifolds, for bulkheads and linings, for firestops

separating wood from other materials, and for fire-resistive steel doors as well

as the protection for wooden floors they had endorsed earlier.

One of the most memorable maritime fires of the mid-thirties was that of

the Morro Castle in September  because it involved significant loss of life

among the passengers rather than the crew and because of the bizarre circum-

stances of the disaster, including the death of the captain just seven hours

before the fire. One hundred thirty-seven people died in this fire, which, like

that of the General Slocum, occurred fairly close to shore and was spread in part

by the turning of the ship into the wind by the interim captain, who had been

hastily appointed after the death of his predecessor. Firefighting facilities were

found to be woefully inadequate; and as in other cases I have described, large

undivided fire areas and combustible interior finishes and furnishings allowed

the blaze to spread rapidly. Losses of ships to fire, with or without loss of life,

were common before  and much less so in the following decades after the

introduction of fire-safety systems that included asbestos.
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The fire experiences of the Georges Philippar, L’Atlantique, and the Morro

Castle were discussed and published in fire-safety professional journals of the

late s; but the updated standards developed from them did not appear in

the text of SOLAS until the – edition, by which time many additional

grim and devastating ship fire-protection failure modes had been studied and

documented. In the meantime, marine insurance underwriters were able, to

a limited extent, to enforce the lessons of the Philippar and L’Atlantique on ship-

builders by the simple expedient of refusing to insure them unless every

feasible means of preventing, suppressing, and containing fire were employed,

including covering wooden bulkheads with asbestos. Requirements became

even stricter when the risk to shipping increased after hostilities began in

. The  SOLAS was more than twice the length of the  edition; and

like the Fire Protection and Life Safety Handbooks, every paragraph represented

grief and loss: in the ten years after , more human lives were in danger on

the sea than in any previous period of human history.
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Fire has been employed as a weapon since humankind first learned to control

it; but not until large cities could be burned from the air did it become, as in

the Second World War, a true weapon of mass destruction. Torching a village or

a town is certainly destructive, and there will be fire casualties among the slow-

moving—usually the very young, the sick, and the very old—but the procedure

is laborious enough to give most of the population the opportunity to flee. A

heavy rain will thwart the attack altogether. Most preindustrial villages con-

sisted of single-story buildings from which escape was not difficult. Attempts to

burn entire cities often came to grief: the attackers had to separate to carry the

fire through the city and risked becoming lost, trapped by their own fires, or

ambushed by the defenders. Moreover, there is a limit to how far a flaming pro-

jectile, such as a ball of pitch-soaked rags or a side of bacon, may be hurled even

by a large catapult or cannon. As components of military operations, large-

scale urban conflagrations like those in Columbia, South Carolina, and Atlanta,

Georgia, during the American Civil War were helped considerably by the local

population, the weather, and sheer luck.

The fires of World War II included several new elements that made them sig-

nificantly different from those, for example, of Attila the Hun or Genghis Khan.

First, incendiary materials were available that burned much hotter than the

wood of torches or arrows dipped in pitch. Magnesium burns at about ,

degrees Fahrenheit and cannot be quenched in water, with which it reacts;

thermite burns at just under , degrees Fahrenheit, which will melt most

metals and ignite aluminum, which, in fact, is one of thermite’s ingredients.

Second, neither Attila the Hun nor Genghis Khan could fly. Military avia-

tion made it possible to drop incendiaries into the heart of a city without send-

ing troops into the streets. Reconnaissance from the air enabled attackers to

locate areas of conurbation that would be especially vulnerable to fire. Third,
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the twentieth-century city housed stored fuels such as gasoline that could be

targeted and used to spread flame to surrounding areas. Fires in some of these

fuels are not readily extinguishable by traditional means, such as water; and in

the case of those that are, high-explosive complements to incendiary bombing

will not only smash structures literally into kindling but also break water mains,

bring down power lines to impede firefighting, and make streets impassable for

first responders.

Finally, the warriors of – had acquired a set of skills and technologies

that not only Attila and Genghis Khan but even Julius Caesar and Napoleon

Bonaparte would have envied—that enabled them, within certain limits, to pre-

dict the weather and thus set fires that would spread faster than the adversary

could react to or escape from. As warfare continued to be changed by techno-

logical innovations, the United States and its allies learned other effective

methods of incinerating whole communities: the nuclear weapons used in

Japan made horrific fires, and a few decades later we mastered the art of setting

even very lush, moist Southeast Asian tropical vegetation alight with napalm,

the incendiary material we had developed for use on Japanese cities two

decades before.

This combination of new factors gave incendiary bombing the kind of

advantage in the Second World War that machine guns and gas had had in the

First: many of their dangers were new, and countermeasures were still in early

stages of development. Moreover, these new elements applied to both land and

naval warfare. Aircraft carriers, in  a relatively new type of vessel, were

and are essentially floating bombs carrying not only vast quantities of fuel and

ordnance but thousands of sailors, each of whom was not only a precious com-

modity needed for the war effort but an individual intimately connected to a

family and a constituency at home. In democracies, the waste of lives through

carelessness or incompetence is not tolerated indefinitely, even in wartime.

Every effort had to be made, by all the combatant industrial democracies in

World War II, to preserve both military and civilian lives while continuing to

hurl destructive resources at the enemy. As British Air Chief Marshal John

Slessor eloquently expressed it late in the war, “The most important social serv-

ice a government can do for its people is to keep them alive and free.” Keep-

ing them alive, as Slessor makes clear, came first; and preserving their lives

against the fires of a global war meant the further development of fire preven-

tion and suppression technology under emergency conditions.

The Global Market for Asbestos between the Wars

Scientific American described asbestos in September  as a mineral with “new

worlds to conquer,” adding that “new uses for this material are being found

almost daily” and endorsing it in every application from refractories to washing



dishes. According to the magazine’s editors, asbestos would even do windows.

In Canadian economist Stephen Leacock’s  science fiction short story “The

Man in Asbestos,” human beings in the thirtieth century dress exclusively in

asbestos, a development resulting from “the revolt of woman and the fall of

Fashion.” During the First World War, many considerably more practical uses

were found for asbestos, including protection of the notorious Elgin Marbles at

the British Museum, which were covered in layers of it for the duration. The

mineral in fact received, during World War I, the ultimate compliment to its

economic and military importance: it was officially classified as Absolute

Contraband of War on October , , and could not be legally exported from

the United States after November , . Even Canadian imports of asbestos

to the United States were restricted. Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering

described it in  as a having been “transformed from a mineral curiosity into

an industrial necessity.”

The U.S. and world markets for asbestos continued to grow through the

twenties, with India, Australia, and a few other nations beginning to exploit

their asbestos mineral resources and, in some cases, beginning manufacturing

operations as well. Although Henry W. Johns had pioneered asbestos as a roof-

ing material in the late nineteenth century, his technology, which involved

much hand swabbing of the roof surface with the asphalt-asbestos mix, was

necessarily labor-intensive. In , Dr. R. V. Mattison of Ambler, Pennsylvania,

introduced asbestos-cement shingles for roofs and siding, invented in Italy a

few years before, which moved rapidly into U.S., European, and Asian markets.

Asbestos-band brake linings, invented in England in  and first manu-

factured in the United States ten years later, were tested in  against linings

of the competitor material, leather. After the leather was reduced to a cinder

and the asbestos proved entirely unaffected, asbestos became almost overnight

the only acceptable material for motor-vehicle brake linings, which were woven

in the older band brakes and molded after  when four-wheel internal

brakes were introduced. As Automotive Industries noted in , other applica-

tions of asbestos in automobiles included “gaskets, copper asbestos for mani-

fold, cylinder heads, spark plug washers, wicks for exhaust pipes; paper and

board asbestos around the exhaust pipe for heat insulation; pads for blanket-

ing the radiator; sheets inside the hood, and many other uses.”

Glazed and textured asbestos pipe and wall tile were being manufactured

in Italy and imported into the United States in , and further efforts were

made to make the material more appealing. The aesthetic limitations of a

material available in a very limited range of colors had made asbestos building

materials a hard sell to architects in any but the most mundane applications;

but methods of adding new colors, contours, and textures to asbestos roofing,

wallboard, and shingles helped open new markets in commercial and residen-

tial construction in the late twenties. The light weight and ease of fastening of
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asbestos tile and roofing gave them considerable appeal in the do-it-yourself

market of the thirties; architects and contractors appreciated the convenience

and speed of assembly of fire-resistive asbestos-concrete wall units. The discov-

ery that asbestos roofing could be applied directly over an older wooden-

shingle roof covering made the material even more appealing.

In –, demand was reduced by the Depression’s effects on vehicle

manufacture and construction. Even this did not slow growth for long, however,

because by this time asbestos had many other uses besides these two. Laundry

manuals advised the use of asbestos hot pads for irons and asbestos paper for

commercial laundry mangles; asbestos was used in the cleaning and dressing of

fur; the well-stocked home or restaurant kitchen had asbestos stove mats; home

economists endorsed asbestos insulation, firestopping, and air-cell radiator lin-

ings for safety-conscious homemakers; and dyers used asbestos filters to extract

and purify colors. The federal government experimented with balloons made of

asbestos fabric at Scott Field, Illinois, in the s. Some theaters and schools

kept asbestos blankets handy for extinguishing fires. In Britain, London Trans-

port bought , sheets of “perforated asbestos wood” in  for acoustical

insulation of six and half miles of the Underground. By , Oliver Bowles

could plausibly assert:

Asbestos may be termed indispensable to modern life. As the chief con-

stituent of brake-band linings and clutch facings it is essential to auto-

motive transport; in the form of gaskets and packings it is a necessary

part of steam-driven machinery; as a heat insulator it plays an important

role in both household and factory construction and equipment; and

combined with cement it is employed in the manufacture of vast quan-

tities of roofing and other building materials.

Dependent on other nations for  to  percent of its asbestos supplies

before and during World War II, the United States was the world’s largest

importer of the mineral until the third quarter of the twentieth century. It was

also the world’s largest exporter of asbestos products, the list of which grew as

the century advanced. With no significant American production of the raw

mineral, there was no tariff on the importation of raw asbestos, but early in the

twentieth century there were significant trade barriers to protect U.S. asbestos

manufacturing. The two largest industrial uses of asbestos—manufacture of

woven and later molded brake linings and building construction—fed a more

general growth trend in asbestos demand. By , U.S. manufacturers were

shipping more than , squares of asbestos roofing to foreign customers,

up from under , squares ten years before. As table . shows, exports of

asbestos paper products and millboard had doubled in this period, shipments

of textiles were up by almost  percent, and other manufactured asbestos

products nearly quadrupled. Clutch facings of asbestos were first made in ,
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and by  American manufacturers were selling more than .million of them

abroad.

Growth conditions in the industry in the early twentieth century created a

seller’s market for skilled labor in which unionization efforts could succeed.

The insulation and construction side of American asbestos labor, nearly all

male, organized early: as the Salamander Association of Boiler Felters and Insu-

lators under the Knights of Labor in  and later as the International Associ-

ation of Heat and Frost Insulators and Asbestos Workers of the American

Federation of Labor in . Some plants on the textile side of asbestos manu-

facturing, in which women predominated, were represented during the s

and s by the Textile Workers Union of America (Congress of Industrial

Organizations [CIO]), but asbestos textile workers were never as heavily union-

ized as insulators were.

Most of the asbestos used in the United States came from Canada, the

world’s leading producer, or southern Africa, especially from what was then

Rhodesia, the Transvaal, and the Union of South Africa. The second largest

producer, Soviet Russia, was the only nation mining significant quantities of the

mineral that had its own asbestos-products industry, reactivating Peter the

Great’s eighteenth-century asbestos-manufacturing enterprise in the Urals in

. Instead of Peter’s document bags and proximity clothing, however, the

USSR’s asbestos-products output in the early s was mainly brake linings

and other automotive components and boiler insulation for munitions and

other factories. Russia had been systematically mining asbestos since 

and was hoping to open up new sources in Siberia if adequate labor and trans-

portation could be brought to the region. The other major producing nations

(fortunately for the later Allied cause, nearly all of them were British Common-

wealth countries) were almost exclusively exporters of raw product. Even

more fortunate for the United States, two important sources of militarily signif-

icant types of asbestos, Canadian chrysotile and Bolivian crocidolite, were in

our own hemisphere. The latter had been thought worthless until its utility for

gas-mask filters was discovered.World demand for asbestos was so high by the

mid-thirties, even after the – dip, that even marginal operations such as

the ancient mines on Cyprus could produce and export asbestos profitably by

. Ominously in hindsight, nearly all the island’s production in that year was

sold to Japan, which was buying asbestos worldwide in record quantities.

Meanwhile, Germany was struggling desperately to produce synthetic

asbestos and find natural deposits of significant size that would remain acces-

sible in the event of war. Both enterprises proved a failure. The synthetic

amphibole reportedly produced by German scientist Rudolf Leutz in  was

found after the war to be a form of fiberglass, and the discovery of chrysotile in

the Bayerischer Wald turned out to be an anticlimax because the deposit was

too small to reduce Germany’s dependence on foreign sources. Germany
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imported , tons of raw fiber in  and more than twice this quantity in

—, tons, most of it from South Africa and Russia. Even after later gain-

ing access to Italy’s small supplies and after the conquests of Finland, Norway,

and Czechoslovakia, which had minor deposits, Germany still could not meet

her war needs for asbestos.

The organization of the industry at this period was essentially vertical and

concentrated in a relatively small number of manufacturing firms. The largest

U.S. asbestos company, Johns-Manville Company, for example, owned a large

proportion of the Canadian mines. Asbestos mines in Vermont and Arizona,

insignificant as to both quantity and quality of product, were also under the

control of U.S. capital, the former owned by the Ruberoid Corporation. Turner

& Newall in Britain owned many of the mines in South America and southern

Africa, from which the company had been shipping asbestos to the United

States since . In , the National Recovery Administration included the

asbestos industry in its Codes of Fair Competition, which were apparently

intended, somewhat paradoxically, to prevent both ruinous price wars and

collusion to keep prices high in the several hundred industries the codes

addressed. The oligopolistic structure of the asbestos industry was noted by

J. Hurstfield in :

Certain monopoly producers or groups of producers were able to exer-

cise a considerable control over production and distribution by the very

nature of their industrial structure, without needing to build up compli-

cated and often transitory international cartels. This applied particularly

to platinum, nickel, whale oil, wolfram, manganese ore, asbestos, cam-

phor, quinine and, to a certain extent, oil.

It is easy to see, in the world asbestos market of the second half of the

s, the foreshadowings of global warfare in the decade following. As noted,

Germany and Japan, neither of which had their own sources of asbestos, were

assiduously purchasing the material abroad for factories, aircraft, transport,

and electrical uses; Soviet Russia was by  accumulating a reserve larger than

the entire annual world production at the time—million tons—while increas-

ing its exports to Japan by twentyfold in the three years between  and .

Russia was also building up its asbestos manufacturing industry, with assis-

tance from American consultants and capital. Japan, which had only very

small deposits of the mineral in the home islands, had made exploitation of

Manchurian asbestos in conquered Manchoukuo a priority by the end of the

s. Italy was trying to bring its old and marginal asbestos sites back into

production, as were other nations that saw opportunities in the rising demand

for and prices of raw asbestos. Most of Italy’s output was shipped to Germany.

As Oliver Bowles, the U.S. Bureau of Mines’ resident asbestos guru,

remarked nearly every year of the s in his annual report, any economic
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growth in any industrial country resulted in an increase in demand for asbestos

because it had become essential to so many industries: conveyor rolls, belts,

and facing for moving very hot materials such as glass; welding-booth curtains

and blankets; paint spray booths; proximity clothing (see fig. .); drying mats;

diaphragms in electrolytic cells; dust collection bags in factories and bakeries;

lehr (annealing furnace) curtains and cords used in glassmaking; belts for blue-

print machines; oil and kerosene burner wicking; electrical tapes and tubing;

gas burner mantles; wire-wiping cord; rope for sealing boilers; steam fittings;

engines and gas generators; wire insulation; chemical filters; pad or wrapped

insulation for marine and other turbines; coverings for the brine and ammonia

pipes used in refrigerating equipment; adhesives; and electrical appliance insu-

lation in both domestic and commercial applications, such as toasters, washing

machines, and refrigerators. Some farming communities near asbestos mines

in the s even used the waste to neutralize soil acids and pave roads.

Whenever goods or people moved, asbestos was needed for brake linings,

locomotive firebox packing, automotive and truck firewalls, marine boiler insu-

lation and fire-resistive bulkheads, to name only a few of the applications in
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FIGURE 4.1 Proximity suits of asbestos worn by General Electric employees working
at a steel annealing furnace. Note the slits for the lower leg and exposure of the
shoes. Hood and gloves are separate from the gown. The eerie eyeglasses have lenses
made of mica.

Photo from Johns-Manville Service to the Iron and Steel Industry (New York: Johns-Manville
Company, 1930). Reprinted by permission.
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which asbestos was used in transportation hardware. Johns-Manville’s glossy

catalog of products and services for railroads was  pages long in , the

one for power plants was  pages in , and the catalog for the oil industry

filled  pages the same year. Even the recording and movie industries

needed asbestos-containing acoustical tile, which was also becoming more

widely used in other workplaces because, according to the medical authorities

of the time, “the physical and mental energies of . . . employees were being

sapped by the noise that surrounded them.”

By the mid-twenties, it was possible to order entire prefabricated fire-

resistive buildings of asbestos-cement on steel framing that could be assembled

with carpenters’ tools, taken down, and reassembled somewhere else in a

matter of hours. School buildings of this type could be purchased for $, per

room in , and an entire bungalow with three rooms and a porch sold for

$. Altoona, Pennsylvania, Miami, Florida, and Salamanca, New York, all had

“portable” school buildings of asbestos-cement construction. Small railroad

stations could be completely fitted out with sheets of various kinds of asbestos,

including the seats, counters, walls, desks, floors, and ceilings. Asbestos-lumber

fencing was available to reduce combustion hazards from factory-chimney and

locomotive sparks. Asbestos-cement was considered well-nigh indispensable

in worker housing, as a corrosion-preventive wrapping for iron petroleum pipe

and as a fire-resistive substitute for metal in ductwork. Asbestos fiber in a

waterproof cement compound was used to patch roofs while enhancing their

fire resistance; a similar compound was available for floors. Asbestos-protected

metal was invaluable in docks, ductwork, and any application in which the

metal would be exposed to fire, salt, refrigerants, extremes of temperature,

corrosive fumes, sewage, acid, alkalis, sparks, smoke, electrolytic action, or con-

densation. Galvanized steel, for example, failed when exposed for long periods

to “intense sulphurous gas.” Johns-Manville sold a corrugated asbestos roof to

a firm in Baltimore that needed a material that could withstand the fumes of

decomposing bird guano; on a smaller scale, poultry farmers could solve the

same problem by buying asbestos chicken-house kits by . In this decision

environment, with so many kinds of enterprise dependent on asbestos, no

developed nation could afford to neglect its supplies or lose sight of the means

by which such supplies could be maintained in an emergency.

Moreover, asbestos types were not interchangeable. The supply had to be

of a type suitable to the intended use of the material. Asbestos products used

for fire resistance had to be certified “Underwriters’ Grade” by the Underwrit-

ers’ Laboratories and meet stringent performance and low-iron content stan-

dards to pass the UL tests for electrical uses. Scientific American noted in 

that “[t]he Navy has recently specified that asbestos insulated wire be utilized

for the motors, etc. of a group of our newest submarines,” explaining that the
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asbestos for this purpose must be “free from any traces of iron or other metallic

oxides . . . lest its dielectric properties be impaired.” Beneficiation (the

process of removing iron from raw asbestos) was rarely successful, despite

strenuous experimental efforts by the U.S. Navy’s research scientists and oth-

ers. South African chrysotile, for example, was well suited to electrical appli-

cations and high-acid environments because of its low iron content; in

safety-critical end-uses, such as those on ships, there were then no acceptable

substitutes. The Navy used it in packings, gaskets, turbine and electrical tape

and insulation, and partitions.

Only in certain kinds of insulation did government agencies see any pos-

sibility of substitution using fiberglass, and of these Graham Lee Moses of

Westinghouse remarked in  that “for the present it [fiberglass] should be

applied with judgment only where its advantages serve a useful purpose” com-

pared with asbestos, as in specialized types of electrical insulation. Where cor-

rosive acids and alkalis were concerned, fiberglass could not be used, as there

was no form of this material that would resist alkali until . Engineer Brian

Davis, writing in , remarked that fiberglass “has been considered more

brittle than asbestos, with inferior abrasion resistance.”

Transvaal amosite was also essential to the Navy, for no other material

would meet its specifications for light weight and high insulation value. Fiber-

glass, which in any case weighed more than Navy standards would permit, was

not as reliable as amosite at high temperatures, especially in the presence of

acid. Canadian tests in  showed that fiberglass tape, while stronger than

asbestos before exposure to heat, had greatly inferior heat performance above

 degrees Celsius ( degrees Fahrenheit) and thus could not be used in

applications where temperatures of –, degrees Fahrenheit were

routine. For certain kinds of gas filters, including those used in military

gas masks, there was no known substitute for the very fine fibers of Bolivian

crocidolite.

Although asbestos did not appear on the Harbord List of military raw mate-

rials published in , less than two decades later, in late —the asbestos

industry’s Diamond Jubilee year—with war in Europe already placing new

stresses on American industry, the mineral was classified by the U.S. Army and

Navy Munitions Board as a critical material, effective the first day of the fol-

lowing year. The National Defense Commission, correctly projecting an excess

of military demand over available supply, recommended government procure-

ment of a reserve in October . Stockpiling of the required types and grades

began the following year, on January , . So urgent was the demand for

asbestos that one member of Congress actually suggested exploiting very small

U.S. deposits in Oregon, despite the absence of mechanized transportation out

of the area, proposing that the mineral be brought out of the mountains on

pack mules.
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Danger on the Sea: The New Ship Fires and the Old

The U.S. Navy, Coast Guard, and Maritime Commission (Merchant Marine)

were the driving forces behind most of the asbestos conservation and stock-

piling efforts coordinated by the War Production Board in the months after the

United States entered World War II. After July , the Combined Raw Materials

Board, an Allied agency, allocated the available asbestos and other strategic and

critical materials (SCM) between the two principal consumer nations of the war

era, the United States and the United Kingdom. Some metals, including nickel

and tin, were on the “strategic” list, which outranked the “critical” list that

included asbestos (see table .).

The difference between these two lists was that strategic materials (for

which the United States was dependent on foreign sources) were essential for

fighting a war and posed significant challenges for procurement in wartime.
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TABLE 4.2

Strategic and Critical Materials List,
January 30, 1940

Source: U.S. War Production Board.
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Critical materials were those “essential to national defense, the procurement

problems of which in war would be less difficult than those of strategic materi-

als.” Asbestos was on the latter list because some types of asbestos were

available domestically and from Canada. As we have seen, there were no sub-

stitutes for asbestos in many of its important military—especially naval and

aviation—applications; and it was itself a substitute for some materials urgently

needed for defense purposes, including magnesia, which was used, ironically

enough, to make the metallic magnesium used in the manufacture of some

types of incendiary bombs as well as in the construction of refractories and the

insulation of manufacturing equipment in the iron and steel industries.

Delivery of some other military necessities such as petroleum, not included

in the SCM list because U.S. sources were relatively secure, depended on meth-

ods of transport that used asbestos. More than , square feet of asbestos

felt, for example, went into each mile of the Big Inch wartime emergency-oil

pipeline’s insulation; the Little Inch called for just over , square feet per

mile. As noted, trucks, trains, aircraft, and ships all used asbestos either for

insulation or as a friction material or both. Demand for asbestos corrugated

sheets, fire curtains, and other fire-resistive textiles to be used in construction

of new manufacturing facilities exceeded supply by December . Aircraft

hangars and ordnance works, in particular, used large quantities of corrugated

asbestos sheets and textiles because the structures had to be both quick to

build and fire resistive in a decision environment in which nearly all kinds of

metal were in short supply. This was only one of many applications in which

asbestos was used as a substitute for scarce and strategic metals; others

included ductwork, gutters and downspouts, roofing, walls for prefabricated

military structures, marine bulkheads, and flooring.

These new demands on asbestos supplies obviously demanded cutbacks in

traditional uses for the mineral. The first conservation order for asbestos was

issued on January , , just forty-four days after the attack on Pearl Harbor,

restricting the uses of unmanufactured southern African asbestos to defense

orders. In February, the order was tightened and revised; and another order,

M- was issued with additional restrictions. Within three months, , tons

of African asbestos was lost at sea when the ship bringing it to the United States

was attacked and sunk; M- was further revised on July  to include woven

friction materials of asbestos and again in December  with more detailed

information about what could and could not be made from asbestos. By Decem-

ber , , it was unlawful to manufacture any of the following from asbestos:

theater curtains and scenery, vibration eliminators (except for implements of

war), gun covers, radiator hose (again, except for those used in military hard-

ware), firestops in non-military motor vehicles, conveyor belts except for those

used in the glass industry (for which there was no substitute material), heaters

and heater accessories other than those used by the military, filter sacks for
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liquids, parachute flare shields, and most kinds of clutch facing and brake lin-

ings for nonmilitary uses. Although the order does not mention handcraft

uses of asbestos, it is unlikely that materials such as asbestos-cement and putty

were available to consumers for the construction of birdhouses, sculptured

school projects, and similarly noncritical uses until after the war.

In , the U.S. government negotiated with the U.K. Board of Economic

Warfare and British Ministry of Supply for the purchase of , short tons of

African chrysotile, amosite, and crocidolite. During  and  additional

restrictions were added to accommodate large increases in demand from the

Navy, particularly for cable and lagging, and to permit the use in civilian appli-

cations of siding and roofing made from short-staple Canadian asbestos, which

was recommended as protection against incendiary bombing. In , the

Navy built , ships using about , shipyard workers and an aston-

ishing , the following year with about , workers, building more

than million tons of warships in twelve months. At these blazing speeds, the

Navy’s requirements were largely met by December , so M- was amended

to permit more uses of African asbestos. With the war in Europe concluding in

the early months of , additional restrictions were gradually dropped in a

series of revisions; and all asbestos conservation orders were revoked by August

, .

The Navy’s interest in asbestos was justified by its long experience with the

mineral, dating from the s. As noted in chapter , a ship fire is a serious

matter. A ship fire in battle is even more serious for at least three reasons: ()

there is an armed enemy on hand making strenuous efforts both to extend the

effects of the fire and to impede the efforts of the firefighters by killing or

wounding them if possible; () the ship as a whole must be defended, diverting

personnel from the work of firefighting; and () a ship of war carries explosives

and other ordnance that can “cook off” and become hazards to the crew.

These dangers were bad enough on wooden ships, which could be and often

were burned to the water line; but a modern ship, though more fire resistive in

construction than a sailing ship, carries large quantities of fuel, which is by def-

inition combustible. Electrical wiring, cooking and heating facilities, static elec-

tricity, and machine sparks provide plenty of sources of ignition in addition to

those of battle.

If the vessel is an aircraft carrier, with not only the aircraft themselves but

their fuels, coating and sealing compounds, paints and other finishes, and

ordnance for both the aircraft and the ship itself, plus huge open deck spaces

in which the aircraft can be stored, she is a deadly fire awaiting the torch of

enemy action. The vulnerability of aircraft carriers was discovered very early

after their introduction as naval vessels; and like all new construction tech-

nologies, the lessons of fire safety associated with them were learned the hard

way, at the cost of hundreds of lives.
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The Pacific War in  was in fact characterized by serious losses and dam-

age to U.S. aircraft carriers in episodes in which fire played a significant role.

Designed in the s, the Saratoga-class carriers had many vulnerabilities,

including wooden decks; and one, the Lexington, was lost to fire after enemy

action at the Battle of the Coral Sea in May , with a loss of  lives. By late

, the Yorktown had been sunk at Midway, the Wasp at Guadalcanal, and the

Saratoga and the Enterprise were in repair facilities after battle damage, much of

it from fire. The Hornet was lost to fire after a battle at the Santa Cruz Islands in

October , with a loss of  men. Fires had broken out all over the ship; and

without power, fire-suppression capabilities were limited to buckets. Admiral

James S. Russell, who had served on the Yorktown in  and , helped to

design the new Essex-class and later carriers, which had greatly improved fire-

safety systems, including some with asbestos fire curtains and others with

asbestos-insulated metal doors that could be closed to divide the large, fire-

prone hangar deck into separate fire areas. These fire divisions can be clearly

seen in the plan of the Lexington hangar deck in fig. .. A rolled-up asbestos

curtain is visible in the background in the Yorktown hangar bay, behind the air-

craft, in fig. ..

These precautions and others, such as “conflag” (conflagration) stations on

hangar decks and sprinkler systems, helped reduce both the number of ships

and their aircraft lost to fire after enemy action as well as the number of lives

lost in carrier fires, until the kamikazes brought a new fire danger to American

carriers in the last full year of the war. Admiral John S. Thach described the

kamikaze strategy for producing deadly explosions and fires on carriers, and the

accompanying American military debate, in October :

We were becoming quite concerned, of course, about this very effective

method of hitting our carriers. It wouldn’t have been worthwhile on any

other target in the world. There’s no use in diving into part of a factory,

for example, or an antiaircraft installation. This was a weapon, for all

practical purposes, far ahead of its time. It was actually a guided missile

before we had any such things as guided missiles. It was guided by a

human brain, human eyes and hands, and, even better than a guided

missile, it could look, digest the information, change course, avoid dam-

age, and get to the target.

Interviewed about his World War II experiences long before September ,

, Thach could not have known that even larger and more deadly human

guided missiles, using much larger aircraft, were to dive on targets in New York

City and Washington, D.C., setting them afire and killing their occupants, much

as their predecessors had done more than a half century before. The carrier

Franklin was hit by a kamikaze on March , , with  men killed and 

wounded; the ship was saved only by the heroic efforts of the surviving crew
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and that of the nearby Santa Fe, which took off her wounded. Of the  bodies

buried at sea from the Franklin,  were burned on all body surfaces, and 

died of asphyxiation. Bombs struck the ship in two of her three fire divisions,

but these divisions protected the flight deck forward of the superstructure and

the engine area, allowing both the evacuation of survivors and the eventual

return of the ship to New York under her own power. The Ommaney Bay and the

Bismarck Sea were also lost to fires after kamikaze attacks in . There were

many fire losses among destroyers and other Navy ships as well, but the Hornet

was the last major U.S. carrier to be sunk in World War II: the fire-safety system

developed for Essex-class carriers, including the asbestos fire curtains (and,

later, fire doors) and conflag stations, helped keep these fragile but indispen-

sable ships of war afloat even after very severe damage by enemy action and

fire.

The improvement of fire safety on surface ships was well under way in the

s, as we have seen. By the time the Allied nations began building ships for

war, asbestos-containing Marinite and similar products were the recommended

materials for bulkheads and partitions, particularly those that formed the nec-

essary fire divisions of the ship’s interior spaces. The mineral had become the

recommended standard in a variety of shipboard applications in manuals of
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FIGURE 4.3 Hangar deck of the U.S.S. Yorktown during World War II.
One of the asbestos curtains that separated the fire areas of the
hangar can be seen rolled up against the ceiling at center right. The
men at upper center are calmly watching a movie while ordnance-
men prepare bombs in the foreground.

Photo courtesy of the Naval Historical Foundation.
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marine engineering, including use for high-temperature packings, gaskets,

tape, electrical insulation, boiler casings, and walls and thermal insulation for

pipes of all kinds.

Asbestos proximity suits had been greatly improved for ease of donning

and movement since General Electric’s steel furnace workers were photo-

graphed by Johns-Manville in , looking like representatives of the Spanish

Inquisition suited up for an inspection of Hell (see fig. .). By , the suits

incorporated the relatively recent innovation of zippers and covered the entire

worker, unlike the earlier robes, which had left areas of trouser leg and shoes

exposed. The new suits, first manufactured by the Mine Safety Appliances

Company, incorporated a Bakelite helmet, heat-resistant glass visor, gloves,

boots, and both front and rear aprons. Standards for the weight and type of

asbestos cloth for use in these suits were also upgraded during the war and

approved by the American Standards Association after testing by the National

Bureau of Standards.
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FIGURE 4.4 U.S. Navy photo of World War II firefighters in asbestos proximity suits.
Note that the suits cover the entire body in a single garment; note also that the deck
they lean against is made of wood. Suits of this type saved many lives on ships during
the war.

Veterans of Foreign Wars, Pictorial History of the Second World War, vol. 1 (New York: Veterans
of Foreign Wars, 1951). Reprinted by permission.
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The Navy was a major customer for this type of safety clothing, equipping

all shipboard firefighters with it as soon as production permitted. The U.S.

Army ordered a million yards of asbestos cloth by August , enough “to make

complete fireproof fire-fighting suits for fully five divisions of men—seventy-five

thousand G.I.s.” These garments, known in the Royal Navy as “fearnought

suits,” weighed “only” thirteen pounds; and they and their successors, which

used reflective metallic cloth as well as asbestos, proved invaluable for rescuing

pilots from burning aircraft. Tests conducted between  and  showed

that a person wearing an asbestos suit could survive temperatures of ,

degrees Fahrenheit. Postwar experiments with fiberglass showed that while

this material had the desirable quality of low thermal conductivity, “[g]lass fab-

rics can withstand temperatures of °F or more, and asbestos °F or

more,” an impressive thousand-degree advantage of asbestos over fiberglass.

This margin is especially significant in the case of metal fires, which are one of

the most dangerous types of shipboard fire.

Mineral wool was tried and found wanting during the war for the protec-

tion of some types of ship cargo, as in the packaging of battery electrolytes for

shipment to Britain. The U.S. War Shipping Administration had initially packed

one-gallon glass bottles of sulphuric acid in mineral-wool batts set into fiber-

board containers, which were in turn set into wooden boxes for maximum pro-

tection. L. W. Bauer wrote in :

This method was used for about a year, until a flood of complaints began

coming in from overseas. The British Ministry of Supply, the [U.S.] Coast

Guard and the War Shipping Administration urged strongly that a pack

be developed that would completely absorb the contents in case of

breakage or leakage to prevent damage to other cargo and to guard

against injury to personnel.

A working committee appointed by the Joint Army-Navy Board inves-

tigated. It was found that the mineral wool batts would absorb only a

small portion of the gallon bottle of electrolyte. Chemical action would

set in, causing the mineral wool to throw off obnoxious fumes and heat

up to a dangerous degree.

Further tests showed that seven pounds of asbestos would absorb all the

acid from a gallon bottle without heating above  degrees Fahrenheit, so

eleven pounds of the material were included in the packing of all subsequent

shipments.

Ships on Fire after 1945

Although the United States and its allies learned much about the prevention

and suppression of ship fires during the war, the need for fire-resistive marine
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construction remained obvious. After the war there was another ship disaster,

that of the passenger liner Noronic at about midnight on September , ,

while she was tied up at a pier in Toronto. A small fire in a linen closet became

a raging bonfire that claimed the lives of  of  persons on board because

the ship had no fire divisions; the wooden interior finishes, flammable furnish-

ings, and combustible partitions between passenger cabins spread the fire and

burned so intensely that the NFPA investigator did not think it would have been

possible to launch lifeboats had the vessel been at sea. While asbestos-

containing and other types of incombustible fire divisions and partitions had

been standard on most ocean-going ships since the s, passenger shipping

on the Great Lakes in  was not required to conform to SOLAS standards for

fire safety. Neither the Noronic nor her sister ship, the Hamonic, did so; the

latter was lost to fire off Point Edward, Ontario, on July , , fortunately only

after the rescue of the passengers and crew. Four years later, the Noronic was not

so lucky.

The military was not exempt, either. On May , , an explosion and fire

on the aircraft carrier Bennington, then off Quonset Point, Rhode Island, killed

 crew members. During the Vietnam war, there were two disastrous aircraft

carrier fires, neither the result of enemy action. Even with the improvements to

carrier fire safety established during the Second World War, including fire divi-

sions between hangar bays and conflag stations in each, on October , ,

the Essex-class carrier Oriskany was set afire by the mishandling of pyrotechnic

flares, with the loss of forty-four lives. The Forrestal, a supercarrier built in 

and namesake of a new class of ship, suffered the loss of men when an acci-

dentally fired rocket ignited the gas tank of future senator John McCain’s air-

craft, setting fire to other aircraft and their fuels. Several of the World War II–era

thousand-pound bombs being loaded into the planes cooked off and exploded,

killing most of the ship’s specialized and highly trained firefighting crew within

the first few minutes of the fire.

Fire-resistance experiments on both structural materials and finishes were

performed by the Navy’s research branches throughout the Korean and Viet-

nam war eras, in which asbestos continued to show its advantages over other

materials. Even after the public controversy over the use of asbestos began in

–, the Navy continued to stand by its test results and try to protect the

lives of its service members by making their environments as fire resistive as

possible.

The U.S. Navy’s concern, and its reluctance to abandon the use of asbestos

in ships, appears to have been justified. During the Falklands War, the failure,

melting, and subsequent ignition of the aluminum bulkheads installed on

British Navy ships as substitutes for asbestos-containing fire divisions caused a

larger percentage of burn casualties, on a per capita basis, than the service had

experienced during World War II. On the U.S.S. Stark in May , during the
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first Gulf War,  of men were killed when an Iraqi Mirage hit the ship with

two Exocet missiles. Melting or burning aluminum bulkheads caused similar

injuries to those seen on the British Navy ships in the Falklands War, as sailors

struggled to extinguish this very stubborn type of metal fire. Most of the Stark’s

casualties were from burns, blast, and smoke inhalation.

Letters of Fire: Incendiary Bombing in Europe and Japan

Incendiary bombing was first used in the Second World War in the summer of

, part of the Luftwaffe’s effort to undermine the will of the British to resist

what was then thought to be an imminent German invasion across the channel.

The British responded with justifiably belligerent indignation rather than

demoralization. They reorganized their fire services into one large national

organization and trained civilian groups into effective local fire spotting and

suppression teams. Asbestos played a significant role in both military and civil-

ian responses to the German threat. Like other military aviation arms of the

period, the Royal Air Force (RAF) used asbestos for both aircraft engine insula-

tion and the proximity clothing used in fighting aircraft and airfield fires.

Temporary structures, including housing, were roofed with asbestos to save

scarce metal and protect against fire; asbestos curtains were sometimes used as

door coverings for air-raid shelters. Asbestos blankets were dropped over incen-

diary and other small fires to smother them. Gloves and aprons of asbestos were

recommended to the teams, most of them composed of civilians, who disposed

of incendiary bombs by, for example, dropping them into their bathtubs, which

had been left filled after the last use for this purpose. Another British method

of extinguishing incendiaries impressed American fire engineer Horatio Bond

when he visited England in : the use of Bestobells, a type of bomb snuffer

made of asbestos over a wire frame attached to a six-foot handle with a hook

through a metal ring. The device looked like a cross between a candle snuffer

and a butterfly net and was reported to be very effective (see fig. .). Instruc-

tions to the British citizenry for disposing of incendiaries and for other civilian

defense tasks were set forth in a widely distributed government pamphlet with

the characteristically understated title, Objects Dropped from the Sky. One of

the most significant aspects of the British response to the Blitz, however, was

the RAF retaliation against German cities, in which American fire engineers

were eventually to play an important part.

It was not until a year after the United States entered the war that fire-

protection engineers became directly involved in the planning and evaluation

of strategic incendiary bombing. After the war, the NFPA’s chief engineer, James

K. McElroy, described it as a “hard sell” to persuade the British Incendiary Bomb

Tests panel in early  that preparing fire-vulnerability maps and target analy-

sis from aerial reconnaissance photographs was a worthwhile activity. These
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maps were essentially mirror images of the fire-risk maps prepared by the San-

born Map Company for the insurance industry (see fig. .). McElroy, Horatio

Bond (also of the NFPA), and Major Forrest J. Sanborn, formerly of Factory

Mutual Laboratories and Improved Risk Mutuals and by  an officer in the

U.S. Chemical Warfare Service, spent the better part of  studying aerial

photographs and maps of German cities. By late  and early , they were
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FIGURE 4.5 A team of civilian fire-suppression volunteers in London trains in 1941
with Bestobells, wire-mesh domes sprayed with asbestos used to extinguish German
incendiary bombs. American fire engineers reported that these devices were quite
effective.

Photo by British Combine for Bestobell, Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
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FIGURE 4.6 Sample Sanborn fire-insurance map, 1948. The colors of the original were
coded to show whether or not the structures depicted were made of fire-resistive
materials. Metal roofing, for example, was gray, as was asbestos, although in the lat-
ter case the letters “AS” appeared in a circle. The fire-vulnerability maps drawn by
underwriters working for the military during World War II were essentially negative
images of American fire-resistance maps.

Copyright © 2001 The Sanborn Map Company, Sanborn Library, LLC.
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looking at such documents for Japan as well and expecting similar difficulties

in persuading commanders in the field to use their analyses. McElroy relates

with evident satisfaction his initial approach to the War Department in August

:

After all our struggles in the European theatre to obtain acceptance of

our idea of maps and target analysis, there came the day when we were

asked to go in to General Lauris Norstadt’s office in the Pentagon with

our first Japanese industrial target map. We had the map hand colored.

The reinforced concrete structures were shown in brown [a modified

form of the convention of American Sanborn insurance maps], the com-

bustible roof part of the target in red, and so on. We went in and laid it

on his desk. That young fellow, who was Deputy to General Arnold in

command of the Twentieth Air Force, wanted to send our only hand-

colored sheet of paper right out to General LeMay in the China-Burma-

India Theatre of Operations that afternoon. It was such a different

reaction from what we had had in the early days in England that I was

pretty thoroughly excited when I came out of his office.

Even without the assistance of American fire-safety professionals, the RAF

had succeeded in wreaking significant havoc on German cities between 

and . Their own fire authorities were much too busy coping with the effects

of the Blitz to be able to devote time to planning the destruction of cities else-

where, and there was some initial resistance in Britain to the idea of using fire

professionals as part of a military operation.

The Strategic Bombing Survey documented the destruction of Germany in

text and pictures drawn from the stereographic photography done as part of the

reconnaissance and bombing, contemporaneous pictures from the ground

from German sources captured at the end of the war, and photodocumentation

during the postwar occupation of Germany. Written and oral surveys and inter-

views, including many with firefighters and other civilian defense planners,

helped complete a picture of mass destruction beyond the capabilities of any

existing means of preventing and fighting fire. The addition of American forces

and American fire-safety professionals had the desirable effect, from the Allied

point of view, of making the attacks more deadly and destructive with less

bomb tonnage and fewer Allied lives lost. The attacks had several purposes:

destruction of industrial capacity, which proved difficult to do by this means;

disruption of transportation of goods, troops, and people; promotion of absen-

teeism from work on the part of the “dehoused”; and demoralization of the

nation waging war.

In the latter three instances, especially the last, the bombing campaign

seems to have been more successful than in its first goal of bringing war pro-

duction to a halt. One of the consequences, apparently not foreseen by Allied

planners (but welcomed nevertheless), was that considerable labor was
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diverted from other industry into the reconstruction of buildings destroyed or

damaged by air raids. Early in the war, German mobilization authorities had

decided that carpenters, roofers, electricians, glaziers, and so on were not suf-

ficiently important to the war economy to make them draft-exempt or even

deferrable, so few were left to rebuild when their communities burned down.

And burn down they did. Between  and , according to the Strategic

Bombing Survey, an estimated . million homes were destroyed,  percent of

Germany’s total housing, rendering more than . million persons homeless.

Officially, more than , people died, a third of them in Hamburg and

Dresden alone. Some postwar estimates have put these figures much higher.

This was a remarkable record of fire destruction in a nation with comparatively

strict urban building codes. German buildings had no wooden porches, out-

buildings, or fences to spread fire and had a fairly well developed system of

planning for civilian shelters, although shortages of labor and materials

brought most of the plans involving new construction to a standstill.

Hamburg, for example, had very few frame structures and virtually no com-

bustible interior walls in buildings; its wharves were all of fire-resistive con-

struction, a fact noted with admiration by the Allied professionals on the survey

team who had fire experience in American port facilities. The city did, how-

ever, have some wooden roofs and floors; and nearly all buildings, even those of

“massive” (slow-burning) construction, had wooden roof trusses that proved to

be the Achilles heel of the Hamburg built environment. After the fire, U.S.

Strategic Bombing Survey photographs showed roofless shells of buildings,

completely burned out, facing streets that functioned like horizontal chimneys

during the firestorm of August , , described as “the worst holocaust in his-

tory” because the burning of Tokyo was at that time still almost two years in the

future. The Strategic Bombing Survey’s  Hamburg Field Report made no

attempt to sugar-coat the catastrophe:

Progress of Fire: The tremendous hurricane of fire caused the air to be

drawn toward the fire from all directions with such terrific velocity that

it tore trees apart, and prevented firemen from coming within range with

hose streams. Soon it caused building walls to collapse into streets, and

further prevented the department from bringing apparatus into the

area. In some cases it prevented them from withdrawing equipment,

which, as a result, was destroyed, and, in some instances, firemen were

killed. Because of the terrific heat and showers of embers, existing open

spaces, even parks, could not be used by the department, and they even-

tually discontinued their efforts to extinguish or hold the fire, using

every means to rescue the thousands who were trapped in basement

shelters in the area. The fire department estimates that fifty-five thou-

sand (,) persons lost their lives. Thousands of victims, later found
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in basement shelters, showed no indication of having been burned, but

apparently they died from lack of oxygen, heat inhalation, or asphyxia-

tion from coal or other gases. Other thousands in attempting to escape

from shelters down flame-swept streets were burned to death. Those

missing are probably buried in the ruins, or their bodies have been

completely consumed by fire. Of the number cited, forty-five thousand

(,) bodies were recovered. The department reports that, through

their efforts, eighteen thousand (,) persons were rescued from the

fire area. The damage to property was enormous; thirty-five thousand,

seven hundred (,) dwelling apartments were totally destroyed; four

thousand six hundred and sixty (,) severely damaged. From a total

of four hundred fifty thousand, eight hundred (,) family apart-

ments, two hundred fifty-three thousand, four hundred (,) were

destroyed or made unfit for use. A total of five and nine-tenths (.)

square miles of buildings was totally destroyed. Many industrial estab-

lishments, stores, ships and automobiles were destroyed or severely

damaged.

Postwar estimates of the number of dead in Hamburg place the figure closer to

,, and some German sources offer even higher estimates. Dresden, too,

was devastated, with more than , people dead and about  percent of

its structures destroyed or damaged.

But even these massive disasters were exceeded in destructive scope by the

incendiary attacks on Japan, begun late in  with the newly developed B-

bomber and, as we have seen, the assistance of American fire-safety profes-

sionals, particularly underwriters who could draw fire-vulnerability maps from

reconnaissance photographs. Japan’s built environment had almost no fire

resistance; and its fire services struggled with obsolete equipment and little in

the way of infrastructure, such as accessible water supplies, to bring to bear

against an overwhelming incendiary onslaught against nearly every Japanese

city larger than Dayton, Ohio.

Writing of Japan’s war experience retrospectively in , Strategic Bomb-

ing Survey economist Jerome Bernard Cohen observed, “Suzuki-san started with

little and ended with less.” This was true of all the necessities of life, but the

built environment in particular suffered. The Strategic Bombing Survey’s Phys-

ical Damage Division reported after the war that most Japanese residences had

been made of wood with incombustible tile roofs, but most burned to the

ground within ten minutes when exposed to fire from the sides. Burning brands

from above were not a hazard, but contents and walls ignited through unpro-

tected windows, causing wooden roof decks to collapse from within. Factories

were typically made of steel, iron, or wood-frame construction, with sawtooth

roofs covered with asbestos or iron roofing.
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Photographs of the results of strategic bombing in Japanese cities show

post-incendiary moonscapes from which the burned-out hulks of fire-resistive

buildings jut at wide intervals, like rock outcroppings on a dead planet. Not

only was the Japanese built environment an almost ideal target for fire, its pop-

ulation had the added disadvantages both of being inadequately equipped and

trained by their government to deal with incendiary bombing and of having

been told they would never need this equipment or training because the Japan-

ese homeland was secure. Robert Guillain, a French journalist interned in Japan

during the war, was shocked by the official neglect of civilian defense and hor-

rified by the results of incendiary bombing. He described the post-raid urban

environment as “a sort of underbrush of roasted sheet-metal and reddish-

blackish iron and heavy shards of gray tile! It was almost impossible to see

where streets and alleys had run between the burned-out squares that once

were houses.” During bombing raids, Japanese civilians stood outside, many

of them on roofs, watching for the fall of incendiaries and struggling to extin-

guish them with sand and the rush mats, soaked with water, that in ordinary

times were used as floor coverings.

The incendiary raid of March , , destroyed  of Tokyo’s  square

miles of cityscape, killing an estimated , persons. The official count was

,, but the Japanese considered this figure conservative. Flames started by

the incendiaries made the central portion of the capital of Japan into what his-

torian Martin Caidin later called “a monstrous, diseased flatness.” The fire was

out of fire-service control within thirty minutes of the first fall of bombs. The

Strategic Bombing Survey later said that “the fire susceptibility of Zone 

[central Tokyo] was probably greater than of any other similar area in the

world.” Discussing the period in which the fire raced through the city at an esti-

mated fifty miles per hour, the survey continued: “Probably more persons lost

their lives by fire at Tokyo in a -hour period than at any time in the history of

man.” Strategic Bombing surveyor Karl Compton told NFPA members in ,

“There were places in the middle of Tokyo where one could stand and look for

five miles and not see anything standing except an occasional masonry wall,

perhaps the end of some masonry building.” Cities elsewhere in Japan were

burned to cinders one by one between March and August of that year; in

Toyama, a city with a population of ,,  percent of the structures were

totally destroyed.

Assessing the condition of Japan after four months of incendiary bombing

and two days of atomic attack, members of the Strategic Bombing Survey made

very detailed observations of eight cities between October and December of

. Survey teams consisted of about twenty persons, of whom at least one was

a fire-safety professional, and most teams had two. Other members included

draftspersons, structural engineers, ordnance experts, photographers, clerks,

and interpreters. Seeking lessons for both possible future incendiary warfare
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and, perhaps more important, countermeasures against incendiary and nuclear

attack, the surveyors recorded the performance of various types of building

construction under fire and atomic explosion conditions. Photographs of the

destruction showed many industrial buildings bare of sheathing but with

repairable framing, some with machinery inside that had survived the fire but

had suffered from the action of weather after destruction of the roof. The teams

were impressed by the performance of asbestos in both contexts; although

sheathing and roofing cracked and usually fell off when exposed to very high

temperatures, “[n]o cases were noted where exposure fires cracked the asbestos

and exposed the contents to fire.” The same definitely could not be said of the

wood and earth structures in which most Japanese lived. At Nagasaki, team

members noted:

Steel-frame buildings covered with corrugated asbestos siding and roof-

ing generally suffered less structural damage than those buildings hav-

ing corrugated iron or sheet-metal covering. The blast effects

immediately ripped off or crumbled the asbestos material, leaving no

wide surfaces exposed against which damaging blast pressures could be

exerted and transmitted to the framework. Metal siding, however, trans-

ferred pressure to the structural members, causing distortion and gen-

eral collapse.

This observation was stressed in their conclusions about structural considera-

tions of civilian defense against nuclear attack, a judgment that was to have

important implications in the next two decades.

Fire on the U.S. Home Front, 1939–1946

The six years of World War II, in which the United States was a combatant

nation for three, brought into American homes frightening images of the

destructive power of fire used as a weapon. Because some components of the

fire-safety system established between  and  were reduced in enforce-

ment and implementation priority by the demands of the war, including the

recruitment of many fire inspectors and engineers into the war effort, the war

years were the twentieth-century peak of major loss-of-life building fires in the

United States (see fig. .). Another triple-digit multiple-fatality fire occurred

just after the end of the war, reinforcing the lesson that home dangers do not

go away when we are threatened from abroad, nor are they significantly

reduced in a secure homeland after armistice but before resumption of peace-

time safety controls on the built environment. Americans once again learned

that only professionally designed codes, well-planned fire-safety systems, and

vigorous enforcement protect civilians and service members at home, on leave,

or after demobilization.
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There were a variety of interrelated reasons for the large World War II spike

in multiple-fatality building fires. As military theorist Carl von Clausewitz

observed in his  On War, “Everything in war is very simple, but the simplest

thing is difficult.” The priorities were obvious, but it was much less clear how

to order them in such a way as to project power into both the European and the

Pacific theaters of war, supply our own forces and those of our allies with war

production, and maintain security on the home front, including protecting

human and other resources from fire. Factories suddenly on three-shift opera-

tion in temporary or newly built structures, or in old ones after years of deferred

maintenance from the Depression years, could not get certain kinds of building

materials, such as metal roofing, which were, of course, reserved for the mili-

tary. Copper and other metals for sprinkler systems were virtually unobtain-

able, even had there been available labor to install and maintain them. Repairs

to existing fire-safety systems were deferred due to labor shortages and the

urgent needs of immediate production. Goods in warehouses were piled so high

in some cases that sprinklers were blocked and rendered entirely inoperable.

Fire-safety engineers pleaded desperately that cutting safety corners in this way

was false economy and cited cases such as the bonfire in January , which

involved enough stored wheat in Superior, Wisconsin, to provide “an army of

approximately , men” with bread for a year.

Workers brought in to work in new plants, new production operations, and

extra shifts had to be housed; and the same construction limitations applied.

People, machinery, and materials were crowded together with little regard for

prewar building, exit, and occupancy codes. Fire-resistive materials, including

asbestos, were almost impossible to obtain except for defense end-uses. This

was true of leisure as well as work; production workers and their families, with

money to spend for the first time in more than a decade, as well as service

members home on leave, packed bars, nightclubs, movie theaters, circuses, and

other places of entertainment. The one bright spot in this gloomy picture of

home front disregard for fire safety was the situation of piers and wharves. The

Allies had learned an important lesson in port fire safety during the First World

War, when more than , civilians and military personnel were killed in

Halifax, Nova Scotia, on December , , after a French ship loaded with

ammunition was rammed by another vessel and exploded. A substantial num-

ber of the casualties in this disaster resulted from the fire that consumed most

of the town after the explosion.

In the Second World War, any U.S. waterfront on which defense materiel

was loaded was placed under the jurisdiction of the Coast Guard, which

imposed much stricter codes and standards for fire safety than most local

municipalities had done, requiring asbestos firestopping of wooden piers, for

example, to prevent the spread of fires like the one that had consumed a large

portion of Hoboken’s marine infrastructure in June . Additional major fires
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without loss of life had occurred at Hoboken Pier in  and . This remark-

ably fireprone pier experienced its fourth major fire in August , caused by

a nitrocellulose explosion, but the fire safety system then in place prevented

loss of life.

Regulations for fire prevention in ships in layup for repairs and modifica-

tion were revised and more vigorously enforced by the Coast Guard and the

Navy after the loss of the French liner Normandie, rechristened U.S.S. Lafayette,

at New York City’s Pier  in the North River on the evening of February , .

The Lafayette was to be adaptively reused as a troop transport. The Navy Depart-

ment Court of Inquiry later determined that the fire started when a welder at

work in the Grand Lounge neglected to set up the required asbestos curtain

between his welding torch and , bales of life preservers. Once these ignited,

all the furnishings and the carpet were soon aflame. By : the next morning,

the ship had taken a seventy-nine-degree list from the water used for firefight-

ing and was lying on her port side. One person was dead and  were injured,

many of them firefighters. The ship was cut up for scrap after the war, a $mil-

lion loss to the American taxpayer.

The other major factor contributing to the high death rate from fires in the

United States in the s is that there was hardly anybody minding the store.

Firefighters, fire-safety engineers, building inspectors, and even insurance

underwriters either entered the armed services or were mobilized for national

service in other ways. As we have seen, scores of fire engineers and insurance

underwriters were involved in the planning of strategic bombing in Germany

and Japan. Many firefighters went to Britain to assist with fire suppression dur-

ing the Blitz; and large stocks of American pipe, hose, and other equipment

were sent to London in  and . What property insurance underwriters

were left in civilian life were kept frenetically busy inspecting defense plants

and other War Department installations. By May ,  members of the

National Board of Fire Underwriters, working on a “dollar-a-year” basis, accord-

ing to the U.S. Navy, “surveyed  properties in  states. These included 

naval shore establishments,  shipyards, three hotels and  schools.”

Obviously, little time remained for inspections of such low-priority venues as

nightclubs.

The remaining firefighters in the municipal services struggled along with

insufficient labor and often obsolete equipment as well. The Depression had, of

course, cut into local budgets in most cases, preventing the purchasing of new

fire equipment. After December , , new firefighting vehicles and equip-

ment became very difficult to obtain for civilian purposes. All of these issues

combined to make the U.S. fire environment much more risky than it had been

before and would be later.

The first major World War II–era multiple-fatality fire in the United States

attracted little publicity at the time and is the only one of the catastrophic fires
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I am about to address that has not been the subject of a book-length history.

This was the fire at the Rhythm Club, in Natchez, Mississippi, on April , ,

in which members of an audience of  African Americans died in a metal-

and-frame structure with only one exit that had been decorated with Spanish

moss for a special evening of music and dancing. A hamburger stand near the

only door ignited the moss, which set fire to the structure’s wooden floors and

wainscoting and, as the flaming decorations fell, to the clothing of the audi-

ence. The windows had been boarded up and nailed shut; the doors opened

inward. Apparently building codes were not enforced in the African American

part of the community, if indeed they were enforced anywhere in Natchez at

that time. A brief (six-page) technical investigation of the fire was published

in the NFPA Quarterly in , but the disaster did not make national headlines

outside the fire-safety community.

The second great home-front fire occurred after the United States entered

the war; and tragically, a number of the nearly five hundred deaths were those

of American service members: fifty-one men and two women. The Cocoanut

Grove nightclub fire of November , , was America’s second most deadly

single-building fire, after the Iroquois Theatre, a disaster with which it had

many elements in common.

Like the Iroquois, the Cocoanut Grove was a place of entertainment—what

would now be called a public-assembly occupancy—although according to

Boston’s building laws in , restaurants, bars, and nightclubs were not con-

sidered places of public assembly and did not have to conform to the same stan-

dards as those establishments. Like the Iroquois, the Grove had been inspected

by local officials, in this case only eight days before the fire, but had been passed

as “good” despite the permanently locked condition of some of its exits. Only

two were unlocked and available to guests at the start of the fire, one of which

was a revolving door, the other of which opened inward. Thus, like the Iroquois,

the Grove fire became notorious for its large piles of bodies at impassable exits:

about a hundred at the door that opened inward and two hundred at the revolv-

ing doors.

Both buildings were structurally fire resistive and sustained very little per-

manent damage but had fatally combustible interior finishes and contents. The

Grove had cloth drop ceilings and leatherette wall coverings, in addition to

flimsy straw-like palm tree decorations and ceiling ornaments. These were

reportedly tested with a match by the building inspector on November  and

failed to ignite. In both fires the lights went out at a critical point in the rapid

spread of the fire, and a flashover (sudden ignition of all combustible materi-

als) sent a rolling wave of flame into the crowd, some members of which died

so quickly that they did not have time to leave their seats. One Grove victim

died in her chair, with her hand still on her cocktail glass. Invisible or locked

exits were factors in both fires, as were confusing room layouts. In neither
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establishment had the staff received any fire drills or training. Shady dealings

between the city and the management were suspected in both cases; certainly

there was official negligence on the part of the Chicago and Boston building

authorities, even if evidence of outright corruption was discounted, as other

historians, especially Edward Keyes, have pointed out.

Both houses were packed to more than capacity; the Grove’s certificate of

occupancy was for six hundred persons, but more than a thousand are believed

to have been in the building at the time of the fire. Another common element

shared by these two fires, as well as by major aircraft carrier fires and the World

Trade Center disaster, is that the dead greatly outnumbered the wounded. Four

hundred and ninety-two died in the Cocoanut Grove, compared with only 

hospitalized with injuries, reversing the usual pattern of three injured for every

fatality. Boston was fortunate in having many service personnel in the city,

including trained firefighters and rescue crews and equipment to respond to

what became within fifteen minutes a four-alarm fire, eventually upgraded to

five. Due to an automobile fire in the next block, firefighters were on the scene

of the Grove at the time the fire started at about : ..; but because most of

the exits were locked and those that were open were jammed with bodies, they

had considerable difficulty getting into the building.

The city had completed a major civilian defense exercise only the previous

weekend and thus was able to organize medical assistance quickly. This train-

ing and administrative infrastructure proved invaluable, as Robert Moulton

observed in his discussion of the first hour after the fire:

It was estimated that one Cocoanut Grove fire victim reached the Boston

City Hospital every  seconds, which is a faster rate than casualties were

taken to any hospital during London’s worst air raids. The magnitude of

medical attention necessitated by this tragedy is reflected by the fact that

more blood plasma for burn shock was used in Boston on the first day of

the disaster than was used in Hawaii after the Pearl Harbor raid.

Unlike Chicago in , Boston had a well-organized, knowledgeable, and

politically independent medical examiner, Timothy Leary, whose staff—most of

it women serving as volunteers—did not permit uncontrolled claiming of unex-

amined bodies; quickly produced good records that allowed identification of

bodies with a minimum of viewing; and separated bodies so that when viewing

was necessary, mourners did not have to walk down rows of hideously dis-

figured corpses to locate the one they sought, as they had done in Chicago, and

were to do four years later after the Winecoff fire.

Cocoanut Grove, however, remains for several reasons one of the great

unsolved mysteries of U.S. fire history: first, because the cause of the fire is

unknown; and second, because of the speed at which the fire traveled—nearly

two hundred feet up a flight of stairs and across three large rooms, the better
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part of an entire city block, in something between seven and twelve minutes,

leaving no chance for those in its path to flee. The third conundrum of this fire

was why its smoke was so lethal. Very few died of burns, and some of those who

died of smoke inhalation seemed uninjured after escaping the building, until

they collapsed suddenly and died. Doctors at the hospitals reported finding few

broken bones at autopsy, indicating that there was little panicked trampling or

struggle. Even the two hundred or so bodies in the eight-foot-high pile behind

the jammed revolving front door appeared to have been overcome as the fire

passed over them rather than trampled or crushed.

The syndrome exhibited by the dead and injured seemed more consistent

with exposure to phosgene than to ordinary combustion gases; but no possible

source of this lung irritant was ever identified, although attempts were made to

trace it to the leatherette wall coverings. In all, nine theories of the Cocoanut

Grove fire have been published to date, including one involving an elaborate

computer model of the fire; but each one, like the phosgene theory, has raised

at least one unanswerable objection.

However the fire may have come about, it inspired another wave of clos-

ings for reinspection—more than a thousand in Boston alone—and revisions of

building code both to include restaurants, bars, and nightclubs in the category

of public-assembly occupancies and to prohibit flammable decorations and

interior finishes in these structures. In communities that already had such pro-

visions, there was a flurry (as always, temporary) of efforts to enforce them and

to compel owners of precode structures to bring their public-assembly occu-

pancies up to current code standards. Most of these improvements had to wait

until after the war, however, when fire-resistive wall, floor, and ceiling cover-

ings, most of them asbestos-containing, became more readily available for civil-

ian uses, and there was sufficient labor to install them.

The second large multiple-fatality fire in the United States during World

War II was the notorious horror of the Ringling Brothers fire of July , , in

which  persons were killed and  injured, about half of them children. As

in the case of the Cocoanut Grove, the initial cause was unknown; but a tent

sidewall was somehow ignited about five feet up from the tanbark, and the fab-

ric, soaked in paraffin and gasoline to waterproof it, spread the flame quickly

upward and outward. Because of wartime restrictions, the fire retardant with

which the tent was usually treated was not available. Even without the water-

proofing, cotton has a flame-spread ratio of about ,; in other words, it

spreads fire about ten times faster than hardwood does. Within minutes the

tent’s main poles were falling and the roof collapsing on the audience, which

was frantically attempting to get down from the wooden bleachers, past the

metal railings, away from the burning sidewalls, and over the projecting

obstruction of the metal tunnel through which the circus’ big cats entered and

left the ring. It was many years before Ringling paid off the debt created by
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its innovative installment-type settlement of the mass tort associated with the

 fire.

One of the many lessons of this fire was that no circus could ultimately

afford to entertain a large audience in a structure as combustible as a tent; it

was the beginning of the end for the big top as a circus trademark. After the

war, circuses began holding performances in existing structures such as

coliseums and arenas under local responsibility for enforcement of codes

requiring fire-resistive materials in public-assembly occupancies.

Death on the Road: North American Hotel Fires, 1938–1946

For reasons I have explained, the decade of the forties was an exceptionally

lethal era for public-assembly occupancies, including hotels. These busi-

nesses had always had an ugly reputation for fires, ranking second after the-

aters, for example, in high fire-insurance premiums in London in the late

nineteenth century. Even when inebriated guests no longer staggered up to

their bedrooms with candles or fluid-fuel lamps, smokers still fell asleep in beds

with burning brands in their hands, staff and guests made inappropriate uses

of heating and lighting equipment, and hotel kitchens, like kitchens every-

where, were a perpetual source of fire danger. It was not unusual to try to save

money, in the early to mid-twentieth century, by bringing in unlicensed and

unqualified artisans to install electrical wiring in hotels, restaurants, and other

small businesses, a practice that all too often proved to be a fatally false econ-

omy. In the early s, arson was a frequent cause of business fires: owners

who could neither make a profit nor sell their property opted to liquidate their

insured holdings with a can of gasoline and a box of matches.

Prewar economic recovery in the American hospitality industry got off to a

bad start in  with a fire in the unfortunately named Terminal Hotel in

Atlanta, a handsome five-story brick structure near the railway station, in

which thirty-five of sixty-five persons in the building at the time lost their lives,

many of them by jumping from windows, after a kitchen basement explosion

ignited the combustible interior and roof. In April of that year, the Hotel Plaza

in Jersey City also burned, killing four persons. The Queen Hotel in Halifax,

Nova Scotia, was set ablaze by an improperly insulated furnace in . There

were no fire doors or other fire-resistive divisions of the wooden building,

which even had wooden fire escapes. Twenty-eight died and nineteen were

injured within ten minutes after discovery of the fire. In early  the Marl-

borough Hotel in Minneapolis, another structure with combustible interior fin-

ishes, no fire divisions, and a wooden roof, burned with the loss of nineteen

lives and twenty-eight injured.

Once the war began, the high-occupancy pressure on lodging increased the

risks. The Knights of Columbus hostel in St. John’s, Newfoundland, for example,
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in late , two weeks after the Cocoanut Grove fire, was in use as a temporary

billet for members of the RAF and some U.S. service members. During a live

radio broadcast from the hostel, a fire broke out in the all-wood structure, in

which most of the doors had been locked and bolted from the outside. Of about

five hundred persons thought to have been in the building at the time, ninety-

nine lost their lives, and more than a hundred were injured. Arson was sus-

pected but never proved. On September , , a fire at the Gulf Hotel in

Houston—the type of accommodation colloquially known as a flophouse—took

fifty-four lives when what was described as “a small fire of short duration”

trapped men bunked down in rows of wooden cubicles in a brick and frame

structure with inadequate exits, no exit signs, and no emergency lighting. There

had been no building code at all in Houston at the time the structure was built.

In Richmond, Virginia, another hotel burned in the spring of , killing six

after the combustible interior finish of the  structure caught fire.

The hospitality carnage continued after the war. During the night of June

–, , a fire at the LaSalle Hotel in fireprone Chicago killed sixty-one of

about a thousand guests in the building. A fire of unknown (probably electri-

cal) origin started behind a seat cushion in the ground-floor lounge just after

midnight and, with plenty of draft supplied by a ventilator shaft without

firestops that ran up twenty-two floors next to the elevator, spread rapidly into

the combustible suspended ceiling tiles and walnut-veneer paneling that were

the hotel’s decorative hallmark. This paneling was later tested and found to

propagate flame at five times the speed of red oak. The hotel’s stairs were fire

resistive but were soon impassable due to smoke from the ventilator shaft and

the unprotected doorway from the lounge; their uninsulated iron risers even-

tually failed from the heat. A guest discovered the fire about : ..; but

because of hotel rules regarding staff authorization to call the fire department,

firefighters did not receive the alarm until :, an eternity later in firefighting

terms and literally so for many of the guests trapped in inside rooms, below

which flames and smoke filled the light well that was their only escape route. A

brave and dedicated hotel operator asphyxiated at her post trying to waken and

warn guests to evacuate the building. Many of these guests survived the fire,

including some who used sheet ropes to descend to safety, a strategy that was

to be less successful at the Winecoff a few years later. James K. McElroy, who

described the fire for the NFPA Quarterly, clearly felt that Americans were not

getting the message about the importance of fire-resistive construction and

safety systems:

Those who lost their lives in this hotel tragedy have joined the victims of

past holocausts—the Triangle Shirt Waist fire, the Cocoanut Grove fire,

the Hartford circus fire and others—who died that fire prevention and

fire protection measures necessary to the safeguarding of the public be
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inescapably drawn to the attention of architects and interior decorators,

building officials, fire engineers, hotel managements and the traveling

public.

As McElroy later observed, “just three days and four minutes following the

holocaust at the LaSalle Hotel in Chicago,” on June , nineteen more persons

were killed in yet another hotel fire, this one in the Canfield in Dubuque, Iowa.

Here, too, the combustible fiberboard dropped ceiling, added as part of an

effort to modernize the appearance of the hotel, spread the fire through the

building faster than the guests could get out of it and faster than the firefighters

could get to the scene. Burns and asphyxiation on the upper floors were the

principal causes of death.

But it was the Winecoff Hotel fire in Atlanta on the night of December ,

, that was the wakeup call for hotel occupancies in the United States. One

hundred and nineteen persons perished in an “absolutely fireproof” building, a

designation that should by that time have already been considered a cruel joke:

the Iroquois had been so designated in  and the LaSalle as well, which had

been built in  and burned the summer before the Winecoff fire. As in the

cases of the Cocoanut Grove and the Knights of Columbus fire in St. John’s, U.S.

service members and ex-military were among the dead. Winecoff victims

included the veterans of fifty-three missions in a B- bomber, another of sixty-

five bombing missions in a B-, the Battle of the Bulge, Guadalcanal, and the

sinking of the Yorktown at Midway. Among the dead were a marine who had

come back from the Pacific theater, two army veterans, an air corps gunner, and

a former Navy torpedo bomber pilot. Two of the victims were in Atlanta look-

ing for postwar work on the night of the fire.

The Winecoff Hotel on Peachtree Street in downtown Atlanta was a fifteen-

story structure,  feet tall, in a city with no fire ladders that would reach

beyond the eighth floor—eighty-five feet. It was an “absolutely fireproof” build-

ing with a single stairwell wrapped around the elevator shaft, finished with

burlap wainscoting, wooden chair rails, picture molding, carpeting, multiple

layers of wallpaper, no landings, and no fire doors. The rooms were full of com-

bustibles: wood, fabrics, bedding, furniture, and interior finishes. There were

no fire escapes because the building was precode, built in , when Atlanta’s

building code required only larger hotels to provide them. Atlanta did not

require fire doors until , so the Winecoff did not have them. Because of

Depression budget cuts and continued postwar shortages, the Atlanta fire

department was short of ladder equipment on the night of the fire and could

not rescue guests on the upper floors as fast as the fire was pursuing them.

The top floor of the building was numbered sixteen because it would have

been bad luck to have a thirteenth floor. At : on the morning of December

, , the fifth anniversary of Pearl Harbor, all of the Winecoff floors above the
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eighth were very bad luck indeed. As Sam Heys and Allen Goodwin point out,

“more than eighty percent of the deaths occurred above the eighth floor, out of

the reach of ladders.” Of  persons registered at the Winecoff,  died and 

were hospitalized, some of them with very serious injuries. Of the dead, thirty-

two died after leaping or falling from upper-floor windows, some of them per-

ishing when the sheets they had tied together to serve as ropes separated or

were burned through when flashover fire burst through windows above them.

Five of the victims were eight years old or younger, including a one-year-old

baby. There was also a group of young people in the hotel, teenaged members

of the Hi-Y, who were in the state capital to participate in a mock legislative ses-

sion. Of forty Hi-Y members booked into the Winecoff, thirty were killed. These

guests had been booked into large, inexpensive rooms for two or more persons

each, with rollaway beds; many were at the back of the hotel where the ladder

trucks could not maneuver in the narrow alley space, and some had fixed

louvered shutters to provide visual privacy for rooms facing another building

ten feet away. Above the fifth floor in the Winecoff, everyone in these shuttered

rooms was killed.

As the Iroquois had done for theaters and Our Lady of the Angels was soon

to do for schools, the Winecoff reignited a debate that had been smoldering for

decades among fire-safety professionals and municipal government officials:

could a municipality legally enforce current codes on structures built under an

older code? City attorneys argued that this would be an unconstitutional ex post

facto law; fire-safety experts argued that any government has not only the right

but the responsibility to protect its constituents from obviously mortal danger

as part of its police power. After the Winecoff and the Cocoanut Grove, fire

safety won the argument for retroactive enforcement of building codes in

public-assembly occupancies in most urban jurisdictions. It was the last triple-

digit-mortality hotel fire in United States history.

In , the NFPA Handbook of Fire Protection effectively synthesized the

Winecoff Hotel experience with that of incendiary warfare in two trenchant

paragraphs of a chapter on interior finishes and insulation:

The behavior of combustible contents and interior finish materials

under fire conditions was an important factor in the design and devel-

opment of incendiary weapons during World War II in the United States

and abroad. Hundreds of controlled tests were made in rooms simulat-

ing various loadings of contents, such as work benches, furniture, bric-

a-brac, etc., with various types and locations for the source of ignition,

under varied conditions of critical moisture content conditions [sic],

species of timber, etc.

These tests showed that there is a critical temperature, roughly

defined during the war as a flashover point, at which all the combustible
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surfaces in a room burst into flame. The time interval between the igni-

tion of an incendiary bomb and the time when flashover occurred was a

valuable criterion in evaluating the effectiveness of various incendiary

bombs. It has long been recognized that fires, first spreading slowly, will

eventually reach the stage where all the combustible material in the fire

area will flash into flame. No attempts had been made to measure such

time intervals under controlled fire test conditions prior to the wartime

research on incendiary bomb performance. While the nature of the phe-

nomenon had not been critically studied or defined, its occurrence in

fires was clearly recognized. The probability of flashover and the time

interval depend on the character, amount and arrangement of com-

bustible contents and also upon interior finish. Slow burning contents

and interior finish will, in the event of fire, permit a longer safe period

in which to call the fire department rescue forces and escape from the

building than with quick-burning contents and highly combustible inte-

rior finish. In occupancies having moderate or low-hazard contents, the

character and amount of interior finish materials are likely to be the

determining factor in the hazard. In the Winecoff Hotel disaster ()

the spread of fire from the third to the twelfth story, due to the unusual

stairway arrangement, involved successive flashovers of the combustible

wall finish of the corridors on each story, the fire increasing in severity

as it progressed upward. [italics in the original]

The handbook went on to describe the veneered wood used in the LaSalle

Hotel in Chicago, where “fire burned over the surface of the panelling five

times as fast as over ordinary red oak lumber.” It was, in fact, the hotel fires

of  that inspired the fire-protection community to make the Steiner

tunnel test of flame spread, which had been used in various forms at Under-

writers’ Laboratories since  and was an unofficial standard since  at the

latest, become the national consensus standard as ASTM E and NFPA- in

.

The Winecoff catastrophe made headlines all over the world and drew the

attention of someone well placed both to appreciate the danger to the United

States that fire then represented and to make sure that something got done

about it. This person was President Harry S. Truman, who had in  called a

landmark conference in traffic and automobile safety that influenced federal,

state, and local policy for decades thereafter. In  he called a presidential

conference on fire safety, attended by , delegates, at which committees

drew up practical national policies and plans for reducing fire risk in American

communities. In April , a month before the conference met, a massive

marine explosion in Texas City burned down much of the surrounding town, at

a cost of at least  dead and more than , injured. This disaster, and those
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of the Winecoff and LaSalle hotels, were frequently mentioned in the

proceedings of the conference.

As set forth in the program, the objectives of Truman’s conferences were

two:

. Universal acceptance by the highest officials of the United States and

municipalities of their direct responsibility for fire safety. The accept-

ance of the same principle by Federal executives charged with the

responsibility for Federal properties is requisite.

. Public support from all possible sources behind such officials in

accomplishing the enactment and enforcement of adequate laws and

ordinances for fire prevention and fire protection.

Truman himself addressed the meeting at the opening ceremonies: “The

Nation has been shocked by a long series of spectacular fires in the last few

years—particularly in the last few months—which have resulted in such great

loss of life and such widespread misery.” He went on to mention the Texas City

disaster and to add, “The great hotel fires of last year again showed that we can-

not afford to entrust our citizens’ lives to unsafe buildings.” Two hundred and

seventy persons had died in hotel fires in the United States in .

The general chair of the meeting was Major General Philip B. Fleming,

administrator of the Federal Works Agency; the executive director was A. Bruce

Bielaski, a personage well known to many of the conferees as the assistant gen-

eral manager of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. Attendees included a

broad spectrum of persons interested in fire safety, including state and local

government officials, insurance underwriters, schoolteachers and principals,

firefighters, building owners and managers, environmental groups of every

stripe, fire chiefs and marshals, architects, lumbermen and foresters, boys’ and

girls’ organization leaders (including both Boy and Girl Scouts), retail and

manufacturing associations, hospital administrators, attorneys, druggists, mili-

tary veterans, granges, newspapers, the American Red Cross, Kiwanis and other

service organizations, broadcast journalists, and bankers. No one could say that

Truman’s staff had not made every effort to be as inclusive as the protocols of

the period would permit.

The committees appointed from this motley crew of dedicated fire-safety

crusaders presented their recommendations to the president in the form of

seven reports, an action plan, and a community guide: reports on firefighting

services; fire prevention education; building construction, operation, and pro-

tection; laws and law enforcements; research; organized public support; and a

final report delivered a year later on the progress of state and territorial pro-

grams to advance the cause of fire safety. In the intervening twelve months,

only Wyoming had failed to act. Both the Action Program and the Guide to

Community Organization for Fire Safety were intended to help participants take
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home the lessons they had learned at the conference and mobilize their com-

munities at the local and state levels.

High on the list of priorities was establishment of strict, up-to-date, and

well-enforced building codes for fire-resistive building construction—the kinds

of codes described in chapter  that required or recommended asbestos in

many applications—in municipalities that had obsolete codes or, worse, no

code at all. The Report of the Committee on Building Construction, Operation

and Protection asserted, “In , over  percent of the large-loss fires was out-

standingly the result of inferior building construction.” According to the

records of the National Bureau of Standards compiled in , of , munici-

palities, , had no building codes; another  had codes more than twenty

years old, and  more had codes that were undated and thus were in all prob-

ability very dated indeed. This state of affairs was quite properly regarded as

a scandal in what was then the most industrialized nation in the world—indeed,

at that time, the only nation with an intact industrial infrastructure.

President Truman, who had seen the destruction of Germany and Japan

with incendiary warfare a few years before, knew that no homeland is secure in

which , persons a year are dying in more than , fires. Two thou-

sand fire-safety professionals, representing all of the forty-eight states, left his

conference in  with a mandate to do whatever it took to save lives in peace-

time and prevent disaster in wartime by making the American built environ-

ment less susceptible to fire.
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Asbestos emerged from the battles and firestorms of World War II with a global

reputation for saving lives and property in a world haunted by images of burn-

ing buildings and bodies, a world in which whole cities had been obliterated by

fire. In the United States, we were never again to feel safe behind our oceanic

walls; we had carried fire to our enemies and knew that our enemies could—as

they eventually did—carry fire to us as well. The engineers and underwriters

who had drawn fire-vulnerability maps of Hamburg, Tokyo, and Dresden came

home to communities that now looked to them like soft targets for incendiary

bombing: frame-built residential districts with wooden-shingle roofs, schools

with combustible interiors, grain elevators that needed only a spark to level the

surrounding town. These professionals set to work to make American farms,

factories, and cities safer from fire by devising and promoting stricter building

codes in the name of national defense. Most of these new and considerably

expanded codes, both as they were enacted in American jurisdictions and as

they were enforced by inspectors and insurance companies, included addi-

tional provisions in which asbestos was the material of choice.

American customers for asbestos products had to compete, however, with

several other markets for a limited quantity of the mineral worldwide. Germany,

Japan, and Belgium, which had learned the lessons of fire safety for national

defense in the hardest possible way, were in the early s among the largest

customers for exported American asbestos fiber and products. Nearly every

European nation was rebuilding with more stringent fire-safety requirements

and contributing to the demand for roofing and insulation. Britain was making

use of its wartime experience to upgrade structural fire safety, conducting tests

and experiments and publishing the results with recommendations for the use

of asbestos for protection of structural members, roofing, floors, and interior

finishes. Even New Zealand, which had not been directly in the path of the war
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in the way, for example, London and Berlin had been, wrote new building codes

and standards for fire-resistive construction that included asbestos.

As automobile manufacturing reconverted, demand for brake linings and

clutch facings soared. Furthermore, the United States and its allies never

entirely demobilized from World War II and remained in what by the standards

of the s would have been considered an advanced state of military readi-

ness for the remainder of the century and into the present. The program of

stockpiling begun during World War II in the United States was continued in

the Korean War and the cold war for the same reason it had begun in : in

some critical applications, the nation was dependent on asbestos supplies

(those of southern African amosite, in particular) that had to cross an ocean.

Not until the late s did the United States government finally sell off its

asbestos stockpiles, well after the debate on the health issues associated with

asbestos had risen above the level of internal medical debate and become a

public policy question. This did not, as we have seen, prevent federal agencies

(especially the Navy) from continuing to publish research that endorsed the

use of asbestos in applications critical for fire safety.

American Workplaces on Fire, 1911–1964

Workplace safety in the United States made considerable progress after, pre-

dictably, a disastrous multiple-fatality fire in the early twentieth century. New

York City’s Triangle Shirtwaist fire of  is justifiably famous for its gruesome

circumstances and entirely gratuitous death toll; for the callous attitude of the

business proprietors, who reportedly locked in their workers and could not be

held legally liable when a major fire resulted in  deaths; and for the sweep-

ing changes in building codes it inspired, particularly the development of an

entirely new code category: building exits. The NFPA organized a Life Safety

Committee in  in response to this fire and in  began publishing a sepa-

rate handbook for exit codes, which has been revised as appropriate ever

since.

The furor over the unsafe conditions that the Triangle fire revealed in work-

places drove a nationwide movement to update, improve, and strengthen build-

ing codes, which, as we have seen, were central to the system of fire safety in

which asbestos was an important component. Because laws everywhere were

rewritten to make employers responsible for the safety of workplaces, the Tri-

angle was the last single-structure workplace fire in the United States to claim

lives in triple digits. This is the reason that David Von Drehle quite appropriately

called it “the fire that changed America.” The full impact of enhanced safety

consciousness in workplaces became apparent during and after the Second

World War, when there was money for businesses to expand (sometimes in defi-

ance of code, as we have seen). Moreover, in the case of military production,



underwriters representing the federal government were on hand to inspect and

enforce compliance. For this reason I have displaced the Triangle from the tem-

poral sequence and elected to discuss it in the context of fire safety after World

War II.

Like many of the other fires I have described here, the Triangle was a fire of

combustible contents and interior finishes in a “fireproof” building, which

remained standing and structurally sound, except for a failed fire escape and

some of the windows, after fire gutted three of the ten floors. Like many other

disasters, this one unfolded in a relatively short time—thirty minutes—but had

an impact that was to alter public perceptions for at least a century.

The source of the fire was a wooden waste bin for cotton scraps that could

hardly have been more fire-ready if it had been designed for the purpose. The

source of ignition is not known for certain, although an unextinguished ciga-

rette was thought the likeliest of several possibilities. Cutaways from piles of

fabric laid out on tables for cutting into garment pieces were routinely swept

into this bin, which was on the eighth floor of the Asch building, in which Tri-

angle Shirtwaist occupied the three upper floors. Cotton fabric has a flame-

spread ratio of , to ,, which is to say that it spreads flame nine to

thirteen times faster than a pitch-pine board. The cutaways bins at the Triangle

were cleared every few months by a recycler, then called a rag man, but not

before hundreds of pounds of cotton scrap had accumulated in them. The loft

spaces occupied by enterprises in the needle trades in New York City were not

required to have sprinklers and typically had no fire divisions—no fire-resistive

partitions and doors—in the large open rooms. The Triangle’s floors were more

than , square feet each, with no fire divisions, under twelve-foot ceilings

ventilated with airshafts. Van Drehle suggests, with some evidence in his favor,

that the proprietors of the Triangle, whose holdings were insured for consider-

ably more than they were worth and who collected suspiciously often on fire

claims in which only unsalable inventory was destroyed, did not really want the

kind of usually effective fire-prevention system that was already in use in cotton

mills, although not, as a rule, in garment factories.

In any case, once the paper patterns hanging over the cutting table on the

eighth floor began burning, sending flaming pieces flying around the room,

only about thirteen minutes elapsed before workers on the ninth floor, to

whom the flames traveled before anyone from the eighth and tenth floors gave

the alarm, were trapped between a stairwell on fire, a door that was locked, and

a fire escape that had fallen from the outer wall, sending two dozen persons to

their deaths. About fifty of the victims died on the pavement after jumping

from windows or at the hospital soon thereafter, nineteen by throwing them-

selves on top of a descending elevator car, and the rest inside, from asphyxia-

tion, burns, and trampling by their desperate co-workers. The fire started about
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: .. and was under control by : ..; the last body fell from the ninth

floor at :.

By the time the experience of this fire had been analyzed and assimilated

by the fire-safety community, and responses were proposed in the form of

stricter rules about exits and fire divisions that would allow workers to escape

a fire, the textile depression of  was already well under way, soon to be fol-

lowed by the larger forces of the Great Depression. There was little new build-

ing and little money for enforcement of existing measures. During the war, as

we have seen, only defense plants and dockyard facilities received much regu-

latory attention, although much was learned about how buildings and commu-

nities behaved under fire conditions.

After the war, however, fire engineers, local and state governments, and

insurers set out to make American workplaces safer from fire and were remark-

ably successful in doing so. Not counting explosions, the United States did not

have another triple-digit-mortality workplace fire until September , , and

this fire was not caused by carelessness or unsafe building design. Two trends,

which had begun to emerge during the war, took on new momentum from fire-

safety professionals with incendiary experience in the war, in-depth knowledge

of major fires such as that of the Triangle and the Winecoff, and about a half-

century of development of scientific methods for testing how materials and

constructions held up during a fire. The first was a new emphasis on

performance-based specifications for both building codes and industrial

standards. In the case of fire resistance, as we have seen, the Steiner tunnel test,

based on the performance of asbestos-cement as a zero-flame-spread material,

became the standard for testing flame spread as ASTM E. Other tests, such as

those for certain kinds of electrical insulation, were clearly based on the per-

formance of asbestos materials: the specifications correspond closely to scien-

tific descriptions of the performance of asbestos-containing materials under

test. New materials and products had to pass these tests, by this time performed

routinely at the behest of manufacturers, usually by Underwriters’ Laboratories,

which published lists of approved materials for various constructions.

The second trend was toward much greater specificity in code require-

ments for certain types of construction, resulting in the inclusion in many

model codes, especially those of insurance companies such as Factory Mutual,

of detailed drawings of model construction techniques. Recommended or

required materials in these constructions, including asbestos, were clearly indi-

cated. Departure from these models was strongly discouraged by insurers and

mortgage holders; mutual insurance companies would simply refuse the risk.

Many of the recommendations in these model codes were the results of

very detailed and meticulous test programs. The use of asbestos as vent covers

in grain elevators, for example, was advised after experiments with various
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materials were tried for this purpose and the results discussed by the NFPA’s

Committee on Grain Elevators. Dust in grain-storage facilities was both a fire

and an explosion hazard; and in the case of an explosion, it was much better to

vent the force of the blast than to allow it to blow out the building walls, pos-

sibly collapsing it onto occupants. Asbestos panels would not, of course, ignite

and were light enough to open readily to the outside from the force of even a

relatively minor explosion.

High-rise office buildings, with steel structural members insulated against

failure under fire conditions with asbestos, mineral wool, vermiculite, and

other incombustible materials, were a relatively new type of construction after

the war. The spray process for asbestos insulation had been invented in the

s; but between the sluggish economy of the thirties and the overwhelming

needs of the military, especially the Navy, few civilian structures actually

received this type of insulation until after the near-completion of the Navy’s

building program in . Before April , however, thirty-four federal struc-

tures in nineteen states and the District of Columbia had been sprayed with

Limpet asbestos, not including ships. Like all new construction methods,

sprayed-on asbestos was rigorously tested for preventing the collapse of steel-

frame buildings in fires in both the United States and abroad and found effec-

tive for this purpose. Fires in these buildings, such as that of a Montreal office

building in , in which there were no structural failures and no injuries in a

thirty-six-story building with Limpet asbestos insulation on the structural steel,

were the subject of considerable interest to fire-safety professionals.

This type of insulation had the additional advantages of being fast and

easy (although, it was discovered, hazardous to human lungs) to apply either

at the steel plant or in the field and was joint-free after application. The most

significant fire-safety problem with the sprayed-on asbestos was that contrac-

tors sometimes installed steel structural members sprayed at the steel mill,

even if some of the insulation had come loose from the steel in transit, or

removed it themselves to make repairs. Two floors of a fifty-story skyscraper at

One New York Plaza in New York City were significantly damaged by a fire on

the thirty-third floor in August ; investigators later discovered that the

twisted steel beams had lost their insulation before being installed in the

building and thus had no thermal protection. The building was nevertheless

evacuated with only two fatalities resulting from a heat-activated elevator

opening its doors on a fire floor. There was no structural collapse either above

or below the fire floor. Testing of experimental steel structures in the s

unprotected by thermal insulation resulted in failure and structural collapse,

a finding that was to resonate a few decades later when the collapse of the

World Trade Towers was investigated.
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Dick and Jane Go to the Morgue: School Fires from
Collinwood to Our Lady of the Angels

Few disasters devastate and demoralize a community more thoroughly than the

loss of its children, and few arouse such passionate grief, indignation, and rage

at whoever can be held responsible for the loss. The fire safety of American and

Canadian schools was one of the first issues taken up by the NFPA after its for-

mation in , and the organization campaigned diligently for more than fifty

years before local school systems began to take fire safety almost as seriously as

they did their budget constraints. Members of the NFPA educated teachers and

distributed classroom materials on fire safety; delivered lectures to parent-

teacher organizations; and worked tirelessly to have all schools covered by

appropriate building, life safety, and exit codes. Their efforts had only limited

success, however, until after the usual marker event in this history: a well-

publicized major multiple-fatality fire. Between  and , the NFPA

recorded sixty school fires involving loss of life, out of almost , total school

fires, including  deaths that occurred in only eight of these fires. There was

no question that schools were in dire need of improved fire safety, and the data

to support this position grew more appalling with every decade that passed.

As in the case of theater fires, there were actually two U.S. fires that bracket

the period during which school fire safety rose nearly to the top of the collec-

tive national priority list for school facilities’ security by . Unlike the Rich-

mond and Iroquois theater fires, however, only half a century separates the two

most deadly American school fires; and only the second received a significant

amount of publicity outside the immediate geographical area in which it

occurred and, of course, the fire-safety community of its time.

The two events, however, had several elements in common: both involved

failures to use fire-resistive materials in applications where building codes

already required them; both structures were grandfathered into occupancy by

having been built before the code was written; both fires spread at unbelievable

speed from basement to second floor up combustible staircases and walls lack-

ing firestops; both catastrophes involved significant loss of life from the lack of

fire-protected exits opening outward; and most gruesome of all, both horrors

occurred in full view of the community, including a crowd of parents who could

see their children dying and could do nothing to save them.

The first was the burning of Lakeview Elementary School in Collinwood,

Ohio, now a suburb of Cleveland, on March , —appropriately enough, Ash

Wednesday. The school building was a brick structure with floors, stairways,

roof, wainscoting, framing, doors, and other interior finishes of wood: in effect,

a brick chimney full of fuel, with a combustible roof (see fig. .). It had two

stairways, one leading to the front door and the other leading to the rear exit.
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There was an attic in which classes were held, which, mercifully, had its own

iron fire escape. The exact number of students in the building at the time of the

fire is not known, but  were enrolled under nine teachers. Fire drills had

been held regularly, with each class using its designated exit.

The village, which had a population of about , in , had recently

voted for annexation to Cleveland. Local politicians had been reluctant to

invest in expensive fire equipment for its volunteer force, so the community

was ill-prepared to respond to a major fire. When the alarm for Lakeview came

in at : .., the fire horses were in use a mile from the fire station, pulling a

road grader; replacements had to be hastily borrowed for the hose wagon. By

the time the firefighters arrived at the scene twenty minutes after the alarm,

the fire was already out of control. Somehow, the village’s only fire ax was left

behind at the station, and the ladders proved to be too short to reach the third

floor. There was insufficient pressure in the leaky hoses to play water on the

burning second floor. Most of the parents of the children in the school lived or

worked nearby, and those who saw the smoke and heard the alarm came run-

ning to try to help by breaking the windows and helping the children climb out.
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FIGURE 5.1 The Collinwood, Ohio, elementary school after the disastrous fire of
March 4, 1908. More than 170 people died in this building, the walls of which
remained standing after the fire. An improperly insulated heating pipe, which,
according to the investigating commission, should have been lagged with asbestos,
was the probable source of ignition.

Photo courtesy of the Western Reserve Historical Society, Cleveland.
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The back door was either partly locked or jammed, and few children got out

through this exit. A pile of bodies five feet high was later found behind it. The

fire escape worked exactly as designed: nearly all the students from the attic

escaped.

Inside the school, a coal-fired furnace with a steam boiler had provided the

heat. It was located immediately under the front entrance to the building,

below the stairs, which were of Georgia pine; most of the furnace enclosure was

wood. The steam pipes, some of which were reportedly lagged with asbestos,

though at least one was not, passed through wooden floors; and either the un-

insulated furnace or the unlagged pipe ignited the floor under the front hall-

way. Once the gong rang for fire evacuation, the classes began to file out in an

order that normally took ten minutes to fully clear the building. On this occa-

sion, ten minutes was five minutes longer than they had. Teachers tried to lead

their classes to the doors they had been assigned, but there had been no

instructions or practice with alternate exits if one was impassable. Some stu-

dents and teachers on the ground floor of the school got out the front door by

running through the flames, but after the first five minutes the wooden walls

around the door were on fire, forcing the crowds of children and their teachers

back on those still descending the narrow wooden stairs. A crowd of  chil-

dren and teachers, in which two of the latter were crushed to death, fought to

get out the windows while the fire climbed the stairs to the roof. The flashover

of the crammed and panicked vestibule occurred in full view of parents trying

to rescue their children from the windows.

The fire was pronounced out at : .., by which time  students and

two teachers were dead; only about  of the schoolchildren in the building at

the time escaped without injury. All of the student victims were between the

ages of six and fifteen. The floors had collapsed into the basement, so the fire-

fighters spent the rest of the afternoon hip-deep inside the water-filled brick

foundation walls, trying to pull the charred remains of the village’s children

from the ruins with shovels, rakes, and pitchforks.

The best that can be said of this hideous episode is that it inspired a wave

of fire-safety regulations and code revisions for school buildings that brought

about some improvement in some communities. School fires, however, contin-

ued to be common occurrences in the United States. In Babbs Switch, near

Hobart, Oklahoma, a frame schoolhouse caught fire from a candle on a Christ-

mas tree and an overturned lamp, killing thirty-five. There were only two exits,

and one of them was blocked. The worst school disaster in American history

was an explosion, not a fire: a gas leak from an unapproved fuel connection blew

up a school in New London, Texas, on March , , killing  children, teach-

ers, and other staff members. In , the Handbook of Fire Protection reported a

fire record for schools that showed that  percent of the  school fires then

recorded by the NFPA were started by defective, overheated, or inadequately
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insulated heating appliances and chimneys, as the Collinwood fire had been.

Handbooks and manuals of school fire safety, including that of the U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior’s Bureau of Education in , stressed the importance of

asbestos insulation between heating appliances and wooden surfaces and of

using fire-resistive construction materials, including asbestos products.

Asbestos was also one of the recommended materials for school roofing.

Schools continued to be built without such protection, however, and with in-

adequate exits, especially rural schools outside the fire limits of municipalities.

The Cleveland School in Camden, South Carolina, for example, which

burned in , was built of pine lumber, lit with kerosene lamps hung from the

ceiling, heated with wood, and provided with only one exit. Clara Elizabeth

Hinson Woodson remembered it in  as very similar to most schools in

Kershaw County at the time, including one she attended later, after losing a

brother, a sister, and a cousin in the fire that occurred in the Cleveland School

on the evening of May , , during a school pageant performance attended

by all the students with their parents, teachers, and other family members.

When one of the liquid-fuel lamps fell from the ceiling and broke on the

wooden floor, the entire building was in flames in minutes. Seventy-six persons

died, including, in some cases, entire families down to babies a year old: eight

Davises, eleven Dixons, seven Hendrixes, and eight McLeods. The next school

that Clara Hinson Woodson attended, constructed the same way, also burned to

the ground; but because a state law passed after the Cleveland school fire

required retrofitting of a second exit in these deadly wooden schools, everyone

on that occasion evacuated safely.

By the early s, after efforts by fire-prevention activists, including

parent-teacher organizations, the National Education Association, and the U.S.

Office of Education of the Federal Security Agency, were beginning to bear fruit,

the school fire rate was down to a “mere” seven to ten per day. That this

improvement was regarded as encouraging is evident from an April  article

in the NFPA Quarterly, which appeared a few months before the Our Lady of the

Angels fire: “The  large loss school fires in  caused property damage total-

ing $,, and resulted in  injuries, all to fire fighters. This experience is

better than that of  when  fires caused $,,.” According to the

Bureau of Vital Statistics’ tables of mortality, about ten American children per

day died in fires of one kind or another in . This, clearly, was still too many,

especially with the postwar baby boom just getting under way.

In March , a single-story school annex in Cheektowaga, New York,

burned, killing fifteen children when combustible ceiling tiles supported a

flashover fire that cut off the only usable exit to a music room, which was for-

tunately the only room in use in the building at the time. Of thirty-four persons

in the building, only two escaped unharmed because the only means of egress

was through thick-paned windows that had to be broken to be used as exits.
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At this period, dropped ceilings were beginning to be widely used in build-

ings for a variety of reasons: better acoustics, more modern appearance, reduc-

tion of heating and lighting costs, compatibility with the relatively new

suspended fluorescent lighting, and concealment of unsightly building

mechanicals such as ductwork and wiring. Unfortunately, as the  LaSalle

Hotel fire had clearly shown, ceiling panels could also conceal the spread of fire;

fire-safety professionals have consistently inveighed against the dangers of con-

cealed spaces in which a fire can flourish without detection. Dropped ceilings,

especially those made of inexpensive and widely available combustible fiber,

not only concealed the start of a fire but propagated flame at alarming speeds,

as wartime and postwar tests confirmed. Fire-resistive, asbestos-containing

ceiling panels were also widely available but cost significantly more than those

made of wood, paper pulp, or other organic materials that spread flame at least

as rapidly as wood. The school annex in Cheektowaga had been a temporary

building erected by the federal government in  as part of a defense expan-

sion measure; the building was of frame construction with an asphalt shingle

roof, and scarcely an ounce of then-scarce asbestos was used in the structure,

which burned to the foundation. The two teachers believed that all children

had been evacuated, until the west wall of the building fell, revealing the bodies

of ten of them. The rest were found in the ruins of the hallway.

Although the Our Lady of the Angels (OLA) school fire in Chicago on

December , , was not the most fatal of American school fires, it was to be

the most influential, partly because it occurred at a time when both school fire

safety and combustible interior finishes were well-known and frequently

debated public policy issues. The Collinwood fire of  was the subject of

articles in the national press; but they did not have the impact and immediacy

of the photographs and broadcast reports of the Chicago fire fifty years later,

which included shocking images of firefighters carrying out one small, limp

body after another from the smoking ruins. Moreover, the fire-safety commu-

nity of  was much smaller, less professionalized, and much less influential

than that of . The additional half-century of experience in post-fire analysis

enabled fire professionals to be much more specific about how the fire had

occurred and spread and what factors contributed to the loss of life. The rela-

tively speedy extinction of the OLA fire also permitted examination of the build-

ing after the fire, a procedure that revealed much about the plight of those who

had been trapped in it. The parents of the largest cohort of children ever to

enter the American school system was at last ready to listen to experts who had

for fifty years been telling them that their schools were lethally combustible

firetraps.

The fire, believed by some to have been caused by arson, began, as the

Collinwood fire did, in the school’s basement under the north wing stairs to the

first floor sometime before : .., the last hour of classes for the day. The first
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to actually see flames was probably the school’s custodian, who had been at

another property at the time the fire broke out; custodians were nearly always

the staff member in schools most immediately responsible for fire safety since

they attended to the most obvious hazard: the heating system.

Although actually composed of three separate buildings (two were brick

with wooden joists and one was of wooden-frame construction), the building

was essentially all one fire area because it had only one class B fire door in a

structure that housed, on December , somewhere between , and , per-

sons. The stairs under which the fire started were built of brick but finished

with wooden lath and plaster on wooden furring strips. All the other stairways

in the building, including those intended as exits in case of fire, were of un-

enclosed wood, wide open to smoke and flames and leading into corridors and

classrooms finished with more wooden lath and plaster. Chester Babcock and

Rexford Wilson, of the NFPA’s Fire Record Department, reported, “Ceilings of all

classrooms were finished with combustible cellulose fiber acoustical tile

cemented directly to the plaster. It was also cemented to the ceilings of the first

floor corridors of the north wing and annex.” This tile, made of wheat straw,

provided the fuel for flashover fires of the second-floor hallway and later of

several of the classrooms, in some cases with students and teachers still in

them. The two fire surveyors went on to say:

Throughout this building there was wood interior trim in the form of

doors, door frames, transom frames, mop and cork hook boards. Furni-

ture was constructed principally of wood, and in the second story of the

north wing there were pressed paperboard blackboards in the rooms and

a large amount of children’s clothing (it was below freezing outside)

hanging from hooks along both sides of the main corridor.

All of this provided fuel for the fire that came up the stairways, cutting off exit

to those in the back classrooms of the second floor even before the fire alarm

was sounded at : .. By this time, students and teachers on the second floor

were already at the windows, which were the only escape for most of them; only

room  had access to a fire escape. Many jumped before fire ladders could be

placed to rescue them; most of the jumpers survived the two-story drop. Some

of the children were so small they had to be boosted to the windowsills. A crowd

of shocked and terrified parents gathered around the school as the tragedy

unfolded through the afternoon (see fig. .).

Dense, choking black smoke and intense heat filled the corridors as com-

bustion gases rose to the second-floor ceiling and crawl space above it, igniting

the cellulose tile with a whoosh that survivors could hear in the classrooms

behind their closed wooden doors (see fig. .). After this, it was only five min-

utes—at : ..—before flames broke through the second-floor classroom

transoms and flashed over five of the six rooms, killing everyone left inside and
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asphyxiating those in the sixth classroom, including several still at their desks.

Thirty persons—twenty-nine students and a teacher—died in the flashover of

room ; the rest of the fifty-six fourth graders in the room escaped from the

windows, some by jumping. The fire was brought under control by : .. and

declared extinguished at :, but by then ninety-three persons were dead,

including ninety students and three teachers. Two more were to die in hospitals

among the seventy-seven with serious injuries. One of them, thirteen-year-old

William R. Edington, Jr., lay critically injured in St. Ann’s Hospital for nine

months before dying in August . He was the ninety-fifth victim of the fire.

Parents, teachers, and school administrators all over the country looked at

their school facilities with new eyes after the OLA fire and were dismayed by

what they saw. There was a rush to enforce new codes on old school buildings,
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FIGURE 5.2 Anxious parents watch as the bodies of schoolchildren are carried out
of Our Lady of the Angels school in Chicago, December 1958. Combustible interior
finishes, including ceiling tiles, made the school an inferno before most occupants
even knew the building was on fire.

Photo courtesy of the Chicago Tribune. Reprinted by permission.
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FIGURE 5.3 Complete burnout of the second-floor hallway in Our Lady of the Angels
school, December 1958. The ceiling tiles, of which few traces remain in this photo-
graph, were made of wheat straw. Flames from the hallway flashed over through the
transoms of two of the classrooms, incinerating some people and asphyxiating
others exposed to the smoke.

Catholic World, 1958. Photo courtesy of The Catholic New World, Archdiocese of Chicago.
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a controversial measure that had long been advocated by fire-safety

professionals and opposed by most school districts. Set against the backdrop of

grief and loss in Chicago, the legal and budgetary objections to retroactive

code enforcement began to seem trivial and callous, politically damaging

enough to provoke action on the part of local authorities. Regional, state, and

national meetings of educational officials were convened, and codes of best

fire-safety practice were adopted in the construction of new schools and the

renovation of old ones.

These codes, as we have seen, included the use of noncombustible interior

finishes, especially for corridors and exits, including those that contained

asbestos. If Our Lady of the Angels had had asbestos-containing ceiling panels,

flooring, and wall finishes, there would almost certainly have been time for all

the building occupants to reach the exits and little or no loss of life. The 

report of the National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Safety to Life from

Fire in Elementary and Secondary Schools contained a discussion of flame

spread, mentioning with approval those materials that scored at or near zero on

ASTM E: “non-combustible materials such as asbestos-cement board, plaster,

concrete and ceramics.” By , recommendations for fire-resistive materials,

including asbestos, were included in the National Council on Schoolhouse Con-

struction’s official guide for school planning.

The role of combustible ceiling panels, so significant in the loss of life in

the Chicago school fire, had drawn the attention of fire-safety professionals

after the LaSalle in Chicago and other hotel fires in the s and were also an

issue in other types of high-occupancy and institutional fires, such as depart-

ment stores and armories. Building inspectors were advised by fire engineer

Robert Moulton in  to examine fiber-based ceiling tiles carefully to be sure

they were of “noncombustible fibres such as asbestos or glass fibre” in public

assembly or institutional occupancies. Even as late as , many such struc-

tures were not using appropriately fire-resistive materials in venues from which

the occupants might be physically slow in evacuating, such as hospitals and

nursing homes, or even restrained by locks and bars from escaping, such as

prisons and jails.

No Exit: Protecting the Incarcerated and Mobility-Impaired

When chemist and military workplace safety consultant Peter J. Hearst prepared

his  report for the U.S. Navy’s Bureau of Medicine and Surgery on recom-

mended materials for hospital corridors, he endorsed well-maintained

asbestos-cement as the safest choice in this application, despite the known

inhalation hazards of the material. Hearst was familiar with the ugly history of

hospital fires and was making an explicit tradeoff between the acute risk of fire

and the chronic, long-term risk of asbestos-related disease. His concerns were
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justified: in the same year that his report was published, fourteen persons died

in a boarding home in Ohio in which the ceilings and wall paneling were com-

bustible fiberboard; two years later, thirty-four more were killed under similar

circumstances in Illinois and New Jersey.

As in the case of schools, fire-safety professionals argued for decades for

fire-resistive construction and interior finishes in hospitals, nursing homes,

and board-and-care facilities before these institutions acquired a shameful

record of multiple-fatality fires that continued even longer than that of schools.

Sprinkler systems for institutional fire protection were also endorsed by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters and the NFPA, but safety experts were

explicit in their assertions that neither the passive protection of fire-resistive

construction nor active suppression systems could be relied on by themselves.

Both were necessary, but neither was sufficient, especially not in venues such

as hospitals, nursing homes, prisons, jails, and orphanages in which occupants

would need assistance in evacuation. Few such institutions could be evacu-

ated in less than thirty minutes, even under the best of circumstances, and

evacuation times of up to two hours were not unknown. Fires in combustible

structures or those with combustible interior finishes are rarely this generous

with time.

By the time Hearst wrote, the fire-safety situation for institutions had been

greatly improved, although fatal hospital and nursing home fires continued to

occur. Between  and , however, the NFPA’s Department of Fire Record

collected reports of  such fires,  of them fatal, accounting for the loss of 

lives, or about . deaths per fatal occurrence. Of these deaths,  were chil-

dren,  of them babies killed in a single fire in the Grey Nunnery in Montreal

in . Another  girls between five and nine years of age were lost in the

Hospice St. Charles in Quebec in . In , the year of the NFPA report, the

National Board of Fire Underwriters reported that North American hospitals

and nursing homes were burning at an average rate of more than one per day.

Many of these institutions were located outside urban fire limits, unhampered

by the constraints of municipal building codes, and few states had or could

enforce codes before . Combustible construction and interior finishes were

nearly always implicated in institutional fires. The wooden roof shingles of a

single maternity hospital, the Midwood Sanitarium in Brooklyn, New York,

caught fire three times before . Institutions that stored nitrocellulose X-ray

film were especially at risk; even a small fire in a film storage room could result

in asphyxiations all over the building as the toxic fumes spread through the

heating and ventilation system, as they did at the Cleveland Clinic in ,

where  persons lost their lives.

Mental hospitals were nightmares in fires: the patients were not only

locked in, but many could not be made to understand their danger and had to

be physically subdued in order to be safely evacuated. A fire in the jerry-built
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wooden-frame structures of the Central Oklahoma State Hospital for the Insane

killed thirty-eight inmates in ; and Manhattan State Hospital in New York

City, at that time one of the largest such institutions in the world, lost twenty-

two patients and three staff members in February . Eighteen died by fire in

December of the same year at the Illinois State Hospital for the Insane. When

the polished wooden floors, stairways, and corridors of the Little Sisters of the

Poor Home for the Aged in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, burned in October ,

forty-eight persons were killed, most of them by smoke inhalation.

In January , a small hospital for babies in a wooden-frame structure in

Auburn, Maine, caught fire and killed sixteen of its infant patients. In Decem-

ber of the same year, fire professionals saw once again the dangers to the other

end of the age spectrum when the Niles Street Convalescent Hospital burned in

Hartford, Connecticut, a city that became notorious for nursing home and hos-

pital fires, despite being the fire-insurance capital of the United States. The fire

started with the lights of a Christmas tree on December , , killing seven-

teen patients and two attendants. Thirty persons were injured, including ten

firefighters. The structure was brick, but all interior construction was wood,

and the wiring had been cobbled together without the benefit of a professional

electrician.

Worse was yet to come. Fire-safety professionals were already learning in

the late s, mainly from hotel and other assembly fires, that the fashionable

dropped ceilings that were then being widely used to modernize older struc-

tures were fire hazards unless made of incombustible materials, of which min-

eral tile—usually asbestos—was regarded as the top of the line as far as fire

safety was concerned. It was also, unfortunately, more expensive than com-

bustible fiberboard, from which it was visually indistinguishable from below;

and cost-conscious builders, administrators, and renovators persisted in their

use of these well-known fire hazards until well into the s. On April , ,

a fire in the St. Anthony Hospital in Effingham, Illinois, killed seventy-four of

just over a hundred patients in the hospital, when fire in a wooden laundry

chute connecting all three floors spread to combustible ceiling panels and open

wooden stairways in a building with no fire divisions except one between the

laundry and the rest of the basement. Despite the prompt arrival of the fire

service, the building was almost entirely destroyed, including the hospital’s

records of what patients were in the building at the time of the fire, making

later identification of bodies difficult. The bodies of eleven newborn babies in

the maternity unit had to be identified by the metal bead necklaces placed on

them at birth, as soldier’s remains are identified by their dogtags.

Combustible-tile dropped ceilings were implicated in the deaths of forty-

one of the sixty-four women patients in the St. Elizabeth’s Women’s Psycho-

pathic Building of Mercy Hospital in Davenport, Iowa, the following year.

Twenty more perished in a ceiling-panel fire in Hillsboro, Missouri, in , and
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another thirty-three in Littlefield’s Nursing Home in Largo, Florida, in , in

which both ceilings and wall partitions were constructed of combustible fiber-

board. An interior finish fire at the Hartford Hospital in  took sixteen lives,

including seven patients, four staff members, and five visitors. Fire investiga-

tors rated the flame spread of the ceiling panels at  and that of the non-

asbestos linoleum wainscoting at .

As if the fires in the health-care facilities were not enough, combustible

interior finishes were still being implicated in multiple-fatality hotel fires in the

s and s. Clearly, fire-safety professionals had excellent reasons to

endorse the use of incombustible materials, including those that contained

zero-flame-spread asbestos, in the construction of hospitals, nursing homes,

and board-and-care facilities. While fires still occur in these structures, far

fewer of them are fatal since the majority have adopted the system of fire safety

developed in the first half of the twentieth century.

Fires in prisons and jails obviously created the same kinds of problems for

evacuation as those in mental institutions, with the added danger posed by

having production facilities, such as those for license plates, with all their

industrial-occupancy hazards, housed in the prison building. As in the case of

schools and hospitals, fire-safety professionals began pleading as early as 

for fire-resistive construction of correctional facilities after thirty-five African

American prisoners in Jacksonville, Mississippi, died in a wooden cage on the

second floor of a building in which hay, corn, and molasses were stored on the

lower floor. “What can the poor convict expect of our humanity while the

factory workers and even the school children are not properly cared for?” an

editorial in the NFPA Quarterly asked in the wake of this fire, only two years

after Triangle Shirtwaist. The Ohio Penitentiary fire of , described in

chapter , in which  inmates perished, shocked prison officials into much

greater care in the construction of prisons for fire safety, but many jails

remained firetraps.

During the period in which asbestos use was being greatly reduced in con-

struction after , serious fire hazards from newer materials began to appear.

A foam-plastic material on the walls of padded isolation cells in the Biloxi, Mis-

sissippi, jail in  spread flame, smoke, and heat that killed twenty-nine when

officers could not open the cells fast enough to release them. Toxic fumes

from burning interior finishes were implicated in fires in more luxurious

accommodations than the Biloxi jail: in , eighty-four died in the MGM

Grand Hotel. The fire was started when an aluminum electrical conduit melted

and ignited nearby plywood. Twenty years before, conduits of this type had

been routinely insulated with asbestos, which would not, of course, have

melted. Combustible interior finishes had spread flame in the Beverly Hills Sup-

per Club fire in May , in which  lost their lives, foreshadowing the

tragedy of the Station nightclub fire of .
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Living under a Cloud: Fire-Resistive Communities in the Cold War

In , Mill and Factory published a lavishly illustrated article called “What Is

Asbestos Good For?” which listed scores of industrial applications for the min-

eral. The editors asserted, “Asbestos helps man and industry defy these public

enemies: fire—weather—heat—acids.” The article was typical of postwar engi-

neering literature about asbestos, for which new uses continued to be found,

including valves, ductwork, and pipes of all kinds but especially those that were

subject to corrosion from acids or sewage. Asbestos manufacturing flourished,

more than tripling its work force between  and . The Occupational Out-

look Handbook, published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, asserted in ,

“The outlook for asbestos workers [in insulation and construction] is good. This

trade is employed extensively in some kinds of defense construction and is

important in peacetime.” Wages, which were “in accordance with collective

bargaining agreements,” ranged from $. per hour in the south to $. in

New York City, about the same as for roofers. No unusual occupational hazards

were mentioned in this or the subsequent () edition of the handbook, in

which government analysts predicted substantial growth in employment

through the s “as a result of the anticipated sharp rise in the volume of

construction of commercial and industrial buildings” and the increased use of

industrial pipe and ductwork in the petroleum and chemical industries, refrig-

eration equipment, and air conditioning.

At this period, asbestos was thought to be good for practically everything

from dentistry to rockets. Workbasket magazine and the Spool Cotton Company,

makers of J.&P. Coats yarn and thread, published patterns for colorful

crocheted-lace “Hot Plate Mat Covers” to liven up the appearance of the ½-

inch round gray asbestos pads that had been available for kitchen and stove use

since the end of the nineteenth century. Typically, these covers were crocheted

to match the ornate potholders popular in the s. According to the Science

News Letter, it was possible in  to buy dishtowels of an asbestos-cotton

blend that would double as extinguishing blankets for kitchen fires. Schools

used asbestos-containing materials for papier-mâché and modeling clay, a

practice that experienced its fifteen minutes of infamy in .

Mining, of course, benefited from the great expansion of markets for

asbestos after  and the apparently insatiable worldwide demand for the

mineral. In the s, a nine-tiered system of grading asbestos had been devel-

oped by the Quebec Asbestos Producers’ Association, in which group  was

crude asbestos with a staple (fiber) length of ¾ inch or longer and group  was

asbestos-bearing gravel and stone. Before the s, there had been few uses for

any but the top two grades, then called “Crude No.  and ,” and thus no need

to classify the remaining products of mining with staple lengths under ⅜ inch;

but as new uses, primarily in thermal and electrical insulation, began to be
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developed for even the “floaters” (sometimes called “refuse” or “shorts”), both

sellers and buyers needed a system for determining quality and price.

This trend had three effects on asbestos mining. First, it made previously

marginal deposits of short fibers economically attractive, with the result that

old deposits and their tailings could be reworked into the shorter grades of

fiber; and new mines opened to exploit deposits that had not previously been

considered worth the trouble. New mines were opened overseas in Morocco,

Egypt, China, and Australia and in Maine and California in the United States.

Even Alaskan “mountain leather,” or paligorskite, a dark and usually soggy

asbestiform mineral resembling untanned hide when dry and previously

thought unworkable, was the subject of experiments in the making of filters

and acoustical and shock insulation. Alaskan tremolite had reportedly been

used by the U.S. government during the war as a filtering agent for blood

plasma.

Second, demand encouraged the exploration of new uses for the material

since in the lower grades it was no longer as expensive relative to other mate-

rials as it had been in the s. It was already in use as a filler for plastics,

including so-called “Ebonized asbestos,” in electrical insulation applications

such as switchboards in the s; and additional uses for asbestos combined

with rubber or phenolic compounds (plastics) were added almost every year

during the late s, s, and s. Ebonized asbestos was approved by the

U.S. Navy Bureau of Engineering in the s and was widely used in industrial

electrical installations as well. The material reportedly would withstand tem-

peratures as high as , degrees Fahrenheit but could be worked with car-

penter’s tools, unlike its predecessors in the same applications, marble and

mica. It also weighed considerably less than either.

Some of the new uses for the mineral were relatively glamorous—literally

space age, such as the phenolic-impregnated asbestos flame shield adopted by

the U.S. Army for the Pershing missile and the simpler asbestos insulation

used in backyard rocketry by teenagers. The product manager of Raybestos-

Manhattan described the new phenolics with evident patriotic pride in Plastics

World in :

A special family of asbestos-reinforced plastics materials has been devel-

oped here at Raybestos-Manhattan for specific use in missilry [sic]. These

materials have gone into missile fins and shrouds, rocket launcher

bodies and tubes, rocket throats and cones, silver traps for propellant

barriers and rocket tailcap insulators, to mention a few.

Titan, Polaris, Sidewinder and Terrier missiles are using laminated or

molded asbestos as heat insulation shields, tubing and heat diverters.

The Navy’s Vanguard is equipped with an asbestos-phenolic nose cone

intended to streamline the rocket and to insulated the enclosed satellite
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from friction-generated heat in high-speed upward flight as well as to

protect the rocket itself from the ram effect of aerodynamic loading.

These parts for missiles feature high-strength to small-weight ratio

(an important fact in rocketry), an extremely high modulus of elasticity

at low and elevated temperatures, resistance to blistering, delamination

and erosion when subjected to high temperatures and thermal shock.

In , the year that the New York Academy of Sciences published its volume

of papers on asbestos, two especially flashy new uses for asbestos were

announced. One was “the extension skirt for the second-stage engine of [the]

Gemini  space rocket [which] was made of asbestos felt impregnated with a

specially developed phenolic resin;” the other was powdered asbestos “used as

the reinforcing agent in the joining of the various reinforced plastic parts” of

the Chevrolet Corvette automobile body. Other uses of the period were more

pedestrian: heat-resistant ball valves for oil and gas pipes, asbestos-nitrile rub-

ber gaskets used in off-road equipment and compressors, asbestos plastic bear-

ing materials, and fire-curtain walls for railroad engine roundhouses.

Third, the marketability of floaters and refuse encouraged mining and

manufacturing companies to install more effective dust-removal systems. Efforts

to control dust for health reasons in asbestos factories and mills had begun dur-

ing the s; and after publication of a U.S. Public Health Service standard of 

million particles per cubic foot of air in , the American Conference of Gov-

ernmental Industrial Hygienists and many states adopted this figure by  as

one below which “new cases of asbestosis would not appear,” as the health serv-

ice expressed it. Predictably, industrial firms responded grudgingly to this

standard, much as coal mines did when measures to reduce black lung were

introduced and as cotton mills were to do later when required to reduce levels

of the airborne cotton trash that causes byssinosis. Between the reluctance of

manufacturers to spend money on dust-control equipment in a period of slack

business, the parlous condition of state labor department inspection budgets

during the Depression, and concerns by unions and others dependent on the

income stream from what manufacturing jobs had survived the downturn of

–, dust-control standards in many U.S. industries were not often vigor-

ously enforced in the decade immediately preceding World War II.

Dust-control equipment originally installed to protect the health of work-

ers, however, began to seem more economically reasonable when it collected a

product that could be sold at a profit; and measures were taken in most mining

and manufacturing operations that handled raw asbestos to recover as much of

the dust as was possible with the technology of the period. Even good dust-

collection technology still left a great deal of dust on floors, ceilings, walls,

machinery, and other surfaces, a problem that had still not been solved by the

mid-s. Nevertheless, companies that could afford the outlay during the
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postwar boom, such as Johns-Manville, invested in the most sophisticated dust-

control mechanisms available, especially for new plants.

Many American industries, of course, prospered after World War II because

in  the United States was the only major western power with an intact

industrial base. Five additional factors contributed so significantly to the pros-

perity of asbestos manufacturing that the U.S. Bureau of Mines’ annual Minerals

Yearbook reported every year from  through  that world demand for

asbestos and its products exceeded the supply.

First, there was the fact that the United States did not fully demobilize from

World War II and became involved in the Korean conflict within five years of the

end of hostilities with Japan. Experience during the world war had impressed

on policymakers the importance of having significant stockpiles in the United

States of raw fiber of the critical-materials type, particularly amosite, and of

maintaining productive capacity for such military necessities as clutch facings

and the high-pressure boiler packings used by the Navy. Stockpiling efforts

were complicated by competition from the private market, as Oliver Bowles and

F. M. Barsigian observed in : “Industrial demand, much of it for defense

orders, was so high that it was difficult to obtain material for the National

Stockpile. Some progress has been made in developing substitutes.” Demand

for all grades and types of asbestos created economic pressure to develop and

improve substitutes such as fiberglass that could relieve shortages in civilian

applications such as theater safety curtains and electrical insulation. In ,

Chemical and Engineering News noted, “There is no known substitute for it

[asbestos] in friction materials (for example, brake and clutch linings for the

transportation industry); there is no known substitute for asbestos used in

steam packings,” and went on to add, “Glass fibers have been found to be suit-

able for low-temperature insulation and for electrical wire insulation. The

vitreous silica types withstand higher temperatures than the soda lime-silica

type, but replacement of asbestos where elasticity or flexibility is important is

doubtful.” Even with substitutes in use in some applications and ongoing fed-

eral stockpiling efforts, Robert Keating reported to the Committee on Undersea

Warfare of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Research Coun-

cil in : “Asbestos reserves in the United States are incapable of meeting

either current or projected demands.” In order to build up the stockpile, the

Commodity Credit Corporation “let contracts under the barter program in 

for , tons of amosite and , tons of crocidolite to be delivered by 

in exchange for surplus agricultural commodities,” mainly with developing

nations. This program continued through .

Second, there was a critical worldwide shortage of building materials and

intermediate industrial goods, such as brake linings, gaskets, ductwork, and

pipe in countries in Europe and Asia whose urban and industrial infrastruc-

tures had been almost completely destroyed during the war years. Developing
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nations wanted to start up their own industrial operations, and for this they

needed electrical generators, boilers and their insulation, cable, and hundreds

of other items in which asbestos was used. The United States was the leading

supplier of the free world, the Soviet Union the leading supplier of the smaller

nations under its economic influence. Exports of manufactured asbestos

goods from the United States continued to increase from their already high

s levels into the s.

Third, returning veterans coming home to jobs in the expanding economy

used train, bus, and truck transport and, within a few years, were ready to buy

automobiles, all of which employed asbestos as insulation or friction material

or both. Fourth, as this generation married and generated the baby boom, the

demand for housing and schools kept the demand for fire-resistive building

materials high.

Fifth, there was the new threat of nuclear war. Fire-safety professionals

from the Allied nations had gone to war between  and  with respect for

fire well planted in their imaginations; they returned from it terrified about the

vulnerability of their own nations to the great scourge of incendiary warfare.

Moreover, some of them had seen in person, and others in photographs and

newsreels, the devastation of structures and destruction of life in Hiroshima

and Nagasaki and realized that dishing out this kind of warfare meant learning

to take it. The exigencies of a possible nuclear war involving the continental

United States became a priority element in fire-safety planning, including new

attention to building construction, urban development, and civilian defense.

During the war, there had been significant growth in the standardization

of specifications for industrial materials and increased emphasis on methods of

test so that military inspectors could be certain that they were receiving the

quality of goods they had specified and that the taxpayers had paid for. Most of

this standardization was immediately recognized as highly beneficial to indus-

try because it made the merchantable qualities of products measurable and

verifiable by objective third parties such as Underwriters’ Laboratories and

Pittsburgh Testing, protecting both buyer and seller. UL had been inspecting,

testing, and certifying the safety of a wide variety of products since the early

twentieth century, but their standards and methods of test were not always sub-

ject to consensus review by fellow professionals. The tunnel test for flame

spread, for example, although in use at UL since the second decade of the twen-

tieth century, did not become ASTM E until more than one Steiner tunnel

was available for testing purposes. The new postwar edition of the NFPA’s Life

Safety Code reported flame-spread classes for nearly all commonly used building

materials based on how they compared with the asbestos-cement used as the

baseline in ASTM E.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) had its own product testing facili-

ties and assisted UL, ASTM, and other professional organizations in both testing
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methods and development of standards. Both UL and the National Bureau of

Standards, for example, tested and rated asbestos-containing fire-resistive

doors as well as other fire-safety products. As asbestos-cement panels, siding,

and shingles gained ground in the postwar market, selling at “three times their

prewar rate,” NBS issued two sets of test results for these products in its Build-

ing Materials and Structures Report series in : one by Cyrus Fishburn on the

properties of asbestos-cement siding, the other by Nolan D. Mitchell on fire

testing of walls and partitions faced with asbestos-cement. (Mitchell had

performed the NBS tests of asbestos theater curtains a decade and a half

earlier.) Architect Paul Schweikher was commissioned by the Asbestos

Cement Products Association in  to compile a portfolio of asbestos-cement

siding design ideas, in which he remarked that the material was “adaptable to

rapid assembly and offering durability, low maintenance, harmony in color and

uniformity in texture” in addition to the fire resistance that was a major issue

in the postwar housing market. By , half the world’s asbestos was used in

asbestos-cement products, including pipe and ductwork, and by  it had

climbed to  percent.

ASTM’s Book of Standards became first a multivolume set and then a tri-

ennial compendium resembling—and functioning as—an encyclopedia of prod-

uct standards. Methods and standards of test that had been in development

since the s passed swiftly through the professional consensus review

process during the war and were revised regularly thereafter, accompanied by

much discussion in the engineering literature. Even products that had been in

the marketplace for decades were tested and their specifications standardized;

in the s, ASTM published standards for asbestos-cement fiberboard ceiling

panels, siding, clapboard, shingles, flat and corrugated sheet asbestos, and

various kinds of pipe, spelling out how much organic fiber was permissible in

each.

It was not only engineers who valued the application of standards and sci-

entific methods of performance testing. Even consumers wanted their products

tested and rated. The postwar era saw the rise of consumer rating magazines,

which published the results of performance tests in a format that could be eas-

ily understood by a nonprofessional. The Consumer’s Research Bulletin, for

example, rated six roof coating materials in , all of which conformed at least

nominally to federal specification SS-R-, which required that such coatings

contain a minimum of  percent and a maximum of  percent asbestos fiber.

Two were recommended: Flintkote Static Asphalt (Fibrated), and Johns-

Manville Asbestos Fibrous Roof Coating. Another product, a Japanese-made fire

pouch of asbestos, did not fare as well when Consumer Bulletin evaluated it in

; “complete destruction” of the enclosed papers “took place in a very few

minutes.”
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In the engineering community, ratings for fire, electrical, and thermal

resistance were applied to all materials, including asbestos, and much finer dis-

tinctions made between types and qualities of the same material. One example

was the testing of chrysotile used for electrical insulation, which had, before

and during the war, been evaluated by what was called the Navy test—military

specification MIL-I-A. In the late s there was a minor controversy over

this standard, with some engineers calling for its replacement with what they

considered a more accurate method, ASTM D-, because the latter allowed

measurement of the size of the magnetite particles, a factor in electrical con-

ductivity, rather than just the total magnetite content by weight as measured by

the Navy test.

The Fire Protection Handbook, the journal Electrical World, and the National

Electrical Code published tables of what kinds of insulation were appropriate for

particular applications; of twenty-six insulating materials listed in article  of

the National Electrical Code in , nine included asbestos. For applications in

temperatures over  degrees Celsius, such as the arc proofing of manhole

cables, asbestos was the preferred material. Mechanical and civil engineers

also made careful studies of the comparative advantages of various insulating

materials; asbestos topped Robert J. Fabian’s table of “How Insulations Com-

pare,” published in Materials in Design Engineering in . When asbestos lag-

ging cloth became available with a water-soluble impregnated adhesive in ,

reducing the risk of chemical burns to workers’ hands, the new product was

tested and approved by the Coast Guard and in military specifications for fire-

resistive materials.

Similar professional discussions among engineers were going on about

other traditional and new uses for asbestos. As we have seen, proximity cloth-

ing was significantly improved during World War II; and in , aluminized

asbestos fabric was introduced by the Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing

Company (M). A dozen companies immediately began making proximity suits

and other hot-work gear from the material, which was much lighter than 

percent asbestos and allowed wearers to walk through temperatures of up to

, degrees Fahrenheit and to work for a few minutes at a time at tempera-

tures of , degrees Fahrenheit. The new material passed all tests with flying

colors. In , Bethlehem Steel began experimenting with asbestos-polyester

protective clothing for molten metal handlers, who had previously worn

asbestos-cotton suits. This experiment also proved a success, with the new gar-

ments lasting half again as long as the older fiber blend. Proximity clothing

proved to be a difficult problem when substitutes for asbestos began to be

sought in the s and s.

Asbestos had been in use for ductwork before and during the war; but like

other asbestos products for construction, production and sales grew significantly
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after . Experiences with wooden ductwork during the war had not been

happy, and no form of combustible ductwork was code-compliant. Asbestos

ductwork had been tested and evaluated in the usual way in , with results of

testing for friction losses, heat transmission characteristics, and acoustic

qualities published in . After two more decades of experiments with this

type of ductwork, engineers from Johns-Manville reported in the ASHRAE Jour-

nal that because of the smoother inner surfaces and “unobstructed joints” of the

mineral-based product, asbestos ducts reduced pressure drop by  percent.

These ducts were never as widely used, however, as asbestos-cement panels and

pipes, possibly because they were expensive, liable to breakage in handling, and

could not be bent to shape when necessary, as sheet metal could.

Asbestos-cement pipe made great market gains after the war both in the

United States and abroad. It had been made and used in Europe since  and

in the United States since ; but because of market conditions during the

Depression, only fifteen miles of the pipe were manufactured in that year. In

, Scientific American called it a “Pipe with a Future,” and so it proved: by

, the United States was turning out fourteen thousand miles of asbestos-

cement pipe annually. During the war, it had been substituted for strategic and

critical metals, but it was soon found that asbestos-cement pipe worked well

even if one used it on purpose. The price was not much lower than con-

ventional materials, but the lower costs of installation and maintenance made

it an attractive option for cost-conscious municipalities and manufacturing

operations.

Like the other applications I have described here, asbestos-cement pipe

was extensively and rigorously tested by ASTM, UL, and other engineering

organizations. It was sufficiently durable to allow at least one community in the

s to dig up and reuse for municipal water supply asbestos-cement pipes

from the abandoned anti-aircraft unit that had protected Hanford Atomic

Energy Plant in Washington State during the war. Unlike iron and steel,

asbestos-cement pipe would not corrode, even in very acidic soils; did not rust

or tuberculate; would not heat up and ignite surrounding combustibles; and

was not electrically conductive, which meant, first, that it would not short-

circuit nearby wiring and, second, that it was not susceptible to electro-

chemical corrosion. Unlike iron pipe, it did not oxidize and therefore did not

produce the tubercles of rusted iron that broke free from iron pipe interiors

and clogged valves, household faucets, and, perhaps most important, sprinkler

systems for fire suppression. Because it was lighter and easier to install without

heavy equipment than metal or ceramic pipe were, it could be used in locations

with very porous soil, such as the nearly liquid clay near Tan Son Nhut airbase

in Vietnam. Joints could be closed successfully with a minimum of leakage

using only chains and a jack. Somewhat controversially, asbestos-cement pipe

remains in use for sewers and water supply in many parts of the world, despite
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opposition from some environmental groups who fear contamination of drink-

ing water.

The last major new use of asbestos before health and environmental con-

cerns began to reduce American consumption of the material was in pavement

and curbing, one of the few end-uses in which its thermal and electrical non-

conductivity were not significant factors. In , the city of Atlanta’s engineers

began experimenting with asbestos asphalt and were impressed by the ability of

the mix of . percent asbestos plus aggregate and other mineral filler to absorb

. percent asphalt by weight, a high proportion, without flushing any asphalt to

the surface. The resulting pavement was more flexible and less penetrable by

water; it filled depressions in the old pavement underneath and could be

applied more quickly than traditional bituminous paving materials. The city of

St. Louis reported that it even resisted penetration by women’s spike heels dur-

ing the summer months. Moreover, in tests in New York State, its friction prop-

erties reduced the incidence of skidding on wet pavements by  percent.

In , the American Road Builders Association reported at its annual con-

vention that “the use of asbestos fiber as an admixture for asphalt pavings

increased by approximately % during .” The material was tested by the

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory in , which did not think the mineral

added any strength to the pavement, but it was nevertheless soon in use on the

decks of barges and work boats. American City wrote enthusiastically of asbestos

asphalt as an overlay on existing pavement after the Port of New York Authority

resurfaced the upper deck of the George Washington Bridge with the material

in :

Adding asbestos fibers to an asphaltic-concrete mixture boosts the

amount of asphalt such a pavement can normally incorporate without

bleeding, shoving and rutting under traffic. And increasing the amount

of asphalt enhances several qualities including impermeability, an espe-

cially significant factor on bridges. . . . The resulting pavement is

tougher, resists oxidation better, and will outlast normal pavements.

This last factor, durability in service, made asbestos asphalt cost-effective,

although the initial cost of the material was higher than that of traditional

mixes. As late as , asbestos asphalt was still receiving rave reviews from

municipal users.

Asbestos was a successful pavement-mix additive in rubberized-tar con-

crete as well, passing tests by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Waterways

Experiment Station in . The station concluded that asbestos increased

weathering resistance, wear, deformation, heat, freezing, and jet-fuel penetra-

tion on aircraft runways. In the s, the Delaware Department of Transporta-

tion specified “the incorporation of one to three percent asbestos fibers, by

weight, in hot mixed, hot laid bituminous concrete curbing.” The Delaware
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standard was revised in  because of “the increasing health hazard associ-

ated with the use of asbestos, as well as shortages of supply.”

Through the s, s, and early s, most of the consumption of

asbestos in the United States was in transportation, especially friction materi-

als, water and sewer pipe, and building construction, including asbestos-

cement ductwork. Architects and engineers continued to develop new ways of

using asbestos in building, particularly for low-cost housing in the United

States and elsewhere; and in doing so they had the support of fire-safety pro-

fessionals who, as we have seen, had plenty of historical experience with low-

cost housing so combustible that it was astonishing that anyone would take the

risk of living in it. The U.S. International Cooperation Administration’s Techni-

cal Aids Branch and the United Nations Technical Assistance Board both

endorsed asbestos-cement as a building material for developing countries.

The fire-resistive qualities of asbestos in building materials had taken on a

new importance in the cold war era. In the ten years after World War II, nearly

every organization that published model building codes issued a new edition

that reflected the lessons of the war, including not only incendiary bombing but

the possibility of nuclear attack as well. States and provinces that had not pre-

viously adopted codes responded to President Truman’s call for greater atten-

tion to fire safety at all levels of government and enacted or revised codes for

construction outside municipal jurisdictions in their states. This meant, at the

very least, that schools, hospitals, hotels, correctional facilities, and other

assembly occupancies outside the fire limits of the nearest community were

expected to comply with the state code and that all municipal codes were

expected to be consistent with those of their states. As in previous waves of

code adoption and revision, most of these new codes were based on the model

codes published by organizations such as the NFPA, the Building Officials’ Con-

ference of America (now called Building Officials and Code Administrators), the

National Board of Fire Underwriters, and the Southern Building Code Congress.

Between  and , according to the National Board of Fire Under-

writers, a fire broke out in a community of more than , persons in the

United States, on average, every thirty-seven seconds—about , fires per

year. The largest number of fires occurred in , when , fires were

recorded. Although multiple-death building fires peaked in the United States

during World War II, the number of deaths from fire actually increased in the

postwar period, averaging , fatalities per year between  and . The

board worked with the NFPA to develop and publish model codes and hand-

books of fire-safety practice based on consensus standards. The model codes of

both organizations underwent frequent revision between  and , and

the death toll from fire began to fall.

The NFPA’s Handbook of Fire Protection came out in a tenth edition in ,

an impressively thick octavo volume of , pages, heavily illustrated with
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charts, graphs, drawings, and photographs. This tome contains scores of refer-

ences to asbestos as a thermal insulator under various kinds of heating devices;

in furnace and boiler mountings and insulation; as a heat barrier behind,

around, and under stovepipes and smoke pipes; around gas-vent piping; in

ductwork; around steam and hot-water pipes to prevent ignition of wood floors

and partitions; behind wall heaters; for the walls, floors, and ceilings of dry

rooms and caul boxes; firestopping and insulation of chimneys and their flues;

in fire doors and partitions; for welding curtains; as a filler for plastic resins; in

electrical panels; in flooring; in stuccos and plasters; in roof coverings; as water

pipe; and in gaskets for heated water tanks. The NFPA’s National Fire Codes for

 listed mainly performance standards without specifying materials; but for

some applications, such as the flexible connections used in the construction of

ducts, fire dampers in fire partitions, the insulation of ductwork where it passed

through combustible materials, chimney baseboard linings, and insulation

under heating appliances, asbestos was still recommended by name. Asbestos-

cement and built-up shingles were, of course, among the approved roofing

types listed in the model roofing ordinances, as were asbestos-insulated walls

and partitions among the approved fire-resistive types. Detailed recommen-

dations for use of asbestos in fire-resistive building assemblies and industrial

plants were also included in the  (eleventh edition) of the handbook. The

National Electrical Code, also published by the NFPA, described seven types of

asbestos-containing wire insulations, and provided detailed guidelines for

appropriate uses.

The  edition of the National Board of Fire Underwriters’ model National

Building Code and  Fire Prevention Code had the by-then obligatory descrip-

tion of the approved three-pound-per-yard asbestos safety curtain for theaters

and asbestos board in motion-picture projection booths, plus asbestos concrete

for fireplace hearth extensions; asbestos millboard under heating appliances,

including both home and commercial cookstoves; as counter protection under

small gas-burning appliances; and under any of sixty-nine listed types of indus-

trial furnaces, heating appliances, and boilers. Steam and hot-water pipes

enclosed in wooden boxes or covers “shall be lined with sheet metal of not less

than  gauge or asbestos millboard not less than ¼ of an inch thick.” Similar

rules regarding asbestos and sheet metal applied to incinerators, except that

both, or “protection equivalent thereto,” were required. Exhaust ducts from

paint and varnish spray booths were also to be insulated in this manner. Sheet

asbestos was one of two approved materials for use as guards around welding

and metal-cutting operations.

In residential and other warm-air and air conditioning systems, the board’s

code required that “[v]ibration isolation connectors in duct systems shall be

made of woven asbestos or approved flameproofed fabric or shall consist of

sleeve joints with packing of rope asbestos or other approved noncombustible
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material.” For firestopping of supply ducts where they passed through walls,

floors, or partitions, builders had a choice of asbestos, mineral wool, “or other

noncombustible insulating material”; but vertical supply ducts had to be cov-

ered with “approved air cell asbestos not less than ¼ of an inch thick” or some

material that the builder or property owner could prove was equivalent in per-

formance. Any firestopping removed for the installation of ductwork had to be

replaced with approved firestopping as just described. Asbestos-cement shin-

gles, built-up asphalt asbestos, and corrugated asbestos-cement roofing were

all on the list of approved roofing materials. An appendix titled “Fire Resistance

Ratings” cited ASTM E, the predecessor of ASTM E, and reminded readers,

in the section on the limited fire resistance of plaster, that “[u]nless asbestos or

other fiber is added to Portland cement plaster, its fire resistance is further lim-

ited by cracking and spalling.” Among the ratings in hours of protection for

“Beam, Girder and Truss Protections,” “Floor and Ceiling Constructions,” and

“Walls and Partitions” were the specifications for approved assemblies for each,

if asbestos was used as fire insulation. The  building code of New York City

appears to have been based primarily on this model.

In its guidelines for evaluating the fire potential of municipalities, which,

of course, affected the rates paid by fire-insurance customers in these commu-

nities, the National Board of Fire Underwriters gave very low marks to any juris-

diction foolish enough not to prohibit wooden shingles in its fire district. The

board also published guidelines for its industrial customers, including those in

the metalworking industry, who contended with metal dust and powder fires

that could not be extinguished by water or foam and had to be snuffed out with

large quantities of “dry sand, rock dust, ashes, talc, asbestos, and other similar

inert powders.” Asbestos was, as one might expect, one of the approved roofing

materials for these customers.

The Building Officials’ Conference of America also mentioned asbestos in

its model building code of . Their code was in fact reprinted and endorsed

by Connecticut’s Public Works Department and distributed through the

agency’s Housing Division. The approved applications were predictably similar

to those of the NFPA and the National Board of Fire Underwriters: asbestos shin-

gles and cement boards were among the approved siding materials, furnaces

should be jacketed “with ½ [inch] asbestos cement,” asbestos-cement board

was an approved wall partition type, the material was one of the approved types

in ceiling and floor assemblies, and it was required in the lining of chimney

baseboards, where heated masonry could ignite woodwork. The International

Conference of Building Officials, which published a multivolume compendium

of standards as its model Uniform Building Code, used asbestos as the zero cali-

bration in its “Test Method for Fire Hazard Classification of Building Materials,”

number --, and a version of E- that the Building Officials’ Conference

of America called --, the Steiner tunnel test based on asbestos for testing
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building construction and materials. Safes and vaults were also tested against

the performance of asbestos in the International Conference of Building Offi-

cials’ standards -- and --. The first volume of its code listed asbestos

proscenium curtains as standard -- and asbestos-cement shingles as --

. The other volumes in the set were essentially detailed restatements of the

standards set forth in NPFA’s and the National Board of Fire Underwriters’ pub-

lications, including references to asbestos as an approved roofing, siding, and

insulating material. Very little of this material was changed in or deleted from

the  edition.

State codes of the s were often based on performance tests for materi-

als, but for some fire-safety applications asbestos was explicitly recommended.

Nearly all states required asbestos and/or steel fire curtains in theaters, and

most were quite explicit about the method of installation and the weight and

type of fabric. In Massachusetts, asbestos was one of two materials acceptable

for firestopping of vertical openings such as flues and ducts; New Jersey in 

required asbestos and/or twenty-eight-gauge metal under heating appliances,

air-cell asbestos “or equivalent” around ductwork if not using asbestos-cement

ducts, asbestos jacketing of furnaces, and asbestos and/or metal under low-heat

furnaces and ovens. Radiators and heating coils in public garages and airplane

hangars were to be protected with “asbestos or other insulation.” For certain

types of heating systems, there was no equivalent for “one-quarter (¼) inch

asbestos millboard covered with No.  U.S. gage steel sheets under the appli-

ances, projecting not less than eighteen () inches from the sides of the appli-

ance where fired and where hot products of combustion are removed.”

The specification of asbestos with or without metal as thermal insulation

under or around heating appliances, especially those burning solid fuel, was a

persistent feature of building codes until the end of the twentieth century. The

near-universality of this provision was remarked on in  by engineer William

H. Correale and by Richard Peacock of the National Bureau of Standards. The

latter was interested in the problem because the fire safety of wood-burning

appliances had become, in the s, a public policy issue through the associa-

tion of these appliances with conservation of fossil fuels. A  report by the

National Bureaus of Standards for the U.S. Department of Energy and the Con-

sumer Product Safety Commission remarked that “all the methods of wall pro-

tection specified in the model building codes use two materials: asbestos

millboard in various thickness and sheet metal. With the current health

concerns with the use of asbestos, few alternatives are left for wall and floor

protection.”

But no handbook or code provides as panoramic a view of asbestos in the

American industrial built environment as the Factory Mutual Engineering

Division’s Handbook of Industrial Loss Prevention, published in  and  in

McGraw-Hill’s Insurance Series. Factory Mutual, a mutual fire- and hazard-
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insurance company serving a primarily industrial membership, did not accept

companies as members that were found at survey to be poor fire risks. To keep

insurance premiums low for its membership, it maintained a laboratory and

did its own testing of processes, structures, and materials to determine best

practice from the safety perspective. In the handbook, directions for imple-

menting these practices are usually expressed in the imperative mood; in the

chapter on air conditioning, for example, we are told: “Use flexible woven

asbestos or material of comparable fire resistance at flexible duct connections.”

Factory Mutual used many of the same test techniques as UL, ASTM, and NFPA,

including those that employed asbestos-cement as the zero point of com-

bustibility and flame spread.

The first chapter of the  edition concerns building construction, and it

essentially reiterates the advantages of various types of fire-resistive construc-

tion and assemblies, and the rating in hours of each, that appear in other model

codes. Chapter , “Preventing Horizontal and Vertical Spread of Fire,” includes

discussions of asbestos insulation in fire doors and asbestos paper and felt as

components of the system of elevator and stair enclosures that permit flame-

and smoke-free evacuation during a fire. In chapter , “Automatic Sprinkler

Installation,” we learn about the significance of iron or asbestos roofing in the

choice of sprinkler type and placement and the need to insulate, with asbestos

or an equivalent, the heaters required in cold climates in dry-pipe sprinkler

valve enclosures. The perils of obstructions in sprinklers, including scale and

the oxide tubercles from iron pipes are set forth, as are the advantages of using

asbestos-cement pipe, which does not tuberculate, for the underground

component of the sprinkler water-supply system. This virtue, plus asbestos-

cement’s light weight and ease of handling, is mentioned again in chapter ,

“Public Water Systems.” Asbestos-cement pipe is one of the approved options

for supplying fire pumps in chapter . “Water Tanks for Fire Protection,” the

subject of chapter , may have asbestos roof coverings fastened with

“corrosion-resisting nails.”

In the electrical section, in the chapter on “Generators and Switchgear,”

Factory Mutual warns:

Avoid the use of slate panels; they are not in any case suitable for volt-

ages over . They may have conducting metallic veins, and they have

poor resistance to heat and shock. Ebony asbestos panels [asbestos in

phenolic resin plastic] have high dielectric strength, insulation resist-

ance, and ability to withstand shock, vibration, and rapid temperature

changes.

The incombustible character of this material is described in greater detail later

in the volume, in chapter . In chapter , we learn that asbestos-containing

askarel transformers are more expensive than the oil type but safer and thus
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more cost-effective. If our generator becomes wet, chapter  tells us we may

dry it in an enclosure “of noncombustible material, such as corrugated iron,

corrugated asbestos, or gypsum board.” In chapter , “Special Electrical Instal-

lations,” we are warned to use asbestos millboard or an equivalent between

fluorescent fixtures and wood surfaces if the clearance is less than ″, and are

again reminded that approved transformers are of either the dry or the askarel

type. We are offered no choice of materials for flameproofing grouped cables;

these must be wrapped in the type of asbestos tape called “listing,” applied

“spirally with a  per cent lap,” which is afterwards saturated with a sodium

silicate solution with a specific gravity of ..

This unstinting attention to excruciating detail continues in chapter , in

which we are instructed on the means to avoid “Boiler Furnaces—Fuel Explo-

sions,” beginning with a “Safe Lighting-off Procedure” using “a reliable lighting

torch,” which “consists of a dozen turns of ½-in. asbestos rope, secured by a

hairpin bend on a -ft. length of ⅜-in. diameter steel rod, kept immersed in a

pot of light oil at the boiler front.” If our furnace is coal-fired, it should have

⅛ inch of asbestos millboard between the inner and the outer cover plate of

the register. In the next chapter, we learn that the gaskets for our “Heat Trans-

fer by Dowtherm” “should be of spiral-wound steel and asbestos, solid Armco

iron, Armco iron-clad asbestos, or nickel-clad asbestos.” If we bury our lique-

fied petroleum gas tanks as described in chapter , we should protect them

against corrosion with “one coat of primer, two coats of bituminous enamel, a

layer of -lb bituminous-saturated asbestos felt, and a final layer of kraft

paper.” A few pages later in this chapter we are instructed: “Use gaskets of dead

soft aluminum O-ring or spiral-wound stainless steel asbestos-filled types for

tank-manhole, relief-valve, and pipe connection flanges” as well as in the dis-

tribution system. Chapter  tells us that the same layers of primer, enamel,

asbestos, and paper used for liquid propane gas tanks will protect the steel

pipes used in gas piping systems; we encounter this prescription again in the

discussion of “Flammable-Liquid Pumping and Piping Systems” in chapter . A

new (in ) type of gasholder is approved by Factory Mutual, which employs

“no water, tar, or grease”: “The dry-seal membrane has a core of woven asbestos

glass covered on both sides with synthetic rubber.” In the next chapter, we dis-

cover that we may house our acetylene generators in buildings sheathed in cor-

rugated iron or asbestos-cement board.

Flammable compressors, chapter  asserts, should be in structures with

venting windows of light corrugated asbestos or metal, as should the indoor

storage of flammable liquids in drums mentioned in chapter  and that of

materials subject to dust explosion, such as grain, in chapter . In chapter ,

we learn the approved equipment choices for electrolytic chlorine processes,

including the Hooker-type cell in which “[t]he main body of the cell contains

the steel cathode with hollow perforated fingers covered by an asbestos
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diaphragm, and with graphite anodes between the fingers.” Chapter  advises

us to use “spiral-wound or other metallic asbestos-filled gaskets of stainless

steel, Monel, or copper” in our flammable-liquid piping systems and cautions

against “compressed asbestos-fiber-sheet gaskets, since the organic binder

used in the manufacture reduces their resistance to high temperature.” The

spray booths described in chapter  should have their ductwork sealed with

“asbestos or mineral wool to prevent passage of flame or smoke.” Carbon di-

sulphide, we learn in chapter , should be stored under “sun roofs of light,

noncombustible materials, such as corrugated iron, aluminum, or asbestos, on

steel framing without side walls.” Our distillery, should we be fortunate enough

to have one, should be housed in a light structure as well, sheathed in “sheet

metal or corrugated asbestos on steel framing, for maximum explosion-venting

possibilities.” We are given the same instructions regarding solvent processes

in chapter .

Chapter  covers, in part, already-familiar warnings regarding the safe

handling and storage of cellulose nitrate film. If we should be called upon to

store rubber tires, racks are recommended in chapter , with barriers between

the shelves which “may consist of tight ¾-in. plywood, ⅞-in. matched boarding,

or firmly supported ⅝ -in. flat cement-asbestos board.” Single metal sheets are

not approved. Our cooling tower can be made entirely incombustible with the

guidelines in chapter , which include “a shell of galvanized copper-bearing

sheet steel or asbestos wallboard.” In the next chapter, we learn the best

method for attaching our corrugated asbestos roofing, as well as the fact that

“[s]mooth-surface roofing should have upper felts of asbestos”; no other mate-

rial is approved in this application. No substitutes are acceptable in the case of

the asbestos rope used in the “joint where sections of lining supported by shell

of radial-brick chimney overlap.” Finally, in chapter , we may minimize our

risk from earthquakes by building “[o]ne-story steel-frame buildings having

light wall and roof coverings, such as corrugated asbestos, corrugated iron, or

asphalt-coated metal.” Clearly, Factory Mutual’s engineers and underwriters

placed a great deal of faith in the virtues of asbestos.

Because fire safety had become after  a national security issue, codes,

standards, and guidelines for best practice were rigorously tested in both the

United States and other nations. Assemblies such as roof systems were tested as

well as individual materials, not only by the traditional testing laboratories of

UL, ASTM, and Factory Mutual but also by university laboratories such as those

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which had been a leader in fire

research for most of the twentieth century. The National Bureau of Standards,

which had, as we have seen, played a role in asbestos’s emergence as a fire-

resistive material early in the twentieth century and that had assisted in the

development of federal building codes in the late s, began a program of

building technology testing in the late s at the request of the National
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Research Council. The bureau tested the flame-spread properties of interior fin-

ishes, including those containing asbestos; experimented with the role of inte-

rior finishes in fire buildup in rooms; and reinvestigated the efficacy of the

Steiner tunnel test for determining flame spread of materials. Fire resistance

of buildings, especially the systems and assemblies used in high-rise structures,

were also widely discussed in the international engineering and architectural

communities, with increased sharing of information and building-fire ex-

perience from Europe, Asia, and the United States into the s and s.

Asbestos was a standard material in these assemblies and systems.

In Britain, which did not have the kind of sophisticated private testing facil-

ities that ASTM and UL provided in the United States, the Department of Scien-

tific and Industrial Research undertook both sponsored testing of materials and

assemblies submitted by industry and its own tests of fire-resistive building

materials. The agency published an authoritative list of such materials in 

and in subsequent years performed a series of tests on structural elements, of

which twelve of those published in the  report contained asbestos. When

assemblies flunked the tests, as some inevitably did, this was duly noted. The

Fire Research Station, under the jurisdiction of the U.K. Department of the Envi-

ronment in the late s and s, went on to test the fire hazards of ceiling

linings (including those that contained asbestos), the effects on fire spread of

roof construction and contents, and the performance of asbestos fire blankets.

In both Britain and the United States, government agencies were concerned

about the national defense implications of combustible materials in the built

environment. Britain, which had so little native timber that few buildings in the

twentieth century had been built of it, had learned during the Blitz how seem-

ingly innocuous elements in a structure, such as wainscoting and furniture,

could be deadly to inhabitants in a serious fire. All combatant nations in World

War II had learned, by either observation or experience, that even ordinary air-

raid shelters under buildings are inadequate protection during a firestorm or a

moving fire front, as occupants will asphyxiate when the fire consumes all the

oxygen in its passage over them. When considering the possibility of nuclear

war, the implications were grave: a one-megaton nuclear explosion would cause

fire damage to every structure within a -square-mile radius, and it would be

impossible to fight the resulting fires because of the danger from radioactive

fallout within a half-hour of the burst. Fire maps of Hiroshima drawn after the

attack in August  clearly showed these effects (see fig. .). It is also unlikely

that streets would be passable for fire equipment after the blast. As Diane

Diacon of the Building and Social Housing Foundation wrote in , “sponta-

neous ignition of paper and fabrics will occur up to eight miles from a MT air-

burst explosion” during the heat wave, or second phase, of a nuclear explosion,

causing not only ignition of combustible materials but third-degree burns to

exposed humans.
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Diacon, like her predecessor analysts of the effects of nuclear explosions on

the built and human environment, relied on the work of Samuel Glasstone, who

studied both the Japanese atomic bomb effects and those of earlier and later test

detonations between  and . Planners working from this and the Japan-

ese volumes of the Strategic Bombing Survey concluded that American cities were

unacceptably dense—“built-up” had been the term used by analysts of incendi-

ary bombing—and too combustible to withstand a nuclear attack. They advised

reducing combustible materials in construction, especially roofs, and spreading

out the population over larger areas, preferably with wide firebreaks between

neighborhoods. The effects of this theory can still be seen in the urban renewal

of communities such as the downtown area of Elmira, New York, and the East

Liberty business district in Pittsburgh: they are now much safer from fire and
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FIGURE 5.4 National Fire Protection Association map of the fire area of Hiroshima
in 1945, made for the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey. The radiating circles depict
gradations of structural damage; the dark area in the center was completely burned
out. The irregular dotted lines show fire damage to buildings as distant as four miles
from air zero. The civilian-defense concerns raised by nuclear weapons drove signif-
icant changes in fire-safety policy after the war.

Horatio Bond, ed., Fire and the Air War (Boston: NFPA, 1946), 197.
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possibly also from thermonuclear effects but were economically devastated by

the physical and social fragmentation of the neighborhood. Suburbanization

was, of course, also encouraged by this policy of dispersal; and large numbers of

houses of fire-resistive construction that included asbestos in walls, ceilings,

floors, roofs, and other applications were erected outside urban centers. Nuclear

planning was not the only force behind this trend, of course, but it justified as a

national defense measure the flow of federal funding into urban renewal and

suburbanization projects. Manufacturing plants were encouraged as well to

use materials, such as the corrugated asbestos-cement roofing and siding that

had proved their worth in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, in new construction and

renovation of older structures. In , the Defense Department’s Office of Civil

Defense published a series of plans called “Family Shelter Designs,” which

included PSD F--: “Basement Corrugated Asbestos-Cement Lean-To Shelter,”

which could be easily and inexpensively built to house a family of three in the

event of nuclear attack (see fig. .).
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FIGURE 5.5 U.S. Defense Department drawing published with plans for a “Basement
Corrugated Asbestos-Cement Lean-To Shelter” in 1962. The homeowner was
instructed to build this shelter against a basement wall, cover it with sandbags, and
stock it with necessities like water and food, leaving one end open but stocked with
additional sandbags. In the event of a nuclear alert, the family was to enter the
shelter and close it with the stockpiled sandbags.

U.S. Department of Defense, Office of Civil Defense, Family Shelter Designs (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962).
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Asbestos had been the perfect material for the industrial era, manu-

factured by  into nearly , different products, most of which protected

life and property from heat, flame, and electricity. It had properties that made

it invaluable in warfare on the sea and in both incendiary and nuclear warfare

from the air. It was used in virtually every industry from hotel keeping to chem-

ical manufacturing and had an installed base in building construction that

ranged from shacks to skyscrapers in every community in the United States (see

appendix A). In the mid-s, the focus of this picture began to change from

the benefits of the mineral to its risks and costs, slowly at first, then gathering

momentum through the seventies and eighties through both litigation and

government regulation. The process by which asbestos fell from grace is the

subject of my last chapter.
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After , in part due to the success of the fire-safety system that included

asbestos, short-term fire safety moved into the background of discussions of the

material, and its long-term health hazards were generally treated as if they were

the only safety considerations associated with asbestos. The marker event for

this change was the New York Academy of Sciences conference on asbestos in

October , the results of which were published the following year. Organized

and led by Irving J. Selikoff of Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City, a charm-

ing, courageous, and compassionate medical professional with more charisma

than credentials, a small group of physicians and attorneys began to work

actively to alert workers, government agencies, and the general public to

asbestos’s character as a carcinogen. Selikoff had investigated a group of union

asbestos workers in the early s and obtained results that suggested

increased risk of cancer for this group. This is the historical moment charac-

terized by Paul Brodeur as the point “when Dr. Selikoff descended from Mount

Sinai with his tablets of epidemiological truth.” A larger study by Selikoff and

his colleagues was funded in  by Johns-Manville and the International

Association of Heat and Frost Insulators and Asbestos Workers, who must have

been equally alarmed by the potential threats to their livelihoods posed by the

papers presented in New York City in .

The question of who knew what when about the risks of asbestos has been

set forth in such detail elsewhere that I have touched on only the aspects of this

debate that are germane to my argument. Although, as predicted, asbestosis

rates had declined with workplace dust abatement through the twentieth cen-

tury, mesothelioma and lung cancer cases began to appear in the s and to

increase thereafter, gradually but noticeably. As we have seen, articles

appeared in medical journals and industrial hygiene publications during this

period. When the  million particles per cubic foot standard was proposed in
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 and established in , many medical professionals assumed the rate of

malignant neoplasms would fall along with that of asbestosis. The National

Academy of Sciences asserted in , “It was after  that serious considera-

tion was first given to asbestos as an etiologic factor in mesothelial malignan-

cies.” By late , it was clear to the occupational medicine community that

the two diseases were not well correlated with each other and that it was pos-

sible to have mesothelioma without asbestosis and vice versa.

The long latency period of mesothelioma and lung cancer, the synergistic

effect of smoking, and the persistent inability of health professionals to deter-

mine a maximum safe exposure to asbestos, even after , confused the issue

of compensation for injury. Many of the sick had worked for several employers

and in more than one state, making workers’ compensation claims difficult to

document. In some states, workers could not sue their employers or former

employers; others had statutes of limitations shorter than the latency period for

asbestos-related cancer. Lacking the kinds of national health insurance and

social support for occupational illness that European and other industrialized

nations could rely on when asbestos-related diseases began to appear in their

populations, sick workers and former workers could only fall back on America’s

traditional panacea for social problems: litigation.

The government agencies that had endorsed asbestos, and either implicitly

or explicitly specified it in procurement, categorically refused to accept respon-

sibility for the consequences of its use; indeed, the Environmental Protection

Agency even attempted to ban asbestos altogether in  and was only pre-

vented from doing so by the finding of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, among

other objections, that it was not in the public interest to ban a material for

which there were then no acceptable substitutes in applications such as

brakes. With the government refusing to accept liability, the only deep pock-

ets that remained were those of the dozen or so companies that had formed the

core of the American asbestos industry, and their insurers. One by one, the

manufacturers declared bankruptcy as claims against them began to approach

or exceed annual revenue at a time when markets were falling precipitously due

to the perceived risks of using the product. Plaintiff attorneys began to look far-

ther afield for potential defendants with enough money to make the effort

worthwhile.

As the pool of possible defendants was expanded in the s, so many

firms began declaring bankruptcy that a monthly newsletter that tracks these

developments, Mealey’s Asbestos Bankruptcy Reporter, began publishing in ,

put out by the same firm that has been publishing the biweekly Asbestos Litiga-

tion Reporter since . About , jobs associated with the bankrupt com-

panies have been lost in the past decade as beleaguered firms have reduced

themselves to shells with only enough staff to pay out from dwindling resources

the claims of creditors, legal settlements and judgments, attorney’s fees, and, in
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many cases, the pensions and health insurance plans of their retirees. The

claims of the former all too often threaten to reduce the share of the latter to

nothing. Only about thirty-seven cents of every dollar spent on asbestos settle-

ments and judgments are actually paid to plaintiffs. At this writing (early ),

more than , asbestos claims have been filed in the United States, of

which the Rand Institute estimates that about  percent represent claims by

persons whose health and fitness to work are entirely unimpaired but who must

file before the closure of their states’ statutes of limitations if they are to receive

compensation for possible future illness. Sporadically, Congress has attempted

to devise some remedy for the worsening asbestos tort crisis, but so far these

efforts have all gone down to defeat.

Various projections have been made in the United States and elsewhere as

to the probable number of deaths to be expected from asbestos-related disease.

Most recently (April ), the Environmental Working Group Action Fund has

asserted that , persons per year are dying from asbestos-related disease,

a figure reportedly based on a study of U.S. government data, although the

CDC’s figures are closer to , annually. In , D. E. Lilienfeld, an epidemi-

ologist at the University of Minnesota, published an article with three col-

leagues estimating that, by , about , Americans would have perished

of asbestos-related cancer, not including any of the projected asbestosis mor-

tality. As of mid-, more than ,, or about two-thirds, of these deaths

have yet to occur, suggesting that at least some of these projections err on the

side of pessimism.

The restructuring of the definition of strict liability in tort law set forth by

the American Law Institute in section A of the Restatement of the Law Second:

Torts in  and the lifting of the ban on aggressive pursuit of prospective lit-

igants by attorneys contributed to this frenzy of asbestos litigation, which has

created economic problems worldwide. Lloyd’s of London very nearly went

bankrupt in the early s when it could not close its accounting years with

U.S. asbestos suits still pending as liabilities. Hundreds of thousands more

cases—up to a million—are expected to be filed in the next ten years as plain-

tiff medical and legal counsel assert that even one asbestos fiber in the lungs is

sufficient to cause mesothelioma. Given the quantity of asbestos used in the

United States in the twentieth century—the “installed base”—there cannot be a

single man, woman, or child living here who does not have at least one asbestos

fiber in his or her lungs and thus no obvious limit to the potential number of

plaintiffs. Physician Ronald E. Gots says of the situation that although “we

customarily breathe in ,, or so asbestos fibers each year,” no study has

shown any significant risk of fatal or disabling asbestos disease to the general

population. Any change on an X ray can, however, trigger a lawsuit, Gots

observes, adding, “Claims for damages have pressed inexorably for a definition

of asbestos-related disease at this subclinical extreme.” When a single building
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burns down, firefighters call it a building fire. When an entire neighborhood or

city is incinerated, it is known as a conflagration. Without federally adminis-

tered health insurance, tort reform, or some similar plan of the kind that the

Rand Institute calls an “administrative solution,” it is difficult to see how the

conflagration of asbestos torts can be extinguished.

Why Asbestos?

One of the many important questions raised by the current political and legal

tangle associated with asbestos is why this particular material has been selected

as a toxicological, ideological, and economic battleground rather than any of

the many other possible candidates for this dubious honor. As I have pointed

out, we use many known toxins and carcinogens every day of our lives: our

carpets and furnishings exude formaldehyde, most of our thermometers con-

tain mercury, and lead is the material of choice for many industrial applications

and indeed is still sometimes found wrapped around the necks of bottles of fine

wine. Christian Warren has written a fine history of lead poisoning in the

United States that makes it clear that lead is and has always been a hazard to

human life. In , according to the Environmental Protection Agency,  to 

million children had “elevated blood lead levels.” Nevertheless, neither this

nor other industry has been driven from the marketplace by a blizzard of law-

suits in the way that asbestos has; there is no Rand Institute report on lead toxic

torts, for example, or pesticide litigation, although both have been significant

lawsuit issues for years. Gasoline and wooden shingles are notorious fire haz-

ards; more than , of us die in automobiles every year. Even foodborne

disease carries off more of us every year than do asbestosis and mesothelioma

combined. Why, in the presence of this cornucopia of potentially lethal haz-

ards and thousands more just as bad or worse, have we chosen a single mineral

to take the blame for all that some of us seem determined to believe is demonic

and depraved about the alliance of technology and capitalism?

What accounts for asbestos tort exceptionalism is by no means obvious. The

standard explanation is that the industry was guilty of “outrageous misconduct,”

to use Brodeur’s classic hyperbole, in concealing, downplaying, or suppressing

information about the hazards of its product, thereby committing “corporate

malfeasance and inhumanity to man that is unparalleled in the annals of the

private-enterprise system.” Leaving aside for the moment the hundreds, pos-

sibly thousands, of historical examples of much worse entrepreneurial behavior

that are well known to historians, this argument fails to account for the uniquely

deep economic black hole created by asbestos litigation, first because it is not

unusual for companies to downplay product dangers, and second—I would argue

mainly—because information about those dangers was readily available to any-

one who really wanted to know from at least  forward.
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A third objection to this explanation is that there are significant examples

of other industries that resisted for years or decades the association of their

product with risk to workers and users and went on record in much the same

way as asbestos executive Sumner Simpson did in his now-notorious papers, of

which I shall have more to say later on. Lead paint is such an example; so is

cotton dust, as I have already pointed out. Coal mines fought dust standards for

years; in the case of coal, however, Congress accepted responsibility for the

medical care of workers in an industry obviously vital to American security

interests, and we have not seen the drowning of the coal industry under a tidal

wave of liability as we have with asbestos. Gustave Shubert of the Rand Institute

said of asbestos in , when the number of cases was still only about ,,

that “transaction costs as a whole are high, that is, higher than for any other

type of tort litigation for which costs have been estimated.”

It has been argued that litigation has become a growth industry in asbestos

because mesothelioma is so rarely associated with anything except exposure to

asbestos; this is essentially the case that sociologist of science Sheila Jasanoff

makes for the success of plaintiff medical expert witnesses in asbestos cases.

But other types of occupational illness, such as silicosis, are just as medically

distinctive and are caused or aggravated by materials comparably as prevalent

in the environment as asbestos. Yet no other toxic material litigation has had

the massive destabilizing effects on the international economy that asbestos

has. Another argument that can be entertained here is that asbestos, unlike

lead and mercury and, for that matter, wooden shingles, is a relatively new

product in the mass marketplace; but this fails to explain why even more recent

products known to be toxic, such as pesticides, have not generated comparably

devouring firestorms of product liability torts.

The only explanation that cannot be readily demolished with counter-

examples is that a few key cases in the asbestos litigation history, particularly

Borel v. Fibreboard in , made it apparent that the legal profession had an

unprecedented opportunity in the relatively helpless situation of American

workers and former workers with respect to health care for catastrophic illness.

The courts were ready to accept, at least half the time, a set of arguments that

after  could be prepared as if from a recipe, using ingredients listed in a

readily available cookbook: Barry I. Castleman and Stephen L. Berger’s Asbestos:

Medical and Legal Aspects. Both plaintiff and defendant attorneys belong to

organizations that share information, including evidence, about ongoing litiga-

tion. The success of this just-add-local-circumstances-and-serve formula has

been nothing short of remarkable, and it is hardly surprising that such a feast

would attract large numbers of plaintiff attorneys who, like the rest of us, have

to eat. The Supreme Court ruled in  that juries could award damages even

for the fear of asbestos-related cancer, in the absence of any medical evidence

of harm. As we shall see, the frequency with which plaintiff lawyers and their
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clients are rewarded with large sums of money, either in settlements or in jury

awards, is even more surprising in light of the questionable validity of some of

the arguments.

Nine Dead Mice: The “Conspiracy of Silence” Hypothesis

It is an article of faith in the anti-asbestos literature that the dangers of asbestos

disease were deliberately kept from all but a privileged few, thus preventing

workers from understanding the risks they took in the workplace. This is in

fact a significant component of the tort (the wrong) supposedly committed by

the hundreds of businesses and ex-businesses now facing or having already

faced asbestos disease claims so large as to carry into bankruptcy whole net-

works of international enterprise, most of them, at this point, from unimpaired

plaintiffs. Yet these risks were apparently so well known as to have been the

subject of more than seven hundred articles published before . A conspir-

acy of silence that results in seven hundred publications surely cannot be con-

sidered a success, as a spokesperson from Johns-Manville pointed out in .

One has only to consult the Industrial Arts Index volumes after  to observe

that the risks of handling asbestos are treated in the engineering literature in

ways similar to those of lead, mercury, and other materials with known hazards.

Articles are listed under the heading “Asbestos,” most of them on engineering

and geological topics; under “Asbestos Workers” and later “Asbestosis” are list-

ings of recent articles on health research on the material, just as there is for

other hazardous materials. If indeed there was an attempted conspiracy of

silence regarding the health risks of asbestos between  and , it seems

to have been a resounding failure.

Anyone with an interest in the subject, which apparently did not often

include the staff or elected representatives of the insulators and building trades

unions, could have learned about these risks as workers in other occupations

learned about lead, mercury, gasoline, and other known hazards. An hour in a

public library at any time after  would have revealed all of the “secrets” the

asbestos products manufacturers were allegedly trying to conceal. British his-

torian Geoffrey Tweedale is in fact quite critical of the failure of British trade

unions to take this obvious step and assume a leadership position on worker

safety in the asbestos industry. Their American counterparts do not seem to

have been any more eager to rock the boat on which the livelihoods of their

membership depended; there is no evidence that any union in the United

States undertook even a routine literature search on the health hazards of the

asbestos-containing products their members handled before Irving Selikoff

began studying asbestos disease in the s. The union magazine Asbestos

Worker officially advocated the use of respirators in October , but illustra-

tions in later issues almost invariably showed workers handling asbestos with-
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out them. If union leaders were hesitant to bring to light whatever they may

have known about the dangers of inhaling asbestos for fear of destroying the

industry that put food on their members’ tables, subsequent events have cer-

tainly shown that their concerns were more than justified.

It is, of course, argued that manufacturers of asbestos-containing materials

should have put warning labels on them so that users would recognize the risks

they were taking when handling them and, one assumes, don dust masks

despite the discomfort or perhaps change industries. This is asserted despite

the well-known and amply documented fact that workers of any kind under-

standably dislike masks and respirators and will rarely wear them unless made

to do so. Repeated warnings of danger do not seem to affect this picture very

much; only threats of discipline and dismissal appear to result in consistent use

of safety gear of all kinds. Equally well known is that no matter how warnings

are expressed, a significant proportion of the target population will ignore or

discount them, as in the case of automobile seat belts.

Some argue that all the dust should have been removed from the work

environment so that workers would not have to wear respirators. It is unclear

what technology might have been available that would have been capable of

accomplishing this, particularly in the case of products such as lagging and 

percent magnesia insulation, which were often installed on a contract basis in

workplaces controlled by their owners, not by the contractors. If there was a

technology that would have entirely freed an asbestos-handling facility from

dust in the period between  and , it is odd that the engineering litera-

ture does not mention it in the many articles on dust abatement. The National

Academy of Sciences’  report on asbestos air pollution asserted that for

removing dust from some types of confined spaces “no satisfactory equipment

is available.”

As for warnings on products, these were neither customary nor required

before the era of the Occupational Safety and Health Agency (OSHA), which

began in . It was so unusual to place warning labels on products before the

OSHA requirement in  that even hundred-pound paper bags of ammonium

nitrate, the explosive that leveled Texas City in , killing  and injuring

more than ,, did not then have to carry notices that the material could be

explosive in a fire. Meat, fish, and poultry have always harbored microorgan-

isms that can make us sick or kill us, if we do not kill them first by heating the

product; but only since the s has meat, fish, and poultry packaging identi-

fied the raw contents as a hazard. We do not on this account see charges of con-

spiracy against, for example, the Beef Council of America or the U.S. Poultry and

Egg Association on the grounds that its members concealed or downplayed the

dangers of fresh product, although it is surely obvious that for reasons of self-

preservation they would hardly have wanted them shouted from the housetops.

It is a rare industry that would not prefer that its products appear safer than it
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is really possible for most products to be. As Groff Conklin wrote in , “The

reluctance of industrial managements to publicize the existence of a carcino-

genic hazard is understandable, for it could easily become difficult for plants so

labeled to recruit workers, or even to sell their commodities.” Very easily, as

we have seen.

Indeed, one might argue that the “conspiracy” to conceal the dangers of

wooden shingles has been far more successful than the one alleged to have

existed in the asbestos industry: homeowners in fireprone California and other

forested areas are still happily nailing these known fire hazards to their roof

sheathings, despite an average of more than , wooden roofing fires per

year in the United States between  and —nearly twenty-five per day.

It is difficult to understand why the self-contradicting and ultimately absurd

argument for a conspiracy in the case of asbestos has been so frequently

accepted in courtrooms.

The conspiracy argument seems to rest on a small group of documents

relevant to two sponsored research projects between  and , both

involving the kind of tiny data sets that characterized the medical literature of

asbestos disease before . The first concerns Leroy Gardner’s serendipitous

finding in  that of eleven mice dusted in an animal experiment on asbesto-

sis, nine developed cancers. Gardner quite appropriately expressed the view

that this result suggested that additional research was needed on the carcino-

genicity of inhaled asbestos. His corporate sponsors declined to fund this

research and were apparently reluctant to allow him to publish his results.

Meanwhile, others, such as E. J. King and K. M. Lynch, were in fact carrying

out experimental research on cancer in rodents exposed to asbestos dust and

publishing their results. King et al.’s research on rabbits was published in .

K. M. Lynch et al. used mice; W. C. Hueper used rats and rabbits; and Arthur J.

Vorwald et al. used rats, rabbits, and guinea pigs as experimental subjects in the

s; in the following decade A. G. Bobkov, J. C. Wagner, and G. E. Westlake,

among others, published results of experiments with the effects of asbestos on

rats and J. M. Jagatic, F. J. Roe, and R. L. Carter on mice. It is difficult to see how

much further contribution Gardner’s proposed research project would have

made to the state of medical knowledge, especially as it is unlikely he could

have completed it before his death in . Furthermore, research sponsors

both private and public routinely turn down funding proposals, and private

sponsors equally routinely regard the results of those they fund as proprietary,

regardless of the subject matter. The mere fact of their doing so is no more

unusual or inherently sinister than the privileging of communications between

attorneys and their clients and doctors and their patients.

Animal studies are in any case notoriously inconclusive as a means of

determining a substance’s toxicity to humans. Vorwald and John W. Karr, writ-

ing in , and Vorwald with T. M. Durkan and P. C. Pratt in , observed that
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different species of animals had quite different responses to asbestos expo-

sures. Even within a single species results could be confusing. In animal

inhalation experiments at Saranac Laboratory, dogs did not show “peri-

bronchiolor fibrosis of the lung similar to human asbestosis after being exposed

by inhalation of intratracheal injection to long chrysotile asbestos fibers,”

according to Vorwald et al.; but Philip Ellman published a report of a dog that

lived near an asbestos plant in South Africa in the s that had impaired lung

function. Pigs are sufficiently similar to humans to make them good speci-

mens for dissection by medical students, but they can ingest without harm sub-

stances that would kill one of us. Chocolate can be fatal to dogs and cats; any

suburban or rural resident of the deer-infested northeastern United States

knows that these ungulates can eat all sorts of ornamental and useful plants

that are toxic to humans. The results of animal studies must, therefore, be

confirmed by studies on our own species, as some of the asbestos-disease

researchers have pointed out.

The second supposedly suppressed research finding on asbestos-related

cancer was that of Gerrit Schepers, who wrote a thesis at New York University

in – in which he reported eleven cases of pulmonary cancer among

Canadian asbestos mill and mine workers. He later (more than thirty years

later) testified that he had been pressured by Dr. Anthony J. Lanza of the Insti-

tute of Industrial Medicine at the university not to publish the results of his

research and that his report to the South African government on his findings

was “suppressed”—that is, not published. Again, this was one study purportedly

lost from a body of literature consisting of hundreds of studies; Schepers does

not tell us why he yielded to Lanza’s pressure and why he did not simply do as

any scientist might and submit an article on his findings to a refereed journal.

It is difficult to see how either Lanza or the South African government could

have prevented such a publication. This case and that of the nine dead mice

constitute nearly the entirety of the support for the “conspiracy of silence”

argument. The only other evidence is a set of letters written in the s in

which an asbestos company executive, Sumner Simpson, and an industry mag-

azine editor opine that it would be best not to publicize the risks of asbestosis

in the magazine Asbestos, much as the wooden shingle industry executives had

expressed the desire a little earlier in the twentieth century that the dangers

of their product should not be prominently discussed by fire-protection

engineers.

Even if one is willing to postulate some sort of attempted conspiracy on the

part of some firms in the asbestos industry—clearly an unsuccessful one, judg-

ing by the quantity of published data—the questions raised about who knew

what about asbestos and when they knew it are ultimately irrelevant. Even if

everyone concerned then had known, say, in , exactly what they know now,

I still do not believe we would have discontinued the use of asbestos before the
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rate of fire deaths was reduced to an acceptable level, nor would it have been

reasonable to do so.

By , the medical literature had reported some ninety-nine cases of

asbestosis and cancer of the lung. Thus, the international community of experts

on health and safety knew of fewer than a hundred cases of asbestos-related dis-

ease worldwide over a fifty-year period, to weigh in the balance against the

deaths of more than , persons a year by fire at that time in the United

States alone. As a technological trade-off, this what is known colloquially as a

no-brainer. Some of the safety experts who contributed to the writing and

enforcement of building codes must have been aware of the literature on

asbestos-related disease—they were, after all, safety experts—but in the face of

undeniable evidence that the system of safety developed between the s and

the mid-twentieth century was saving more lives every year, these professionals

evidently saw no reason to remove from it a component that had proven its

worth as a fire-resistive material in hundreds of safety-critical applications.

Indeed, engineers expressed deep concern about fire safety when public pres-

sure led the Environmental Protection Agency to consider banning asbestos in

the late s and s. Asbestos use in the United States had reached record

levels in ; in  world demand still exceeded supply. Obviously, many

engineers and fire-safety professionals still believed in the product.

The demographics of the two kinds of mortality would have made the

choice that much more obvious: nearly  percent of the fire deaths were chil-

dren, while nearly all of the asbestos-related disease cases were and are adults.

Due to its long latency period, mesothelioma is in fact typically a disease of

older adults. For parents sending their children in, say,  to what were widely

known as firetrap schools, the possibility of disease in a relatively small num-

ber of adults three decades later could not have been anything like as lively a

concern as that produced by newspaper photographs of the rows of small

coffins interred after the fire at Our Lady of the Angels (see fig. .). Almost as

many persons perished in that one fire as in all of the fatal cases of asbestos-

related disease reported in publications by that time, and all but two of the OLA

dead were children. The Cocoanut Grove fire claimed five times as many vic-

tims in twelve minutes as asbestos processing had in half a century.While the

illnesses and deaths from asbestosis and mesothelioma were and are certainly

personal and family tragedies for the individual patients, they have been few in

number compared with the victims of fire. Indeed, some of the persons now

diagnosed with mesothelioma may well have lived long enough to develop it

because they did not die in a fire. Because of the demographically younger pro-

file of fire victims, in actuarial terms, the number of years of life lost to them

are correspondingly greater than those who died of mesothelioma in middle life

or later. Fifty years ago, , to , children a year died in fires; now ,

to , adults die annually of asbestos-related diseases. It seems doubtful,
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even had all risks been known at the time, that the grieving families of the vic-

tims of the Collinwood school fire, or those of Our Lady of the Angels, Cocoanut

Grove, the Rhythm Club, or the Winecoff Hotel, would have been much

impressed by the human health implications of Gardner’s nine dead mice.

Some writers also argue that the mineral was used because it was cheap,

implying that businesses who used it in their work were cutting corners and

acting improperly in so doing by endangering the health of their workers. As

we have seen, it is not the case that asbestos was cheap; most of the objections

raised to its inclusion in construction codes, including those for shipping,

related to the generally greater cost of asbestos compared with other materials.

I have already discussed the significance of this in the case of roofing materials

and ceiling tiles and provided comparison figures. It was endorsed by and

included in construction codes by literally thousands of engineering experts

concerned primarily with the safety of human life and with the conservation of

energy, still a finite resource and a national security concern. Asbestos won the

endorsement of these groups of professionals by superior performance, in tests
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performed all over the industrialized world, in comparison with most of its

competitor materials in the applications for which it was endorsed in building

and marine codes.

The question of testing is also systematically misrepresented in anti-

asbestos literature, which routinely argue that asbestos was put into place

without adequate product testing. This, as we have seen, is manifestly false.

Asbestos was tested by safety organizations such as Underwriters’ Laboratories,

by the Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Standards, by the U.S. Navy, by fire

and marine engineers, and even by some school districts, most of which were

almost exclusively interested in the immediate risk of fire to their constituen-

cies and stakeholders.

The Medical and Legal Debate: Suffering Fools Expensively

Given that at least $ billion is potentially at stake in asbestos litigation in

the United States alone, plus $ billion already spent on asbestos abatement

and more than $ trillion in depreciation of property containing asbestos, the

intellectual rigor of legal discourse about asbestos seems remarkably lax. One

would suppose that the large sums involved would motivate careful research

and documentation of arguments, but one would, in fact, be wrong. On both

the plaintiff and the defense sides of the debate, the level of discourse is not

much more sophisticated than “You knew!” “No we didn’t!” “Did so!” “Did not!”

and so on. Efforts to introduce larger issues and examine the benefits as well as

the risks of the technology in question have been largely ignored, particularly

because most of these efforts have been condemned by the fallacy of origin: that

is, the claim that they were made by industry executives.

Egregious and puzzling errors have been made on both sides. For example,

only in early  did it come to light that asbestos-disease crusader Irving

Selikoff (–) never in fact earned a medical degree, although he repeatedly

insisted that he had done so. In the three decades or so that Selikoff was alive

and testifying as an expert witness, defense attorneys apparently failed to notice

this potentially explosive defect in his credibility. The issue of fire prevention

has been raised from time to time by defense attorneys and witnesses, but the

body of evidence—particularly the mortality statistics—have apparently never

been systematically presented as a coherent published argument. This is a con-

siderable oversight for a large group of presumably motivated persons who

stand to lose billions of dollars. More recently, the integrity of some of the

radiologists who have been interpreting plaintiffs’ X rays has been called into

question by a study at Johns Hopkins University.

As to the origin of the problems in asbestos manufacturing, former Johns-

Manville executive Bill Sells points out some of the ways in which the industry

in which he was once employed shot itself catastrophically in the proverbial
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foot. In his critique of Johns-Manville published in the Harvard Business Review

in , he asserts:

In my opinion, the blunder that cost thousands of lives and destroyed an

industry was a management blunder, and the blunder was denial.

Asbestosis—a nonmalignant lung disease brought on by breathing

asbestos fibers—had been known since the early s, and the first

indications of a connection between asbestos and lung cancer appeared

in the s. But Manville managers at every level were unwilling to

believe in the long-term consequences of these known hazards. They

denied, or least failed to acknowledge, the depth and persistence of

management accountability.

Had the company responded to the dangers of asbestosis and lung

cancer with extensive medical research, assiduous communication,

insistent warnings, and a rigorous dust-reduction program, it could have

saved lives and would probably have saved the stockholders, the indus-

try, and for that matter, the product. (Asbestos still has applications for

which no other material is equally suited, and correctly used, it could be

virtually risk-free.) But Manville and the rest of the asbestos industry did

almost nothing of significance—some medical studies but no follow-

through, safety bulletins and dust-abatement policies but no enforce-

ment, acknowledgment of hazards but no direct warnings to downstream

customers—and their collective inaction was ruinous. [italics in the

original]

The plaintiff side of the argument is not much more edifying: in chapter , I

mentioned the propagation of error regarding knowledge of asbestos in antiq-

uity from Castleman through later sources.

This is only the most obvious and egregious example of carelessness about

sources and arguments in the anti-asbestos legal, and sometimes even the med-

ical, literature. As I noted in chapter , Stephen Berger’s essay, “Alternatives to

Asbestos Insulation,” in Castleman and Berger’s Asbestos makes the claim that

“[p]atents contain the history of technological advances,” as if a list of reported

inventions were all one needed to create such a history. In seventy-seven pages

(including the source notes), this essay omits all mention of the National Fire

Protection Association, the Underwriters’ Laboratories, the National Board of

Fire Underwriters, the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, the

American Society for Testing Materials in general and ASTM E and its prede-

cessor standards in particular, or the application of the standards of any these

organizations to either municipal or maritime construction codes and stan-

dards, to say nothing of the existence and enforcement of international codes

or those of other nations. Indeed, in reading the legal literature of asbestos

generally, one would scarcely guess that any such organizations exist or that
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governmental units and the insurance industry exercise any regulatory power

at all over the built environment.

The argument from patents fails because only about  percent of patented

inventions are ever produced and only about  percent ever return even the

cost of patenting them. Berger is silent on how many of the materials that

appear in his list “Alternatives to Asbestos Insulation” were ever actually avail-

able in the marketplace; and perhaps more important, he does not mention the

necessity for these “alternatives” to meet the standards for low flame spread in

building codes.

It has been argued that the federal government did not specify asbestos in

military applications in World War II, despite copious documentation that it

did so, both explicitly in conservation orders and specifications and implicitly

through the use of performance standards such as ASTM E and its predeces-

sor standards, and that these organizations propounded standards of perform-

ance that did not specify materials. In some cases this is true; but in the

relevant applications, the standards of performance were based on the per-

formance of asbestos. In the case of flame spread, as we have seen, all other

materials were judged by how well or poorly they performed compared with

asbestos-cement.

No Free Lunch: Trading Off Risks and Benefits

Since our environments, natural and built, always have and always will con-

tain irreducible risks to the body, the question was and still is whose bodies

we will put at risk. Often, as in the case of asbestos, we do not know in

advance whose bodies we are endangering, even, or perhaps especially, with

safety technology, when we, for example, install airbags on the passenger side

of automobiles or buy flame-retardant clothing fabrics. We cannot be sure in

advance what trade-offs we are making. This is the fundamental issue raised

by the inclusion or removal of asbestos from the built environment, where it

has formed part of our protection from fire for more than a hundred years. We

cannot eliminate risk; but as our knowledge evolves with the use of a tech-

nology, we can at least attempt to decide which risks we prefer. As I have

noted, we accept the deaths of tens of thousands of persons every year, not to

mention the environmental costs, in exchange for the benefits of the auto-

mobile. We do not yet know how many additional fire deaths we will have to

accept without asbestos in our built environment, and will not know for

decades because so much asbestos will remain in place. Only about  percent

of the built environment is being built or renovated at any one time. More-

over, we really do not know whether the alternatives are safer because we do

not have the experience with great quantities of them in the built environ-

ment that we have had with asbestos.
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One of the most poignant—and ultimately unanswerable—historical ques-

tions associated with the trade-off between the risks and benefits of asbestos is

that of its role in the World Trade Center. While the north tower was being built

in September , Irving Selikoff and two of his colleagues met with the con-

tractor to express concern about the potential health effects of the sprayed-on

asbestos fire insulation being used to protect the steel. After consulting with

Selikoff, the Port of New York and New Jersey Authority agreed not to use

asbestos above the fortieth floor of the north tower, and none was used on the

south tower. Most of the asbestos that was used in the north tower was removed

after the  bombing of the Trade Center and replaced with a ¾-inch sprayed-

on layer of cementitious mineral wool, which was in the process of being up-

graded to ½ inches in late . The relatively low asbestos dust counts made

in lower Manhattan after the disaster are consistent with this account. When

the aircraft crashed into the buildings, most of the thermal insulation was

blasted off the steel structural members on the impact floors, subjecting them

to temperatures above , degrees Fahrenheit, at which point steel loses half

its strength. The sprinkler systems did not operate because the water lines had

been severed by the aircraft and the debris of the crash. Although the insulated

spandrels and girders of both towers were rated for three hours of fire resist-

ance, neither tower remained standing even for two hours. The Federal Emer-

gency Management’s  report asserted:

The fire safety of a building is provided by a system of interdependent fire

protection features, including suppression systems, detection systems,

notification devices, smoke management systems, and passive systems

such as compartmentation and structural protection. The failure of any

of these fire protection systems will impact the effectiveness of the other

systems in the building.

In the days and months after the attack, questions were raised about

whether the asbestos insulation originally specified for the towers would have

protected the structural steel longer and allowed more people to evacuate the

buildings before the collapse. Most engineers agreed that nothing would have

prevented eventual collapse; as Thomas Eager and Christopher Musso

expressed it, “No designer . . . anticipated, nor should have anticipated, a

, L Molotov cocktail on one of the building floors.” Nevertheless, some

pointed out that even a small margin of extra time would have saved hundreds

more who perished under the rubble. Whether asbestos would have provided

this extra evacuation time cannot now be determined. One of the footnotes to

the September  story is that fire-resistive accordion fire doors, described by a

Polish visitor as “asbestos curtains,” functioned as fire barriers during the

attack on the Pentagon exactly as designed, closing off the long corridors that

would otherwise have served as flues for the fire.
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The people of the United States made the decision to use asbestos collec-

tively, as a democratic nation, with our eyes open but focused on immediate

and not long-term dangers; we must now collectively take responsibility for the

long-term consequences of these choices, as every other industrial democracy

has done. We made these choices through our elected local and state govern-

ments after responsible safety professionals, who had access to the information

regarding both fire and asbestos dust hazards, tested asbestos and recom-

mended it in codes and standards. Thousands of organizations participated in

these individual and local decisions: parent-teacher organizations, school

boards, building committees, city councils, fire departments, women’s clubs,

and civic improvement organizations. Just as we support the health needs of

our military veterans all their lives because they have faced dangers and taken

risks to which we as a nation have exposed them, so should we accept our

responsibility, as other nations do, to those who now pay the price for our tech-

nological decisions. No technology is a free lunch. Chauncey Starr wrote in 

that “implicit in every nonarbitrary national decision on the use of technology

is a trade-off of societal benefits and societal costs.” Over the course of the

twentieth century, Americans have accepted the tax burden of regulating,

inspecting, and monitoring workplaces for safety, struggling at times to make

adjustments for changes in technology. All the world’s other industrial democ-

racies have taken the next step in social responsibility for health care by offer-

ing universal coverage for their citizens.

We have all received the societal benefits of asbestos as fire-resistive mate-

rial, and we are all responsible for the costs of it as a toxic substance. Moreover,

some of the very persons now suffering from asbestosis and mesothelioma have

received the benefits of asbestos in the form of protection from fire; Mary

Douglas and Aaron B. Wildavsky point out that benefits as well as risks can be

“hidden, irreversible and involuntary,” making it difficult for any one individ-

ual to see how he or she has been affected by both. We have all been exposed

to asbestos and are therefore all, at least theoretically, at risk from it. In the

United States, taxpayers and consumers are already paying the costs of asbestos

litigation in everything we buy as well as in lost jobs. It would be simpler and

more humane to ensure that all Americans receive the health care they need

without requiring them to call a lawyer who can find somebody to blame for

their condition.

The ambiguous and ambivalent quality of technology, and the necessity for

making trade-offs in our decisions about using it, is the subject of Edmund

Russell’s book on DDT, War and Nature. Like asbestos, DDT was successfully used

to save military lives in World War II. Russell points out: “Early in the Pacific

War, malaria caused eight to ten times as many casualties as battle did.” A

million children worldwide still die every year from malaria, making it difficult

to argue for a worldwide ban on the pesticide. DDT was the subject of Rachel
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Carson’s Silent Spring in , the publication of which was an important

marker event for a change in public attitudes about the hidden and chronic

dangers, to humans and their environment, of many technologies. The long-

term effects of radiation, which had by that time been in the news for a decade

and a half, contributed to these concerns.

The trade-off between fire risk and that of cancer is more difficult to assess

than that between DDT and malaria, however, because malaria is an infectious

disease with a known disease agent and a well-recognized vector. Cancer, as

Robert Proctor makes clear in his  Cancer Wars, is difficult to prevent in part

because its causation is so complicated that it is often impossible to determine

which of many possible exposures to carcinogens was responsible for the devel-

opment of a particular cancer and how much of a role genetic susceptibility

plays in an individual’s response to any given dose of the carcinogen. A large

number of “natural” materials, such as spinach and peanut butter, produce

carcinogens in the body, but other components of these same foodstuffs help

protect against cancer. Mesothelioma is usually, though not always, linked to

asbestos exposure; but the number of cases of this disease is thought to be

small compared with those of lung cancer in which asbestos might possibly be

implicated. Cases of lung cancer, which have clearly been increasing since ,

do not announce the identity or identities of their triggering carcinogen(s): the

fatal insult to the original cell may have been delivered by tobacco smoke,

X rays, radon, steel-mill dust, asbestos, or any of dozens of other possibilities.

Moreover, cancers have long latency periods that separate the experience—and

often the memory—of exposure from the appearance of the disease, further

complicating efforts at prevention by analysis of causation.

In response to slow-developing threats like that of cancer, some elements

of the environmental movement have taken on, as Douglas and Wildavsky point

out, many of the characteristics of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century pietism:

“Infiltration from the evil world appears as Satanism, witchcraft, or their mod-

ern equivalent—hidden technological contamination that invades the body of

nature and of man.” In this model, it is always “they” (the external evil) rather

than ourselves who have perpetrated the pollution. The asbestos industry

seems to have been an unusually convenient scapegoat of this kind.

But in fact, no one forced us or deceived us into using asbestos; and it is

irresponsible, barbaric, and unacceptably costly to require sick persons to

resort to litigation to recover their medical expenses. As the director of Massa-

chusetts General Hospital said in  of the medical expenses of the Cocoanut

Grove fire victims, “It is a community misfortune, and its toll should be paid by

the community at large.” For not much more than the $ billion that the

Rand Institute believes may be the ultimate price tag for asbestos claims, plus

the $ trillion in building depreciation we have already absorbed, we could have

a national health insurance program that protects both workers suffering short-
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and long-term effects of occupational hazards and the jobs created by compa-

nies now being driven into bankruptcy. We are already paying these costs in

everything we buy, except that now half of the proceeds of asbestos litigation

go directly into transaction costs—that is, mainly to lawyers—and more than

half of the costs of health care go into paperwork.

All democracies recognize that national security depends on the health of

every citizen. To paraphrase Air Marshal Slessor, whom I quoted in chapter ,

our first responsibility is to keep ourselves alive and free, including the freedom

from fear that some illness or injury, however caused, will deprive us and our

heirs of everything we have. Making technological decisions is an important

part of our collective freedom; accepting the consequences of them to national

health is an equally important part of our collective responsibility.
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APPENDIX A. SOME ASBESTOS END-USES
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1850–1990

Acoustical tile and panels

Adhesive

Air-brake cylinder-packing expander rings

Aircell insulation

Aircraft hangars

Air-pump packing

Appliance insulation (as in electric toasters, hairdryers)

Aprons

Asphalt mastic flooring

Automotive undercoating

Bags

Baking paper

Baking sheets

Balloons (for U.S. military)

Ball valves (for oil industry)

Birdhouses

Blankets (for fire extinction)

Blast plates

Blocks

Boiler coverings and blankets

Brake blocks

Brake linings

Building board

Buildings (“portable”—that is, prefabricated: cabins, camps, small

houses, barracks, hospital isolation wards)

Built-up roof coverings (usually with asphalt)

Bulkheads and marine partitions

Bus shelters (portable)

Bus structure doors

Cable

Cable insulation



Canvas

Capes

Caps

Carburetor-intake attachments (for aircraft)

Carpets

Caulking compound

Ceiling ornaments

Ceiling tile

Cement

Clapboards

Clay

Cleaning compound (for the fur industry)

Cloth

Clutch facings

Coal bins

Cocks (for valves)

Compounded packings

Conduit

Conduit filling

Conveyor belts

Cords

Core plates for drying ovens

Corner beads

Corrugated sheets (for building)

Countertops

Cupboards (over stoves)

Curtain walls

Deck insulation

Deflector plates

Defrosters (for aircraft)

Dental packing

Desks

Diaphragm canopy covers

Dishtowels

Dock and wharf firestops

Doilies

Draperies

Dryers

Duck (fabric)

Ducts

Dummy propellant charges (for ordnance)
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Dust-collector bags

 percent magnesia

Ejectors and lifters (for steam power)

Electric blankets

Electrical cell compartments and doors

Electrical insulation

Electrolytic components

Elevator and dumbwaiter shaft linings

Emulsions

Exhaust covers

Extinguishing agent (for metal powder fires)

Felt

Fencing

Filler (for plastics)

Filling cement

Filters

Finger cots

Firebrick

Fireplaces

Fireplace screens

Firestops

Firewalls

Flange covers

Flanges and fittings (for high-temperature pipes)

Flashing (for roofing)

Floor tile

Flues

Foot powder

Foundry core plates

Friction blocks

Friction tape

Gaiters

Garages (portable)

Gaskets

Gauntlets

Gloves

Gunning mix

Gutters and downspouts

Heat shields

Heater-hose nozzles (for aircraft)
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Heating pads

Helmets (for firefighting)

Hoods (for fumes, smoke, and so on)

Hoses

Incandescent thread (for lamps)

Inspirators (for steam power)

Insulation fiber

Insulators (electrical)

Ironing boards and covers

Iron pads, rests, and “slippers”

Joint compound

Joint runners

Journal-box packing

Lab benches

Lace

Lagging

Laminating materials

Lamp parts

Lap

Laundry mangle linings

Laundry tables

Leggings

Linings (for heating and cooling equipment, smokestacks, and so on)

Listings

Locomotive throttle packing

Lumber

Mangle roll covers and pads

Map models

Marine bulkhead panels

Marine valves

Marionette heads

Masonry fill

Mastic

Mattresses (for boilers)

Metal polish

Millboard

Mittens and mitts

Molded friction materials

Molded pipe coverings

Motor and generator windings
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Murals

Oven and industrial mitts

Oven linings and insulation

Packing cups

Packings

Pads and mats

Paint and varnish

Pallets

Paneling

Panels and panelboard (electrical)

Paper

Partitions

Patching fiber

Pavement (with asphalt or concrete)

Pipe

Pipe coverings

Plaster

Plastic bonds and fillers

Plugs (electrical)

Potholders

Poultry houses

Prefabricated building panels

Pressure pipe

Projection booths

Proximity suits

Pump valves

Putty

Radiator covers

Railroad enginehouse fire curtains

Railroad passenger-car ceiling liners

Railroad truss plates (including light rail)

Refractories

Refrigerant piping

Refrigerator-car insulation

Rheostat tops

Rollboard

Roofing felt

Roof patching cement

Rope

Rovings

Rugs
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School buildings (portable)

Screens

Sculptures

Seals

Sea rings

Seating

Selvedge tape

Septic tank linings

Sewer pipes and joints

Sheetrock

Shelving (for ovens and furnaces)

Shingles

Shovels (for glassmaking)

Shutters

Siding

Sleeves (for proximity clothing)

Sleeving

Slip jackets (for foundries)

Smoke jacks

Smokestack and chimney linings

Socks (for firefighting)

Soffits and fascia

Soldering blocks

Spackle

Spats

Spools

Spray-on insulation

Stage scenery

Stains

Steam hammer packing

Stove board panels

Stove mats

Stove polish

Stucco

Subflooring

Subway sound insulation

Sweating jackets (electrical, used in hospitals)

Switchboards and switch bases

Table mats and pads

Tank linings and covers (for brine, humidifiers, and so on)

Tanks
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Tape

Tarpaper

Tent shields (for stoves used in canvas tents)

Theater curtains

Third-rail coverings (for subways)

Thread

Ticket booths

Tile (for ceilings and floors)

Toilet partitions

Transformers

Transmission linings

Trim (architectural)

Tubes (paper, for electric lighting)

Turbine and wrapping jackets

Twine

Underlayment (for flooring)

Upholstery

Valleys (for roofing)

Valve packing

Valves

Varnish

Ventilators

Vent pipe and couplings

Wainscoting

Wallboard

Wallpaper

Washers (for the glass industry)

Waste containers (for hot ashes)

Water pipes and joints

Wicks

Yarn
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APPENDIX B. SELECTED LIST OF
ORGANIZATIONS SPECIFYING ASBESTOS

IN CODES, STANDARDS, OR
RECOMMENDATIONS, 1880–1980

Air Conditioning and Refrigerating Machinery Association

Air Filter Institute

American Association of Port Authorities

American Association of University Teachers of Insurance

American Boiler Manufacturers Association and Affiliated Industries

American Electric Railway Association

American Foundrymen’s Association

American Gas Association

American Institute of Architects

American Institute of Electrical Engineers

American Marine Insurance Syndicates

American Marine Standards Committee

American Oil Burner Association

American Petroleum Institute

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association

American Road Builders Association

American Society for Testing Materials

American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers

American Standards Association

American Transit Association

American Water Works Association

Arizona Equitable Rating Office

Arkansas Fire Prevention Bureau

Asphalt Shingle and Roofing Institute

Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies

Associated Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Companies

Association of Canadian Fire Marshals

Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

Association of Fire Underwriters of Baltimore City

Association of Mill and Elevator Mutual Insurance Companies

Association of the Fire Alarm Industries



Board of Fire Underwriters of the Pacific

British Columbia Insurance Underwriters’ Association

British Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

British Merchant Shipping Construction Rules

Building Officials Conference of America

Bureau of Explosives

Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association

Canadian Manufacturers’ Association

Canadian Underwriters’ Association

Cast Iron Pipe Research Association

Cellulose Plastics Research Association

Central Station Fire Protection Association

Central Traction and Lighting Bureau

Chemical Fire Extinguisher Association

Chicago Board of Underwriters

Chlorine Institute

Cincinnati City Council

City of Boston

City of Dayton, Ohio

City of Detroit

City of Elmira, N.Y.

City of New York

City of St. Louis

City of Spokane

Clay Products Association

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Compressed Gas Manufacturers’ Association

Concrete Institute

Cotton Insurance Association

Diesel Engine Manufacturers’ Association

Eastern Underwriters’ Inspection Bureau

Edison Electric Institute

Factory Insurance Association

Factory Mutual Engineering Corporation

Factory Mutual Laboratories

Farmers Mutual Insurance Company of Nebraska

Farmers Mutual Reinsurance Association

Federation of Mutual Fire Insurance Companies

Fire Extinguisher Manufacturers Association
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Fire Insurance Rating Bureau of Wisconsin

Fire Underwriters’ Inspection Bureau

Gypsum Association

Housing and Home Finance Agency

Idaho Surveying and Rating Bureau

Illinois Fire Prevention Association

Illinois Inspection Bureau

Illuminating Engineering Society

Improved Risk Mutuals

Indiana Inspection Bureau

Institute of Makers of Explosives

Institute of Radio Engineers

Insurance Association of Providence

International Association of Electrical Inspectors

International Association of Industrial Accident Boards and

Commissions

International Association of Municipal Electricians

International Acetylene Association

International Association of Fire Fighters

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers

Iowa Insurance Service Bureau

Iowa State College

Kansas Inspection Bureau

Kentucky Actuarial Bureau

Kentucky Inspection Bureau

Heating, Piping and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association

Lightning Rod Manufacturers Association

Louisiana Rating and Fire Prevention Bureau

Manufacturing Chemists’ Association of the United States

Michigan Inspection Bureau

Michigan State Association of Mutual Insurance Companies

Middle Department Rating Association

Mississippi State Rating Bureau

Missouri Inspection Bureau

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America

Motor Fire Apparatus Manufacturers’ Association

Mountain States Inspection Bureau

Mutual Farm Underwriters

Mutual Fire Inspection Bureau



Mutual Fire Insurance Association

Mutual Fire Prevention Bureau

National Association of Air Filter Manufacturers

National Association of Building Owners and Managers

National Association of Credit Men

National Association of Domestic and Farm Pump Manufacturers

National Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers

National Association of Fan Manufacturers

National Association of Mutual Insurance Companies

National Automatic Sprinkler and Fire Control Association

National Board of Fire Underwriters

National Board of Marine Underwriters

National Clean Up and Paint Up Campaign Bureau

National Electric Light Association

National Electrical Contractors’ Association

National Electrical Manufacturers’ Association

National Fire Protection Association

National Lumber Manufacturers Association

National Municipal Signal Association

National Paint, Varnish, and Lacquer Association

National Safety Council

National Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning Association

Nebraska Inspection Bureau

New Brunswick Board of Fire Underwriters

New England Insurance Exchange

Newfoundland Board of Fire Underwriters

New Hampshire Board of Underwriters

New Jersey Schedule Rating Office

New York Board of Fire Underwriters

New York Fire Insurance Rating Organization

Northwestern Association of Electrical Inspectors

Nova Scotia Board of Fire Underwriters

Ohio Farm Bureau Federation

Ohio Inspection Bureau

Oil Insurance Association

Oklahoma Inspection Bureau

Oregon Insurance Rating Bureau

Oregon State Fire Marshal Department

Pacific Coast Building Officials Conference

Pacific Factory Insurance Association
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Philadelphia Fire Underwriters’ Association

Port of New York Authority

Railroad Insurance Association

Railway Fire Protection Association

Rigid Steel Conduit Association

Safe Manufacturers’ National Association

Society of Grain Elevator Superintendents of North America

Society of Motion Picture Engineers

South-Eastern Underwriters’ Association

Telephone Group

Tennessee Inspection Bureau

Terminal Elevator Grain Merchants’ Association

Texas Inspection Bureau

Texas State Fire Insurance Commission

Underwriters’ Association of the District of Columbia

Underwriters’ Laboratories

Underwriters’ Service Association

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soils and Agricultural Engineering

U.S. National Bureau of Standards

U.S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory 

U.S. Waterways Experiment Station

Village of Port Chester, N.Y.

Virginia Insurance Rating Bureau

Washington Surveying and Rating Bureau

Western Actuarial Bureau

Western Canada Insurance Underwriters’ Association

Western Factory Insurance Association

Western Sprinkled Risk Association

Western Underwriters’ Association

West Virginia Fire Underwriters’ Association

West Virginia Inspection Bureau
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Caussae [sic] & Origines, Plurima Etiam Antiquitatis Monumenta, Eruuntur & Explicuntur

(Leyden: D. Lopes de Haro, ), question ; and Isaac Casaubon, C. Suetonius Tran-

quillus (Utrecht: Gisberti a Zyll, ), :.

. The shroud fragments found at Herculaneum were reported to the Royal Society in
Britain in C. Paderni and R. Watson, “An Account of the Late Discovories [sic] of Antiq-
uities at Herculaneum, &c. in Two Letters from Camillo Paderni, Keeper of the
Musaeum Herculanei, to Thomas Hollis, Esq; Translated from the Italian by Robert
Watson, M.D., F.R.S.,” PT  (): .

. J. G. Keyssler, Travels through Germany, Bohemia, Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, and Lorrain

(London: Keith, ), :; and J. E. Smith, A Sketch of a Tour on the Continent, in the

Years 1786 and 1787 (London: Davis, ), :. The Porta cloth was held in the
Vatican collections in the late eighteenth century. Other asbestos grave goods were
found in Rome in the twentieth century; see Edward A. Heffner, “Archaeological
News,” American Journal of Archaeology , no.  (July–September ): , and A. W.
van Buren, “News Letter from Rome,” American Journal of Archaeology , no.  ():
. On the experiments of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, see Edward
Lloyd, “An Account of a Sort of Paper Made of Linum Asbestinum Found in Wales in a
Letter to the Publisher, from Edward Lloyd of Jesus Coll., Oxon,” PT  (): –;
and Mr. Wilson [no given name in original], “A Letter from Mr. Wilson to the Pub-
lisher, Giving an Account for the Lapis Amianthus, Asbestos, or Linum Incom-
bustible, Lately Found in Scotland,” PT  (–): –.

. Isidore of Charax, Parthian Stations: An Account of the Overland Trade Route between the

Levant and India in the First Century .., trans. Wilfred H. Schoff (Chicago: Ares, ),
, where Schoff quotes Hou-han-shu, chap. , written in the fifth century .. about
the first two centuries .. See also J. Thorley, “The Silk Trade between China and the
Roman Empire at Its Height,” Greece and Rome, d ser. , no.  (): , who cites
both the Hou-han-shu and the Wei-lio (.. –) in connection with this trade.

. S. B. Lal, “The Casting of Shellac in Ancient India,” Current Anthropology , no. 
(): .

. Dio Chrysostum (first century ..) tells us in his seventy-ninth oration, paragraph ,
that in Roman Imperial times only marble was quarried at Karystos; Dio Chrysostom,
trans. H. Lamar Crosby (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, ), :.

. The Sung-shou material is cited in Allen H. Godbey, “The Unicorn in the New Testa-
ment,” American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures , no.  (): . No
asbestos sources west of Syria are mentioned in the ancient Chinese literature.

. Saint Augustine, The City of God, trans. Marcus Dods (New York: Modern Library,
), –.

. Except as noted, the Latin texts of patristic writings cited in this section are from the
Patrologia Latina [hereafter PL], ed. Jacques-Paul Mìgne (Paris: Garnieri, –), 
v. in . Augustine, Isidore, and some of the others cited here are also available in
translation.

. Eugyppius, Thesaurus, in PL, :; Bede, Excerptiones, in PL, :; Rabanus Maurus,
Excerptio de Arte Grammatica Prisciani, in PL, :, ; Prudentius Trecensis, De
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Praedestinatione, in PL, :; Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae, in PL, :; and
Marbode of Rennes, De Lapidibus (Wiesbaden, Germany: Steiner, ), , . See also
J. Horace Nunemaker, “A Comparison of the Lapidary of Marbode with a Spanish
Fifteenth-Century Adaptation,” Speculum , no.  (): –.

. Albertus Magnus, Book of Minerals, trans. Dorothy Wyckoff (Oxford: Clarendon, ),
–.

. Eugenius III Toletanus, Epitaphium, in PL, :; Erigena, De Divisione Naturae, in PL,

:; and Petrus Damianus, De Divina Omnipotentia in Reparatione Corruptae et Factis

Infectis Reddendis, in PL, :.

. Gaudentius, Sermones, in PL, :; and Stephanus of Byzantium, Ethnicorum quae

Supersunt (Berlin: Reimer, ), –.

. Simeone Maiolo, Dierum Canicularium Tomi VII, (Bayern: Schönwetteri, ), colloquia
, ; and Claude Saumaise, Plinianae Exercitationes in Caji Julii Solini Polyhistora: Item

Caji Julii Solini Polyhistor (Utrecht: van de Water, ), chap. .

. Clare Browne, “Salamander’s Wool: The Historical Evidence for Textiles Woven with
Asbestos Fibre,” Textile History , no.  (): . Browne also comments on the
apparent ignorance of western medieval sources, particularly the patristic writers.

. Faustinus Arevalus, Isidoriana, in PL, :, :; Jerome (Hieronymus Strido-
nensis), Commentaria in Ezechielem, in PL, :; Dracontius, Carmen de Deo, in PL,

:; Rabanus Maurus, Commentaria in Exodum, in PL, :; Anastasius, Historia

de Vitis Pontificum Romanorum, in PL, :, ; and Godefridus Ghiselbertus, De

Vita Auctoris, in PL, :.

. W. E. Sinclair, Asbestos, Its Origin, Production, and Utilization (London: Mining Publica-
tions, ), .

. No such miraculous napery is mentioned in either of the two biographies of Charle-
magne written immediately after his death; the legend is likely to have been a later
invention, dating from the period after the ninth century in which the Frankish
king’s reputation was gradually inflated to nearly Messianic stature. For an example
of an earlier biography, see A. J. Grant, Early Lives of Charlemagne by Eginhard & the

Monk of St. Gall (London: Chatto and Windus, ). The legend is persistent; see
Keasbey & Mattison Company, Legends of Asbestos (Ambler, Pa.: Keasbey & Mattison
Company, ), ; and Becker & Haag Berlin, Asbestos; Its Sources, Extraction, Prepara-

tion, Manufacture and Uses in Industry and Engineering (Berlin: Becker & Haag Berlin,
), .

. Ahmad ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Faq ih al-Hamadh an I, Abrégé du livre des pays, trans.
Henry Massé (Damascus: Institut Français de Damas, ), . The original work in
Arabic dates from .

. Berthold Laufer cites the Wei Su, chap. , sec. b, in Sino-Iranica; Chinese Contribu-

tions to the History of Civilization in Ancient Iran, with Special Reference to the History of

Cultivated Plants and Products (Chicago: Field Museum of Natural History, ), . A
fictional account of a similar asbestos robe appears in Edison Marshall, Caravan to

Xanadu: A Novel of Marco Polo (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Young, ); see also B. J.
Whiting’s remarks on this text in “Thirteen Historical Novels,” Speculum , no. 
(): .

. Yates, Textrinum Antiquorum, –. The illumination from the Codex is reproduced
in Herbert Bloch, Monte Cassino in the Middle Ages (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, ), :. The descriptive text of the “relic” appears in Leo Marsi-
canus, Die Chronik von Montecassino = Chronica Monasterii Casinensis (Hannover,
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Germany: Hahn, ), –. The passage in question, book , chap. , is thought
to date from late in the year . Further light is thrown on this document by Bernard
de Montfauçon (–), The Travels of the Learned Father Montfauçon from Paris thro’

Italy . . . Made English from the Paris Edition (London: D. L., ), –.

. Marco Polo, The Travels of Marco Polo, the Venetian. The Translation of William Marsden

Revised, ed. Thomas Wright (London: Bohn, ), –.

. John Speed, A Newe Mape of Tartary (London: Humble, ).

. C. Ricchieri and Lodovicus Caelius Rhodiginus, Ludovici Caelii Rhodigini Lectionum Anti-

quarum Libri Triginta (Frankfurt am Main: Marnium und Aubrium, ), book ,
chap. .

. Archibald Rose, “Chinese Frontiers of India,” Geographical Journal , no.  ():
–. Rose apparently does not think to inquire why the chieftain values this gar-
ment, which would have been heavy, scratchy, and awkward to wear.

. Berthold Laufer, Asbestos and Salamander, an Essay in Chinese and Hellenistic Folk-lore

(Leiden: Brill, ). Prester John’s letter is reproduced in Sabine Baring-Gould, Curi-

ous Myths of the Middle Ages (Boston: Roberts, ), chap. . See also “The Salaman-
der,” Harper’s , no.  (): .

. David M. Sever, Reproductive Biology and Phylogeny of Urodela (Enfield, N.H.: Science
Publishers, ), –; on the ability of at least some salamanders to pass unscathed
through fire, see Mark R. Stromberg, “Taricha Torosa (California Newt): Response to
Fire,” Herpetological Review , no.  (): –.

. All living things on earth are hydrocarbons; life is a process of slow combustion.
Stephen Pyne, Fire: A Brief History (Seattle: University of Washington Press, ), .
Asbestos remained the only economically important mineral fiber until the twentieth
century. See, for example, William I. Hannan, The Textile Fibres of Commerce. A Hand-

book on the Occurrence, Distribution, Preparation, and Uses of the Animal, Vegetable, and

Mineral Fibres Used in Cotton, Woollen, Paper, Silk, Brush and Hat Manufacture (London:
Griffin, ), , , .

 Charles Bonnet, The Contemplation of Nature (London: Longman, Becket, and de
Hondt, ); cited in Stephen Jay Gould, “Bound by the Great Chain,” in The

Flamingo’s Smile (New York: Norton, ), .

. Aaron J. Ihde, The Development of Modern Chemistry (; reprint, New York: Dover,
), –.

. Pietro Andrea Mattioli, Commentaires de M. P. André Matthiolus, médecin senois, sur les six

livres de Pedacius Dioscoride, anazarbeen de la matière médicinale (Lyon: Cotier, ):
–.

. Georgius Agricola, De Natura Fossilium [Textbook of Mineralogy] (New York: Geological
Society of America, ): :–. Ole Worm, Museum Wormiamum (Leiden: Elsevir,
), –; and Athanasius Kircher, Mundus Subterraneus (Amsterdam: Jansson at
Waesberg and Sons, ), book , chap. .

. François Rabelais, The Complete Works of François Rabelais, trans. Donald M. Frame
(Berkeley: University of California Press, ), –; Victor Hugo, Hans of Iceland: Or

the Demon of the North, a Romance, trans. Abby L. Alger (Boston: Estes and Lauriat,
), ; Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer Studios, The Wizard of Oz [motion picture] ().
François Rigolot thinks most of Rabelais’s information is drawn from Pliny; see
Rigolot, “Rabelais’s Laurel for Glory: A Further Study of the ‘Pantagruelion,’” Renais-

sance Quarterly , no.  (): .
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. Worm, “De Amiantho, Selenitide, Talco, &c.,” in Museum Wormianum, –; and
Kircher, Mundus Subterraneus, book , chap. 

. J. E. Smith, A Sketch of a Tour on the Continent, in the Years 1786 and 1787 (London: Davis,
), :.

. Matthias Tiling, “Observatio LXI: De Lino Vivo aut Asbestino & Incombustibili,” in
Miscellanea Curiosa; Sive, Ephemeridum Medico-Physicarum Germanicarum, ed. Deutsche
Akademie der Naturforscher (Nuremberg: Streck, ), :–.

. Sinclair, Asbestos, ; John Ciampini, “An Abstract of a Letter, Wrote Some Time Since,
by Signior John Ciampini of Rome, to Father Bernard Joseph a Jesu Maria, Etc. Con-
cerning the Asbestus, and Manner of Spinning and Making an Incombustible Cloath
Thereof,” PT  (): –. See also F. E. Brückmann, Historia Naturalis Curiosa

Lapidis . . . Ejusque Praeparatorum, Chartae Nempe, Lini, Lintei et Ellychniorum Incom-

bustibilium (Brunswick, ), –; and Edward Lloyd, “An Account of a Sort of Paper
Made of Linum Asbestinum Found in Wales, in a Letter to the Publisher,” PT  ():
–. See also Erich Pontoppidan, The Natural History of Norway (London: Linde,
).

. Browne, “Salamander’s Wool,” .

. Saint Augustine and Juan Luis Vives, Saint Augustine, Of the Citie of God with the Learned

Comments of Io. Lodouicus Viues. Englished first by I. H. And now in this Second Edition Com-

pared with the Latine Originall, and in Very Many Places Corrected and Amended (London:
Eld and Flesher, ), –; Pietro Della Valle, The Travels of Sig. Pietro della Valle, a

Noble Roman, into East-India and Arabia Deserta (London: Macock, ), ; Joseph
Pitton de Tournefort, Tournefort, A Voyage into the Levant, trans. John Ozell (London:
Browne, ), :; and Charles Sigisbert Sonnini, Travels in Greece and Turkey  (Lon-
don: Longman and Rees, ), :. See also accounts of the mineral in cabinets of
curiosities in Richard Lassels, An Italian Voyage (London: Wellington, ), ; John
H. Appleby, “Robert Dingley, F.R.S. (–), Merchant, Architect and Pioneering
Philanthropist,” Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London , no.  (): ; and
Henry Marczali and Stephen Szechenyi, “A Hungarian Magnate at Cambridge in ,”
Cambridge Historical Journal , no.  (): . The collectible character of asbestos
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is noted in Allen Kurzweil’s novel, A Case

of Curiosities (San Diego: Harvest, ), . Other travelers’ accounts include John
Ray and F. Willughby, Observations Topographical, Moral, & Physiological; Made in a Jour-

ney Through Part of the Low-Countries, Germany, Italy, and France (London: Martyn,
), ; and Didier Bugnon, Rélation exact concernant les caravanes ou cortèges des

marchands d’Asie (Nancy, France: Charlot and Deschamps, ), –.

. “Inquiries for Turky,” PT  (): ; and “A Curious Relation, Taken out the Third
Venetian Journal De Letterati, of March , ; of a Substance Found in Great Quan-
tities in Some Mines of Italy,” PT  (): –.

. Plot, “A Discourse,” –; Patrick Blair, “Part of a Letter from Mr. Patrick Blair to Dr.
Hans Sloane, Royal Society Secretary, Giving an Account of the Asbestos, or Lapis
Amiantus, found in the High-Lands of Scotland,” PT  (–): –; J. Harris and
J. T. Desaguliers, “An Account of Some Experiments Tried with Mons. Villette’s Burn-
ing Concave, in June ,” PT  (): –; and Mr. Angestein [sic], “A Short
Account of Some Swedish Minerals, &C. Sent from Mr Angestein, Overseer of the King
of Sweden’s Mines, to Mr James Petiver, Apothecary, and F.R.S.,” PT  (): . On
burning-mirror experiments, see also “Burning-Mirrors and Sun-Machines,” Manu-

facturer and Builder [hereafter MB] , no.  (): .
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. Torbert Bergman, Physical and Chemical Essays (London: Murray, ), –; on
the poor writing qualities of asbestos paper, see Oliver Bowles, “History of Asbestos
Paper,” Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering , no.  (): –. See also “Funeral
Dress of Kings,” Better Homes and Gardens  (April ): .

. For examples, see PT  (): –;  (): –;  (): –;  ():
–;  (): –;  (): –;  (): –;  (): –; and 
(): –. For Davy’s use of asbestos, see also “Sir Humphry Davy,” Living Age ,
no.  (): .

. This artifact is still in the collections of the British Museum. See Jessie M. Sweet,
“Benjamin Franklin’s Purse,” Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London , no. 
(): –; and Clifford Frondel, “Benjamin Franklin’s Purse and the Early History
of Asbestos in the United States,” Archives of Natural History , no.  (): –.
On Hamilton, see E. P. Panagopoulos, “Hamilton’s Notes in His Pay Book of the New
York State Artillery Company,” American Historical Review , no.  (): .

. Pehr Kalm, The America of 1750; Peter Kalm’s Travels in North America; The English Version

of 1770, ed. A. Benson (New York: Wilson-Erickson, ), :, :. Asbestos was
found in a forge in France in , but its probable use there as a thermal insulator
was not understood either by the proprietor or the Royal Society fellow who reported
it; see Turberville Needham, “An Account of a Late Discovery of Asbestos in France:
In a Letter to the Rev. Tho. Birch, D. D. Secretary to the Royal Society,” PT  ():
–.

. Johann Reinhold Forster and J. Taylor, An Introduction to Mineralogy or an Accurate Clas-

sification of Fossils and Minerals Viz., Earths, Stones, Salts, Inflammables and Metallic Sub-

stances, st ed. (London: Johnson, ), –; Giacinto Gimma and Antonio Baldi,
Della storia naturale delle gemme, delle pietre, e di tutti i minerali, ovvero, della fisica sotter-

ranea di D. Giacinto Gimma (Naples: Muzio, ), ; Parker Cleaveland, “Species 
Asbestus,” in An Elementary Treatise on Mineralogy and Geology, d ed. (Boston: Cum-
mings and Hilliard, ), –; Axel Fredrik Cronstedt, An Essay Towards a System

of Mineralogy, d ed. (London: Dilly, ), :–; Samuel Robinson, A Catalogue of

American Minerals, with Their Localities (Boston: Cummings and Hilliard, ), , ;
and Emanuel Mendes da Costa, A Natural History of Fossils (London: Davis and
Reymers, ).

. “Eternal Lamps,” Living Age, , no.  (): ; A. M. Mace, “Vapor Lamp Burn-
ers,” SA, , no.  (): ; “New Lime Light without Oxygen,” SA , no.  ():
; “Incombustible Wicks,” MB , no.  (): ; “A New Use for Asbestos,” MB ,
no.  (): ; “New Portable Blow-Pipe,” Scribner’s Monthly , no.  (): ; and
“Incombustible Lamp Wicks,” MB , no.  (): . The Hunterian Museum at the
University of Glasgow has examples of asbestos lampwicks; see GLAHM  and
, http://www.huntsearch.gla.ac.uk, accessed on September , . Asbestos wicks
were still made by hand in some parts of Asia in the s and in Greenland as late
as ; see H. Trotter, “On the Geographical Results of the Mission to Kashghar,
under Sir T. Douglas Forsyth in –,” Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of

London  (): ; and Herman R. Friis, “Greenland: A Productive Arctic Colony,”
Economic Geography , no.  (): .

. Nathan Rosenberg, “On Technological Expectations,” Economic Journal , no. 
(): . He cites Charles M. Coleman, P.G. and E. of California: The Centennial Story of

Pacific Gas & Electric Company, 1852–1952 (New York: McGraw-Hill, ), . These
mantles were still in use in propane lamps in the second half of the twentieth century.
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. Eusebe Salverte, “The Occult Sciences,” Living Age , no.  (): .

. “Jersey Marble,” SA , no.  (): ; “Junction of the Atlantic and the Pacific,”
Living Age , no.  (): –; H. Gerber and R. F. Burton, “Geographical Notes
on the Province of Minas Geraes,” Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London 

(): –; J. R. Hamilton, “The Natural Wealth of Virginia,” Harper’s , no. 
(): ; “Tin in Missouri,” SA , no.  (): ; Winslow Cossoul Watson, The

Military and Civil History of the County of Essex, New York. (Albany, N.Y.: Munsell, ),
; “Asbestos,” MB , no.  (May ): ; “Nyassa-Land and Its Commercial Possi-
bilities,” Science , no.  (): ; and Alfred Aylward, “Dutch South Africa: Its
Hydrography, Mineral Wealth, and Mercantile Possibilities,” Journal of the American

Geographical Society of New York  (): .

. Warner, “Roofing, Lagging, and Packing”; and “Asbestos,” SA , no.  (): .

. “New Application of Gun Cotton and Asbestos,” SA , no.  (): ; and “List of
Patent Claims: To John Allen of Cincinnati, O.,” SA , no.  (): . A similar use
is documented in “New Base for Artificial Teeth,” SA , no.  (): .

. For examples, see SA , no.  (): ; n.s. , no.  (): ; and , no.  ():
; see also MB , no.  (): ; and , no.  (), unpaginated backmatter.

. See “New Inventions,” SA , no.  (): ; “M. de Luca obtains Oxygen Gas,” , no.
 (): ; “Notes and Queries,” , no.  (): ; “Asbestos, a Material for Glass
Making,” , no.  (): ; “The New Zirconia Light,” , no.  (): ; and
“Answers to Correspondents,” , no.  (): . In MB see “Asbestos,” , no.  ():
; “Diamagnetism and Paramagnetism,” , no.  (): ; “Electro-plating by Heat,”
, no.  (): ; and “A Novel Way to Fire Blasts,” , no.  (): .

. “Experiments on the Influence of Air in Promoting the So-Called Spontaneous Gener-
ation,” Living Age , no.  (): ; “Spontaneous Generation,” SA , no. 
(): ; and , no.  (): .

. “Arsenic in Wall Paper,” SA , no.  (): ; “Improved Carbureting Apparatus,”
SA , no.  (): ; “Manganese,” SA , no.  (): ; “The Uses of Gun-
Cotton,” MB , no. (): ; “Asbestos,” MB , no.  (): ; and “Filtering Alka-
line Solutions,” MB , no.  (): .

. “Electrical News,” Science , no.  (): ; “War-Balloons,” Science , no. 
(): ; L. C. Bernacchi, “Preliminary Report on the Physical Observations
Conducted on the National Antarctic Expedition, from  to ,” Geographical

Journal , no.  (): ; Augustus H. Gill, “Suggestions for the Construction of
Chemical Laboratories,” Science , no.  (): ; Raymond H. Pond, “Labora-
tory Table Tops,” Science , no.  (): ; “The Gray Herbarium,” Science , no.
 (): ; “The Mount Everest Expedition,” Geographical Journal , no. 
(): ; “Photography on the Hamilton Rice Expedition, –,” Geographical

Journal , no.  (): ; and “The Antarctic,” Geographical Journal , no.  ():
.

. Asbestos Packing Company, Price List (); Fairbanks & Company, Vulcanized

Asbestos Disc (New York: Fairbanks, ); and H. W. Johns Manufacturing Company,
Descriptive Price List: Asbestos (New York: Johns Company, ).

. “Recent Foreign Inventions,” SA , no.  (): ; “Green Ink—George Smillie, New
York City,” in “List of Patent Claims,” SA , no.  (); ; “Incombustible Account
Books,” MB , no.  (): ; “Asbestos Paper,” World’s Work , no.  (): ; and
“Various Practical Uses of Asbestos,” MB , no.  (): .
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. “List of Patent Claims,” SA , no.  (): ; , no.  (); , no.  (): ;
and “Dry Journal-Boxes,” MB, , no.  (): .

. On asbestos in gas appliances, see “Gas Stoves,” SA , no.  (), ; “Cooking by
Gas,” SA , no.  (), ; “Foreign Summary-News and Markets,” SA , no. 
(): ; “Amianthus, or Asbestos,” MB , no.  (): ; and Harvey Levenstein,
“The New England Kitchen and the Origins of Modern American Eating Habits,”
American Quarterly , no.  (): . For the perceived vulgarity of gas fireplaces,
see “Recent Literature,” Atlantic Monthly , no.  (): ; Clarence Cook, “Beds
and Tables, Stools and Candlesticks,” Scribner’s Monthly , no.  (): ; and
Richard S. Urhbrock, “Popular Usage of the Terms ‘Instinct’ and ‘Instinctive,’” Scien-

tific Monthly , no.  (): . On mats, see “Contrivance for Retarding Rapid Ebul-
lition,” SA , no.  (): . On the secular worship of the hearth, see Margaret
Hindle Hazen and Robert M. Hazen, Keepers of the Flame: The Role of Fire in American

Culture, 1775–1925 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, ), –.

. G. Aldini, “Art of Preparing Asbestos and Rendering It Fit for Spinning and Weaving
the Use of the Cloth in Garments Worn by Firemen,” American Journal of Science , st
ser. (): –.

. On nineteenth-century proximity suits, see “Making Gloves,” part of a report on a
meeting of the Polytechnic Association of the American Institute, SA , no.  ():
.

. J. T. Donald, “Canadian Asbestus [sic]: Its Occurrence and Uses,” Popular Science

Monthly  (): .

. “Are Iron Safes Safe?” SA , no.  (): ; Edward Everett Hale, “Life in the Brick
Moon,” Atlantic Monthly , no.  (): ; and R. D. Blackmore [Richard
Doddridge], Alice Lorraine: A Tale of the South Downs, serialized in Littell’s Living Age, th
ser., , no.  (): –.

. “Artificial Asbestos, or Mineral Wool,” MB , no.  (): ; and “Incombustible Min-
eral Wool,” , no.  (): ; see also William Peters, U.S. patent ,, “Improve-
ment in Packing for Steam and other Engines,” SA , no.  (): .

. “Water Glass,” SA , no.  (): . See also John A. Church, “Scientific Miscellany,”
Galaxy , no.  (): .

. “Memoranda,” Scribner’s Monthly , no. (), ; and , no.  (): –. Robert
H. Jones mentions the falling price of asbestos in the two decades preceding his
article, in “Asbestos and Asbestic: With Some Account of the Recent Discovery of the
Latter at Danville, in Lower Canada,” Journal of the Society of Arts  (): .

. On the costs of processing the mineral, see “Uses of Asbestos,” Chamber’s Journal 

(): .

. John F. Springer, “Asbestos, Its Production and Industrial Applications,” Cassier’s Mag-

azine  (): –.

. “Cincinnati Exposition,” MB , no.  (): . See also “Hoisting Engines,” MB , no.
 (): .

. “The Fair of the American Institute,” MB , no.  (): .

. In SA, for examples of advertising and editorial endorsements, see , no.  ():
; , no.  (): , ; , no.  (): ; , no.  (): , , ; ,
no.  (): , ; , no.  (): ; , no.  (): , ; , no.  ():
; , no.  (), , ; , no.  (): ; , no.  (): ; , no. 
(): ; and , no.  (): . In MB, see , no.  (): ; , no.  (): ;
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, no.  (): ; , no.  (): ; , no.  (): ; , no.  (): ; , no. 
(): ; , no.  (): advertising page ; , no.  (): advertising page ; , no.
 (): ; and , no.  (): . On the growth of Johns’s company, see
“Evolution of a Job,” Nation’s Business  (July ): ; and Edwin J. Becker, “Magic
Mineral,” American Mercury  (October ): –.

. “Keeping the Heat In,” SA , no.  (): , ; see also the controversy over the
kind and proper amount of asbestos insulation to use in “Value of Sheet Asbestos on
Hot Pipes,” Mechanical Engineering  (January–March ):  (January), –
(March). P. Nicholls recommended air cell rather than paper for this purpose; see his
“Warm-Air Furnace Insulation,” American Society of Heating and Ventilation Engineers

Journal  (September ): –.

. “Usefulness of Asbestos,” MB , no.  (): .

. “The Centennial Exposition,” MB , no.  (): ; “Asbestos,” MB , no.  ():
–; see also “Steam Pipe and Boiler Coverings,” MB , no.  (): ; and
“Asbestos Coverings for Steam Boilers and Pipes,” MB , no.  (): ; “Complete
Combustion Boiler,” Science , no. : ; and “Scientific Miscellany,” Galaxy , no.
 (): .

. Keasbey & Mattison Company, Trade List, 85% Magnesia and Other Coverings (Ambler,
Pa: Keasbey & Mattison Company, ), –; Asbestos and Magnesia Manufacturing
Company, Ehrets 85% Magnesia Coverings (Philadelphia: Elliott, ), –. See also
“Keeping the Heat In,” SA , no.  (): .

. Robert E. Peary, “Party and Outfit for the Greenland Journey,” Journal of the American

Geographical Society of New York  (): .

. Johns Company, Descriptive Price List: Asbestos (), ; (), ; see also “Uses of
Asbestos in Electrical Appliances,” Engineering Magazine  (September ): .

. “,—William Peters . . . Improvement in the Manufacture of Fire Brick,” SA , no.
 (): ; “, Composition for Manufacturing Stone . . . A. Pelletier,” SA , no.
 (): ; “No. , Improvement in Composition for Building, by Arza T.
Lyon,” MB , no.  (): . On fire brick, see also “A New Industry in Tasmania,”
MB , no.  (): . On cement, see “,—Roofing Cement—J. A. Moore, Provi-
dence, R.I.,” SA , no.  (): .

. “New Buildings in New York and Vicinity,” MB , no.  (): ; “An Absolutely Fire-
Proof Building,” MB , no.  (): ; and “Asbestos Products,” MB , no.  ():
.

. Sold in forty-eight-inch planks, the half-inch thickness, forty-two inches wide, was
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Company, Magnesia Building Lumber, Floors, Shingles, Boards, &C (Ambler, Pa: Keasbey &
Mattison Company, ), n.p.; and Johns-Manville Company, J-M Asbestos Roofing;

“Look for the White Top,” Catalog No. 303 (New York: Johns-Manville Company, ),
. This catalog featured pictures of the material in fire tests, pp. –. On asbestos-
cement shingles, see Asbestos Shingles, Slate & Sheathing Company, Trade Priced List

of the Asbestos Roofing Slates, Shingles and Sheathings (Ambler, Pa: Asbestos Shingles,
Slate & Sheathing Company, ), ; and Robert G. Skerrett, “Asbestos in Architec-
ture,” SA, December , , pp. , .

. Philip Carey Company, Carey Flexible Cement Roofing: Specifications (n.d.), n.p.; accord-
ing to Johns Manufacturing Company, Descriptive Price List: Asbestos (), , double-
thickness roofing felt was $. per one hundred square feet. On asbestos-cement
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shingles, see Asbestos Shingles, Slate & Sheathing Company, Trade Priced List (),
; Keasbey & Mattison Company, Offers to the Building Trade: Asbestos Shingles, Slates and

Sheathings (Ambler, Pa: Keasbey & Mattison Company, ); Johns-Manville Com-
pany, The Roof Everlasting; J-M Transite Asbestos Fire-Proof Shingles (New York: Johns-
Manville Company, ); Mohawk Asbestos Slate Company, Mohawk Tapered Asbestos
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facturing Company, ); and Philip Carey Company, The Everlasting House Top: Carey

Asbestos Shingles (Cincinnati, Ohio: Philip Carey Company, ).

. “Paints,” MB , no.  (): ; , no.  (): advertising page ; , no.  ():
; and , no.  (): ; and “H. W. Johns Asbestos Liquid Paints,” American

Missionary , no.  (): .

. Experiments were made in London with the use of asbestos paint for the fireproofing
of theater sets and scenery; see “Asbestos Fire-Proof Paint,” Knowledge, January ,
, p. .

. Wolfgang Venerand, Asbest und Feuerschutz; Enthaltend: Vorkommen, Verarbeitung und

Anwendung des Asbestes, Sowie den Feuerschutz in Theatern, Offentlichen Gebäuden U.S.W.;
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CHAPTER 3 THE RISE OF THE ASBESTOS CURTAIN

. Edwin O. Sachs, Modern Opera Houses and Theatres (London: Batsford, ), :–.

. William Paul Gerhard, Theatre Fires and Panics: Their Causes and Prevention (New York:
Wiley, ), ; and Sachs, Modern Opera Houses, :.

. Wermiel, Fireproof Building, –. Model codes include Proposed Building Law for

Medium Sized Cities, as Drafted by a Commission Appointed Pursuant to Chapter 579, Laws

of 1892 of New York State . . . Issued June, 1893, by the Committee on Construction of Build-

ings of the National Board of Fire Underwriters (New York: Committee on Construction
of Buildings of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, ); National Board of Fire
Underwriters and NFPA, An Ordinance Providing for Fire Limits and the Construction and

Equipment of Buildings in Small Towns and Villages (New York: National Board of Fire
Underwriters and NFPA, ); Texas State Fire Insurance Commission, Building Code

(Advisory) for Towns and Small Cities (Austin: Texas State Fire Insurance Commission,
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State Board of Standards and Appeals, Fire-Resistive Construction: Effective December 30,

1955: Industrial Code Rule No. 7 (Albany, N.Y.: New York State Board of Standards and
Appeals, ).

. The current editions of these titles are NFPA, Fire Protection Handbook, th ed. ();
and NFPA, Life Safety Code  ed. The handbook has been published since ; the
Life Safety Code was incorporated into it until , when the code began to be pub-
lished as a separate volume.
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word theater/theatre are used. This is because the official and historical names of
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also Richard Leacroft, Theatre and Playhouse: An Illustrated Survey of Theatre Building
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Meissner, ), –; Gerhard, Theatre Fires and Panics, ; and Andrew Martin Hayes,
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don: Yates, ), , –, .
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http://www.fire.org.uk/fpact/leg.htm, accessed on May , .

. Wermiel, Fireproof Building, . Some American cities, such as Fredericksburg, Virginia,
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Edward Alvey, The Fredericksburg Fire of 1807 (Fredericksburg, Va.: Historic Fredericks-
burg Foundation, ), , .
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Injury,” Emergency Medicine Clinics of North America , no.  (): –.
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professionals, d ed. (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, ), .
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. Patte, Essai sur l’architecture théatrale, –; George Saunders, A Treatise on Theatres

(London: Saunders, ; reprint, New York: Blom, ), , . As late as , archi-
tects were still extolling the acoustical superiority of wood for theater interiors. See
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Irving Pichel, Modern Theatres (New York: Harcourt Brace, ), photo caption facing
pp.  and –, in which the author praises both wooden paneling for auditorium
walls and soft wood for the stage floor.

. Bryan Akers, Graphic Description of the Burning of the Richmond Theatre, Compiled from

the Lips of Eyewitnesses (Lynchburg, Va.: News Book and Job Office Print, ), .

. The foregoing narrative relies on the following sources: Akers, Graphic Description;
“Theatre on fire. AWFUL CALAMITY!” [broadside] (); Collection of Facts and State-

ments Relative to the Fatal Event Which Occurred at the Theatre in Richmond, on the 26th
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The Development of Structural Form, http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~struct/resources/

resources_index.html, accessed on May , .

. This account of the Ring Theatre fire relies on the following sources: “Wien-Vienna
Geschichte: Ringtheaterbrand, ,” http://www.wien-vienna.at/ringtheaterbrand.htm,

accessed on January , ; Gerhard, Theatre Fires and Panics, –; “Modern Stage
Mechanism,” SA , no.  (): ; Sachs, Modern Opera Houses and Theatres, :;
and Carl Lautenschlaeger, “Theatre Fire and Its Prevention in Germany,” SA , no. 
(): .

. Carlisle, Thoughts upon the Present Condition of the Stage, 

. Saunders, Treatise on Theatres, .
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see [Fire Commissioner] Westphalen, “Experimental Theater Conflagrations,” SA Sup-

plement , no.  (): –.

. James George Buckley, Theatre Construction and Maintenance: A Compendium of Useful

Hints and Suggestions on the Subjects of Planning, Construction, Lighting, Fire Prevention,

and the General Structural Arrangements of a Model Theatre (London: “The Stage” Office,
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. Charles John Hexamer, “How Theatres Should Be Constructed,” American Architect and

Building News  (): ; and Gerhard, Theatre Fires and Panics, –.
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(issued on January , ); Lemuel W. Wright, “Improvement in Fire-Shields for
Theaters, &c.,” U.S. patent no.  (issued on February , ); Charles Hoffman,
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stage, see also Carl Lautenschlaeger, “Theatrical Engineering Past and Present,” SA
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Stadttheater in Hildesheim (Munich: Werner, ), ; the Parisian authorities were
still specifying iron for safety curtains (rideau de fer) in , although the décors were
supposed to be of amiante (asbestos). See Roger Poulain, Salles de spectacles et d’audi-

tions; documents recueillis et présentées (Paris: Fréal, ), , , .

. This account of the Exeter fire is drawn from Sachs, Modern Opera Houses, :; and
from David Anderson, The Exeter Theatre Fire (Royston, England: Entertainment Tech-
nology Press, ).

. “Fires which Caused Theatre Disasters—a Sombre Record,” National Police Gazette 
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don: British Fire Prevention Committee, ), –; see also W. D. King, “When The-
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. James Boyd, “Asbestos and Its Applications,” Journal of the Society of Arts  (): .

. “Production of Grand Opera,” SA , no.  (): .

. William P. Gerhard, “Can the Theater Fire be Prevented?” SA , no.  (): .

. Edwin O. Sachs, The Fire at the Iroquois Theatre, Chicago, 30th December, 1903: Compris-

ing a Descriptive Paper by Edwin O. Sachs; the New Theatre Regulations at Chicago, the Ver-

dict at the Inquest, with Some Constructional Particulars by the NFPA, U.S.A., Publications
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of the British Fire Prevention Committee no.  (London: British Fire Prevention Com-
mittee, ), ; see also , , .

. This was not unusual before building codes began specifying how much asbestos was
to be used in theater fire curtains. See A. Frederick Collins, “Making Asbestos Fire
Curtains and Fireproof Fabrics,” SA , no.  (): .

. Edwin Fitzgerald Foy (–) was a popular vaudeville comedian. Bob Hope plays
him in the  film biography The Seven Little Foys, which includes the Iroquois
episode. Foy threw his son Bryan, who was in the audience, to an escaping stagehand
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Everett, The Great Chicago Theater Disaster: The Complete Story Told by the Survivors: Pre-

senting a Vivid Picture, Both by Pen and Camera, of One of the Greatest Fire Horrors of

Modern Times (Chicago: Publishers Union of America, ), .

 “Means Employed in New York Theatres for Reducing Fire Hazard,” American City 

(October ): .

. This account of the Iroquois Theatre fire relies on the following sources: Nat Brandt,
Chicago Death Trap: The Iroquois Theatre Fire of 1903 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Press, ); Hatch, Tinder Box; S. B. Hamilton, A Short History of the Struc-

tural Fire Protection of Buildings Particularly in England, National Building Studies spe-
cial report no.  (London: His Majesty’s Stationery Office, ), ; Sachs, The Fire at

the Iroquois Theatre; Hayes, “The Iroquois Theatre Fire”; Chicago Fire Marshall,
“Iroquois Theater Fire,” annual report for  (), ; and Dorothy Brown, “Dis-
aster: The Iroquois Theater Fire,” Clerk of the Circuit Court, Cook County [Illinois],

www.cookcountyclerkofcourt.org/Archives_/Famous_Cases/Iroquois_Theater, accessed on
January , . On steel shutters, see “Self-Coiling Revolving Shutters,” MB , no. 
(): ; and August E. Schmidt, “Safety Shutter and Screen for Shop-Windows,” U.S.
patent no.  (March , ); on steel and asbestos curtains in Chicago the-
aters, see Johns-Manville Company, J-M Building Materials Catalog No. 102 (New York:
Johns-Manville Company, ), –; see also the company’s Johns-Manville Building

Materials (New York: Johns-Manville Company, ), .

. Taxpayer, To Voters: On Tuesday, June 14, 1904, You Will Have an Opportunity to Decide the

Question, Whether or Not the City of Staunton Shall Close Its Opera House, or So Remodel It

as to Make It as Safe for Public Use in Case of Fire or Panic, as Any Theatre in This State or

Elsewhere (Staunton, Va., ).

. Freeman, On the Safeguarding of Life in Theaters, . Freeman believes the Iroquois cur-
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. Keasbey & Mattison Company, Descriptive List of Keasbey & Mattison Company—Ambler

Asbestos Products (Ambler, Pa.: Keasbey & Mattison Company, ), .

. Dayton, Ohio, Building Code Committee, Building Code of the City of Dayton, Ordinance

No. 10383 (Dayton, Ohio: Building Code Committee, ), .
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lete technology: for example, “icebox” for “refrigerator” and “carriage return” for the
“enter” key on a computer keyboard. I prefer the neologism archaeomorph (in Greek
“old form”) because skeuomorph has a well-established meaning in archaeology, refer-
ring to “material metaphors” rather than those in purely linguistic use. See Nicholas
Gessler, “Skeuomorphs and Cultural Algorithms,” UCLA Anthropology, Computational
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Evolution, and Ecology Group, http://www.streamlive.com/, accessed on October , .
Referring to the connection tone of a telephone as a “dial tone” is an example of an
archaeomorph. See also “Safety Curtain,” in “Theater Terminology,” Houston Tide-

landers Barbershop Chorus, http://www.swd.org./tidelanders/Scripts/TheaterGlossary.htm,

accessed on March , . When Eddie Foy was attempting to calm the audience
from the stage of the Iroquois, he wondered to himself, “Didn’t anyone know how to
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Cyrus Cole, Theatres & Auditoriums (New York: Reinhold, ), . For an exception-
ally handsome example of a steel curtain, see Mary L. Gray, “Lane Technical High
School, Indian Motif,  or ,” in A Guide to Chicago’s Murals (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, ), . For an example of a Sanborn map with notation of an
asbestos curtain, see Sanborn-Perris Map Company, Insurance Maps of Wilmington,

Delaware (New York: Sanborn-Perris Map Company, ), :. These maps also note
which structures have asbestos roofing.

. Marshall K. Rouse, Fundamentals of Fire Prevention and Protection (Stanford, Calif.: Stan-
ford University, Engineering, Science, and Management Defense Training Program,
), unpaginated section on theater fire safety; and Arthur Sherman Meloy, Theatres

and Motion Picture Houses: A Practical Treatise on the Proper Planning and Construction of

Such Buildings, and Containing Useful Suggestions, Rules, and Data for the Benefit of Archi-

tects, Prospective Owners, Etc. (New York: Architects’ Supply and Publishing Company,
), . See also “The Cannonsburg Holocaust,” NFPA Quarterly , no.  ():
–.
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Amateur Theater Club—The Last One to Leave (Lock-up), http://www.theplayers-detroit.org/

index.html, accessed on March , ; see also City of Prescott, Arizona, Elks Opera

House History Timeline, http://www.cityofprescott.net/Elks%20Opera%20House/history.cfm,

accessed on March , , The University of Minnesota Libraries, Manuscripts Divi-
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Fire Safety Curtains,” J. R. Clancy, http://www.jrclancy.com/Products/firecurtaintypes.htm,
all three accessed on September , .

. Tidworth, Theatres, . Leacroft makes essentially the same point in Theatre and Play-

house, .

. “Theater Fires,” http://www.disaster-management.net/theater_fire.htm, accessed on
August , ; Massimo Livi-Bacci, A Concise History of World Population, d ed.
(Malden, Mass.: Blackwell, ), .
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